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Report of the Secretary-General 

1, By paragraph 94 of resolution S-10/2 of 30 June 1978, the General Assembly 
requested the Secretary-General,, with the assistance of a group of qualified 
governmental experts, to carry out a study on the relationship between disarmament 
and development. 

2. Pursuant to that resolution, the Secretary-General appointed a Group of 
Governmental Experts on the Relationship between Disarmament and Development, 
which met from 4 to 13 September 1978: 15 to 26 January 1979; 2 to 11 May 1979n 
17 to 21 September 1979; 11 to 18 February 1980:, 2 to 12 June 1980; 
15 to 26 September 1980; X9 to 30 January 1981, 21 April to 1 May 1981 and 
17 to 28 Auc;ust 1981. '. 

3, In conformity with paragraph 94. of the Final Document of the Tenth Special o 
Session of the General Assembly contained in resolution S-10/2, the Secretary- 
General submitted to the Assembly at its thirty-fourth session in interini'report 
on the subject (A/34/534). 

4. By a letter dated 3 September 1981, the Chairman of the Group of Governmental 
Experts transmitted to the Secretary-General th- (1 report which is hereby submitted 
to the General Assembly. . 
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Foreword by the Secretary-General 

1. By paragraph 94 of the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the 
General Assembly, contained in resolution S-10/2 of 30 June 1978, the Secretary- 
General was requested to carry out, with the assistance of a group of governmental 
experts, a study on the relationship between disarmament and development. 

2. The mandate of the gxoup, contained in document A/S-10/9, sets out the 
following main areas of investigation: (a) present-day utilization of resources 
for military purposes; (b) economic and social consequences of a continuing arms 
race and of the implementation of disarmament measures; and (c) conversion and 
deployment of resouxces released from military Purposes through disarmament measures 
to economic and social development purposes. In resolution 33/71 I of 
14 December 1978, the General Assembly also requested the Secretary-General to 
submit to the Group of Governmental Experts on the Relationship between Disarmament 
and Development, for its consideration, the proposal to establish an international 
disarmament fund for development, which had been previously submitted by the French 
Government to the General Assembly at its tenth special session (A/S-,lO/AC.1/28). 

3. In pursuance of the request by the General Assembly, a group of seven 
governmental experts was appointed to carry out the study. The Group held 10 
sessions between September 1978 and August 1981. 

4. The study greatly benefited from the preparation of 40 research reports 
commissioned by the Group. Of these reports, 21 were funded from voluntary 
contributions to the Disarmament Project Fund established for this purpose by the 
Governments of 10 States; in addition, 9 countries undertook to finance nationally 
a total of 19 projects, either completely or in part. 

5. The Secretary-General has on many occasions pointed out that the continuing 
escalation of the arms race constitutes a serious drain on resources that are 
desperately needed for socio-economic development. He has repeatedly stressed that 
the hope for a peaceful, just and stable world order depends largely on narrowing 
the gap between the developed and developing countries. The present study is an 
important attempt by the international community to thoroughly investigate the 
proposition that a balanced and generally acceptable pattern of global economic 
and social development is inextricably related to disarmament. The clear and widely 
shared understanding of this relationship may provide a basis for the formulation 
of practical measures by Governments that would both -promote disarmament and 
further development. 

6. The Secretary-General wishes to thank the experts for their report which is 
submitted herewith to the General Assembly for its consideration. It should be 
noted that the observations and recommendations contained in the report are those 
of the experts. In this connexion, the Secretary-General wishes to point out that 
in the complex field of disarmament matters, in many instances he is not in a 
position to pass judgement on all aspects of the work accomplished by the eqexts. 

/ ..* 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

3 September 1981 

Sir, 

I have the honour to submit herewith the report of the Group of Governmental 
Experts on the Relationship between Disarmament and Development, which was appointed 
by you in pursuance of paragraphs 94 and 95 of the Final Document of the 
Special Session of the General Assembly contained in resolution S-10/2 of 

Tenth 

30 June 1978. 

The governmental experts appointed in accordance with the General Assembly 
resolution were the following: 

Mr. Ljubivoje ACfMOVI~ 

Director, Institute of International Politics and Economics, 
Belp;rade, Yugoslavia 

Mr. Mansur AHMAD 

Permanent Representative of Pakistan to the United Nations 
Office at Geneva 

Mr. Tam& GACSKAI 

General Manager, National Bank of Hungary 

Mr, Horst BECKER 

Director of the Disarmament Section, 14inistry of Foreign Affairs, 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Mr. Luis CABA>TA 

Member of the Advisory Commission for Foreign Affairs, 
Venezuela 

Mr. Antoni CZARKOWSKI 

Deputy Director, Department of International Organizations 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Poland 

Mr. Hendrik de HAAN 

Professor of Economics, University of Groningen, the Netherlands 

Mr. Sergio de Queiroz DUARTE 

Deputy Representative of Brazil to the Committee on Disarmament 

Mr. Omran EL SHAFEI 

Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Emt 



or. JO& Antonio ENCINAS DEL PANDO 

Director, Economic and Social Research Centre, 
University of Lima, Peru 

',, Mr. Klaus ENGELHARDT 
Professor of Economics, Institute for International Politics and 
Economics, German Democratic Republic 

Mr. Daniel GALLIk 

Senior Economist, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 
Washington, D.C., United States of America 

b?r. Placid0 GARCIA REYDJOSO 

: Permanent Representative of Mexico to the United Nations 
4 Offike at Geneva 
1 

" Mr. Robert HASELDEN 

Economic Adviser, Ministry of Defence, 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

Mr.' Anthony HILL 

PermanentRepresentative of Jamaica to the United Nations 
Office at Geneva 

..' Mr. Mas,a$&ii KAKITSUBQ 

Adviser $0 the Ministry,of Foreign Affairs, 
,' Tokyo; 'Japan 

.' 
Mr. ken F. 'LUNDBO 

', Chief of Research Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Norway 

Mr. A. C. H. MOWlED 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sri Lanka 

Mr. Jacques PRADELLE DE LA TOUR DE JEAR 

Ministry of External Relations, France 

Mr. Anire SAGAY 

Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Defence, Nigeria 

Mr. Nodari SIMONIA 

Head, Institute of Oriental Studies, USSR Acndem;V of Sciences 

Mr. K. SUBRAHMANYAl 

Director, Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, India 

/ . . . 
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Mr. Ibrahima SY 

First Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Senegal to the 
United Nations Office at Geneva 

Mrs, Inga THORSSON 

Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sweden 

Mr. Leandro I. VERCELES 

Director-General for United Nations Affairs and International 
Organizations, Ministry of,Foreign Affairs, Philippines 

Mr. Constantin VLAD 

Director, Institute of Political Sciences and Study of the 
National Question, Stefan Gheorghiu Academy, Romania 

Mr. Bernard WOOD 

Director, North-South Institute, Canada 

The report was prepared between September 1978 and August 1.981, during which 
period the Group held 10 sessions: from 4 to 13 September 1978, 15 to 
26 January 1979 and 2 to 11 May 1979 at Geneva; from 17 to 21 September 1979 in 
New York; from 11 to ~8 February 1980 at Geneva; from 2 to 12 June 1980 in 
New York; end from 3-5 to 26 September 1980, 19 to 30 January 1981, 21 April to 
1 May 1981 and 17 to 28 August 1981 at Geneva, 

The members of the Group of Governmental Experts wish to express their 
gratitude for the assistance which they received from members of the Secretariat of 
the United Nations and the specialized agencies and other organizations of the . 
United Nations system. They wish in particular to convey their thanks to 
Mr. Jan Martenson, Assistant Secretary-General, to Mr. Abdelkader Bensmail, who 
served as Secretary of the Group and to Mr, Ronald Hunisken, Mr. Hugh Mosley and 
Mrs. Swadesh Rana who served as consultants to the Group. 

I have been requested by the Group of Governmental Experts as its Chairman, 
to submit to you on its behalf its report. Certain members submitted reservations 
to chapters II, TV and VI, in whole or in part. These reservations are reproduced 
in appendix III to this report. The rest of the report, including chapter VII, 
entitled 'Summary, conclusions and recommendations", was adopted unanimously. 

(Signed) Inga THORSSON 
Chairman of the 

Group of Governmental Experts 
on the Relationship between 
Disarmament and Development 

His Excellency Mr. Kurt WALDHEIM 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 
New York 

/ ..* 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The origin of the present. study can be traced to resolution 32188 A 
12 Decembar 1977 whereby the General Assembly decided that a study on the 
relationship between disarmament and development should be initiated and that the 
terms of reference of the study should be determined by the Assembly itself at its 
special. session devoted to disarmament in 1978. &/ To this end, the Secretary- 
General was requested to appoint an ad hoc group of Governmental Experts for the 
purpose of elaborating a possible framework and terms of reference for the study. 
The ad hoc group subtitted its report to the Secretary-General 6n 21 March 1978 and 
it was subsequently submitted to the General Assembly as document A/S-10/9. 

2. By paragraph 94 of the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the 
General Assembly, contained in resolution S-10/2 of 30 June 1978, the Assembly 
decided that the Secretary-General should appoint a group of qualified Governmental 
Ewerts to execute the study and that document A/S-10/9 should serve as the group's 
mandate. In pursuance of that decision, the Secretary-General appointed a group of 

.24 governmental experts which held its first meeting in September 1978. 2/ 

3. According to the general guidelines in the mandate, the Group's study should 
be made in the context of the current 
importance of d&armament for dktente, 

situation in the field of disarmament, the 
international peace and security, economic 

and social development and the promotion of international co-operation and their 
reciprocal rel.&ionships. The study should further be made in the context of how 
disarmament could contribute to the establishment of a new international economic 
order. The general guidelines also stated that a real and effective process of 
disarmament was imperative and that the study should serve as a basis for decisions 
on concrete actions, following disarmament measures, to'release real resources now 
being used for military purposes for economic and social development in the world, 
particularly for the benefit of the developing countries. To that end, it was 
urged that the study should be forward-looking and policy-oriented and place 
special emphasis on both the desirability of and, most particularly, the substantive 
feasibility of such a reallocation of resources at the local, regional, national 
and international levels, The construction of a comprehensive and reliable data 
base for the study tias considered highly desirable. 

&/ Resolution 32188 A itself stemmed frcln a working paper prepared by 
Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden proposing a United I\Jations study on disarmament 
and development. See Official Records of the General Assembly, Tenth Special 
Session, Supplement No. 1 (A/E-10/1), vol.V, document A/AC.187/80. 

z/ Experts were appointed from the following countries: Brazil, Egypt, France, 
German Democratic Republic, Germany, Federal Republic of, Rungary, India, Japan, 
Mexico, Netherla.nds, Nigeria, norway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, 
Senegal, Sweden, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Venezuela and YuTos1avi.a. 
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4. The terms of reference identify the following main areas of investigation: 

(a) Present-day utilization of resources for military purposes; 

(b) Economic and social consequences of a continuing arms race and of 
implementation of disarmament measures; 

(c) Conversion and redeployment of resouxces released from military purposes 
through disarmament measures to economic and social development purposes. 

5. This represents a shift in emphasis from earlier attempts which focused more 
on military expenditure than on real resources, and which have not paid sufficient 
attention to the potential'benefits for the economies of the major weapons States'. 
and other developed countries as well as for the developing countries. 

6. The results of the first meeting were set out in an organizational report 
submitted by the Secretary-General to the General Assembly at its thirty-third 
session (A/33/317, annex). The Assembly responded to the requests and 
recommendations contained in the report by adopting resolution 33/71 M of '.i 
14 December 1978, which appealed to all Governments to consider making voluntary. 
contributions to the Disarmament Project Fund, which would enable the Group.@ 
commission specialized research on its terms of reference or to finance national 
research projects on topics approved by the Group. Resolution 33/71 M also appealed, 
to Governments to make available data and information relevant to a meaningful : 
completion of the study, 31 In a separate resolution (33/71 I), the Assembly also 
requested the Secretary-General to transmit to the Group, for its consideration, 
the proposal to establish an international disarmament fund for development, which 
had previously been submitted to the General Assembly at its tenth special 
session (A/S-lO/AC,1/28). 

7. At its second session, in January 1979, the membership of the Group was 
expanded to 27 by the addition of experts from Canada, Jamaica and Sri Lanka. 
At that session, the Group agreed that the proposal to establish an international ' 
disarmament fund for development, as referred to in resolution 33/71 I, was within 
its terms of reference and undertook consideration of this proposal against the 
background of earlier proposals with a similar intent. 

8, On 21 September 1979, the Group submitted an interim report on the results of 
its work in 1979 (A/34/534, annex) to the Secretam-General, who transmitted it to 
the General Assembly. In that report, the Group reiterated its conviction that, 
particularly in the final stages of its work, strong support from suitably qualified 
research consultants in the Centre for Disarmament would be indispensable for the 
successful execution of its mandate. Specifically, the Group recommended that three 
such consultants be appointed, a request that was endorsed by the Assembly in. 
resolution 34/83 K. 

3/ Four countries, Denmark, Morway, Sweden and the United Kingdom of Great 
BritaTn and Northern Ireland, have responded to this request. 
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Commissioning the, research projects 

9. The Group’s terms of reference recognized that, in view Of the broad and 
complex field to be studied and in the interests of securing the broadest Possible 
participation in the project, it would be desirable to draw on expert assistance 
from all over the world. To achieve this, the Group drew up a list of researchers 
and institutes around the world considered to be knowledgeable in the various 
fields of study relevant to the Group’s terms of reference. All those on the list 
were invited to submit research proposals for evaluation by the Group. This 
procedure was adopted at the first session in Seflember 1978 and again at the 
second session in January 19’79 in recognition of the Group’s expanded membership 
and the addition to its terms of reference. 

10. In total, the Group reviewed some 75 research proposals. In the selection 
‘process, the Group endeavoured to meet a number of criteria. The primary 
considerations were that the commissioned proposals should collectively cover the 
areas of research in the Group’s mandate as completely as possible; that the 
proposals be original and well-constructed and that the resesrchers responsible he 
manifestly competent for the task. In addition, the Group endeavoured to ensure 
that the research would fccus on as many countries and geographic regions as 
possible and that those responsible for the research would come from countries at 
different stages of development and be representative of different economic and 
sot ial systems. Furthermore, preference was, given to proposals that placed 
emphasis on the real human and material resources absorbed by armaments and 
potentially available for development needs, Finally, the Group considered that 
the poblem of the conversion of resources from armaments to economic and social 
development, Particularly for the benefit of developing countries, was of 
particular importance , and that also influenced the selection of proposals. 

11. The voluntary contributions to the Disarmament Project Fund eventually 
totalled a generous $594,18C. 4/ In addition, nine countries undertook to finance 
Projects nationally, either ccgpletely or in part, 5/ The outcome of the whole 
Process was that. the Group was able to commission a-total of 45 projects 
2b financed from the Fund and 21 that were nationally financed, For a viriety of 
reasons, 5 of these Projects were abandonod so the net total of studies received 
Was 40. / All the studies were submitted to the Centre for Disarmament over the 
period from January to November 1980. 

&/ The contributing countries were Cyprus, Ethiopia, France, India, the 
Netherlands, Norway, the Philippines, Sweden, the United States of America and 
Venezuela .’ A contribution Was also received from the International Federation of 
Commercial, Clerical, Professional and Technical Employees, Amounts contributed 
are shown in document A/34 /534, annex. 

I/ Canada, Finland, Germany, Federal Republic of, German Democratic Republic 9 
Norway, Poland, Romania 
States of ‘America. 

, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United 

g/ ‘Ihe titles of these studies and the researchers responsible are listed in 
appendix I. 
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12. The Group became aware at an early stage that its own final report could not 
do full justice to the wealth and diversity of the studies submitted. The authors 
were therefore granted permission to publish their studies separately and many have 
already done so. The Group regards the opportunity to generate this broad and 
in-depth body of research and to bring the results into the public domain as one of' 
its principal accomplishments. 

13. Apart from the commissioned material, the Group also benefited from ongoing 
research in many institutions around the world, including the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), the United Nations Institute for 1 
Training and Research (UNITAR), the United Nations Conference on Trade'and: "",, 
Development (UNCTAD), the International Labour Organisation, (,ILO) &&the Stockholm 
International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI). Similarly, the results of several 
international conferences and symposia on subject-matter d+rectly or c,los,ely, ', 
related to the Group's terms of reference provided valuable inputs,!part.ici$+rly the,: 
Conference on Disarmament and Development held in Sandefjord, Norway, on : : .! 
6-7 May 1980. I/ Finally, the Group solicited the views of non-govern&x$x& ':,; ,: 
organizations - including trade unions and other professional organizatipns d,both. 
as inputs to its wark and with a view to facilitating the wide dissemitiation of the' 
findings of the final report. The Group also attempted to solicit the vieys of,. Y 
employers' organizations. '. 

Review of the treatment in the United Nations of the relationship between 
disarmament and development 

14. There has been no lack of attempts in the United Nations over the past 30 years 
to associate or link disarmament with development. 8/ Since 1950, the General 
Assembly has adopted a number of resolutions appealing for an ovqr-all reduction Of 
military spending and employing the funds for economic and social purposes, 
particularly for the benefit of the developing countries. Proposals for agreed 
reductions of military budgets have also been recurring over the post-war period and 
on several occasions these proposals have provided specifically for the diversion Of 
part of the savings to the promotion of economic and social development in the 
developing countries. 

15. These appeals and proposals to establish a link between disarmament and 
development, in so far as they were based at all on the recognition of 'agenuirie 
relationship between these two phenomena, would appear to have been based primarily 
on the moral judgement that it is wrong to squander resources on armaments while 
the basic needs of so many people remain unmet. Another judgement that seems 'to 

have been implicit in these earlier proposals was that, for whatever reasons, a 
state of over-armament existed so that some reallocation of resources could be 
accomplished without raising concerns about security. Indeed, many of the earlier 
PrO?OSalS were apparently made in the belief they were worth making precisely I' 

I/ The Sandefjord Report on Disarmament and Development (Oslo 1980). 

g/ These earlier proposals will be described in chap. VI* , 

I.‘... 
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because the quantum of resources devoted to armaments Was SO large that one could 
envisage diversions to development on a meaningful scale without really addressing 
the complex and sensitive issues that effective disarmament would raise. This can 
be seen, for example, in the United Nations report entitled The Economic and SOCial 
Consequences of Disarmament published in 1962. The experts who prepared this report 
pointed out that I'... A much larger volume-of resourc-es could be allocated to 
investment for productive development in /developin&/ countries even if only a 
fraction of the resources currently devoted to military purposes were used in this 
way", g/ 

16. More recently, however, there have been several changes from these views. For 
one, there has been a perceptible movement toward the view that there exists a deeper 
incompatibility between the arms race and the economic and social needs and 
aspirations of the peoples of the world. This view accompanied the greater attention 
being accorded in various world forums to the unsatisfactory progress of development 
in the developing countries. In 1972, an expert report entitled Economic and Social 
Consequences of the Arms Race and of Military Expenditure pointed out that. 'a more 
substantial curtailment of the arms race would permit for the first time the kind 
of massive transfer of resources which could make a fundamental change in the 
prospects for economic and social development". lo/ At the same time, however, 
another report that appeared in the same year, ezitled Disarmament and Development, 
broadly endorsed this view but introduced a,note of caution on the question of 
linkage, While this report emphasized the enormous potential in effective 
disarmament, the authors stressed that 
stand Separately from one another" 

"fundamentally ~~isarmament and developmenL7 
and that "national and international efforts to 

Promote development should. neither be postponed nor allowed to lag merely because 
progress in disarmament is SHOWER. ll/ - 

17. Another change has been the systematic attention paid to proposals for 
agreements on the reduction of military budgets and the increased efforts made to 
address the many problems they raise when treated as potentially effective 
disarmament measures. These efforts were given a notable impetus by the 1974 expert 
report entitled Reduction of Military Budgets of States Permanent Members of the 
Seckity Council by 10 per cent and Utilization of Part of the Funds Thus Saved to 
Provide Assistance to Developing Countries. 12/ - 

9/ E/3593/Rev.l (United Nations publication, Sales No. ~.62.1~.1), Pe 51 ' 
(emphasis added). 

g/ A/8469/Rev. 1 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.72.IX.161, p. 34. 

c/ ST/EGA/174 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.73.IX.l), p. 22. 
121 A/9770/Rev.l (United Nations publication Sales NO. E.75.1.10) A series of expert reports extending these efforts was p;epared in 1976, 1977,'and 1980, 

although with less wide participation. 

I . . . 
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18. In 1977, the expert group that updated the report on the economic and social 
consequences of the arms race went considerably further toward suggesting the 
existence of a broad and intimate relationship between disarmament and development, 
specifically stating "development at an acceptable rate would be hard if not 
impossible to reconcile pith a continuation of the arms race" and "disarmament should 
be so designed that /"ihe/ close connexion between disarmament and development gets 
full recognition". s/ The General Assembly at its thirty-fifth session decided 
that a new updated version of this report should be made and be transmitted to the 
Assembly at its thirty-seventh session (resolution 35/141), 

19. This position was explicitly endorsed by the General Assembly in the final 
document adopted at its special session devoted to disarmament in 1978. The 
relevant paragraph reads as follows: 

"There is also a close relationship between disarmament and development. 
Progress in the former would help greatly to the realization of the latter. 
Therefore resources released as a result of the implementation of disarmament 
measures should be devoted to the economic and social development of all 
nations and contribute to the bridging of the economic gap between developed 
and developing countries." 14/ - 

20. A similar trend can be identified in the General Assembly resolutions on the 
United Nations development decades. The resolutions launching the first and second 
development decades focused primarily on the resources that disarmament would make 
available for economic and social development although in each case there was also, 
an awareness of a wider relationship between international development and the 
general international situation, p articularly as regards progress toward 
disarmament. 151 The International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations 
Development Dzade, on the other hand, used wording almost identical to that cited 
in paragraph 19 above from the special session devoted to disarmament. What is 
clearly implicit in this wording is that recognition of the relationship between 
disarmament and development should be reflected in the use of the resources released -- 

. through the implementation of disarmament measures for economic and social 
development particularly in the developing; countries (see resolution 35/56 of 
5 December 1900, para. 39). 

13/ Economic anq Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of Military 
Expenxture (A/32/88 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.IX.l)), pp. 73-74. 

14/ Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly 
(resolution S-10/2 of 30 June 1978), para. 35. 

15/ See the second preambular paragraph and para. 4 (i)of resolution 1710 (XVI) 
of lg?ecember 1961 and para. 5 of the International Development Strategy for the 
Second United Nations Development Decade contained in resolution 2626 (XXV) of 
24 October 1970. Resolution 2685 (XXV) of December 1970 also called for a close 
link between the first Disarmament Decade and the Second United Nations Development 
Decade, 

/ l .  .  
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Objectives of the present study 

21. This study is the first attempt by the United Nations to investigate 
systematically and in depth, the range of relationships between the Prospects for 
balanced and sustainable global economic and social development on the one hand 
and disarmament on the other through the reallocation of real resources. The 
relationship is a complex and multidimensional one, and the Group's analysis aims 
to improve understanding of it as a basis for the formulation of practical measures. 
The need for this is clear.,from persisting trends in resources allocated to world 
armaments and the existence of extremely serious economic and social problems. 

22, It appears, therefore, that disarmament and development are widely viewed as 
separate problems, particularly at the national level. At:;the most fundamental 
level this undoubtedly stems from the perception by nation-States that the 
maintenance of adequate military power is an unassailable priority given contemporary 
political realities . However, there also appears to be a lack of conviction in 
political circles that recognizing and acting upon the relationship between the 
two is really necessary or desirable on economic and social grounds. Furthermore, 
there are doubts among many States about the feasibility of giving practical 
expression to this relationship. This report *ill re-examine the basis for these 
latter perceptions and attitudes in the light of current trends in the arms race 
and the current'prospects fey global economic and'social development, _ 16/ 

2 35 It. should be noted that it is not within the Group’s terms of reference to 
’ interfere with the process of disarmament negotiat.ions, nor to make any 
recommendations to Governments as to the direction or the-content of such 
negotiations. In a deeper sense, however, this work should help to enhance the 
Climate and political will for disarmament efforts by clarifying their economic 
and social costs and benefits. In addition, the Group will examine whether and 
why there are reasons for an urgent , even imperative need for contingency 
arr@gements at the national and international levels if resources released through 
disarmament measure3 are to be redeployed with a minimum of dislocation and waste, 
and in ways which help solve the problems of development, 

24. The Group,has been conscious of the fact that action based upon the recognition 
of a strong relationship between disarmament and development will require that the 

.peoples of all nations, industrialized and developing, perceive significant 
benefits from this step; At the same time, however, and as defined in its terms of' 
reference, the Group has paid particular attention to the urgent,economic and social 
needs of the developing countries and to how the resources released by disarmament 
measures could be used to meet these needs, Fortunately, as'will be seen below, 
these two objectives are by no means incompatible. 

l&/ There is one major dimension to these issues that this report will not 
consider in detail. This is the interrelationship between disarmament and 
international security. If policies are to be implemented that reflect recognition 
of the relationship between disarmament and development a major prerequisite will be 
acceptable alternat,ve arrangements to exclusive reliance on national military forces 
for the preservation of security, These questions are being reviewed in depth in a 
Parallel study by another group of experts on the interrelationship between 
disarmament and international security. 

/ . . . 
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The study 

25. As a general framework for the study the Group has endeavoured in chapter II 
to provide a conceptual basis for an examination of the relationship between 
disarmament and development. Chapter III sketches the current dimensions of the 
arms race in terms of real human and material resources. Chapter IV analyses the 
economic and social consequences of the post-war arms race and employs the restits 
to assess future prospects in the event of both a continuing arms race and the 
beginning of a process of genuine disarmament. Chapter V is concerned with the 
feasibility of converting and redeploying resources to economic and social 
development as disarmament measures are implemented, Chapter VI considers the 
desirability and feasibility of institutional arrangements - including funding 
modalities - at the regional and international levels that could give recognition 
to the relationship between disarmament and development and facilitate the process' 
of reallocating real resources, Finally, chapter VII presents summaries of the 
substantive chapters together with the Group's conclusions and recommendations. 

26. The report is based upon available data. Both the research reports submiMed 
to the Group and other available official and unofficial material demonstrate that 
data for most countries, including some which have very high military expenditures, 
are insufficient in regard to military expenditure 
sector and arms transfers. 

, resources used by the military 
For this reason, the present report refers 

'disproportionately to data and examples from a few western countries, and resorts to 
various forms of estimates. Therefore much of the data cited in the Study are 
subject to an unknown margin of error which, in our opinion, may be significant. 
!i?his inevitably and regrettably reduces the balance and precision of certain parts 
of this study. 

27. The Group's mandate stresses the importance of informing as wide an audience as 
possible on the issues of the relationship between disarmament and development and 
recommends that a short and popular version of the main report be prepared for 
rreneral distribution. Arrangements have been made, in co-operation with the 
Government of Canada, for the preparation by an outside author of a short text based 
on the present report and aimed at a mass audience. This short text will be an 
autonomous publication except that the Chairman of the Group will contribute the 
foreword and that it will contain the conclusions and the recommendations of the 
present study. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE FRAMEWORK AND SCOPE OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
DISARMAMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

28. The world's past seemed to be catching up with it in the 19706, as ominous 
global stresses and strains came to the surface in one field after another, This 
examination of the relationship between disarmament and development has been 
conducted against a background of growing international political tension and 
economic turmoilr it is part of an urgent search for solutions to increasingly 
pressing old problems as well as dangerous new problems. To describe the global 
prospect at the present time as uncertain is to be almost charitable. The current 
watchwords are complexity and interdependence and in all spheres the new or, more 
accurately, newly perceived complexities have exposed serious deficiencies and 
dangers in prevailing attitudes, modes of behaviour and tools of management. The 
diffusion of political and economic influence and, to a lesser extent, of military 
power is no longer a prospect but a fact of life. The economic fortunes of all 
States are now tied inextricably and irreversibly together dictating, it would 
seem, co-operation and the co-ordination of strategies for mutual benefit. Of 
particular relevance here is that underdevelopment, its causes and policies for its 
elimination, now rank among the foremost political issues in the international 
community. Furthermore, the world community has become sensitive to the fact that 
human activity is placing intolerable strains on our planet's environment and that 
long-held presumptions on the inexhaustibility of the world's resources should be 
seriously questioged. 

29. These facts have been dramatized by the more than 20 United Nations global 
conferences and General Assembly special sessions I which took place during the last 
decade, addressing such issues as desertification, disarmament, employment, energy, 
environment, food, health, human settlements, 'industrialization, population science 
and tec,hnology, trade and water. These conferences and special sessions, which 
amounted to something like an assessment of the state of the world, also drew up 
general guidelines for political action. The time has now come to implement these 
guidelines. 

30. For all these reasons the early 1980s may turn out to be a watershed. If we 
are to tackle the existing problems and to avoid or minimize those that we can 
B-resee, the future will have to be more radically different from the past than at 
any other time in the post-war period. Broadly speaking, the present report is an 
investigation into the contribution that disarmament could make toward facilitating 
the changes and adjustments needed to put the global economy on a path of 
sustainable growth and development. Conversely, it is intended to provide a basis 
for judging how far we can reasonably hope to proceed toward sustainable growth and 
development if the arms race is not brought under control and reversed, 

31. Mankind is at present facing the greatest challenge of the century. The level 
and speed of the arms race are bound to increase the danger of war. The outbreak 
of a nuclear war would jeopardize the very existence of all mankind. During this 
decade peoples will be confronted with new technological, economic and social 
challenges that will be made far more complex if the arms race continues unabated. 

/ .  l .  
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In the context of halting and reversing this race, it is also imperative to find 
solutions to the problems inpeding the technological, economic and social 
development of the developing countries. Additional human, material and financial 

- resources are needed to solve the problems in such fields as raw materials, energy, 
food production and environmental protection. The challenges of the 1980s urgently 
call for real and effective disarmament measures in the interests of mankind, 

32. The phenomena described by the terms disarmament and development are widely 
understood in general terms but for the purposes of this report it is worthwhile to 
be somewhat more specific. Disarmament is the process of reduction in the size of 
and expenditures on armed forces; the destruction or dismantling of weapons, 
whether deployed or stockpiled, the progressive elimination of the capacity to 
produce new weapons and the release and integration into civilian life of military 
personnel. The ultimate objective is general and complete disarmament under 
effective international control. The intervening process must be characterized by 
balanced reductions that ensure undiminished security for all States and provide 
for the adequate verification of compliance with agreed-upon reductions. There is 
a clear place in this process for arms limitation agreements that genuinely 
restrain the quantitative growth and qualitative refinement of arsenals, 
particul.arly as such agreements would be invaluable as confidence-building measures 
and would serve as stepping stones to actual reductions. Similarly, in addition to 

While. it is I 
difficult to predict the course that a disarmamemt process.would follow, it is : 
clear that, particularly in the initial stages, the reductions agreed upon .yi$l be 
modest and that ample time will be allowed to achieve them. 

33. Development, 
society leading to improvement in the quality of life for all. At the most basic 
level, it means providing for every person the basic material requirements for a 
productive and dignified existence. Economic growth, that is, the expansioneof. 
output, is a prerequisite for sustained development but development canhot be 
reduced to economic growth, Development also means that everyone should have the 
opportunity - and with the opportunity, the responsibility - to participate ,fully 
in the economic and social process and to share in its benefits. More ':' 
specifically, if the global develbpment effort is to be morally and politically 
sustainable, it must endeavour to provide for a pattern of economic growth that 
would significantly diminish within a keasonable time-frame the prevailing 
disparities between States in the quality of life. Furthermore, in order to be 

! sustainable physically, the global development effort should be demonstrably 
compatible with long-term resource availabilities and environmental constraints, 
insofar as it is possible to determine these limits. 

4 
34. Conceptually, the relationship between disarmament and development may take 
diverse forms. One form is obviousl undebatable, and of paramount importance% 

1 since the processes of arms accumulation and of development both require 
large-scale human and material resources and since resources are limited, pursuit 
of either process tends to deprive the other. Beyond the simple opportunity-cost 
effect, the arms accumulation process can hinder development in other ways. In _ 
this competitive sense, the relationship exists, whether or not action is taken on 

/ . . . 
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it, Other forms depend on various kinds of action'being taken. One action is to 
exhort those who make and influence decisions to view the basic connexion in all 
Beri.ousneSS and to take full account of the benefits for development that a 
'reduction in arms would yield, Other forms involve the establishment of mechanisms 
or iJstitutiOn9 that could perform exhortative, symbolic, reallocational, or 
savings-producing roles. The extent of international agreement differs with 
raSpact to the various forms, with the first being unquestioned and the latter ones 
quite controversial. The present study aims to examine all of them. 

The conventional exposition of the relationship between disarmament 
and development 

35. AS we,saw in the introductory chapter, the notion of establishing a 
relationship between disarmament and development in the form of an institutional 
link has a long history in the United Nations. The opportunity for a highly 
advantageous revision of priorities in global resource allocation away from 
armaments toward economic and social development has been clearly apparent since 
the early years of the post-war era and this simple or conventional case for 
associating disarmament with development has become more compelling over time. 

36. Today, per capita income in the developed countries , on the average, exceeds 
that in the developing countries by a factor of 12. It is true that this average 
relationship obscures major variations within each group and between them. It is 
also true, however, that hundreds of millions of people exist in conditions of such 
acute poverty that the label "standard of living" is utterly inappropriate. The 
Woxld Bank estimates' that there are now 570 million people who are malnourished, 
800 million who are illiterate, 1500 million who have little or no access to 
medical Services, 250 million children who do not go to school. l7J These are 
numbing Statistics and the costs of doing something about them often appear 
disconcertingly large. Yet, each year for the past 30 years, States have 
collectively allocated 5 to 8 per cent of the world!s disposable resources to 
armaments, In 1980, global outlays for military purposes were of the order of 
$500,000 million, roughly equivalent to investment in all the developing countries 
combined and nearly 19 times greater than the official development assistance to 
these countries provided by the member countries of the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (CECD). 

37. Between 1960 and 1980 the volume of resources devoted annually to military 
purposes increased by a-factor Of about 1.9, that is, almost doubled. What if the 
history of these decades repeats itself? This is not a far-fetched proposition as 
the increase in the volume of resources devoted to armaments,over the past 20 years 
translates into an average annual rate of growth of just over 3 per cent. Given 
that world military expenditure in 1980 was an even $500,000 million, a repetition 
of the performance over the 1960-1980 period will yield a global arms bill in the 
year 2000 of $940,000 million (in 1980 prices). In the current prices of future 
years, in these CirChEtanCes I We Will certainly be describing world military 
expenditures in terms of trillions of dollars by about 1990. 

L7/ world Bank, world Development Report 1980 (Washington D.C,, 1980). 
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38, Table II.1 displays a wider range of possibilities, 
illustrative projections 

While these are purely 
’ the important point is that none of them is strictly 

infeasible from the economic standpoint, 
the opportunity costs associated with sustained growth of military expenditures are 

although, as we will show in chapter Iv, 

likely to be very considerable. An annual rate of growth of 1 per cent in the 
“lue Of reSourceS devoted to armaments over the remainder of this century would 
ProbabJ-Y be regarded as a triumph of restraint, but even in this case the 
cumulative value just of the additional resources devoted to military purposes _ 
that is! resources in excess Of those consumed if expenditure remained constant at 
$i500,000 million annually - would be $1.1 trillion. 
2 and 3 per cent - 

At annual growth rates of 
the former still modest by historical standards - the value of 

the additional r~~cwces denied the civilian sector would be equivalent to 
28 per cent and 45 per cent respectively , of current world output. In this regard,* 
it should be borne in mind that the prospect for the immediate future is One of’ 
aoceleration in the rate of growth of global military expenditure. 

Table II.1 Projected world military expenditure 1980-2000 
(Millions of United States dollars, 19$0 prices) 

- Year Average growth Rate 

1% 2% 3% 3.2% 

1980 500 000 500 ood 500 000 500 000 

1990 552 310 609 497 671 958 685 000 

2000 610 094 742 9;3 903 055 940 008 

39. Twenty years is really not such a long period of time, particularly when . *. 
measured against the’ fact that the negotiation of the SALT agreements occupied 10 
years and that these negotiations have yet to concern themselves with significant 
reductions in the size and cost of the strategic nuclear arsenals. In short! 
continued failure to genuinely arrest the arms race and at least to stop further 
increases in the quantity of resources devoted to armaments Will result in the’ 
irretrievable loss Of enormous opportunities to improve the economic and sbcial 
prospect Of mankind. Nuclear war, should it ever OCCUKt would for all Practical 
purposes destroy civilization as we know it and render development objectives . 
immaterial and meaningless. 

40. It has been possible to point to the dramatic contrast between armament 

expenditures and unmet needs for Over a quarter of a century but the desirable 
and necessary reordering of global Priorities in resource allocation implied by 
the contrast has not taken Place. One can only conclude, therefore, that - 

regrettably - this broadly moral and logical argument for encouraging disarmament 
for the sake of development has not in itself been suffiCientlY Compelling to 

outweigh the of concern with military security, that is, concern about the use Or 
threat of use force in disregard Of the Principles embodied in the Charter of the 

United Nations. It is true that in many, if not most, countries, the share of the 

gross national product (GNP) going t0 the military has declined in recent years and 

that social expenditures have acc:3unted for a rising share of central government 

/ . . . 
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expenditure. l8J It is also true, however, that these changes have taken place 
despite virtually uninterrupted growth in the quantum of real resources devoted to 
armaments worldwide (chart II.l) . Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that, 
before these favourable trends took hold, the resources devoted to armaments had 
reached massive proportions, These trends, therefore, do not reflect any 
diminution in the intensity of the global arms race , not to speak of its reversal. 

41. In purely economic terms there is a potential relationship to the extent that, 
if disarmament occurs, then development will be facilitated. Discussion of this 
aspect of the relationship is postponed until chapter Iv , where it is argued that 
disarmament would actually give rise to faster growth of output, which is a 
prerequisite for sustained development, although the problems in the process are 
not negligible. The fact remains, however, that at the international level, there 
exists no automatic market mechanism whereby the existence of unmet ‘economic and 
social needs is transformed into a claim on the resources devoted to armaments. 
This transformation can only come about if political actors perceive it to be 
advantageous and feasible l The cogency of the moral basis for the relationship 
between disarmament and development is beyond dispute, but the experience to date 
is that this consideration has been persistently outweighed by national perceptions 
of security needs. In some countries, security has then been seen to require 
preserving the credibility of the nuclear deterrent, maintaining an over-all 
military balance, staying at the forefront of military technology and so onI which 
entails full participation in the arms race. What this means is that States regard 
military security as they see it as having a prior claim over development, the 
practical consequences being that the two subjects are tackled as essentially 
unrelated phenomena. 

42. We have elected to organize this introductory discussion around the concept of 
security, as this appeared to be the mo$t effective way of illuminating the complex 
and multifaceted relationship at the conceptual level between disarmament and 
development. 

The concept of security 

43. Security is a wider: concept than that of military security alone. Economic as 
well as social aspects of this problem are of great importance. With this broader 
approach it becomes clear that the threat to secur ity may be aggravated in many 
ways. Moreover, the spectrum of factors which may aggravate the threat to security 
and their relative urgency is not static but subject to continual evolutionary 
change. This being the case/ the central political function at both the national 
and international level is to continually assess whether the available human and 
material resources are being disposed in a rational manner given the known and 
forseeable threats and challenges to security. 

44. The discussion in the remainder of this chapter is based on three themes that, 
in the view of the Group, embrace the primary and interrelated challenges to 

e 

l-!3J United States Arms Control and Disarmament AgencYr World Military 
Expenditure and Arms Transfers, 1969-1978, Washington, D-C.,, December 1990* 

/ ..* 
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international security in the coming decades, The first of these is the arms race 
itself, where we will develop the view expressed in paragraph 1 of the Final 
Document Of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly (resolution S-10/2) 
that "... the accumulation of weapons, particularly nuclear weapons, today 
constitutes much more of a threat than a protection for the future of mankind". In 
other words, the capacity of armaments to fulfil their purpose of providing for 
security is seen as increasingly open to question. In addition, however, it is 
beginning to be recognized that prevailing notions of what constitutes security are 
overly narrow and that armaments are, at best, impotent against many of the factors 
that challenge security if the latter is more broadly and realistically defined. 
When viewed in this broader perspective, the experience of the past decade has 
dramatized the fact that international peace and security are no longer threatened 
exclusively by the competition between East and West although their competition in 
armaments can be considered the greatest threat to peace and security. Rather, it 
has become apparent that the future security for all nations is and will be 
challenged by such factors as declining prospects for economic growth, by a variety, 
of physical limitations and by the tensions arising from the increasingly 
inequitable distribution of the world's wealth. These latter themes - broadly, the 
non-military challenges to security - will be discussed together because they are 
all vital dimensions of the phenomenon of interdependence. 

The arms race and security 

45. Possessing adequate military power to ensure a high degree of freedom of fear 
from attack or other forms of military pressures is, of course, a major concern of 
States and providing for it is their sovereign right. The primary determinant of 
the military effort made by a country is its evaluation of the political and 
military situation and its resulting perception of direct and indirect threats. 
Similarly, it must be assumed, in the first instance, that individual States are in 
the best position to judge the utility of their efforts to provide for national 
security and to assess what economic sacrifices are acceptable for this purpose. 
Indeed, security from external attack and internal disorder is an essential 
prerequisite for sustained development, Areas that have been free of war since 
1945, including, for example, Japan, Latin America, and for that matter most of the 
Warsaw Pact and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) countries, have 
experienced virtually uninterrupted growth over the period. It remains the case, 
however, that, from the global standpoint, the attempt by States individually to 
provide for their military security can result in widespread frustration and is now 
widely acknowledged to have done so. The arms race, of course, is primarily an 
expression of deeper political differences between States, but, as armaments 
accumulate, military security becomes both an intensifying concern and a more 
elusive state while'at the same time the difficulty of resolving the underlying 
political issues is magnified. The dilemma is that the process - the competitive 
accumulation of armaments - has taken such firm root in the political, social, 
economic and cultural fabric of societies that the growing insecurity it breeds 
simply generates a demand for more armaments. 

46. -There are many armaments competitions now in progress in the world besides the 
central one between the two largest military powers and their allies. Whether 
reference is being made to the central one, as is usually the case, to all of them, 

/ . . . 
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or to the interconnexions among them , they are much too complex to be comprehended 
by the term “the arms race”, This should be kept in mind even though that term iS 
used frequently for the sake of brevity. It should also be noted that the present 
report is not designed to undertake an examination of the “arms race” or races as 
such. Therefore, when we speak of the arms race almost as if it had a life of its 
ownr disembodied from other aspects of international political life, we do not mean 
to deny that the arms race has deep and manifold oonnexions with the behaviour Of 
States with respect to the use or threat of use of force in all its forms, as 
judged by conformity or non-conformity to accepted principles of behaviour 
embodiedin the Charter of the United’ Nations, Also, although this report refers 
extensively to aspects of the arms race that have a particular bearing on the 
disarmament-development relationship, such as its technical and nuclear aspects, 
other aspects not discussed here at similar length, such as quantitative and 
conventional arms aspects , are also of major importance in many senses. 

47. The post-war arms race has absorbed real human and material resources on a. 
gigantic scale. This has been due in part to the fact that the size of the 
standing armies and arsenals have been significantly larger than those maintained, 
say, during the interwar period and also in large part to the stress placed on the 
qualitative improvement in weaponry, The process of accumulating arsenals has been 
repeated over and over as existing weapons have been replaced by more 
technologically advanced (and more costly) models and as technological developments 
yielded entirely new types of weapons to be accumulated in addition to the existing . 
types. Xn this qualitative dimension, the post-war arms race has been dominated by 
the United States and the Soviet Union. Over time, other countries with the 
requisite resources have made increasingly significant contributions but the 
general par ameters of what is technically possible in the way of weaponry and 
related sys terns - above all in the nuclear field - have been determined by these 
two coun tr ies. 

40. The stress placed on the qualitative improvements in Weaponry - the 
technological arms race - has also profoundly influenced the manner in which. the 
race in conducted, As the complexity of weapons increased so did the time required 
for development, testing and deployment. The lead time or gestation period of a 
modern weapon system is now of the order of 7 to 10 years. Each side must 
therefore focus its attention not so much on the capabilities of the weapons the 
Opponent already has, but on the capabilities of those he might be able to deploy 5 
or 10 years in the future, This anticipatory prOCeSsl strongly fueled by secrecy 
and prudently conservative assumptions on the opponent‘s scientific and 
technological prowess, both accelerated the pace of change and intensified the 
commitment ta military research and development. When both sides are doing the 
same thing there is a high probability, given even roughly comparable technological 
opportunities and constraints, that each will eventually produce the developments 
anticipated by the other. Indeed, it would seem that it took only a zew 
eXperienCeS of this kind in the early post-war years to generate the presumption in 
both the United States and the Soviet Union that what was technically feasible 
should be viewed as militarily and politically necessary. 

/ . . . 
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49-w Interms of the efficiency with:which’people can be killed and material things 
destroyed in war, this technological arms race can only be judged to have been 
extremely successful. But from the standpoint of international peace and security 
this process has produced a very dangerous situation. 

50. The dangers inherent in the situation are most evident with respect to the 
nuclear arms race. In a recent United Nations study, it was estimated that the 
number of nuclear warheads now deployed probably exceeds 40,000 and that the 
combined explosive yield of these weapons is about 1 million times greater than the 
bomb dropped on the city of Hiroshima in August, 1945. l9J Table 11.2, which is 
reproduced ‘in full from this study, shows the estimated distribution of these 
warheads among the five nuclear-weapon States. It should be noted that four of the 
five nuclear-weapon States did not participate in the preparation of this study and 
also abstained from the asspciated resolution adopted by the General Assembly 
(resolution 351156 F of 12 December 1980). 

., 51 e1 ‘The dFng,er- presented by., these. nuclear arsenals, and particularly those of the 

‘. Soviet Union and the United States , almost, defies comprehension. It has been 
estimated that, a general nuclear exchange between the two major powers, which would 
inevitably include direct strikes at population centres, would result .in the 
immediate death of over 250 million pdople with ‘tens of millions more succumbing in 
the ensqing days and weeks both within and beyond the borders of these State,s. 2OJ 
The wider and longer range effects of such an exchange are exceedingly complex and 
essentially universal in scope. As noted in the, repor,t nite.d above: “. . . -Figures 
and rough estimates may be given . . e but there exists rin uncertain limit beyond 
which such data have little meaning except as a categorical imperative that nuclear 

: ‘war must never happen. fl 2L/ It is clear, in other words, that there is no 
conceivable national interest or complex of interests in the pursuit of which the 
large scale use of nuclear weapons could be construed as a rational act. Indeed, 
given the risk of escalation, this statement must apply to use of nuclear weapons 

9 on any scale. 

publi$$?mpreh 
ensive Study on, Nuclear Weapons, A/35/39.2, (United Nations ” 

, Sales No. E.81.T.l1), para. 9. 

2OJ International Herald Tribune, 7-8 January 1978, p. 1. ’ ~ 

2lJ Comprehensive Study on Nuclear Weapons ..*, para. 143. 
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52. It is true that not a single nuclear weapon has been used in war since 1945. 
Similarly, the development of nuclear-weapon systems has been accompanied by 
enormous investments in fail-safe systems and in organizational arrangements to 
prevent their unauthorized or accidental use and in communication facilities to 
minimize the risk of miscalculation in a crisis. The simple fact remains, however, 
that men and machines are fallible but the situation that has been allowed to 
develop demands infallibility of both. It is only too easy to bury this terrifying 
fact'in the subconscious recesses of the mind. But if we continue to do this, then 
at some point in time that unique set of circumstances will occur that will unleash 
these forces. 

53. In the light of these observations - which could have been, and indeed were, 
made with equal conviction 20 years ago - it may seem little short of amazing that 
the current trend in the nuclear arsenals is steeply upward. But under the impetus 
of technological developments linked in a complex cause-effect relationship with 
deterrence doctrines this is precisely what is happening. In the United States and 
the Soviet Union - even if the SALT II treaty is ratified or unofficially adhered 
to - the number of "central strategic" warheads will almost certainly increase to 
well over 20,000 before the end of this decade. The United Kingdom, France and 

'China are similarly engaged in modernizing and/or expanding their nuclear arsenals. 

54. Even more disturbing'than these trends in numbers of warheads, however, are 
recent developments in thought on how best to preserve the deterrent against 
nuclear war. It goes almost without saying that no one has ever set out to develop 
a nuclear weapons delivery system that is less reliable, less flexible and less 
accurate than its predecessor. Successive improvements in all these performance 
parameters have had two major consequences. First of all, each side has become 
steadily more concerned about the security or survivability of its own nuclear 
forces and made great efforts to disperse and protect these forces and to conceal 
their precise whereabouts. Secondly, the emerging capability to destroy at least 
some of the opponent's nuclear forces led inevitably to consideration being given 
to if and how this capability could be exploited to strengthen the credibility of 
the nuclear deterrent. This drift in strategic thought toward the notion of war 
fighting with nuclear weapons has a compelling internal logic which, in simple 
terms, boils down to the view that the threat to destroy a major portion of the 
opponent's nuclear forces is more credible than the threat to slaughter 100 million 
civilians so that deterrence is strengthened. What is deeply disturbing is that 
the former threat - the threat of a counterforce strike - is judged to be more ' 
credible because the decisidn to use nuclear weapons in this way will be easier to 
take. In other words, the adoption of a war-fighting doctrine - or in the absence 
of declaratory statements on doctrine, the clear pursuit of the necessary 
capabilities - amounts to a calculated lowering of the nuclear threshold in the 
belief that this will lessen the risk that the threshold will be crossed. 

55. To compound this alarming picture it is now widely believed that the two major 
Powers are on a technological threshold in the sense that the generation of nuclear 
weaponry now in advanced development and scheduled for deployment during this 
decade will provide each country with a comprehensive counterforce capability 
against fixed, targets on the opponent's territory. That is, each side will possess 
the theoretical ability, using a relatively smali fraction of its own forces, to 

/ . . . 
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destroy a very high percentage of the opponent's land-based missiles, bombers and 
strategic submarines in port should the opponent hesitate long enough in a crisis 
to permit this to happen. 

56. A counterforce strike has exquisitely demanding requirements in terms of the 
timing and co-ordination of warhead delivery? the opponent would have thousands of 
surviving warheads on bombers and submarines with which to retaliate, and he may 
not hesitate but simply launch his own weapons before the incoming warheads 
detonate. The possibility that an imbalance in counterforce capabilities might 
bestow a psychological advantage on the leader is sufficient to produce a mutual 
determination to be on the right side of the imbalance. The nuclear prospect then, 
is one of ever more weapons and ever more acute pressures to be the first to use 
them% nuclear weapons will become even more of a threat for the future of mankind 
than they are today. 

57. The nuclear arms race is a uniquely dangerous phenomenon and nuclear 
disarament is by far the single most important requirement if we are to face the 
future with confidence. This fact, however, does not diminish the significance of 
the race - or rather, the multitude of races - in conventional weapons. Despite 
the existence of nuclear weapons, the post-war period has witnessed more or less 
continuous conventional warfare involving both nuclear and non-nuclear weapon 
States. Quite apart from the massive loss of life and destruction, the high 
incidence of local and regional conventional warfare amounts to a continuous 
flirtation with the supreme danger - the risk of escalation to the nuclear level. 

58. Rough calculations suggest that conventional forces account for something like 
80 per cent of all the resources devoted to armaments world-wide. 22/ Moreover, 
while there are just five recognized nuclear-weapon States, the arms race in 
conventional weapons is essentially a global preoccupation. The technological 
imperative mentioned above in connexion with nuclear weapons has been no less 
strong in the conventional area. Nor have the results been any less impressive. 
The range of types of weapons has grown enormously as technological developments 
permitted greater specialization. And within each type there have typically been 
in the last 30 years three or four generations - that is, major advances in 
capability - and a far greater number of interim refinements and improvements. All 
dimensions of weapon performance - range, speed, accuracy# reliability, destructive 
power - have been dramatically improved despite the fact that the cost of securing 
each increment in capability has risen steeply. 

59. The thrust of technology toward greater range, speed, accuracy and destructive 
power has made it progressively more difficult for States to project an image of 
having a strictly defensive military posture. In making their assessments, States 
nearly always give greater weight to capabilities than to intentions. In short, 
under contemporary technological conditions, the fruit of attempts by States 
individually to provide for their security through armaments is an interactive 

22/ Frank Barnaby and Ronald Huisken, Arms Uncontrolled (Harvard University 
Press, 1975), pp. 11-12. 
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process that, at the very least, continuously raises the real cost of providing for 
military security. Indeed, from the global perspective, it would seem indisputable 
that the net result is a progressive diminution of security. 

Non-military challenges to security 

60. The range of contemporary challenges to the security of nations is far broader 
than the military power of potential adversaries. One can mention here the 
pronounced and almost universal drop in average rates of economic growth, looming 
scarcities of many vital raw materials and commodities, mounting concern over the 
long-term effects of environmental degradation and persuasive demands for a more 
just and equitable distribution of the world's wealth and opportunity. The 
interdependence of the global economic system ties all these elements together in a 
complex synergistic relationship. All the evidence suggests that we can overcome 
these diverse but closely interrelated problems, but only if the expansion of 
international co-operation and mutual accommodation is pursued far more intensively 
than has hitherto been considered necessary or desirable. 

61. The physical limitations refer to the relationship of man to nature. The 
systematic investigation of the many facets of this relationship is comparatively 
recent but the results have been profoundly disturbing. The juxtaposition of 
prevailing economic habits and rates of population growth with supplies of energyI 
raw materials, food and the capacity of the environment to withstand abuse has 
revealed a host of related internal inconsistencies. It is widely felt that the 
world is on a course that cannot be sustained. Moreover, the changes that these 
physical constraints dictate are so far-reaching and will take so long to effect, 
even under optimum conditions, that we must consider taking the first steps to be 
an immediate priority. There are no easy or attractive alternatives to profoundly 
changing our ways and our expectations to conform with these physical realities, 
but delays will simply reduce the viability of the more palatable alternatives. 

62. Economic growth and development cannot be achieved without a steady increase 
in the production and consumption of energy, although conservation and new 
technologies will permit some reduction in energy requirements per unit of output. 
It follows that securing the certainty of adequate supplies of energy over the 
longer term is of vital importance. We do not have that certainty today. In most 
countries oil is currently the predominant source of commercial energy but most 
projections show world oil exports reaching their peak by the end of the century 
and then declining steadily. At that time the temporary and isolated shortages 
that have been experienced ever the past decade will become severe and widespread 
as the gap widens between demand and production. The world has switched from one 
source of energy to another before, but the period to effect the transition to a 
viable alternative is remarkably short. 

63. The energy picture is further darkened by the fact that the two most readily 
available alternatives - nuclear power and coal - have serious limitations. A 
major consideration retarding the use of nuclear power to generate energy is the 
perception in States parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons that the materials used in or produced by nuclear power reactors may also 
be used to make nuclear weapons. It is believed by these States that the spread of 

/ . . . 
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nuclear power I in the context of an ongoing nuclear arms race, will result in the 
horizontal proliferation Of nuclear weapon capabilities. In a similar vein, the 
combination of skilled and dedicated terrorist groups and ever-increasing amounts 
of deadly nuclear material being stored and transported all over the world is a 
very disturbing prospect. And reactor safety and the disposal of waste material 
are still a source of public concern, 

64. Coal remains an abundant resource but its combustion is associated with the 
accumulation of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and, together with other 
hydrocarbon fuels, with the phenomenon of acid rain. Carbon dioxide absorbs some 
of the heat that is re-radiated from the earth and can therefore lead to an inrease 
in atmospheric temperature - the so-called “greenhouse” ef feet. Some scientists 
consider the climatic effects of the release of carbon dioxide to be the primary 
limiting factor in determining the amount of fossil fuel that can be safe-ly burned 
over the long term. Even with the prevailing reliance on oil, vast tonnages of 
coal are being burned each year. Coal utilization would be more effective, 
economic and envirpnmentally safer if the technologies for liquefaction and 
gasification mature and become viable for large-scale application, although these 
will not affect the problem of accumulation of carbon dioxide which is as true of 
other fossil fuels as it is of coal. 

65. The need for a global transition to renewable energy sources is starkly 
apparent . So vast and urgent an undertaking requires a mobilization of resources 
and planning on a global basis. In the interim, States must devise conservation 
programmes to husband scarce petroleum resources while sustainable alternative 
energy sources are developed and brought into use on the required scale. Where it 
is climatically feasible, solar energy is perhaps the most attractive alternative 
capable of meeting an increasing part of the demand for energy. Dtilizing wind 
power, geothermal energy, hydroelectric power , biomass, ethanol and the burning of 
wood can all be important supplementary sources. Some of these illustrate the 
interdependencies that global planning would have to take into account. For 
example, the acreage required to produce ethanol in viable quantities may conflict 
with the production of adequate quantities of foods. Similarly, reforestation to 
provide wood for fuel may also conflict with food production and with the demand 
for wood for other purposes, notably construction. A contrary observation is that 
many regions of the world urgently need major reforestation to prevent erosion and 
desertification and to restore agricultural productivity0 

66. From the global standpoint, population has tended to grow faster than food 
production over the postwar period. 23/ Despite some remarkable accomplishments in 
agricultural productivity, events over the past decade have revealed that the 
global balance between the supply and demand for food is very delicate. World 
reserves of cereal stocks have not always been sufficient, the number of countries 
that consistently produce a surplus for export has declined steadily and recurring 
famines in parts of Africa and Asia have claimed millions of liVC!S. In the late 
193Os, all the major regions of the world with the exception of Western Europe, 

23/ Overcoming World Hungerr The Challenqe Ahead, Report of the Presidential 
Commission on World Hunger, Washington# D.C., March 1980. 
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were net exporters of graint 49 years later, all but two regions - North America 
and Australia/New Zealand - were importers. 24/ Approximately one half of the - 
world's people now live in food deficit countries. With respect to rice, for 
example, the staple diet of more than one half of the world's population, 
production and consumption in 1979 were almost exactly balanced at about 250 
million metric tons. Moreover, the majority of major producers were little more 
than self-sufficient; only 11 million metric tons or less than 5 per cent of total 
production was exported from one country to another and just two countries - 
Thailand and the United States - accounted for nearly one half of the total, 

67. World grain production is expected to increase by nearly 40 per cent over the 
two next decades, sufficient to meet anticipated commercial demand for food. 25/ 
The additional production needed to provide for the basic nutritional needs of tlhe 

malnourished - who, because of their poverty , cannot express effective commercial 
demand - is not dauntingr about 32 million metric tons or 2 per cent of projected 
aggregate grain production in 1990. 26/ This comforting picture is quite 
deceptive, however, and not simply because lo-year and 20-year projections are 
highly uncertain. Perhaps the biggest problem is that the major increases in food 
production are projected to occur in the developed countries. In one estimation, 
the degree of food self-sufficiency in the developing countries is projected t0 
decline from the prevailing 87 per cent to 74 per cent in the year 2000. 27/ In 
1976, these countries imported some 50 million metric tons of grain at a cost of 
more than $10 billion. By 2000, their food deficit is projected to grow to the 
order of 175 million metric tons and the real cost of grain will then be 
significantly higher than today. For the poorer developing countries - where this 
shortfall is likely to be concentrated - this will prove to be a crippling drain on 
the foreign exchange reserves so important to longer-term economic strength. It is 
imperative for these countries to create conditions conducive to an over-all 
increase in agricultural production as a basis for sustained economic growth. 

68. Complete self-sufficiency in food for all countries is not possible, but thle 
recurrent crises in the world food situation indicate the risks associated with 
allowing global food production to become more highly concentrated geographically 
than is the case now. On top of this, the general adequacy of global food 
production in the decades ahead - although technically feasible - will impose 
severe strains on available water resources and there is also considerable concern 
over the ecological consequences of the enormous increase in the quantity of 
chemical fertilizers needed to achieve projected production levels. 

24J See Will iam Schneider, "Food, Foreign Policy and Raw Materials Cartels, 
National Strategy Information Centre, Inc. (New York, 1976), p. 31.67. 

25J Overcoming World Hunqer: The Challenge Ahead .*-I PO 34. 

27/ Ibid., p. 35. 
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69. At sea, as well as on land, demand has begun to exceed supply. Between 1950 
and 1970 the world's fish catch increased more than threefold tb some 70, million 
tons annually, the product of an enormous expansion in world fishing fleets and the 
application of sophisticated technologies to find , catch, and process fish. Since 
1970, however, the annual catch has stagnated as the offtake has exceeded 
regenerative capacity in one fishery after another. At every turn we find that the 
pressures of demand and the prevailing methods of attempting to meet thebe demands 
are straining the earth's four major biological systems - oceanic fisheries, 
grasslands, forests and croplands. The earth's grasslands support the’h,nimals that: 
provide most of the world's meat , milk, butter and cheese, numerous raw materials 
for industry and energy for *agriculture. Widespread denudation;Soil erosion and 
desertification testify to the fact that rising numbers of cattle, water buffalo, 
sheep, goats and camels are overtaxing the grasslands. SimiLarly, the multiple 
demands for firewood, building materials, paper and new land for agriculture are 
resulting in a rate of exploitation of the world's forests that far 'exceeds 
regenerative capacity. 

IO. These few observations are illustrative of the fundamentaL and growing 
mismatch between man's need and capacity to exploit the‘ earth's resources, both 
renewable and non-renewable, and the earth's ability to continue to provide them, a 
mismatch intensified by the diversion of part of the available resources to 
armaments. We have acquired or persist in habits - from the rate of procreation ta 
the rate of change in fashions - that stand starkly revealed as unsustainable. A 
recent major United States study of these issues concluded: "If present trends 
continue, the world in 2000 will be more crowded, more polluted, less stable 
ecologically and more vulnerable to disruption than the world we live in now." 28J 
The developing imbalance between man and nature thr,eatens the well-being and thus 
the security of all nations, but the answer is not;for each nation to defend what 
it has and endeavour to forcibly extract from others what it lacks. Moral 
Considerations aside, we are much too proficient in the art of destruction for this 
to be a sensible alternative. The sensible choice is to tackle the causes of the 
problem, to bring requirements for food, energy, and raw materials into,an 
equitable balance that can be sustained over the long term. There are many 
dimensions to this task, all of them large and exceedingly complex and all of them 
interconnected. Common sense demands that nations co-ordinate their efforts on 
both sides of the scale to achieve a sustainable ,balance, that is, to’ both increase 
the efficiency of economic activity and to adjusteconomic and social habits and 
consumption patterns to conform with,resource scarciti,es and ecological limitationa, 

71. There is also the point that, 
living standards, 

if material development in the,sense ,of'higher 
achieved through faster economic growth I occur‘ as a result of 

disarmament, then this may require still greater use of many of the world's 
resources. Again, the evidence is that this is not a critical problem, but it does 
mean that part of the extra income which is yielded may need'to be devotee to 
solving the problem of those specific resources3'which are in short supply, 

28J The Global 2000 Report to the President: Enterinq the Twenty-First 
Century (Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980), vol. I. p* 1. 
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72. There can no longer be the slightest doubt that resource scarcities and 
ecological stresses constitute real and imminent threats to the future well-being 
of all peoples and nations. These challenges are fundamentally non-military anld it 
is imperative that they be addressed accordingly. If this is not recognized, if 
the international community fails to accept and persevere in the view that these 
challenges can only be addressed through voluntary and co-operative measures, there 
is a grave risk that the situation will deteriorate to the point of crisis where, 
even with a low probability of success, the use of force could be seen as a way to 
produce results quickly enough. This is far from being a remote possibility. In 
recent years there has been a marked tendency in international relations to use or 
to threaten the use of military force in response to non-military challenges to 
security. 

73. A second major source of insecurity, again interpreting that term in the broad 
sense, is the large and widening gap in standards of well-being between developed 
and developing countries. In 1975, the developing countries (excluding China) 
accounted for 52.3 per cent of world population but for only 16.8 per cent of world 
GNP. Put in another way, average per capita income in the developing countries was 
just 8.5 per cent of that in the developed economies. This disparity is far 
greater if the comparison is confined to the poorest developing countries, those 
where per capita income in 1977 was less than $200. 29/ This group of countries 
accounted for 21.1 per cent of world population but a mere 1.6 per cent of world 
GNP (chart II.2). Given'the current concern over the adequacy of supplies Of 
non-renewable raw material over the long term , a particularly disturbing dimension 
of this imbalance is that over the period 1971-1975 the market and planned 
developed economies, representing less than one quarter of the world's population, 
accounted for 80 to 90 per cent of the annual global demand for such key minerals 
as iron ore, aluminium, copper, manganese and tin. 30/ This is clear evidence that 
population growth outruns GNP growth. 

74. The existence of this gap affects the security of the richer nations in two 
important ways, one based on moral considerations, the otheron more practical 
grounds of self-interest. One of the more attractive traits of the human character 
is the deep-seated sense of unease generated in those who are prosperous when 
confronted by those who are not just less prosperous but quite simply'poor. Th,e 

29/ It should be mentioned that official exchange rates tend to understate 
the purchasing power of incomes in the poorer countries. In work being carried out 
under United Nations auspices to provide more realistic purchasing power 
comparisons, it was found &at per capita income in India , to cite the most extreme 
example, was upvalued by a factor of more than 3. Generally speaking, income 
comparisons based on purchasing power -parity rates of exchange change the pictu.re 
of disparities only in degree. See I. B. Kravis, A. Heston and R. Summers. 
International Comparisons of Real Product and Purchasing Power (Baltimore and 
London, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978). 

30/ The Global 2000 Report to the President ,.., vol. II, pp. 206-207. 
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Chart 11.2, Distribution of world population and GNP, 1978 
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historical experience, it is true, 
to sustain a state of ignorance, 

is overwhelmingly that of the rich endeavouring 
of insulating themselves from the fact of poverty 

but this, clearly, is an expression of the moral dilemma posed by inequality. At 
the international level, revolutionary developments in transportation and 
communication have indeed made the world a very small place. The gap between rich 
and poor nations has become steadil.y more visible and, therefore, more difficult to 
ignore or deny. Sn a remarkably swift reversal of political climate, the issue of 
greater equality between the peoples of various nations has been widely proclaimed 
as the principle moral imperative of our time. 

7s. The view that large inequalities of income and wealth are morally unacceptable 
has now been joined by a heightened sensitivity to the political hazards inherent 
in an interdependent world that remains sharply divided between rich and poor. If 
competition, rather than co-operation based on mutual interest, remains the 
hallmark of relations between States, it requires no rare powers of analysis to 
forecast the acute international tensions that result from and will accompany a 
growing and increasingly generali'zed excess of demand over supply. Even now, as we 
have seen, the level and rate of growth of demand is revealing resource scarcities 
and placing unsustainable pressures on ecological systems. A marked transformation 
of attitudes and behaviour is clearly in order if the newly effective demands of 
the developing countries for equal opportunities and justice in international 
economic relations are to be met without provoking a prolonged and potentially 
unmanageable resource-based conflict with the developed countries. This should not 
affect the right of developing countries to a socio-economic development that 
should meet their aspirations. 

The new international economic order 

76. TO its credit, the international community has already taken an important step 
toward confronting the problem of international co-operation for mutual, benefit and 
the difficulties and potential opportunities that it presents. The sixth special 
session of the General Assembly in April-May 1974 adopted the Declaration and the 
PrOgraItUne Of Action on the New International Economic Order (resolutions 
3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) of 1 May 1974). The Programme was designed to lead to 
the establishment of an international economic order that would redress existing 
injustices and thus c0ul.d help to correct inequalities and bring about a marked 
reduction in the gap in standards of living between developed and developing 
countries. Other important steps that built on this initiative include the Charter 
of Economic Rights and Duties of States, the seventh special session of the General 
Assembly devoted to development and international economic co-operation and the 
International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade 
(resolution 35/56). Ther,e were, and remain, significant differences among member 
States on whether the new order would require a radical transformation or merely 
the reform of the existing one I on the policy measures needed to bring about the 
described changes and on how rapidly it would be feasible to proceed. 
Nevertheless, the Declaration and the Programme of Action were adopted by 
consensus, reflecting the growing awareness on all sides that the interests of the 
developing countries and developed countries could no longer be isolated from each 
other. The prosperity of the international community as a whole depends upon the 
prosperity of its constituent parts. The necessity was recognized to eliminate the 
widening gap between the developed and the developing countries and ensure steadily 

/ . . . 
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accelerating economic and social development in peace and justice for present and 
future generations. 

77. The widespread frustration and disappointment in the developing countries over 
their economic performance and long-term prospects naturally provoked a continuous 
search for solutions. One of the main themes that emerged at an early stage ran as 
follows. Many developing countries relied on a few primary commodity export$ for 
the bulk of their foreign exchange earnings and for a disproportionately large 
share of national income. The price of most primary commodities moved erratichlly 
in the short run and unfavourably in relation to the prices of manufactured 
imports. This was, in part, owing to the fact that inflationary pressures on 
manufactured goods were stronger but also because manufactured goods are subject to 
technological improvements over time while primary commodities are not. 
Nevertheless, developing countries were kept in a state of excessive dependence on 
primary commodities because of their weak competitive position in the markets for 
processed goods in the developed countries. Consequently, the developing countries 
experienced a widening gap between import needs and export possibilities that had 
to be filled by capital inflows in the form of loans, investments or aid from the 
developed countries and multinational institutions. Aid and investments were on 
the whole inadequate so that the developing countries, in order to fulfil their 
development aims, resorted to the capital market with the consequences of a further 
accumulation of their external debt. 

78. This challenge to inequality gathered force as the process of decolonixation 
swelled the ranks of independent developing countries and as the majority of these 
countries felt increasingly frustrated in their development efforts. Sustained 
achievement of growth targets set in the International Development Strategy for the 
Second United Nations Development Decade proved impossible for most countries, 
Their terms of trade continued to move adversely, agricultural production remained 
uncertain, the trade deficits of developing countries in manufactured goods grew 
rapidly and official development assistance, on the whole, remained well below the 
target of 0.7 per cent of the GNP of donor countries. The share of developing 
countries in world exports of manufacturing was increasing very slowly but this 
expansion was distributed very unequally. Indeed, by 1977, just eight countries 
and territories (Brazil, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Mexico, the Philippines, Singapore, 
South Korea and Taiwan) accounted for almost 75 per cent Of the total exports of 
manufactures by the developing countries. Moreover, whether a developing country 
pursued industrialization through a policy of import-substitution or export 
promotion, the almost universal experience was the creation of industrial enclave8 
employing a small fraction of the work-force in relative prosperity. Large 
segments of the population, often the majority, neither participated in nor 
benefited from economic growth. The World Bank estimates that, for the developing 
countries as a whole, the experience has been that approximately 75 per cent of the 
increase in aggregate income accrues to the top 40 per cent of income 
recipients . 31/ The ranks of the unemployed and the underemployed and those who 
lived in absolute poverty swelled inexorably. This experience has led to some 
attempts to recast development strategies SO that fulfilling the basic needs of the 

p 19w World Bank, world Development Report 1979, Washington, D.C., August 1979, 
. . 
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broad masses of the population is seen as the first priority and raw economic 
growth regulated to the Status of a necessary but not sufficient condition for this 
to occur. In passing, it might be noted that, particularly in so far as it springs 
from moral considerations, the volume and continuity of resource transfers from 
developed countries will depend heavily on policies in recipient countries that 
ensure that this redeployment of productive capacity has a direct and visible 
impact on the well-being of the poorest sections of the population. 

79. These frustrations were compounded by the evidence that, within the existing 
international economic order, no plausible projections of the rate of economic 
growth in the developing countries,would have any appreciable impact on the gap in 
per capita income: from the global perspective the distribution of income and 
wealth would remain highly, skewed. in 1975, average per capita income in the 
developing countries was just one twelfth of that in the developed economies. The 
developing countries, however, are a quite heterogeneous group, even excluding the 
oil-exporting countries. In 1975, the gap in per capita income ranged from a 
massive 4O:l for the very low income countries of Asia and Africa to a little over 
5:l for the Latin American and Caribbean countries. According to the World Bank, 
even quite optimistic projections of economic performance, through 1990 would not 
diminish the over-all gap in per capita income. 32/ A narrowing of the gap in Some 
countries, particularly in East Asia and the Pacific would be offset by widenin 
differential in the countries of Asia, Africa, the 'Middle East and Latin America. 

80. The proposal for a new international economic order, in essence, argued that 
the existing order be consciously altered or interfered with as necessary to 
provide both equality of opportunity and greater equality of condition. 33/ That 
is, all States should have effectively equal opportunities to determine the course 
of their political, economic and social development. But in a system characterized 
by radical inequality of condition, equality of opportunity would only lead to 
discrimination in favour of the stronger so that, at least for a time, there would 
have to be positive discrimination in favour of the developing countries in order 
to bring about a reasonable measure of equality of condition. 

81. The initial statement on the establishment of the new international economb 
order proposed that these twin objectives be pursued in a variety of ways 
(General Assembly resolution 3202 (S-VI)). Considerable emphasis was placed on 
stabilizing and increasing the level of export earnings in developing countries. 
For raw materials and primary commodities, the principal measures suggested were 
price-stabilization funds, buffer stocks and a form of indexation to the prices of 
manufactured goods imported from the developed countries. For the manufactured 
exports of developing countries I stress was placed on preferential access to 
markets in developed countries. Industrialization of the developing countries was 
recognized as a necessary and vital component of the new international economic 
order and developed countries and multinational institutions were encouraged to 
adopt policies to accelerate the transfer of labour-intensive, raw-material 
processing and export-oriented production to the developing countries, At the 

32/ Ibid., p* 18. 

33/ These two terms are taken from Robert W. Tucker, The Inequality of 
Nations (London, Martin Robertson and Co., 1977), p. 71. 
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donor countries, was well below the target of 0.7 per cent endorsed by the Gleneral 
Assembly in 1970. fn 1975, net flows of ODA from the OECD countries that ma~ke up 
the mvelopment Assistance Committee constituted 0.36 per cent of their combined 
G&p or just one half of the target. In subsequent years the fraction has been in 
*e range of 0.33 to 0.37 per cent. Over-all data on the flows of economic aid 
rendered by the centrally planned economies to developing COuntLieS are not 

published. Besides an increase in the net volume of development assistance and 
other financial flows, the developing countries argued that these funds should be 
allocited exclusively on,grounds of economic and social needs and that measures * 
should be adopted to ensure that these transfers would be automatic rather t’han 
voluntary. Total capital flows to the developing countries are, of course, :much 
larger than ODA - which amounted to $26.7 billion in 1980 from the OECD COUntrieS - 

but it is also a fact that there is a significant reverse capital flow in the form 
of interest payments and profit remittances. The latter amounted to $33.7. billion 
in 1980. 

.’ 
84. Similarly, the developing countries sought a larger and more effective voice 
in international financial forums, particularly the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) and the World'Bank. Inflation in the developed countries increased the 
import bill for developing countries and eroded the real value of their currency 
reserves. The general instability of the international monetary system since 1971, 
particularly the uncertainty of exchange rates, frequently had an adverse effect on 
the value of commodity exports from developing countries. The developing world 
also felt excluded from the decision-making circles that determined the quantity, 
rate of growth and accessibility of international liquidity. For example, of the 
$9.3 billion created in the form of special drawing rights in IMF between 1970 and 
1974, only 25 per cent or $2.3 billion was granted to the developing countries. 

85. Finally, the developing countries argued the need for a more conciliatory 
'attitude in the developed countries regarding the repayment and servicing of 
external debt. A combination of circumstances in the 1970s - large increases in 
the price of oil, stagnating markets in the developed countries for exports from 
the third world and inadequate ODA - led to a disturbingly fast rate of increase in 
the external indebtedness of many developing countries. BY 1977, nearly 12 per 
cent of the export earnings of the developing world was absorbed in servicing 
external debt. 36/ To address these several concerns, the developing countries 

4 demanded full and effective participation in all phases of decision-making for the 
formulation of an equitable and durable international monetary system. 

86. All of these and many others remain active issues in the international 
dialogue on development. The commitment to forge a more equitable and more 
balanced international economic order was strongly reaffirmed in the International 
Deve1oPment Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade (General 
Assembly resolution A/35/56). lubreover, despite a generally austere global 

36/ world Bank, World Development Report 1979 . . . . p. 10. 
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economic climate OVE~K the paat d@cad@ t ip number of etepa have been taken in many 
areas. In the crucial area of international trade? I affhrts havs been made to 
reduce tariffs and other barriers to trade snd to extend the general system Of 
preferences. 3J/ In 1979, agreement Was reached to el?rtabllerh the Common Fund, 
Furthermore f developinCJ csuntrica have eecured increased IMP quota8 and improved 
arrangements for debt relief l In the field of Eocd and agriculture, the 
International Fund for Agricultural ~~v~~~~rn~n~ Wa eetablishad in 1974 to faster 
the objective Of greS?lkC?K fS3Cd BecUKity in the &?Vltl aping countries. Food aid has 
also been expand&i in the context of ths !?ood Aid CoflYontion and an fnteKnatiOha1 
mergency Food Reserve has tYc+@n ~~~~~~b~~~~h~~ With a target w a5 yet unmet - 
of 500,000 tons of cereals. 3En $r)80, ah Interim Pund for Science and Technology 
for Development was ~$t~~~~~h~~~~ &nd the General A55embJ.y, in its resolution 34/218 
of 19 December 1979, initiated a programme of Study to investigate appropriate 
longer-term arrangements L Finally, mcnti~n ahauld be made of the negotiations in 
the Third United Nations Conference an the &IW of the Sea, where the principle has 
been accepted that the resources of the oceans and of the sea-bed ale part of the 
“common heritage” of mankind, 

87, While these and other me&mureu that have net been mentioned ale important 
beginnings, the over-all p~~~~~~~ ~~w~~~~~ hying the foundations of a new 
international economic order hae b8aen &l~w. The gsal.tt and objectives oE the second 
development decade remain ltsrgaly ~n~tl~~~~~~~ an he n~c~55ar ily nmbi tious targets 
for the Third United Nations ~y~~~~rn~~~~ ~~~~~ indicative of the magnitude of 
the task ahead (see tabIs II * 3) e ility for development rest5 With 
the developing countries th~rn~~~v~~ but thm target5 for the Third Development 
Decade and the Longer-range objectiVc of ~~i~~~f~~~n~~y reducing the gap in 
standards of living are quite unf~~~~~~~~ wtthout the tstxong aseietance and 
co-operation of the ~~v~~~~~~ ccun tr its S ~hilarly, the deepening of co-operation 
and the expansion of economic ~elationa amorzg ~~v~~~~in~ countries, both 
bilaterally and multllatessbly , w’ikl play an imprtant: roll; in bridging thi5 gap. 

88. The call for a new ~~t~rn~~i~n~~ aconomic oroer WIQ in every sense a historic 
initiative, It both ri~llflrcted and t tttaga of tha fact of interdependence ta 
articulate the reforma and ~~~~~~~~ n~~~~~~ tr;, permit the deve&qing countries to 
becOme full and constructive ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ in the glob& economic system on an 
accelerated basis, It: waf3p in effectr, a plarr of aclzican Crsr the co-operative 
m~Wtement: of interdependence , am~it: far an ~~mded interim petriad, for the 
Particular benefit of the do~clopir~~ col~ntr ies, Since 1974, It haa become 
progressively more apparent that: a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~v~ msa~lt on underdevelopment is 
stronglY in the self-interest of the ~~~~u~~~~~~~i~~~ countriew, Since the new 
international economic order wat3 couched fn the context of economic relations among 
a1l wups of States, the phsnamuna of ~nt~r~~~~~~~~n~~ and the expansian of 
economic co-operation based on mutual, interest now embrace international economic 
relations as a whole, 

‘Ountries Of the African, Caribbean, 
the European Economic ~t-xrununity and the 

conventiOn OR trade promation , 
and pacific ~ruup compiled a detailed 

A/Ac.176/7). 
induatr j.al co-operation and other matters (See 
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89. Ensuring the adequacy of energy supplies over the medium-term and long-term 
future is a strong global interest for political as well as economic reasons. The 
progressive increase in the real price of oil during the 1970s was certainly the 
single most important example of a more widespread readjustment of the relative 
price of raw materials and industrial commodities and a major development pointing 
to the state of structural disequilibrium in the international economy. The 
consequences were particularly severe for the non-oil-producing developing 
countries, with the higher costs of oil imports exacerbated by higher import costs 
generally due to rapid inflation in the developed countries. Given the magnitude 
and urgency of the task of developing major renewable and environmentally 
compatible sources of energy, this is one area that would profit enormovsly from' '. 
co-operation and the division of labour in research and development. The ';, ,'I' 
protection of the land, air, and sea environments is similarly 9 global. in$&est'anh 
a goal that necessitates international co-operation, since emphasis by some ‘and.: 
neglect by others will be self-defeating and a source of friction. :_, 

90. There are other compelling mutual interests that could be developed through." 
the co-operative management of interdependence. The developing countries continue 
to be important export markets for the industrialized countries, both market and 
centrally planned economies, as well as being important sources for raw materials. 
It is recognized that the medium-term and long-term growth prospect.8 for the 
industtialized countries are dependent on major growth of demand i,n the developing 
countries. The International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations 
Development Decade, for example, stated that the "... accelerated development Of 
the developing countries is of vital importance for the steady growth of the world 
economy and essential for world peace and stability" (resolution 35/56, annex8 
para. 4). 

91. The trouble, of course, is that these demands are at present latent rather 
than real. In striving to achieve their development goals during the 1970s - and 
in the process helping to combat the recessionist tendencies in the industrialized 
world - the developing countries have stretched their resources to the limit. They 
require large infusions of capital and technology, stable prices for ,their raw 
materials and free access to markets in the international economy. The full 
implementation of such a programme would imply far-reaching structural adjustments 
in the industrialized countries. For example, in one investigation into the 
implications of the Lima target for industrialization, it was concluded that the 
share of developing country exports in the total consumption of manufactures in 
developed market economy countries would have to increase fourfold from a little 
Over 1 per cent in 1972 to about 4.5 per cent in 2000. 38/ 

92. The scale of adjustments with which the industrialized countries would have to 
cope in the context of accelerated progress toward a new internatidnal economic 
order should, however, be seen in the context of pervasive internal requirements 
for reindustrialization. Throughout the industrialized world, manufacturing 

38/ Manufactures and semi-manufactures: The dimensions of the required 
restructuring of world manufacturing output and trade in order to reach the Lima 
target (report by the UNCTAD secretariat (TD/185/Supp.l), 12 April 1976). 

" 
/ . . . 
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technology, plant and industry location and the associated distribution and 

' 

transportation networks are products of the era of cheap energy. Saving energy has 
now become something of an economic imperative and vast capital investments are 
seen as unavoidable if efficiency and productivity are to accelerate. In the 
United States, estimates of new investment requirements related to costly energy 
range from $40 billion to $80 billion annually or between one quarter and one half 
of all non-residential fixed investment. 39/ Seen in this broader context of - 
change and adjustment, &zcommodating the needs of the developing countries for 

.greater access to markets in the industrialized countries appears far less 
disruptive; 

. . 
. 

93. Indeed, it may plausibly be argued that the growing import penetration from’ 
some developing countries in the markets of manufactures in the developed 
countries, although modest in quantity, will stimulate supply-side adjustments in 

.the economies of these countries. These adjustments are taking place at a time 
when the economies of these countries are in serious difficulties. In 1973, most 
of the industrialised economies were already in the early stages of a downturn in 
.the ordinary business cycle and faced serious problems in the international 
xnqietary system which had led to the breakdown at the beginning of 1973 of the 
Bretton Woods System with its fixed-exchange rates, . Towards the end of 1973 and in 
subsequent years, the substantial rise in oil prices aggravated the inflation and 
employment problems in most industrialized and developing countries and, as a 
consequence, had a serious impact on the balance of payments and international 
capital movements. Although it cannot be denied that part of the economic problems 
in the industrialized countries are of a structural character, some are of a 
cyclical nature and can be solved by internationally co-ordinated economic 
policies. Unfortunately, there is at the moment a lack of such co-ordination. 
What can be seen is that many developed economies are trying to solve part of their 
economic problems by accelerating protectionistic measures against the newly 
industrializing developing countries. In fact, this is a classical 
"beggar-thy-neighbour" policy which is in flat contradiction to a recent OECD 
report that concluded that the member countries II... should be striving . . . further 
to open their markets to the developing countries , not for the sake'of virtue but 
as a matter of the most pivotal and expedient self-interest". 40/ Current economic 
policies in a number of industrialized countries tend towards the control of 
inflation rather than the reduction of unemployment. In consequence, the present 
recession is being prolonged. 

94. The centrally planned industrialized economies are also experiencing 
difficulties symptomatic of something deeper than a temporary loss of momentum. 
Here too, growth rates and productivity gains have dropped markedly. The costs of 
fuel and raw materials have risen sharply. Reserves are generally ample but tend 
increasingly to be located in remote and inaccessible areas so that extraction and 
distribution costs are higher. Output of oil and gas condensate in the Soviet 
Union is planned to rise by only 1 per cent per year over the next five years and, 
as the Soviet Union is a major supplier for the East European countries, one 

‘39/ National Economic Survey, The New York Times, 11 January 1981, p. 31. 

: 40/ OECD, Development co-operation, 1979, Review, (Paris, 1979), p. 31. 

/ l .* 
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implication is that these countries will probably have to further increase their 
purchases on the international oil market. Agricultural production remains 
uncertain despite absorbing a major share of available human and material 
resources, and.increasing the productive labour force over and above normal 
Population growth to secure higher rates of economic growth has become less and 
less feasible. 

95. In short, greater efficiency is no less of an imperative in these countries 
than in the market economy countries and it is freely acknowledged that Capital 
and, above all, technology from the latter could play a vital role. Fur thermore, 
given the renewed emphasis on increasing worker incentive and productivity there is 
a need to supplement the domestic production of consumer goods with imports from 
the market economy countries. Generally speaking, vast opportunities for mutually 
beneficial trade and therefore growth and development are being consciously missed 
despite the growing visibility of the penalties being paid as a result. In this 
respect, a negative influence on East-West trade is exerted by further, strong 
subordination of economic co-operation to strategic and political considerations by 
some developed market economies. 

96. It should be apparent from these brief remarks that progress toward a balanced 
and sustainable pattern of global economic growth and development - the basic 
prerequisite for global security - would be immeasurably facilitated if these 
Overlapping interdependencies were developed and exploited for mutual benefit, 
through the expansion of internati,onal co-operation and promotion of all flows of 
international economic and trade relations. Indeed, one might go a step further 
and suggest that it is strongly in the over-all self-interest of all the major 
9rOUpS in the world to bridge the existing economic and Political divisions. 
Conversely, if each of these major groups , either by choice or because of a lack ot 
choice, endeavour to pursue growth and development with a minimum of interaction 
with, the others, the outcome will be distinctly second-best for all. 

97. The development towards a new international economic order is strongly 
influenced by the arms race. Indeed, as we shall see in chapter IV, the economic 
and social consequences of the arms race are so detrimental that its continuation 
is incompatible with the implementation of such an order. 4lJ Nearly a decade agO* 
a united Nations expert study concluded that while disarmament would be Of great 
benefit to development, fundamentally, the two issues stood separately from one 
another, in the sense that each was to be sought vigorously in its own right and 
that efforts to promote development should be neither postponed nor allowed to lag 
merely because progress in disarmament was slow. 42J This is still true - the 
GrOuP believes that the fulfilment of and increase in aid commitments and other 

41/ For an elaboration On this general theme, see Constantin Vlad et al., 
Disarmament and the New International Order, (Stefan Gheorghiu Academy, Bucharestg 
1980 (report prepared for the Group) ) . See also para. 16 of the Final Document Of 
the Tenth Special Session (resolution s-10/2). 

42/ Disarmament and Development, ST/EGA/174 (United Nations publication, 
Sales No, E.73.IX.l). 
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economic co-operation measures should not be contingent on disarmament. We belive, 
however, that, in view of the greater urgency both issues have acquired in the 
context of subsequent developments , a re-examination of their relationship .Is now 
necessary. 

98. our exploration of the subject is still far from complete but the discussion 
in this chapter already permits the preliminary conclusion that there exists a 
strong conceptual relationship between disarmament and development. We have argued 
that the arms race has developed into a threat to the security of nations and that 
disarmament under efEective international control, particularly nuclear 
disarmament, would directly enhance security. In addition, we have argued that 
there exists an array of intensifying non-military factors aggravating the security 
problems of States in the form of (a) a widespread reduction in the prospects for 
economic growth, (b) impending physical constraints - notably in the field of 
energy and selected non-renewable raw materials but also severe stress on the 
environment - and (c) the morally unacceptable and politically hazardous 
polarization of wealth and poverty. 

99. A sustainable global development effort must specifically address the last OP 
these factors and be consistent with known and foreseeable physical constraints. 
In other words, States should view their security and national interests in a wider 
and longer term perspective and recognize that important goals in this respect can 
only be accomplished through co-operation and mutual accommodation. Fur thermore, 
economic growth is a prerequisite for development and, increasingly, States are 
being forced to recognize that their economic prospects are greatly affected by a 
Pervasive interdependence with other States. There can be no doubt that efforts to 
deny or attempts to prevent the strengthening of interdependence would 
significantly darken the global economic prospect , most particularly for the! 
developing countries. Conversely, developing interdependence and expanding 
international economic co-operation would be strongly in the economic interests Of 
all States, especially over the medium term and long term. 

100. Altogether, sustainable global development is heavily dependent on what we 
have termed the co-operative management of interdependence in its Political, 
economic and physical dimensions. It only remains to ask whether such a 
perspective will emerge and endure if the arms race continues unabated. And the 
answer, surely, is no. Indeed, the Political climate accompanying the arms race 
would appear to be the very antithesis of a genuine and enduring spirit of 
co-operation and mutual accommodation. The co-operative management of 
interdependence may be eminently sensible, perhaps even necessary, for the 
realization of global economic and social aspirations but such a prospect must be 
regarded as rather unrealistic as long as the arms race continues. In this 
fundamental respect, therefore, disarmament and development are strongly related. 

101. The remainder of this report is predominantly concerned with the purely 
economic dimensions of the relationship between disarmament and development ,which, 
as will be seen, strongly reinforce the notion that major conflicts exist between 
Pursuit of the arms race on the one hand and the achievement of the declared 
asPirations of the world community regarding development on the other. 
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CWAIWS xxx 

102, Viewed from a hlstorrcsl pC?L’spPCtiVe, the 35 years since the Second world war 
has been a remarkable period in many ways and one of the more conspicuous features 
of these years has been the m&qnitude and ~~~~~i~~@~y of the global military 
effort. This can be seen most effectively in terms af global military expenditure 
over the past 60 years (chart I If. 1) . In 1980, world military expenditure was as 
much as $500,000 million QK appfoximiastely 6 per ctlnt of world output. 43/ In real 
terms this represents nedrly a fourfolJ escalation over the post-war period and in 
excess of a twenty-five-fold cacalation ninee the beginning of the century, 

103. World military expendxture haw cLimbed to these heights in fits ano starts. 
Rapid escalation took place in the early 19508 with the Korean WaK, in the early 
1960s with the United Statee strategic missile build-up and in the late 1960s with 
the war in South-East Asia and the Soviet atratagic missile build-up. After each 
of these developments, the worlo Ergure ~atttad on a new and higher plateau. It is 
also significant that the base figure wa8 very high, In 1948, by which time the 
onset of the cold wat” had stallect post-war demobilisation, world military 
expenditure was @till wall in excess+ of $lOCl,QOO million (in 1978 prices), only 
marginally less than the figure on the eva of the Second World War+ Furthermore, a 
number of factors have been at work that hava exerted a more consistent upward, 
Pressure on mili terry expenditure, one of. the most significant of these has been 
the stress placed on qualitative improvement in weaponry, The United States 
experience has been that thi& emphs\s~,~ has re&u$tadr on the average, in an annual 
rate of increase of 5.5 per cent in the raal coot of major weapons systems. w 
Other factors include a SLOW but p~~~~~~~~~ inctea~,e in the number of men under 
arms, rising costs per pe~oan even under eonecriptionr and the large number of’ 
State? that have gained ~n~~~~r~~~n~~ ancj set about creating national armed forces.: 
Related in part to this Last wint, there h&s been a olow but persistent tendency ; 
for global military expenditures to become lest concentrated geographically. In 
other words, although thio ~~~~n~it~~~ is ~ti.11 heavily cancentrated in NAM and 
the Warsaw Treaty Organisation (wTo~, tb~ V~A,UQ OX ~emxmz~~ devoted to armaments 
hast on the average WCC the patsi: 25 YCWS~ increased more rapidly outside these 

104* For most people, ar~al global milit~y a~p~atures over the post-war period, 
have been too large to convey any real meanings it is difficult to translate 
$500 billion into anything camprehene~blu, m provicxe Saome perspective and to 
convey an impression of the sheer bulk of the resources devoted annually to 
mi1itarY uses it has been pointed out, fog exalnplet that for many years world 
military expenditure was comparable to the combined GNP of all the countcies in 
Africa and Latin America or, as mentioned earlier, that the!se expenditures are 

w World A 
Fw’EiS Ltd 

rmaments and Disarmament, SIPRI Yearbook 1981 (mndont Taylor & 
.I 1981), p. XVII* 

$!/ United States Congress, HOUS@ of Representatives, Committee on Armed 
Wvices, Hearing s on Military ~efense, Authorisations for Appropriations for 
!&al Year 1976, April-my 1975, p, 1826. 
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nearly 19 times as large as all the official development assistance provided by the 
OECD countries to the poorer countries. On a smaller scale, it has been pointed 
out that the World Health Organization spent 10 years and somewhat less than $100 
million to eradicate smallpox, while, over the same 10 years, one country spent 
considerably more than that merely to develop a more advanced version of a small 
air-to-air missile. 45/ Indeed, in whatever field and at whatever level one makes 
these comparisons, the same peculiar priorities that have prevailed over the 
post-war period stand starkly revealed. 

105. While the scale and trend of world armament can be most efficiently portrayed 
with financial data this approach tends to disguise another important economic 
dimension of this phenomenon, namely, the real human and material resources 
consumed in global military activities. Global military expenditure purchases the 
labour of tens of millions of people; it purchases a great deal of petroleum, 
minerals and other raw materials1 and it is a significant source of demand for a 
wide rang,e of industries. In the light of recent and prospective developments in 
the global economy this is a dimension of the contemporary arms race that urgently 
needs to be brought sharply into focus. To the Group's great regret and despite 
its best efforts to comply with the mandate to construct a reliable data base, 
relevant, detailed and comprehensive data in these areas remains virtually 
non-existent. Apart from being a major disappointment, this fact has made it much 
more difficult for he Group to execute its mandate in a balanced and realistic 
fashion, 

106. The most important, and the most familiar, reason for this state of affairs is 
secrecy. Detailed information on raw material consumption and productive capacity 
in the military sector could be used to estimate the actual and potential rate of 
production of different kinds of weapons, the technological level of industry and 
so on. This information could also serve as a check on military budget data. 
Another probable reason is that since national defence is such a high priority 
objective its true cost, particularly the detailed cost in terms of real human and 
material resources, may be viewed in many countries as a quite secondary 
consideration. 

107. In the view of the Group, these prevailing attitudes towards the generation 
and dissemination of information on military activities urgently need to be 
challenged and changed. There is at present a vicious circle in which excessive 
and unreasonable secrecy and the arms race tend to reinforce each other. A review 
of the post-war arms race would establish beyond any doubt that excessive secrecy 
has contributed to the intensity of the arms race by motivating the acquisition of ,: 
weapons and yielding force levels that subsequently proved to be unnecessary or 
excessive, but which became irreversible due to inertia or countervailing actions 
by the adversary. This effect of secrecy is clearly of paramount importance, but 
the associated lack of data and information on the economic effects of military 
activities, particularly the real human and material resources consumed, is also 
very significant. The global economic prospect for the next decade or two is 
distinctly austere. The damage caused by the waste and irrational use Of real 

4 World Armaments and Disarmament, SIPRI Yearbook, 1976 (Almquist and 
Wiksell, Uppsala, 1976), p. 129. 
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resources is everywhere becoming more and more palpable. These circumstances 
surely require a more rigorous and systematic look at the real resources consumed 
by military activities than is evident today in all but a few countries, 

108. Nevertheless, since a major concern of this report is to examine the economic 
consequences of the arms race and to assess the measures needed to facilitate the 
conversion and redeployment of real human and material resources from military to 
non-military uses, it is necessary to make the most of the data that are 
available. !Phe remainder of this chapter will document as comprehensively as 
possible the prevailing use for military purposes of labour (including the 
scientific community), industrial capacity, raw materials and land. Wherever 
possible, global estimates have been developed although, as will become clear, the 
margins of error are probably considerable. The utilization of air, water and 
space for military purposes is not adequately documented, but these are three 
important resources which should be safeguarded against degradation from the 
production, deployment and stockpiling of weapons, in particular nuclear weapons, 
and from the disposal of by-products associated with these activities. The 
incidence of nuclear-weapon accidents, whether documented or otherwise, adds 
urgency to this concern. 

109. Two other dimensions of the. contemporary military scene are also treated 
separately. The first is military research and development. The global capacity 
for research and development - that is, the capacity to secure scientific and 
technological advances - is a resource of vital importance for the future of 
mankind but the fraction of this resource diverted to military pursuits has been 
and remains uniquely large. The second is the international trade in arms or more 
accurately, perhaps, the international traffic in arms, since these transactions 
are not recorded in international trade statistics. Apart from its political 
iqiortance the traffic in arm has major economic ramifications, particularly 
because the importers are predominantly developing countries. The final section of 
this chapter is concerned with the more familiar measures of the economic burden of 
military activities utilizing financial data. 

A. Labour 

110. Tens ofTmillions of persons around the world are engaged in military 
activities, whether as soldier, sailor, airman, bureaucrat, scientist, engineer or 
general worker. It has been-estimated that over 100 million people are affected, 
directly or indirectly, by the $500 billion that the world now devotes to military 
preparations. 46J We have been unable to substantiate this figure, but the 
estimates derived below suggest that roughly 50 million people are employed in 
meeting the demand for military goods and services, either directly or indirectly. 

111. Even this latter figure covers categories of labour that differ in the manner 
and the degree to which they depend on military outlays. For our purposes it is 
useful to distinguish between five categories of demand for labour that can be said 
to be generated or supported by military expenditures8 . 

46/ Ruth Leger.Sivard, World Military and Social Rxpenditure, 1980 (Leesburg, 
Virginia, WMSE publications, 1980), pa 8. 
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(a) The labour force, including uniformed military personnel, engaged 
directly by defence ministries to render services or to provide goods and services 
that are exclusively military in character, that is, goods and services that for 
a31 practical purposes have no civilian utility whatever! 

(b) The labour force engaged in supplying intermediate goods and services to 
the concerns engaged in meeting the direct demand from ministries of defence for 
finished and specialized military goods and services, This indirect employment 
supported by military expenditures relates to employment by suboon ractors, by 
firms supplying the subcontractors and so on. There will clearly be at this level 
a lingering degree of specialization for military work, but this would diminish 
sharply as one moved down the manufacturing chain; 

(cl The labour force in manufacturing and service industries engaged in 
meeting the direct demand from ministries of defence for goods and services that 
are little different from those of the civilian market; 

(d) The labour force engaged in supplying intermediate goods to the concerns 
under (c) , that i.s, a second category of labour services supported indirectly by 
military expenditures/ 

(e) The labour force stemming from the multiplier concept, which is quite 
distinct from the other four categories. All expenditure, including military 
expenditure, is subject to a multiplier effect that permeates throughout the 
economy. If, SaYI the multiplier in a particular country is estimated to be 2, 
expenditure of $10 billion will ultimately result in a total increment in effective 
demand of $20 billion. Provided the economy is not already at full employment, 
this means that, in addition to the workers directly or indirectly involved in the 
provision of defence goods and services , more jobs will be created as the defence 
expenditure ripples through the economy. Unlike the other categories of 
defence-related employment referred to above, however, these jobs cannot be said to 

I be “absorbed” by the defence sector. 

112. At one level, we are concerned to estimate the size of the labour force 
directly engaged in activities that have no civilian economic utility, that is, the 
work-force directly withdrawn from socially useful production for military reasons, 
or category (a) above. The relevant labour resources include the regular armed 
forces and those paramilitary forces that have similar functions and capabilities, 
civilians employed in defence ministries, scientists and engineers engaged in 
military research and development and the workers in industry directly engaged in 
the production of weapons and other specialized military hardware. 

113. At the present time, the world’s regular armed forces total some 25 million 
per sons. This figure has risen steadily over the past 20 years, with net stability 
among the developed countries accompanied by increases in many developing 
countries. The global figure in 1980 was more than 10 per cent larger than in 1970 
and nearly 30 per cent larger than in 1960. The countries of NATO and WTO aCCOUnt 

for slightly over 40 per cent of the total, China for about 17 per cent and the 
developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America for about 38 per cent. 
Although it cannot be documented statistically, it is important to observe that the 
range Of skills and experience in the regular armed forces is very wide. A 
disproportionately large fraction would consist of able-bodied young men with, at 
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best, a high-school education and possessed only of basic skills in the handling of 
infantry weapons. At the same time, however, there would be significant numbers - 
running in the millions world wide - of mechanics, technicians, engineers, pilots 
and those with experience in organization and management. Indeed, the military's 
rising demand for skilled personnel of all kinds is a universally observed 
phenomenon. 

114. Paramilitary forces are forces whose functions and duties fall somewhere 
between the civilian police and the regular armed forces. The number of persons in 
paramilitary forces with functions and capabilities - in terms of training, 
organization and equipment - that approximate those of the regular armed forces is 
estimated by the International Institute for Strategic Studies to be roughly 
10 million world wide. 47/ By and large , expenditures for paramilitary forces are 
not included in reported military budgets. They remain relevant in the present 
context because it is reasonable to assume that an international climate that made 
possible the implementation of disarmament measures would also permit reductions in 
paramilitary forces. Indeed, disarmament measures may require such reductions. 

115. A third category of labour is the civilians employed in defence departments. 
The data available on this category are far from complete but a very rough global 
estimate can be constructed as follows. In 1975, nine countries - Australia, 
Canada, Germany, Federal Republic of, France, Japan, Netherlands, United Kingdom, 
United States of America, and Union of Soviet Socialist Republics - employed some 
2.5 million civilians in their respective defence departments (see A/32/88/Add.l, 
sect. II). These nine countries accounted for two thirds of world military 
expenditure, so that , assuming a linear relationship and making a small upward 
adjustment for the subsequent growth in the size and cost of the world's armed 
forces, it can be estimated that approximately 4 million civilians are currently 
employed in defence departments world wide. 

116. The fourth category of labour, scientists and engineers engaged in military 
research and development (R and D), is of particular importance both in military 

*terms and in terms of economic and social consequences. Military R and D 
development is discussed more fully below and here it can simply be noted that, 
world wide, an estimated 500,000 scientists and engineers are engaged in research 
and development for military purposes. 

117. Thus far we have identified 39.5 million persons directly engaged in purely 
military activities, but the statement that this work-force is totally unproductive 
from the civilian standpoint must be qualified somewhat. The armed forces alre 
frequently called upon for disaster relief operations, for example. In many 
countries the armed forces also engage in certain civilian activities. Similarly, 
a fraction of military R and D is basic research with potential civilian utility, 
provided, of course, the work is not classified as secre,t. Similarly, there is 
always the possibility that specialized military research and development maiy yield 
some civilian spin-offs. However, these qualifications do not alter the general 
significance of the fact that important human resources are being used for military 
purposes. 

47/ International Institute for Strategic Studies, Military Balance 19178-79, 
(London), pp. 90-91. In addition, many countries maintain paramilitary forces with 
purely police functions. 

/ l * .  
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,1~. The final body of labour re:levant tc Gat@gory (a) t workers directly engaged in *. 7. . . L 
;~~‘productiOn of weapon8 and other SpecxelLzea mllLcary equipment, 1s pernaps tne 
most difficult of all to estimate relianlye A reC@nt survey by the International 
MetalworkerS Federation suggested that 2.8 millian workers were thus engaged in 
market economy countrief3. 48/ UfIfOrtun&tely F Bimilar figures are not available for 
w.. .  . . -  -  

mGst other countries of the World and because of that, construction of a reliable 
estimate is not possible. An extrapolation of the above figure to the world as a 
whole would suggest an industrial force engaged in military production at least af 
the order of 5 milliOn. I’he general valiaity of this estimate can be verified as 
follows. In the united States in the late 197Qs, 8 to 10 per cent of the labour 
force in manfacturing Wa6 engaged in the Production of weapons and military 
equiipment, or 1.5 to 1.8 million workere. 49J SpeGifiGally for 1976, official 
United States data show that la54 million workers in industry were directly engaged 
in defence-related activiti@s, % In addition, approximately 250,000 workers were 
engaged in military production under the Foreign Military Sales Programme, giving a 
total of 1.79 million. SlJ Aoouminy that: tha United States accounts for 
30 to 35 per cent of global arms Production, the estimated total number of workers 
thus engaged is 4 to 6 million. 

119. This is clearly E\ very rough estimate indeed. As we shall see, the estimate 
of the United States $hare in the glob&J. Production of Weapons and specialized 
military equipment is very approxxmate, Similarly, the assumption that the 
relationship between expenditure and employment is the same in all arms-producing 
countries as in the United States fo obvfouely questionable, A further important: 
difficulty is that it is not poaeible an the basil of available data to ensure that 
the above estimate refer@ exclusively ts labour directly employed in the producton 
of specialized military hardware and excludecl indirect employment at the 
subcontractor and lower levels, The d$BtinGtXon is particularly important from the 
standpoint of gauging the approximate dimeneionrs of the industrial. conversion task 
associated with disarmament l In~ofiar as industrial conversion problems would arise 
with disarmament they would be h@avi.Iy concentrated in the firms and industries 

48/ International Metalworkers Fedcraticn, petal-workers Unions and the 
Armament Industry (Geneva, 1979) I pV 7. 

p 4 AZ/ Jacques 5 l Ganfiler, The wfense Ina (Csmbridge, M.I.T. Press, 1980) 1 
. L 

9 United states Congress, HOUB~ of Representatives, committee on Armed 
Servic@s, overall National Security programs and Related Budqe,t Requirementsr 
December 1975, p. 11. 

!!&/ Congressional Budget Office, The Effecta of Foreign Military Sales on the 
_Ecp”o_my~ Washington, D.c., 23 9~1~ 1976, This study estimated that a complete ban 
On new arms export COI-I~~ZIC~S would‘ directly and indirectly, result in the loss Of 
350~ooo jobs in the United States. 
employment. 

The 25(),000 figure is our estimate of direct 
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engaged in supplying finished military hardware. In the United Kingdom, for 
example, total defence-related industrial employment in 1978 was estimated to be 
713,000 but only 40 per cent (288,000) of this represented workers directly engaged 
in producing specialized military equipment. The remainder was direct employment 
associated with the supply of non-specialized goods and services to the ministry of 
defence (100,000) and the indirect employment generated by both the specialized and 
non-specialized military demands (325,000). 52/ 

120. MOSt of the available information on defence-related employment does not 
clearly distinguish between direct and indirect employment nor between specialized 
and non-specialized output. On balance, it would seem that direct industrial 
employment associated with the supply of specialized military equipment world wide 
is closer to the lower figure in the range given above, that is, about 4 million, 

121. our global estimate of the labour force directly employed by the military for 
the supply of goods and services of a specialized character - including services 
provided by uniformed military personnel - is therefore about 43.5 million. This 
is the size of the labour force that has to be redeployed to economically 
productive work and is of immediate concern in the context of disarmament and the 
associated requirements for conversion. 

,122. We can also try to expand our frame of reference to encompass the other four 
categories of defence-related employment mentioned in paragraph 111 above. With 
respect to direct employment associated with military purchases of civilian goods 
and services, the data.for the United Kingdom show this to be about 50 per cent of 
the direct employment from specialized demand. Crudely extrapolating this 
relationship suggests a global figure of about 2 million. There may be a 
conservative bias in this estimate because practically all countries could meet the 
military demand for c,ivilian goods and services primarily from domestic soulrces; 
arms production, on the .other hand, is concentrated in a handful of countries. 
There are clearly no major conversion problems associated with this category of 
defence-related employment. Given that steps would be taken by Governments to 
compensate for the effective demand lost through the implementation of disarmament 
measures, the OUtPut formerly purchased by the military can readily find another 
market. 

123. Industrial employment sustained indirectly by military purchases is probably 
50 to 100 per cent as large as direct employment 
2.0. 

, that is, a multiplier of 1.5 to 
This is the range of estimates made for the United States; 53/ the figure for 

52/ Chris Pite, "EmPlOYment and Defence", Statistical News, NO. 51, 
November 1980, p.. 19. 

53/ The figu re of 1.5 for the United States is from Department of Defense, 
National Defense Budget for FY 1979, Washington , D.C., 1978, p. 1021 and the 2.0 
figure is from M. H. Best and W. Connolly, The Politicized Economy 
Mass., C. D. Heath, 1976), pp. 55-56. 

(Lexington, 
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the United Kingdom is about 1.8. 54/ Taking a crude estimate of 6 million for total 
direct industrial employment world wide it follows that there are an additional 
3 to 6 million industrial jobs indirectly supported by military expenditure. It 
should be stressed again that the output associated with this indirect employment 
will predominantly be directed, in the event of disarmament, toward civilian 
markets that would be expanding under he impetus of compensatory programmes. 

B. Military industrial production 

124. Modern military establishments place procurement demanos on a wide range of 
industrial enterprises. In some cases, these enterprises exist solely to satisfy 
military demand - forging tank turrets or manufacturing artillery shells for 
example. In other cases, the industry may supply both military and civilian 
customers with quite similar products although the military variant will often 
reflect more stringent requirements as regards quality, precision and reliability. 
Finally, the military establishment purchases a wide range of products that are 
identical to those sold to civilian customers - transport vehicles and office 
equipment are examples here. In addition, of course? all these suppliers of 
finished industrial goods to the military place demands on the suppliers of 
components down to the suppliers of basic products such as aluminium, steel and 
plastic. 

125. To estimate the magnitude of global military industrial production is no 
simple task. A logical starting point is the budget category "procurement" which 
is broken out in the official statistics of most of the major arms-producing 
countries. In the major Western arms-producing countries the share of procurement 
in the military budget falls in the range of 13 to 22 per cent. 55J These data, 
however, tend to refer to purchases of major equipment and considerably understate 
the value of manufacturing output generated by military demand. The major 
omissions would appear to be production to meet export orders, components and spare 
parts and the wide variety of industrial products that are used or consumed by the 
military but are otherwise indistinguishable from civil products. In the United 
States, for example, the amounts for procurement in the military budget for 1975 
and 1976 were $15,200 million and $16,000 million respectively, while shipments of 
defence products by manufacturing industry in those years amounted to $29,210 
million and $34,000 million respectively. 56J 

126. For the years 1976-1977 it is possible to document an estimate of 
$95,500 million for military industrial production in the United States of America, 

54J Chris Pite, lot. cit. 

nevelzent. Vdyrynen and H. Tuomi, Transnational Corporations, Armaments and 
P , p. 18 (report prepared for the Group). 

56/ Ibid.; and M. Kaldor, The Role of Military Technology in Industrial 
Development, p. 85 (report prepared for the Group). 
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, France, the united Kingdom, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Italy and seven smaller Western European countries. !?I!?I It is 
difficult to assess by how much this figure shoula be inflated to yield a global 
estimate. On the one hand, many countries with substantial local defence 
production are omitted, including China, Japan, Czechoslovakia, Israel, India and 
Brazil. 58J On the other hand, the figure cited would, on the whole, include 
production for export and the four major Powers covered by the estimates account 
for the lion’s share of the international trade in arms, In other words, to take, 
say, a 20 per cent share of the combined military expenditure of the rest of the 
world as an estimate of military industrial production may imply considerable 
double counting. 

127. Nevertheless, an estimate of $105,000 million for global military industrial 
production in 1976-1977 would appear quite plausible, indeed, conservative. If one 
takes the SIPRI and the United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) 
estimates of China’s military expenditure - $35 billion to $40 billion in 1976 - 
the military industrial production in that country alone would bring our global 
estimate close to $105,000 million. 59/ And there are many other countries known 
to have a significant military industrial capacity. 

128. Our estimate of $105,000 million represents 30 per cent of world military 
expenditure in 1976. This is plausible as a global figure, bearing in mind that 
military industrial production is a much broader activity than the procurement Of 
,major weapons. However, to reflect the incompleteness of our data and the 
contradictory influences to which our estimate is subject, it would seem sensible 
to use a range of 28 to 32 per cent of world military expenditure as an estimate of 
the value of industrial production given over to military use. Table III.1 shows 
these estimates for the period 1977-1980, using SIPRI data for world military 
expenditure. 

129. These estimates reflect the fact that the overwhelming bulk of military 
industrial production is undertaken by the industrialized countries. Industrial 
production for military purposes in developing countries (excluding China) would 
amount to less than 5 per cent of the world total even though these countries 
account for nearly one half of uniformed military personnel and about 16 per cent 
of the world military expenditure, This approximate share for the developing 
countries is supported by MDA, which estimated the value of arms and military 

57/ MO Kaldor, OP. cit.? see also D. Greenwood, West European Defence Efforts 
in the 1970s and Beyond (report prepared for the Group). 

58/ World Armaments and Disarmament, SIPRI Yearbook 1981, - . . . . pp. 74-82. 

5J China recently broke an 18-year silence on its military Outlays. 
Converted at the tourist rate of exchange (1.6 yuan to the dollar) the officially 
reported outlays are markedly lower than SIPRI and ACDA estimates. Specifically, 
$8.05 billion in 1977;. $9.98 billion in 19791 and $12.8 billion in 1979 (Beijing 
Review! NO. 29, 20 July 1979). -- 

/ . . . 
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equipment produced in these countries in 1979 at more than $5 billion, 60/ The 
developing countries that have made the mast significant investment in defence 
industries include Brazil, India, XEraeJ-, North Korea, South Africa and South 
Korea, w mnY other countries BCE! making smaller but determined efforts in this 
field. 

Table X11.3. Estimated value of global military 
industrial. pr*uction 

(Millions of US dollars, 1978 prices and exchange rates) 

Year 

1977 121,400 - 138,700 
1978 123,200 - 140,800 
1979 124,800 - 142 700 
1980 127,500 - 145,700 

130, The military demand for industrial goods is unquestionably signif fcant 8 4-n 
our estimation the present size of this market is at least $127,000 million. It is 
instructive, however, to break this aggregate figure down somewhat and place it in 
perspective by comparing it with nwtianaL aggregates. From ‘he conversion 
standpoint it is partJcularly impxtant to know how large military industrial 
demand looms in relation to the economy as a whole, particular sectors within the 
economy and even particular f irmn, As a general rule one would expect the weight 
of military demand to increase as one move8 down the scale from major components 0*f 
GDP to firms specializing in producing military goods, 

131. In a selected group of western industrfalized countries in 1977, the 
significance of military demand in relation to total industrial output and total 
manufacturing output fell in the range of 1.1 to 7.5 per cent and 1.6 to 
0+7 per cent respectively. These percentages - even allowing for the likelihood of 
larger figures in some other countries - are significant but not dauntingly large. 

132. One would expect somewhat higher fractions in the particular industries that 
Produce the major items of military hardware - aircraft, shipbuilding, 
electronics, communications and so on, This is in fact the case, In the United 
States in the mid-1970s military demand accounted for about 45 per Cent of the 
total sales of the aircraft industry and 75 per cent of all new construction in the 

w United States Arm@ Cgntrcl and Diearmament Agency, World Military 
Fpenditure and Arms Transfers", Washington, D.C., December 1980, PI 19. 

. 
'~ 61/ By most criteria, South Africa and Israel should be classified as 

developed countries, SO that. QUK estimate of the share of developing countries in 
silitarY industrial production would probably fall to less than 4 per cent. 
to the lack of 

Owing 
reliable data, assegsments of the scale of defence Production are 

quite subjective being based predominantly on the number of types and the 
compl@xitY of the weapons in praduction. For this reason, the countries are listed 
alphabetically and no rank ordering is implied. 

/ . . . 
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shipbuilding, industry. 62/ The available data for the United Kingdom, France and 
,’ ,, the Federal Republic of Germany reveals a similar concentration of military 

business in selected industries. For example, the military share of the annual 
output of the aerospace. industry (airframes , aeroiengines and missiles) was 
46 .per cent in ‘France and 70 to 80 per cent in the Federal Republic of Germany. 
FW the United Kingdom, the share in 1980 was about 50 per cent, 63J The structure 
of the defence industry in the leading arms-producing countries will be examined 
more fully in chapter V below. 

., ; 

C. Raw materials 

‘, 133,::Among the most visible developments of the 1970s was the emergence of serious 
concernover the availability of adequate supplies of oil and minerals, that is, 
non-renewable raw materials for the support of human life and modern industry. 
concern over supply has come to rival the traditional focus on effective demand as 
the key factor constraining growth. For the immediate future, the problem :is seen 
ih terms of security of access to supplies of raw materials, not the exhaustion of 
‘supplies Per se. All calculations and projections indicate that there are ample 
materials available in the earth’s crust to meet the world’s needs for nearly every 
material. th,rough the end of this century. On the other hand, the end of this 
century’ is less than 20 years away, so that real natural scarcities are not such a 
distant Prospect Unless one is prepared to assume that timely discoveries ojE major 
new reserves will be made, and that these resources can be exploited technically 
and economically. Moreover ’ , ProJections of demand vis-a-vis known reserves are 
inherently strongly based on the historical pattern and growth of consumption. 
Accelerated growth and industrialization in the developing countries in the context 
of a new international ,order could have a significant impact on the general 
validity of these projections, Table III.2 shows the relationship between proven 
reserves in 1974 and projected world demand 1974-2000 for 16 important non-energy 
minerals. 

. 

62/, Jacques S. Gansler, op. cit., ; PP. 176 and 185. 
/  

w R. Vsyrynen and H. Tuomi, op. tit,. , p. 22 (for France and he Federal 
Republic of Germany) and Statement on the ‘Defence Estimates 1981, p. 46 (for the 
United Kingdom). 
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Table III.2 The relationship between supply and projected 
demand for selected non-energy minerals 

2atio of recoverable. reserves (1974) Percentage change in world 
Mineral to cumulative demand 1974-2000 proven reserves 1970-1978 

Aluminium 
Chromium 
Columbium 
CwPer 
Iron ore 
Lead 
Manganese 
Nickel 
Platinum 
Silver 
Tin 
Titanium 
Tungsten 
Vanadium 
Zinc > 

Phosphate rock 

4.0 
5.7 

10.0 
1.3 
4.5 
1.2 
4.9 
2.1 
3.1 
0.4 
1.3 
4.4 
1.2 
7.5 
1.1 
2.6 

+ 317 (for Bauxite) 
+ 248 (for chromite) 

+ 64 
+3 
+ 43 
+ 142 

+ 36 

+ 41 
-9 

Source: United States Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Special 
Study on Bconomic Change, vol. 2: Energy and Materials* A Shortage of 
Resources or Commitment? 96th Congress, 2nd session, 1 December 1980, 
pp. 2ll and 214-215. 

134. There is considerable geographic concentration of the world's reserves of oil 
and minerals8 for more than a dozen industrially important minerals the share of 
the three largest reserve countries exceeds 50 percent. 64/ The significance of 
this becomes apparent when it is coupled with the fact that the consumption of 
minerals is even more highly concentrated geographically, the industrialized 
market economies - essentially North America, Western Europe and Japan - consume 
more than two thirds of the annual production of the nine leading minerals. 
onsumption in the industrialized Socialist countries is in the range of 20 to 25 

per cent of the world total for most minerals. The developing countries of Africa, 
Latin America and Asia (including China) used only 7 per cent of the world's 
aluminium production in the period 1971-1975, 9 per cent of the copper and 12 per 
cent of the iron ore. The major consuming nations have, as a result, experienced a 
significant decline in the degree of self-sufficiency in minerals. The United 
States, for example, in 1950, relied on imports for more than 50 per cent of its 
requirements for just four industrially important minerals: by 1976 the list had 

64/ ii. Hveem and Rain0 Malnes, Military Use of Natural Resources; the Case 
for Conversion and Contrpi (Oslo, 1980), p. 58 (report prepared for the Group). 

/ . . . 
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grown to 23 minerals., Indeed, for at least 12 minerals, United States dependence 
on imports currently exceeds 80 Per cent. Import dependence is even more acute in 
the European Economic Community and in Japan , where imports provide 75 per cent or 
more of such critical minerals as iron ore, nickel, copper, bauxite, chromium, 
asbestos, manganese, cobalt, zinc, lead and silver. 

135. The anxiety over.growing dependence on imported minerals stems primarily from 
the impact that a disr'uption of supplies would have on the general economic health 
of the consuming nation. Another major concern, however , is the effects of this 
situation on a nation's ability to wage war. There are several dimensions to this 
issue, including such negative ones as the increasingly explicit consideration 
being given in recent years to the possibility of the use of force as a means of 
preserving access to needed, raw materials. The particular concern here, however, 
is the magnitude of the consumption of energy and minerals for military purposes. 

136. The scale of global military activities suggests strongly that consumption for 
this purpose is not trivial. At the same time, the stress placed on the 
achievement of costly qualitative improvements in weaponry since the Second World 
War would mean that this consumption has not increased commensurately with global 
military expenditure. Similarly, the spectacular rise in the unit cost of weapons 
due to their'complexity and sophistication has contributed to a gradual decline in 
the number produced. It can also be inferred from the emphasis on qualitative 
advances that the relative importance of iron and steel in military consumption has 
declined while that of aluminium, 
increased. 

titanium and other relatively exotic minerals has 
Fbr example, approximately 20 to 25 per cent of the weight of current 

sophisticated combat aircraft is.made up of titanium ccmpared to 8 to 10 per cent 
for -the models produced in the 1950s. This metal is also beginning to be used for 
the hulls of certain types of submarines. Similarly, aluminium has come ilnto 
extensive use in the superstructure of modern naval vessels. As a final example, 
the materials required to build and deploy the 200 land-based mobile, 
intercontinental ballistic missiles include an estimated 10,000 tons of aluminium, 
2,500 tons of chromium, 150 tons of titanium, 24 tons,of.beryllium, 890,000 tons of:. 
steel and 2.4 million tons of cementi 

137. Estimating the global consumption of minerals for military purposes can only 
be done by extrapolating from data on the United States. This is a SeriOUS 

constraint because the United States, 
dominant. 

though a very large consumer, is by no means 
Moreover, it is difficult to find data on the global consumption Of 

specific minerals that is comparable to the available data on United States 
military consumption. The estimates developed below should therefore be treated 
very cautiously. 

138. Industrial production for military purposes is heavily concentrated in the 
united States, the Soviet Union and Western Europe, but even among these three 
groups COIIIparatiVe military expenditures offer only a very rough guide to mineral 
consumption for military purposes. The scope of the weapons production programme 
varies between these groups as does the degree of emphasis given to different types 
of weaponry. Similarly,.,technological capabilities vary and this could also affect 
the pattern of mineral consumption quite significantly. We can do little more than 
note these difficulties , but it is worth pointing out that the production of a 
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modern fighter-bomber or a medium-range surface-to-air missile will require roughly 
comparable quantities of metals wherever it is produced. 

138. Table III.3 shows our estimates of the global consumption for military 
purposes of selected minerals. In order to convey some impression of the orders of 
magnitude involved it can be pointed out that, in the case of aluminium, copper, 
nickel and platinum, estimated global,consumption for military purposes is greater 
than the demand for these minerals for.all purposes in Africa, Asia (including 
China) and Latin America combined. 

Table III.3 Estimated military consumption of selected minerals 
as a percentage of total consumption aJ 

Mineral Percentaqe 

Aluminium 
Chromium 
Copper 
Fluorspar 
Iron ore 
Lead 
Manganese 
Mercury 
Nickel 
Platinum group 
Silver 
Tin 
Tungsten 
Zinc 

6.3 
3.9 

11.1 
6.0 
5.1 
8.1 
2.1 
4.5 
6.3 
5.7 
6.0 

/ 5.1 
3.6 
6.0 

.' 

Sources: E.E. Hughes et al., Strateqic Resources and National Security: 
An Initial Assessment (MensPark, Stanford Research Institute, 
1975). 

!rhe Global 2000 Report to the President . . . . vol. II, 
pp. 206-20?. ," 

d These estimates were developed as follows: Data on the military 
share in United States national consumption and on the United States share in 
the world demand for these minerals was combined to produce estimates of 
United States military consumption as a percentage of global consumption, The 
global estimates were then derived on the basis of a crude judgement that the 
United States share in the global consumption of minerals for military 
purposes is approximately one third. This judgement was based on relative 
military expenditure, the relative value of military industrial production 
(see section B of this chapter) and surveys of the weapons production 
programmes under way around the world. 

/ . . . 



140. The final issue that warrants mention in this section is the consumption of 
petroleum for military purposes. Petroleum is much more important for the military 
sector than for the economy as a whole, its share being more than three fourths of 
total military energy consumption. Including indirect consumption, that is, 
including petroleum consumed in the production of military goods and services, this 
has been estimated at 5 to 6 per cent of total global consumption. once again the 
absolute magnitude involved is very significant: 5 per cent of global petroleum 
consumption is more than that accounted for by France and close to one half of the 
consumption in all the developing countries combined (excluding China). 

65/ The material in this section is drawn almost exclusively from a single : - 
study: Malvern Lumsden, "The Military Use of a Scarce Resource: The Case of Land", I 
SIPRI, 1980. 

D. 

141. The available data on the land area used for military purposes is far to0 
sketchy to permit a reliable global estimate to be made. What is almost certain, 
and unsurprising, is that from the global perspective the military use of land is 
quite small, less than half of one per cent of the total and perhaps as low as one 
third of one per cent. Having said this, however, it does not follow that the 
military use of land is without consequence. In absolute terms, the military 
sector still occupies much land: countries with a land area in the range of 0.3 to 
0.5 per cent of the world total include France, Morocco, Paraguay, Sweden and 
Thailand. Moreover, there are vast areas of land in the world that are ojE no more 
interest to the military than to other land-users. In other words, despite its 
small relative demand, the military can and often does compete directly with 
civilian demands be they urban, industrial, agricultural, recreational or based on 
environmental concerns. 

142. Military requirements for land have risen steadily over the course of this 
century owing to the increase in the size of standing armed forces and, more 
particularly, the rapid pace of technological advances in weaponry. As armed 
forces became progressively more mechanized and as the range and speed of weapons 
increased so did the land area required for purposes of training and mhnoleuvres. 
For example, exercises involving a full armoured division are considered by the 
United States Army to require an area of at least 235 square kilometres with up to 
664 square kilometres being desirable for maximum benefit. Air Zorces require much 
larger areas still, owing to the high speed of modern combat aircraft and the 
considerable range capabilities of air-to-surface munitions. Finally, of course, 
the areas used to test nuclear weapons cannot be too large. One could add here 
that, owing to considerations both of safety and security, military land 
requirements usually tend to be determined quite liberally. 

143. Prevailing military trends suggest that, in the aggregate, military demand for 
land will continue to grow. Many countries in all parts of the world are 
increasing the size of their armed forces. Similarly, the number of countries 

/ . .* 
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operating battle tanks , modern combat aircraft and missiles of all varieties is 
growing continuously l %I too is the number of countries setting out to manufacture 
and, in some cases, to design and develop modern weaponry, All of these trends 
imply growing land requirements for training + manoeuvres and weapon-testing, 
Furthermore, as the accuracy of offensive weawns improves, there is greater 
incentive to give deployed weapons greater mobility , and to Bet aside larger areas 
of land for them to manoeuvre in. The deployment mode currently under 
consideration in the United States for the MX eyetem involves an area of nearly 
6,000 square miles. !The Soviet Union already has land-mobile intermediate-range 
nuclear missile systems that presumably have comparable designated areas that are 
off-limits to civilians. 

144. On the whole, the eccnomic significance of the diversion of land to military 
use is considerably higher than the fraction of the total land used for this 
purpose might suggest I The amount of l&nd in the world is nearly constant, but 
demand is growing relentlessly wn evt%ry front% croplands, grazing lands, forests, 
urbanization and ground transprtation networks, !I%e amount of arable land in the 
world has in fact been increased by some 15 per cent over the past JO years. 6fi/ 
It is reasonable to assume, however, that this has been accomplished to some extent 
at the expense of grazing land and forests and, to the degree that this is the 
case, it is not a viable alternative in the long run, kioreover, it is also the 
case that large areas of productive land are lost each year owing to such things as 
Over-exploitation, deaertification and salination, The restoration of these areas 
is a costly and time-consuming process* 

145, In other words, the context in which the military use of land must be 
considered is one that recognises that such use is totally unproductive and that it 
is frequently competitive with intensifying demands from the civilian sector. 
Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of the military use of land for future civilian 
Use is that it is seriously degraded , often for an extended period. In gome casesI 
such as nuclear-weapon-teat areas - particularly, uf courser the areas where 
atmospheric tests have been conducted - utility far civilian u6e is nil for an 
indefinite period of time, Marecwer, the effects OE atmospheric nuclear tests 
chhot be contained within the designated test area. men with underground testing, 
accidents and miscalculations have occurred and have resulted in adverse effects 
beyond the test area. Training areas that see the large-scale use of tracked 
armoured vehicles become quite vulnerable to erosion through the destruction of 
vegetation and loosening of the topsoil, Artillery and bombing ranges are 
transformed into a mosaic of craters that are difficult to fill and remain 
unproductive for years, 
layer of topsoil. 

even if this happens owing to the absence of the fertile 
If the craters remain, 

machinery. 
they impede the use of agricultural 

Unexploded munitions constitute another long-term hazard. Actual 
warfarer of course, results in all these effcct~ on a hugely magnified scale* The 
effects of modern warfare on land and other dimensions oE the @nVirOnmentt 

661 Julian L. Simon, 
Actually” 

“Worldwide band for Agriculture is Increasing r 
I New York Times, 7 October 1980, Op-Ed page. 
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including the use of chemical agents, have been exhaustively surveyed in several 
publications by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, c/ 

E. Research and development 

146. One of the most conspicuous distinguishing features of the military scene 
since the Second World War has been the extraordinarily rapid rate of chanige in 
weapons.,technology. It is this feature of the post-war arms race that is primarily 
responsible for the unique intensity of this race. Fbr the past 30 years, new and 
improved weapons have emerged at an unmanageably rapid rate, compounding suspicions 
and uncertainties and creating in States, particularly the major Powers, a degree of 
preoccupation with military matters that is probably unprecedented, All too often 
technology has raced ahead of strategy and tactics. Similarly, the technological 
arms race has complicated the process of political assessment and efforts to 
control the race through negotiation. 

147. In virtually all categories of major weapons a completely new model comes 
along every five to eight years , with an intervening period characterized by the 
continuous refinement and modification of the earlier model (or models). .Moreover, 
the range of types of weapons in which this process occurs has expanded 
continuously as technological developments have made conceptually new weapons 
possible or permitted greater functional specialization. SIPRI estimates Iof the 
research and development input per unit of output in the military and civilian 
sectors in the United States of America, the United Kingdom and the Federal 
Republic of Germany, suggest that, at present, the average military product is some 
20 times as research-intensive as the average civil product. 68/ - 

148. These indications of the relative intensity of the military research and 
development effort are fully borne out by what is known or can reasonably ,be 
surmised about the global magnitude of this effort. Global expenditures on 
military research and development in 1980 were of the approximate order of $35,000 
million or approximately one quarter of the estimated $150,000 million expended for 
all research and development. 69/ Twenty years earlier, in 1960, global military 
research and development amounted to about $13,000 million 70/ but accounted for a - 

c/ See Ecological Consequences of the Second Indochina War (1976), Weapons 
of Mass Destruction and the Environment (1977), and Warfare in a Fragile World: 
Military Impact on the Human Environment (1979), all published by Taylor a.nd 
Francis, Ltd., Iondon for SIPRI. 

68/ World Armaments and Disarmament, SLPRI Yearbook 1981, . . . . p. 7, - 

69/ Colin Norman, 
BudgeT 

Knowledge and Power: 
World watch Paper 31, July 1979, p. 5. 

The Global Research and Development 

70/ Ruth Leger Sivard, World Military and Social Expenditures 1978, 
(Leesburg, Virginia, WMSE Publications, 1978), p. 9. 

/ . . * 
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significantly larger fraction of all research and development, This can be deduced --,- 
from the fact that si.X Countries - the United States, the Soviet Union, the Federal 
RepUbl.iC of Germany, Japan, France and the United Kingdom - accounted for a&ut 
85 per cent of the world '8 research and development, and in five of these (all 
except the Soviet Un i0iI) , it is known that the military share in total research and 
development was significantly higher in 1960 than it is today. 71/ tGlitary 
research and development eXp@nditUre is even more highly CQncenEated than total 
research and development, jUat tW Countries - the United States and the Soviet 
union - account for a similar share of military research and development, z/ 
tiding France and Britain would push this fraction above 90 per cent. 

149. Information on the number of scientists and engineers engaged in military 
research and development is even more sketchy than the financial data, !rhe most 
recent survey of global research and development sUggesta that 2,279,OOO scientists 
and engineers were thus employed in 1973, z/ The best known estimate of the 
number engaged in military research and drrvelopment is the SIPRI figure of 400,000 
for the early 1970s. 74/ Mare recently it ha8 been suggested that over 500,000 
scientists and engineers are engaged in military research and development. 75/ In 
other words, approximately 20 per cent of the world’s qualified scientists and 
engineers were engaged in military work during the 1970s. As with expenditure, 
this share would have been significantly higher during the 1960s and perhaps even 
higher still during the latter part of the 1950s. 

150. It should be recalled that the 1972 study, Dis&rmetme~.t, and Development, 76/ 
gives the share of military research and development a8 40 per cent of expenditures 
($25 billion out of $60 billion) l A$ this figure, or even higher figures, are 
widely quoted in the public debate, it might be of Borne importance to stress the 
fact that the most recent estimate8 point to a @hare af resources used far military 
research and development of the order of 20 to 25 per cent a8 regards both,manpower 

z/ Colin Norman, op. cit., p” 18. In the early 196Os, for example) the 
World Federation of Scientific WQt:k&rs estimated that Up to 70 Per cent QC the 
world’s scientific personnel were engaged in military work of one kind of another. 
See reply of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
E/3593/Add. 1, 

/ 
z/ SIPRI, Armaments and Disarmament in the Nuclear a, (Stockholmf ALVuist 

& Wiksell, 1976), p. 1.86. 

G/ Colin Norman, up. cit., p* 10, 

w SXPRI, At: maments and nisarmament in the Nuclear Age l **f P* lfJ6 

21 Ruth Leger Sivard, op. cit., p. 9. 

w ST/EC%/174 (United Nations publication, Sales No, ?.73.Ix*lo* 

/  ..C 
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and expenditure. Still, however, the absolute magnitude of expenditures for 
military research and development is extremely large and it remains by far the 
largest single objective of scientific inquiry and technological development. If a 
more accurate accounting were possible, the figures presented above would almost 
certaknly appear conservative. For example, much of the expenditure on space 
activities in the United States and the Soviet Union has direct or strongly 
indirect military utility and is undoubtedly undertaken primarily for this 
purpose. More than $10,000 million is spent on "non-military" space activities 
each year by these countries and others. 

151. It is important to view military research and development with some 
perspective. The stock of knowledge at any given ;?oint in time is the direct 
result of the research and development effort over the preceding decades amd, 
indirectly, of this effort over the preceding centuries. It is likely thalt the 
present stock of useful knowledge is much less than it might have been had we not 
pursued the arms race so enthusiastically. It is true that several technological 
developments of major significance for civilian life were brought to fruition at an 
early date because of their perceived military utility. This does not mean, of 
course, that progress in these spheres would have been slower in the absence of 
military research and development. It is possible that without the latter the 
requisite advances in the economic and social spheres could have been achieved more 
efficiently. An assessment of how far the development of the stock of really 
useful knowledge has been promoted or held back by the carrying-out of military 
research and development would require a special study the conclusions of which 
would rest more on hypotheses than empirical evidence. 

152. It has been suggested that military demands have been largely responsible for 

the rapid increase in the resources devoted to research and development generally 
so that even the magnitude of the civilian efforts might be jeopardized by a 
process of disarmament and the reduction of tensions. This view might have some 
validity if the economic and social state of the world was robust and no 
significant future problems could be identified, but it could hardly be said that 
there is now a shortage of possible civilian projects on which defence R and D 
scientists could be re-employed. On a more positive note, it must be acknowledged 
that the military pioneered and perfected the systems approach on research and 
development. This has imparted a degree of predicatability to the accomplishment 
of scientific and technological advances unknown before the Second World War. EUr 
these various reasons, we can state with some confidence that the stock of useful 
knowledge and technology in the year 2000 will be immeasurably enlarged if we 
succeed in diverting to civilian ends a considerable fraction of the funds and 
manpower now programmed to work in the military field. 

F. The international trade in arms 

153. As a result of its magnitude , visibility and intimate association with local 
and regional warfare, the international trade in arms has emerged as a ma:jor topic 
of public and official concern. This trade is not officially recorded in 
international trade statistics so that there exists no comprehensive and official 
body of data on which to base an analysis. Major efforts have been made ito fill 
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,‘this information gap indirectly and it has been suggested that a United mtions 
register should be established to record the import and export of weapons on a 
world-wide basis. Pbr the time being, however, significant gaps remain. In 
par titular , there are no comprehensive data on this subject that are of any real 
value in analysing its economic impact on suppliers and recipients. 

154. only two sources - the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute 
(SIPRI) and the United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) - 
endeavour to provide systematic estimates of the annual value of the arms trade. 
In each case, however, the data on values are predominantly constructed on the 
basis of observed transactions involving military hardware. As far as the 
suppliers are concerned, these values cannot really be considered to represent the 
costs of production and for this reason they cannot be closely compared with 
military expenditures , GNP or other aggregates. Much the same is true for 
recipients. Although virtually all arms transactions now involve payment, a wide 
spectrum of modes of payment are involved including barter arrangements, full or 
discounted prices, hard and soft loans, third-party payments and offset 
arrangements. As a result, the available estimates of the value of the 
international trade in military goods and services bear no necessary relationship 
to the actual,financial and commodity flows associated with these transactions. 
This should be borne in mind throughout the discussion that follows. 

155, The SIPRI value data cover only what it terms “major weapons” - aircraft, 
missiles, warships and armoured vehicles - which, primarily on the basis of data 
for the United States, are judged to account for about one half of the total trade 
in military equipment and services. ACDA endeavours to be considerably more 
comprehensive as far as military hardware is concerned, but excludes construction, 
training and technical services. The latter is a significant omission. Many of 
the countries that have made major purchases of sophisticated weapon systems have 
lacked the infrastructure to absorb, maintain’and repair such weapons. 
Accordingly, suppliers have frequently undertaken large-scale training programmes 
and, for an extended interim period, provided technical personnel as part Of a 
weapons deal,. It is estimated, albeit crudely, that these “services” Constitute 
approximately 15 per cent of the current global value of the arms trade. 77/ 

156. 9abl.t III.4 shows the value of the international arms trade in recent years as 
estimated by ACDA. 

77/ M. Brzoska et. al., An Assessment of Sources and Statistics Of Military. 
Expenditure and Arms Transfer’Data, p. 49 (report prepared for the Grow?). 

/ . . . 
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III.4 ACDA estimates of the value of the trade in arms 

(Millions of US dollars, in current prices) 

Recipients 

- 

Year Developed Countries Developing countries Total 

1978 3 910 16 690 20 600 
1977 4 115 15 185 19 300 
1976 4 I70 12 230 16 400 
1975 3 510 9 090 12 600 
1974 3 380 8 370 11 750 

157. On the basis of the assumptions outlined above, the ACDA data should be 
increased by some 15 per cent to provide crude estimates of the aggregate value Of 
the global trade in military goods and services. The resulting figure for 1978 is 
some $23,700 million. The available information for more recent years suggests 
that the international market for arms remains bouyant , so that for 1980 or 1981 
the international trade in arms was estimated to be well in excess of $;!5,000 
million. Moreover, there are good reasons to suppose that these estimates are on 
the conservative side. According to SIPRI, the cumulative value over the period 
1977-19,:J of the international traffic in major weapons was $57,459 million 
(expressed in constant 1975 prices) or an annual average figure of $14,365 
million. Assuming an inflation rate of 9.5 per cent, the figure for 1980 in 
current prices would become $22,614 million. Furthermore, as mentioned above, 
major weapons comprise only a part of the trade in weapons, military equipment and 
associated services. To make a flexible adjustment for this fact produces an 
estimate of the global traffic in militar goods and services in 1980 of $35,000 
million to $45,000 million. 78J 

158. In any event, even bearing in mind the limitations of the available data from 
an analytical viewpoint, it would seem to be an indisputable fact that the 
international trade in arms is of major economic as well as political 
significance. On the supplier side, this trade is dominated by four countries - 
the United States, the Soviet Union, France and the United Kingdom. According to 
ACDA, these four countries accounted for 80 per cent of the cumulative value of 

78/ World Armaments and Disarmament, SIPRI Yearbook 1981 . . . , pp. 197-198. 
It must be pointed out ‘that SIPRI regards its data on the arms trade to be useful 
primarily to indicate trends. These calculations were made simply to justify the 
contention that the absolute value of the arms trade at present might be 
significantly larger than is commonly thought. 
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arms exports over the period 1974-1978. 79/ Another four European countries - the 
Federal Republic of Germany, Czechoslovakia, Italy and Poland - accounted for over 
10 per cent, SO that just eight coun,tries supply over 90 per cent of the arms 
traded internationally. The economic significance of arms exports for these major 
suppliers will be considered more fully in chapter V, but it can be mentioned here 
that the benefits are diverse and include substantial foreign exchange earnings and 
greater stability in production and employment levels within the defence industry. 
The latter is a particularly important consideration in view of the diversity and 
high average level of skill of the labour resources involved and the consequent 
difficulty of reassembling such labour teams once they have been allowed to break 
UP. 

159. Another point on which all sources agree is that developing countries have 
long accounted for over one half of all arms importst for the 1970s as a whole 
their share was of the order of 75 per cent. In itself, this is hardly 
surprising. The capacity of the developing countries to manufacture modern weapons 
is extremely limited. Similarly, the volume of the arms trade has been heavily 
influenced by the outbreak of war, and virtually all the wars since 1945 have been 
fought in developing countries although developed countries have frequently been 
involved directly or indirectly. The distribution of weapon imports within the 
developing world is also heavily concentrated in particular countries and regions. 
According to SIPRI estimates, for example, just five Middle Eastern countries - 
Iran, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, the Syrian Arab Republic and Iraq - accounted for over 
one third of all the major weapons imported by developing countries over the period 
1977-1980. 80/ In the present context, however, our main concern is the possible 
economic ramifications of this particular distribution of the international trade 
in arms, There are many dimensions to the issue, but the one of particular 
interest here is the amount of foreign exchange that developing countries devote to 
the import of arms. 

160. Unfortunately, we can only dea.1 in rather loosely substantiated aggregates SO 

that the results must be regarded as quite speculative. The attempt is worth 
while, however, if only to highlight the extent of our ignorance on an important 
dimension of the world armaments. As a starting point, we might assume that the 
nOmind Vahe of the global trade in military goods and services at present is 
$26,000 million. The share of developing countries in the total is 75 per cent or 
§S9,5.00 million. Furthermore, our interest in the foreign exchange cost of arms 
imports stems from the fact that shortages of foreign exchange is frequently among 
the most serious obstacles to. accelerated economic growth and development in 
developing countf ies. The major exceptions to this generaiization are the member 
States of the Organization of petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) which since 

?9/ United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, World Military 
Expenditure and Arms Transfers 1969-1978 . . . , p. 159. 

tabley7 World Armaments and Disarmament, S$PRL Yearbook 1981 ..*, p= 198, 
. . 

/ . . . 
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1974, have accounted for about 40 per cent of the total value of arms .!mLports by 
developing countries. The balance after this adjustment is an estimate of $11,700 
million for the nominal value of arms imports b’y developing countries. This figure 
must be reduced further to allow for grants, discount prices, soft loans and 
partial or complete forgiveness of debt incurred for military purchases. There is 
no sensible,basis on which to estimate the magnitude of the adjustment that should 
be made in this case, so we must be content with the statement that in the late 
1970s non-OPEC developing countries may have been devoting up to $10,000 million 
annually to the import of armaments.. A comparison with the total military 
expenditure of this group of countries - approximately $37,750 million in 1980 
according to SIPRI - lends some plausibility to this estimate in that the share of 
procurement is probably of the order of 15 to 20 per cent or $5,500 million to 
$7,500 million. 

G. Military expenditures 

161. It is generally agreed that the nations of the world currently allocate to 
defence each year a volume of resources valued at in excess of $500,000 million. 
This is far from being a precise statistic. There is no agreed definition of 
military expenditures countries differ significantly in the categories of 
expenditure included in the reported defence budget. In some cases it is possible 
to construct a more complete figure for military expenditure from 
officially-supplied data, but in most cases this cannot be done satisfactorily. 
Indeed, more than one third of the above total consists of indirectly-constructed 
estimates based on theoretically questionable methodologies. Similarly, the 
necessary procedure of converting all expenditure to their equivalent in a single 
currency is fraught with methodological and practical difficulties. Much t;he same 
is true of the deflation procedure, that is, when expenditures are compared over 
time in constant prices. 

162. What all this means, of course , is that the available data on world military 
expenditure are considerably less hard than they may appear. 81/ While this fact 
should always be borne in mind in using and interpreting the data, the utility of 
this information is great. Pew would argue that the existing estimates of global 
military expenditure are seriously inflated or that the long-term upward trend in 
the aggregate is a distortion of reality. Problems do arise if the data are used 
to make detailed comparisons between individual countries and if inferences are 
drawn from such comparisons regarding relative military strength. But the data can 
certainly be used to analyse global and regional magnitudes and trends. 

163. World military expenditure in 1980, in current prices, amounted to $500~000 
million or approximately $110 for every man, woman and child on earth. Per capita 
military expenditure in the developed countries taken as a group is an Ordelr Of 
magnitude higher than in the developing countries but, because the disparities in 

8lJ Brzoska et. al., op. cit. 

’ : . . . 

/ 
I 
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over-all income per capita are even greater, the real burden of these expenditures 
is heavier in developing countries. 82/ The global military effort represents 
about 6 per cent of global output, roughly the same fraction as accounted for by 
the 340 million people living in Latin America or the 1.3 billion people living in 
Africa and South Asia. Global public expenditure for education has only’ recently 
overtaken military expenditure , although if the developing countries alone are 
considered the latter is still predominant. Global public expenditure on health 
remains considerably below military expenditure and, again, the asymmetry is 
particularly marked in the developing countries as a group. The global arms bill 
is roughly equivalent to the value of gross fixed capital formation in all 
developing countries combined. If one combines regular and paramilitary forces, 
there are still far more people wearing military uniforms world wide than there are 
teachers. Military objectives remain by far the most important single purpose of 
the world’s research and development effort, eclipsing, for example, energy1 
health, pollution control and agriculture combined. 83J Indeed, it appears that 
global military research and develoment is at least six times as great as all 
research and development performed in the developing countries. 

164. One could go.on in this vein almost indefinitely, but perhaps enough has been 
said to confirm that the global military effort consumes resources on a truly 
massive scale and that its relative magnitude is testimony to the distorted 
prior ities that have prevailed over the post-war period. Moreover, there is no 
sign of abatement. Quite the contrary. The point was made in the introduction to 
this chapter that world military expenditure over the post-war period has moved up 
in spasms followed by a period of relative stability on a new and higher plateau. 
In the past, each upward surge was closely associated with a war or a major 
international crisis or the perception of a serious asymmetry in strategic nuclear 
capabilities. The present upward trend is not associated with a specific event. 
Rather, it appears to reflect a widespread perception that circumstances in general 
justify a gradual but sustained increase in military efforts. In this sense, the 
latest upswing may prove more difficult to reverse since there is no major war that 
can be brought to an end, no single crisis that can be defused and no particular ’ 
gap in relative capabilities that can be bridged. 

165. The distribution of global military expenditure remains very uneven although 
Borne notable changes have occurred over the past two decades (see table 111.5). 
Gener.ally speaking , there has been a significant decline in the NATO/WTO share 
although the member States of these two military alliances still account for nearly 
70 per cent of the total. Significantly, however, the NATO/WTO share appears to be 
stabilizing at this figure. The offsetting increases have taken place in 

82/ One calculation suggests that at current levels of per capita income, 
annual military outlays account for 156 million man-years of income in the 
developing countries against 46 million in the developed countries (see 
Ruth &eger Sivard, World Military and Social Expenditures 1980 . . . . p. 17). 

83J Colin NOrman, op. cit., p. 6. 

/ . . . 
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Table III.5 Distribution of world military expenditures, 1955-1980 
(Percentage)* 

Groupjngs 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 

Nuclear weapon States g 81.4 78.9 76.0 75.8 67.1 64.6 

Elsur leading arms exporters w 76.2 73.3 67.4 65.8 57.4 55.8 

NATO and WTO 86.9 85.4 80.5 77.4 70.5 68.8 
of whicht 

United States and USSR d (68.7) (63.7) (48.9) (47.4) (31.9) (27.1) 
Other developed u 998 10.1 13.6 15.4 16.0 15.1 
De;efl;~~;4rcountries 3.3 4.5 5.9 7.2 13.5 16.1 

Middle East d 0.6 0.9 1.3 2.2 7.3 7.8 
South Asia 0.6 0.6 1.1 0.9 0.9 1.1 
Far East I/ 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.9 3.6 
Africa s/ 0.1 0.3 0.8 1.2 1.8 1.7 
Latin America 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.8 

* Sourcer World Armaments and Disarmament, SIPRI Yearbook 1981, pp. 156-169 
(for all foot-notes except 2). 

q United States, USSR, France, United Kingdom, China. 

5 
United States, USSR, France, United Kingdom. 

C As recognized by the international community dealing with these matters, 
official military budget figures for one of these countries are not directly 
comparable to those of most other countries , owing to differences in coverage and 
.difficulties with currency conversion rates. SIPRI estimates for the share o:f the 
United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in world military 
expenditures are as follows; 

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 

66.0 62.6 58.2 58.7 50.1 48.0 

The well-known difficulties in comparing military expenditures over time and among 
amntries are being addressed by several United Nations and national bodies. 
Further help in overcoming the difficulties would be provided by the wider 
participation of States in these efforts and the sharing of their information on 
technical aspects (see Economic and Social Consequences-of the Arms Race and of 
Military Expenditures (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.IX.l), 
foot-note 63, pp; 33 and 36. 

i!! Europe, excluding NATO and WTO, plus Australia, China, Israel, Japan, New 
Zealand and South africa. 

d Excluding Israel. 
f/ Iexcluding China and Japan. 
s/ .E%cluding South Africa. 

/ . . . 
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virtually all regions of the world but , again, the picture is a very uneven one. 
China and, to a lesser extent, Japan, Israel and South Africa account for nearly 
all of the increases in the share of the other developed countries. Among the 
developing regions, the spectacular pace of militarization in the Middle East is 
clearly reflected. Even excluding Israel, this region accounts for nearly one half 
of total military spending by the developing countries. The share for Africa has 
also increased particularly rapidly although here, more than in any other 
developing region, the trend has been influenced by the emergence of new nations. 
Other factors have been a succession of wars over the past decade and an 
intensifying confrontation between the Black African States and South Africa. 
While these various qualifications are important, the central fact remains that the 
distribution of world military expenditure has been changing in a quite systematic 
manner over the past 25 years. In all the major regions of the world, the average 
rate of growth of military expenditure has at least equalled, and, in most cases 
exceeded, that of NATO and WTO combined. 

166. Comparing military expenditure to major economic aggregates is a widely-used 
technique to convey some impression of the economic burden of these activities. 
The most popular measure is military expenditure as a percentage of gross domestic 
product (GDP). The global figure, as we have seen is currently about 6 per cent. 
This represents, a decline from the post-war peak of around 9 per cent in the early 
1950s. Given the high concentration of world military expenditure in a few States, 
it follows that the share of GDP devoted to the military must have declined in most 
of these States, although for the world as a whole this has not prevented almost 
continuous growth of real expenditure in absolute terms. Conversely, given that 
military expenditure in the developing countries, taken as a group, has risen 
significantly faster than the global average , one would expect an increase in the 
fraction of GDP devoted to defence in many,of these countries. These disparate 
trends are visible in chart 111.2. The very fast rates of growth of expenditure in 
the Middle East is clearly reflected! five of the six developing countries that 
devoted in excess of 10 per cent of GDP to the military in 1975 come from this 
region. . . 

167. Another common measure is the proportion of central government expenditure or 
revenues devoted to defence. This is intuitively attractive because the central 
government budget is the immediate context in which trade-offs are made between 
military and civilian objectives. In other words, this measure could be used as an 
indicator of the degree of priority that Governments feel obliged to attach to 
providing for military security . There is, however, one important qualification to 
the literal interpretation of this measure. There are very significant variations 
between States in the extent to which the Government assumes direct responsibility 
in the economic and social spheres and, within countries, the scope of the State’s 
responsibilities can change over time. If the government role is very large, even 
a large military effort will absorb a relatively low proportion of government 
expenditure and conversely if the role of government is comparatively modest. In 
Other words, while this measure can be quite illuminating, it must be interpreted 
rather carefully . 

/ . . . 
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Chart 111.2. Military expenditure as a percentaue 

of GNP, 19634978 

a - 

Developed countries include NATO,' WTO, other European 
countries plus Australia, China, Israel, Japan, New Zealand 
and South Africa. 

Source: United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
Worldmary EkPenditures and Arms Transfer, Washington, D.C.: 
various years. 
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168. These constraint8 Can be ~~n~~imd if WEI examins tha proportion of militmy 
expenditure in total central gOV%rnm&nt @Xp%nditurr - whws tha degree of variation 
between CoUntrie@ ia i@a@t: - .a~! d0 w at the Xevt~l of global and regional 
aggregates 88 is done in tab1 

1969 and 1976 

1969 1978 

world 
Europe 

Middler E;aBt: 
Far Eaet 
South &la 
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32.8 24.4 
41*3 22.6 
15#4 0,4 
28*5 24,J 
31,s 22.5 
20*4 15. Q 
1s,a 10.2 
J3.5 x0*9 

Washing ton D-C,, 23, 
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developing countries) bear P\ najo 
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1977, the situation had 
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get5 aft3 significantly largae By 
to ~960, but it is Warth 
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education, health, hou$i ng , tran 

ayr in terms of 

170. Another important dimension of world military paxparhditurr is the international 
finar&A and commodity flow with military aGtiVitf@s. By Em tha most 
important item hata is the s af arms, militaty equipment and assmiated 
fwim8. It wan suggested above that the annual vblua of this trader in nominal 
termb is currently of the order of $26 billion at a minimum. “Phis does not meant 
Of course, that this amaunt of money ~J.QWB from recipients to au~pliers each Y*ar* 
Within the market and giacialist induatri&.ia@d nationsr major arm,EJ d@als ar@ 
tQicaW cht sub-ject 0f elaborate offeet arrangamante intendad to minimizs tb* 
direct drain8 on fareign exchange ICBIEIBWWL 
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to place orders in the recipient nation for civilian goods and services, 88 Where 
the recipient is a developing country, the same end is sometimes accomplished by 
making the cost payable in commodities or raw materials. Another item in ,this 
connexion is the provision by the major Powers to allied or friendly States of 
general financial assistance in recognition of the economic difficulties imposed by 
their military activities. This is called "security supporting assistance" in the 
United States. A third important item is the costs associated.with the overseas 
basing of military forces. In the United States, these costs have averaged 
$4 billion to $5 billion during the 1970sr in the United Kinadorn, E672 million in 
1975. In both cases these expenditures are associated primarily with NATO and 
certain offset arrangements are in force to reduce the impact on the balance of 
payments. It is clearly impossible to estimate even roughly the true magnitudes 
involved here but it is apparent that the international financial system h(as 
somehow to accommodate significantly large and, occasionally, sharply fluctuating 
payments associated with military activities. 

171. Another reason why defence expenditure is an imperfect guide to the resource 
cost of defence is that the financial data may overstate or understate the 
resources used. For example, the dofence cost of forces who perform some civilian 
services (see para. 116 above) is overstated in the statistics, whereas the 
resource cost of conscripts is understated, because their wages would be higher if 
they were employed in civilian occupations. It is sometimes argued that when, as 
in many countries at present, a country has high unemployment, then the resource 
cost of employing people in the defence sector is almost zero, But this 113 only 
true if there is no other way in which the authorities can increase employment, and 
it is not true if unemployment results from Government policies which are aimed at 
other objectives, such as the control of inflation. 

172. Financial data on military activities has the great virtue of being readily 
available and amenable to manipulation in many ways. This must be done CautiouslY, 
however. The quality of the available data is not particularly good and 
considerable care must be exercised in interpreting derived indicators of the 
economic burden of military activities. More important, perhaps, is that military 
activities do'not consume money per se but land, labour, raw materials, industrial 
capacity and foreign exchange. The main purpose of this chapter has been to 
attempt to draw attention to this fact. 

84/ An example is the Defence Production Sharing Agreement between Canada and 
the United States which is intended to secure rough equality between Canadian 
imports Of complete weapon systems from the United States, and procurement czontracts 
placed in Canada for components and subsystems for United states weapons. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL EFFECTS OF A CONTINUING ARMS RACE 
AND OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DISARMAMENT MEASURES 

173. Describing the negative effects of the global military efforts as socially 
harmful, economically unjustifiable, politically counterproductive, ecologically 
hazardous and morally intolerable has by now become a familiar theme in most 
contemporary analyses of the awesome implications of a continuing arms race. &/ 
Despite these repeated warnings, a seemingly .endless arms race continues to 
consume massive volumes of human, material and financial resources as described 
in chapter III. This fact cannot be attributed entirely to a lack of political 
volition. 

174. Political volition, in some respects, is both a factor in and a consequence 
of its economic environment which is beginning to show unmistable signs,of 
unprecedented strain accumulated under the past patterns of utilization. In terms 
of the sheer magnitude of resources, the industrialized world consumed more 
petroleum and non-fuel minerals during the 25 years after the Second World War 
than those utilized in all previous history. In terms of patterns of consumption, 
more than 75 per cent of the resources were consumed by less than 25 per cent of 
the world population. 86/ The interrelated processes of over-development and 
under-development on tg one hand and the continuing claims of a high ievel of 
global military activities on the other constitute twin assaults on the economic 
environment, which perhaps for the first time in human history, is signalling that 
the continuously expanding demands on global resources - few infinite, many 
scarce and some non-renewable - may over-ride the capacity of new technology to 
offset the constraints inherent in the natural systems on which life depends. 87/ 
Any assessment that the full effects of these constraints may not be visible fs at 

85/ See Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of Military 
&pen%?-tures (United Nations Publication, Sales No. E.78.IX.l); North-South: A 
Programme for Survival, (Cambridge, M.I.T. Press, 1980); The Global 2000 Report 
to the President: Entering the Twenty-First Century (Washington, D.C., 198O), 
vol. I; "Facing the Future", Interfutures (Paris, OECD, 1979), Reshaping the 
International Order: A Report to the Club of Rome (mew York, Dutton and Co., 1976), 
hlth Leger Sivard, World Military and Social Expenditures9 1980 (Leesburg, Virginia, 
l%!SE Publications, 1980); World Armaments and Disarmament, SIPRI Yearbook 1980 
(London, Taylor and Francis, Ltd., 1980). 

86/ See Richard J. Barnet, The Lean Years: Politics in the Age of Scarcity, 
(New Krk, Simon and Schuster, 1980). Also see W. Mallenbaum, World Demand for 

(New York, McGraw-Hill Inc., 1979; Mineralnve 
RWrsy promyshlenno razvitykh kapitalisticheskikh i razvivaiushchikhsya S-Wan ' 
(Mineral resources of industrially developed capitalist and developing,countries) 
(Moscow, ,197s). 

87/ See Antony Dolman, Disarmament, Development, Environment: Three Worlds 
in Q-i-( study prepared for the United aations Governmental Liaison Service, 
Geneva, November 1980.) 
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least a quarter of a century or more merely indicates the lead ti: me available to 

the short and long term implications of their present policies, 88/ - 

175. Political initiatives to'examine immediate gains against future prospects 
* necessarily, involve calculations of the opportunity costs of a continuing arms 

race. 89/ The arms race has a pertient bearing on the uncertain global economic 
prospexs. z/ These cannot be assessed entirely on the basis of the past and 
existing trends which broadly reflect the international situation after the 
Second World War of no direct military engagement between its two most powerful 
participants and an economic environment of no immediate constraints on global 
resources, As described in chapter II, the situation, in both those respiects, has 
changed. The magnitude of resources required to sustain, expand and innovate 

' 
upon the existing nuclear and conventional arsenals represents the most o'bvious 

j 
aspect of their impact on the global economic prospects. Its other. aspects.includ 
the unwholesome possibility of even a partial use of the existing or new weapons 
arsenals constituting serious discontinuities in the current global economic' 
projections and the related risk that economic uncertainties could become a 
factor in accelerating the pace of the arms race, 

176. Even optimistic projections envisaging no physical limits to the economic 
growth of the world as a whole for the next half a century admit that major 
uncertainties of the future constitute implicit breaks in their estimates. 91/ 
In the first place, the absence of physical limits on global reserves does not 
preclude the conditions of economic scarcity for some parts of the world owing to 
the fact of geographical distribution and also because in many cases the countries 
which possess the reserves or produce the materials are not the centres of 
consumption. This is particularly true of industrial raw materials where 
over-all physical scarcity through natural depletion of resources and reserves is 
not foreseen as a likely eventuality. Secondly, serious discontinuities in 
projections may occur owing to political rifts likely to emerge on, at least, thrc 
levels: social upheavals and civil unrest in the developing countries, notably 
in the main sil or commodity producing regions; local conflicts among some 
developing countries; and political and military differences between NATO and TJ?IO 
with a possible aggravating impact on other conflict situations. 

177. Economic and physical scarcities in a world full of declared and undeclared 
COnfliC'bS can easily result in militancy and confrontation leading to pressures 
for incurring new forms of and additional allocations for military activities. 92 -.A 

&/ See '!Facing the Future", Interfutures ,,, . 

political leaderships, both at the international and national levels, for examining 

!e 

89/ See Bhabani Sen Gupta, 
The Tzs of Sipyphus" 

17Arms Control Negotiations Among the Major Powers: 
(paper prepared for a UNESCO study on Obstacles to 

Disarmament, Paris, 1981). 

90/ See-Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of Nilit= 
Expenaures, A/32/88 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E,78.IX.l)- 

j&/ "Facing the Future", Interfutures, . . . pp. 65-96. 
z/ See Orlando Letelier and Michale Moffitt, The International Econddc Order 

(Part I) (IJa h' s in&on, Transnational Institute, 19771 9 pp. 5-9. 
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The increasing militarization of the Indian Ocean in recent years, for example, 
appears to be closely related to the consideration that it contains sizeable 
percentages of the global total of mineral reserves besides being located en route 
to other strategically important regions, including the oil-rich Persian Gulf. B/ 
The anxiety for an unimpeded access to resources, whether minerals, ore, water or 
fish, has been and continues to be a major, if not the primary, consideration in 
several conflict situations since the Second World War. According to the 
Global 2000 Report, the potential conflict over fresh water alone is underscored 
by the fact that, out of the 200 major river basins of the world, 140 are shared 
by two countries and 52 are shared by three to ten countries. $+/ - 

178. Will the global resources situation emerge as a consideration in the future 
military outlays? Can the global economy sustain an indefinite expansion of 
its military activities? Are the future penalties of a continuing arms race 
likely to be less tolerable than those incurred in the past? Should the potential 
benefits of reversing the present trends in the arms race be viewed primarily 
a8 a mirror image of the existing consequences? These and other related issues, 
which constitute the central concern of this chapter 9 revolve around opportunity 
cost assessments of the arms race at national and international levels and involve 
attitudes besides resources. 

119. This chapter examines some of the popularly held beliefs about the presumed 
positive effects of military spending on economic'growth. In the light of the 
theoretical explanations and empirical evidence collected by the studies especially 
commissioned by the Group, this chapter also questions some of the conventional 
wisdom associated with the effects of the military sector on employment and 
technological spin-offs for the civilian sectors of the economy. 

@portunity costs of the arms race 

180. As applied to military expenditures, the opportunity costs of the real 
resources purchased by these expenditures are the forgone benefits attached to 
alternative uses of these resources, There are many difficulties with assessing the 

s/ According to a study prepared for the Group, the Indian Ocean region 
ccntains 20 per cent of rubber; 70 per cent of tin; 28 per cent of manganese; 
32per cent of chromium; 16 per cent of iron ore; 12.5 per cent of lead ore; 
1105 per cent of nickel; 10 per cent of zinc; 30 per cent of antimony, besides 
the world's largest known reserves of thorium and non-negligible'reserves Of 
titanium. The Indian Ocean sea-bed has large deposits of nodules like manganese, 
nickel, copper,, cobalt and molybdenum. Just one square-mile patch of the 
Indian Ocean sea-bed could produce 30,000 tons of manganese, 3,600 tons of 
aluminium, 2,500 tons of cadmium, 17,000 tons of nickel and 650 tons of copper. 
S@e Swadesh Rana, p. 1~. S. Ramboodiri, R. R. Subramanian, Reallocation of 1lili$,x 
~sources from the ORCD to Primary Sectors of LDC's: Mutuality of Interests: !'-- 
!&rd World Perspective (report prepared for the Group). 

94/ The Global 2000 Report to the President - . . . , p. 40. 
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opportunity costs in the military sector, the most important being in the 
measurement of the forgone opportunities embodied in military spending* 951 A 
further problem lies in establishing indices that would permit intertemp~al and 
international comparisons of prices and quantities of goods and services in the 
civilian and military sectors. This does not mean, however, that nothing 
definitive can be said about the economic and social effects of the arms race and 
the implementation of potential disarmament measures. It also would appear, on the 
basis of the reports commissioned by the Group, that military expenditures have 
definite negative effects on economic and social development. 

181. Since all military expenditures are, essentially, government expenditures, a 
reduction of these expenditures may, on the one hand, promote government 
consumption and investment for over-all economic and social development. On the 
other hand, as a result of tax reductions, private consumption and investment 
may also be promoted. This tenet is in sharp contrast to the view, held in some 
quarters, that increased military expenditures have positive effects on ec0rld.c 
growth and employment and, thus, on economic and social development, although 
the extent of these may vary according to the stage of development of the countries 
concerned, and the period of analysis, The conceptual error in this latter line 
of reasoning is that it does not make a comparison with a situation in which the 
resources now used in the military sector are used for alternative civilian 
production. 

182. The findings of the studies commissioned by the Group strongly suggest that, 
irrespective of their current levels of development, all societies engaged in a 
steadily high or increasing military effort are pre-empting resources which could 
and mould, otherwise, have been utilized for socially productive ends. 96/ These 
studies also support the existing evidence that any short-term economicbenefits 
accompanying the military activities of societies with unutilized or 
under-utilized resources are likely to be negated by their long-term effects on 
economic growth, The fact that historically higher rates of economic growth and 
high levels of military spending have co-existed in the past, in some countries, 
does not Provide evidence of a positive relationship between the two: if there' 
was a relationship, the causation was possibly reversed, with high defence 
spending being possible because of high growth. Long-term growth rates of the 
developed economies have been partially depressed by the existence of large 
military sectors and the diversion of resources needed for investment to inc:rease 
productivity has not been offset on a major scale by spin-offs from the dynsmics 
of military technology, Moreover, in many important respects the present 

c/ See Michael Brzoska, An Assessment of Sources and Statistics of Military 
Bxpenditure and Arms Transfer T 

&/ See Dan Smith and Ron Smith, Military Expenditures, Resources and 
DeveloPment5 Seymour Melman, Barriers to Conversion from Military to Civiliain 
Industry in Market, Planned and Developing Countries; Mary Kaldor, The Role cg 
*4ilitary Technology ,in Industrial Development; Jose A. Encinas de1 Pando, 
Dec1aration of AVEJC ho: Analysis and Quantification of 'a Possible Agreement On 
Limitation of !4ilit,,ry Expenditures in South America. (Reports prepared for the 
Group. > 

I ,... 
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socio-economic problems of the i.ndustriaLized world like inflation and, possibly, 
,m~ployment might have been ~~~~rav~~~t~~d by the cumulative effect of their high 
levels of military spendinc:, 

183. OpportunitY cost a ssessmonto of the arms race in its entirety impinge upon 
the whole gamut of internationaL cccsncmic and political relations. Availability 
of additional resource8 for pQSsib&? diVt?rS~~Qtl blt0 dWE?lOpIUental channels Will 
certainly be an obvious benefit, but meanlnf;ful military restraint by the major 
arms race participant s may also chan~jo the entire economic outlook and the 
political context which both feedt~ and ie fed by the current arms race. Each 
new round of de-escalation in the central arm9 race can become a basis fox 
de-escalation at all levels of military competition and put both international 
economic order and d&cnte on a mcrr~ durable hasir; than the present one, where 
escalatory rounds in the centraL arms race complicate international relations 
through linkage-politics and ~~~k~~~~-~~~~~m~~~, 

184. Future projectiona of the pctential. bencf.its of military restraint cannot, 
however, be viewed only as a mirror image of the exintin$ negative consequences 
of the arms race primarily because the penaltie s associated with it will be more 
unbearable than those suffered in the past, Tn the first place, devotJnfS 5 to 
6 per cent of global output to military ends might have entailed bearable 
penalties during conditions of ~~~,~~:~v~ econor&c ease but will be harder to sustain 
in situations of slower economic growth which cannot be attributed solely either 
to cyclical trends or to sirq2.c cau~ ~x~~a~~t~~n~ like the enerf~? crisis* 
Secondly, the management of national ~~~~~~~rn~~~ through nationall, means alone is 
no longer possible , far many csuntriea s i,n a uorld of increasing interdependence, 
While the less developed economics continue to depend an the more developed ones 
for r@sowce and technologx transfern, LIE d~el~~ecl economies are also becoming 
increasingly sensitive to import-dependency for several strategic minerals and 
raw materials , including those vital for the auotcnnnce and expansion of their 
military sector 8, AnalyninEs: *the actual ntate of dependency of seven major 
countries, namely, the United Staten, the Soviet Union, France, the Federal 
kspnblic of Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan and China, a study prepared for 
the Group wggests that beoides energy, there are at least a dozen other 
materi.als which can adversely af%ect the GNP of the importing countries under 
shortage conditions. A 15 to 20 per cent cut in the supply of these can have 
serious effects on the economies of importing wuntriee by creating stagnation 
and reducing production. $TJ 
- 

x/ Those ma”,erials mast lik,ely to redrIce GNP of the imparting countries under 
shortage conditions are in decreaainc order of impact: non-metallic titanium, 
platinum, cobalt, tin, chromium, aluminium, copper, silver, nickel and tungsten. 
tie global r eserves 
Pattern. 

and utilization of a&most all these materials shares a common 
In the first place, the ehsre of the largest three or more reserve 

“ountries exceeds $0 per cent of the global reserves. For strategic materialb like 
manganese 9 molybdenum, tungot en chromium and platinum, this share gbe8 beyond 
three quarters of the global reierve base and is concentrated in the largest three 
r@serve Countries * 
largest Producers or 

Sedondly 
cousumels 

the largest reeerve countries are not necessarily the 
of these materials and neither the geographical nor 

the Political proximities of the materials conform to the pattern of supplier- 
consnmer dependency, See IIelge Rveem and Raino Elalnes, Military Use of Natural 
Resources (report prepared for the Group) + 

/ ..a 
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Impact of the arms race on economic growth and development 

185. The continuing arms race will impede the world-wide prospects of economic 
growth and delay the developmental process with serious socio-economic 
consequences, particularly for the developing countries. The need for stimulating 
economic growth is recognized by all.economic projections for the next decade 
which share two crucial conclusions: first, that world economic growth will be 
relatively sluggish; and second, that the rates of growth in the market economies 
will be a little lower than those of the centrally planned economies and the 
developing countries excluding the Sub-Saharan African region. g8/ Similarly, 
most projections about the future of the developmental process &!&it the urgency 
of meeting the twin challenges of alleviating absolute poverty and providing 
gainful employment to the grcxing labour force in the developing countries. It; 
is estimated that, by the year 2000, these countries will have about 5 billion 
of the world population of 6.4 billion, with at least 800 million of them 
clinging to the poverty line, It is also estimated that between 1975 and the 
end of the century, these countries will have added more than 500 million to their 
labour force and more than two out of every five of them will either be less.than 
fully employed or have no job at all. 99/ Poverty and unemployment or 
under-employment are universally known-?nvitations for social unrest and political 
instability. The poorer sections of society, whether concentrated in small 
pockets in the generally well-off developed world or more broadly scattered among 
the developing countries, are more vulnerable to inflationary pressures than 
their better-off counterparts. The arms race, therefore, can be seen as having 
important socio-economic consequences to the extent that the phenomenon of 
unemployment and inflation are aggravated by military spending. 

186. Economic growth and developmental processes are closely interrelated as 
speedier economic growth can improve the developmental prospects. But in 
assessing the impact of the arms race on both it is helpful to maintain the 
distinction largely because, in simple terms, economic growth is described as 
increases in real income per capita and this implies more production, higher inCome 
and more consumption. Development, on the other hand, implies pot only the 
existence of economic growth but also changes in the structure of demand, supplY 
and income distribution patterns, 
improvement of material welfare. 

changes in socio-political,institutions and the 
As some of our studies have shown, military 

expenditures have deleterious effects on these macro-economic variables and, 
therefore, hinder, to say the least, the pace of economic growth and development. 
A similar situation 'occurs with international arms transfers in which developed 
countries play a leading role as suppliers. The opportunity costs of these 
transfers Cl1 be represented by the alternative civilian goods and services 
sacrificed by the supplier, But the development effects (imported technology, 
etc.) would be more than offset by the costs of infrastructural facilities needed 
for effective maintenance and operation of the weapons systems received. s/ 

$j&/ See uorld Bank, World Development Report 1980, August 1980. 

z/ Ibid. See also Ruth Leger Sivard, World Military and Social Expenditures 
l .  .  ;%&+South :  1980 

Interfutures, . . . . 
A PropraFr.e for Survival .,.; "Facin,? the Future" 
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187. As a historical experienge, economic growth represents various features 
reflecting the social, political and cultural characteristics of the peoples' 
involved. These experiences have been interpreted differently and these 
interpretations are embodied in the different theories of economic growth and 
development, Whatever the theory and experience of economic growth in different 
countries, present-day experience as well as our studies show that the military 
sector and the civilian sector compete for resources in every country 
notwithstanding differences in social and economic organization or in the levels 
of economic development. 

188. Besides directly competing with investment, military spending may indirectly 
affect economic growth in the civilian sector by constraining the growth rate of 
productivity, which depends heavily on research and development (R and D) 
expenditures. There is sufficient empirical and historical evidence to 
demonstrate that the civilian spin-off effects of military R and D in the past 
have been considerably exaggerated because, with a few exceptions, notably in 
electronics and to a lesser extent in aerospace, the gap between civil and 
military technology is rather wide and, in some cases, is growing wider still. 99'/ 
Moreover, the considerable time lag required to secure the civilian spin-offs f= 
military technology is a significant constraint in situations where low 
productivity returns demand immediate inputs into research and development into 
the civilian sectors. Historical comparisons of the non-military or economically 
relevant R and D effort of the major industrialized countries yield a pattern of 
economic performance indicating that, in terms of expenditure and employment of 
professional manpower per unit of GNP, in the mid-to-late 1960s the intensity of 
non-military R and D was highest in Japan, with the United States lagging 
significantly behind both that country and the major 1hJestern European countries, 
A relative decline in capital productivity in the civilian sector, owing to 
insufficient R and D activities, has, as a result, a diversion of capital from the' 
civil to the military sector. 

189, An essential aspect of the demand-side approach to economic growth is the 
so-called multiplier effect of military expenditures. An interesting question in 
this respect is whether the multiplier effect of a given level of additional 
expenditure will be higher or lower than that of an equal increase in civilian 

a/ For a list of some possible peaceful uses of research and development , 
resources currently devoted to military ends, see annex III of Disarmament and 
~Welonment, ST/XX/174 (United Nations publication, Sales No. R.73.IX.l). See also 
rforld plan of Action for the Application of Science end Technolo*?Y tonDevelopment _ --I 
lmxtzns publication, Sales No. R.71.II.A.18). 

/ . . . 



’ increased civilian expenditures. 

190, With regard to capital formation, reduced military expenditures will have a 
positive impact on economic groT&h. For the most part, military expenditures 
do not contribute to Production of capital goods and so do not increase the 
productive capacity of an economy. But they still compete for investible 
resources. Moreover, military procurement competes with civilian investment 
because both are generally directed at roughly the same industries, e.g., 
metallurgy, chemicals, and energy. An expansion of the demand for military 
procurement will thus tend to be associated with a relatively lower'share for 
investment by causing suPPly bottle-necks that constrain investment The extent 
to which reduced military expenditures will affect economic grol;th Gill depend, 
of course, on the way in which the released resources are used. 

191. Many econometric investigations have Pointed out that technological progress 
in its broadest sense, is the major source of economic growth. Research and 
developemnt outlays are the imPetus for this process. In chapter 111 it is 
estimated, that some 20 per cent of the highly qualified technical and scientific 
research personnel is working in military-related R and D projects. In several 
other parts of this report, the arms race is described as a dynamic technological 
process. Therefore, it is quite understandable that, in common understanding, 
military research and development is seen as an important stimulant for economic 
growth and development. Nevertheless, this opinion is misleading. There are 
several basic errors in this way of reasoning. In the first place, nobody can 
deny that military R and D has a positive spin-off in some civilian sec'.ors, suck 
as the field of nuclear ener,y and snace technology. 
valid, 

But the opposite is also 
Many technological breakthroughs in the civilian sectors also have a 

positive spin-off in the military sector. Several important technological 
developments have nothing to do with military research. Some of the studies 
commissioned by the Group provide quantitative and qualitative arguments to sugg 
that, in reality, civilian research is more effective for economic growth than 
military research. lOl/ 

lGG/ See Jaccjues Fontanel, Fcrralized Studies and Econometric Analyses of tl 
Relationships between Militars Expenditure and Economic Develo-oment (report 
?renared for the Group); Lance Taylor et al., Defense Spending, 
and Growth: 

Economic Structu: 
Evidence A~LXW Countries and Over-Time (rcnort arepared for the 

Grow); see also Snizh and Smith, op. cit.; and Jose A. Encinas de1 Pando, op. c: 

z/ See Smith and Smith, op. cit. See also Itary Kaldor, on. tit+ 
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expenditure. Based on some studies, it appears that the multiplier effect of 
military spending is somewhat lower than that of civilian spending. lOO/' It 
should be noted that the studies mentioned above apply to a limited &&.p of 
developing countries. Should these findings have a wider validity, the effects 
of additional military expenditures would be smaller than those associated with 

/ l .  .  
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192. It needs to be emphasized that military R and D.is competing with civilian 
R and D. The direct opportunity costs of military R and D are the last 
opportunities in the civil research projects, Also, there is a lot of 
dissipation of resources in the military R and D. Many prototypes of weapon 
systems involving a high R and D ccmponent never become operational, 102/ 
Military R and D is extremely labour-intensive when it comes to highl=ualified 
scientific and technical personnel. As a consequence, in the Group's opinion, 
the arguments in favour of civilian spin-offs of military R and D are outweighed 
by its diversion and displacement of human and technological resources from 
comparable civilian research. Bearing in mind the enormous technological input 
required to accelerate the developmental process, particularly for the benefit 
of developing countries, the enormous assymetry between the military,and civilian 
R and D becomes all the more conspicuous. 

193. Based on different macro-economic models for different sets of countries, 
several studies commissioned by the Group suggest a high correlation between 
military expenditures and low rates of economic growth, 103/ This negative 
correlation has been explained by the effect which military activities have on the 
factors of production available for investment in the civilian sector. ' Since 
resources everywhere are limited, an increase in military expenditure and the 
consequent claim on real resources, leads to a reduction in resources such as 
capital, labour force, energy, minerals and R and D available for civilian 
expenditure, 

194. If military spending had a stimulating effect on the economy of industrialized 
countries, then, ceteris paribus, one should expect stagnation to be more 
prevalent in those countries where military spending plays a less important role 
than in those where military spending is predominant. Correspondingly, 
non-military spending should have a lesser potential for preventing stagnation 
as compared to military spending. Such expectations, however, are not borne out 
by the experience of the wealthiest industrialized countries. A study Of, 

18 industrialized countries with a GNP higher than $4 billion, a per capita income 
higher than $1,400 and a military expenditure/G1JP ratio,,averaging 3.8 per cent - 
including the highest of 13.6 per cent and the lowest of 0.8 per cent during the 
period 1950-1968 - shows that the countries with the highest military 
expenditure/GNP ratio were growing more slowly than those with lower military 
expenditure/GNP ratios. 104/ Again, among the same group of countries, those 
devoting considerable reruces to the development of military technology 
experienced slower rates of growth than those who Vere not leading developers in 
that field, their experience strongly suggesting that as a user of scarce skills 

lG2/ See Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of Military 
@enZLres . . . . 

a/ See Jacques Fontanel, _op. cit. See also Smith and Smith, o-o. cit. 

104/ See Albert Szymanski "Military Spending and Economic Stagnations', 
.&neriG Journal of Sociology, vol. 79, ITo. 1, pp. 2-14. See also Smith and Smith, 

cit. OP., 

/ . . . 
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and resources the military R and D has a major long-term effect on distorting 
economies. Military programmes of greater, technological sophistication create 
habits, skills and attitudes in R and D, production and marketing that are sometimes 
positively inappropriate when competing in civilian markets; unsuccessful 
competition in civilian markets reinforces the incentive to concentrate on the 
military sector, creating a vicious circle that affects such diverse areas as 
aeroipace, 'heavy engineering, electronics and shipbuilding. 105/ 

195. In general, the economic growth effects of military spending on the centrally 
planned economies are no more and no less negative than those for the market 
economies. In both cases, the economic dsmage done by a continuing escslation of 
the arms race is cumulative and, therefore, the longer it is allowed to.persist, 
the harder it will be to rectify. Most, if not all the market and centrally 

'planned economies have recently experienced drops in their rates of economic growth, 
declining rates of return on investment and a sluggish increase in productivity, 
The centrally planned economies have been equally vulnerable to the military 
sector's propensity to compete with the investment demands because an intense policy 
of investment has occupied a key role in their attempts at mobilization of all their 
internal resources for the development of modern and efficient economic and 
industrial structures. @/ Their broad developmental goals, of which sustained 
economic growth constitutes an important aspect, have not been fully attained and 
some of them are still poised at what the UNITAR study on Eastern Europe and the 
new international economic order describes as 
and the lower limit of high development". 

"the upper limit of medium development 
107/ The per capita GDP of the countries 

of the Council for Mutual Economic Assista= (CMEA), for example, is about half 
that of the developed market economies, and their continuing efforts to close this 
gap are significantly affected by the extent to which they can mobilize their 
resources for larger investments and higher productivity. 108/ 

196. The'need for higher productivity to compensate for a slower-growing work-force 
is acquiring a compelling urgency for the centrally planned economies in Eastern 
Europe who share the general European trends of declining population growth. The 
entire European region is likely to face a continuing decline in the growth of 
working-age population between 1980 and 1985, with a sharp break in the years 
1905 to 1990.when the growth will fall about 40 per cent to a level lower than any 
experienced in the post-war world, 109/ For Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union - 

x/ Daniel S..Grenberg, "Will military research and development hog it all?", 
The Washington Post, 18 November 1980. 

I&/ See Eastern Europe and the New International Economic Order: 
Representative Samples of Socialist Perspective, UNITAR, 1980. 

107/ B., -- P. 67. 
z/ See _The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance and the Development Process 

(report prepared for UNITAR by the Institute for World Economy of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, 1981). 
Process.) 

(Hereafter cited as The CMEA and the Development - 

lag/ "Economic prospects for the ECE region to 1990: Demographic and Ilabour 
force trends" (EC& (XVII)/R.2), pp. 12-15. 

/ . . . 
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the decline in fertility rates having started earlier than in the rest of Europe - 
the period 1980-1985 is projected as the peak of a combination of sharp decrease in 
the number of potential new workers and a Fossible hi&increase in those likely to 
retire from the labour force. Suggesting that reductions in military spending 
could contribute considerably towards mitigating the labour shortages by releasing 
resources for investment to increase productivity, a study prepared for this Group 
calculates that in the German Democratic Republic alone, every 20,000 people 
shifted away from the military sector can add up to 500 million marks to the 
over-all ,national income, representing a 0.3 per cent increase. 
reduction of defence spending by 20 per cent, 

Similarly, a 
of which only 10 per cent may be 

available for investment purposes in the German Democratic Republic, is calculated 
to be equal to 2 per cent of the entire investment volume of that country. llO/ 

197. The absence of a labour-force constraint in the case of China, with its 
abundance of people in relation to land and capital, does not detract from the need 
to restrain the military sector to promote the investment and productivity demands 
of a growing economy. China not only seems to need a more fully productive 
utilisation of its working-age population, but both the fundamental goals of 
Chinese economy, namely, to ensure an adequate level of food, clothing and shelter 
and services for its growing population and to develop a modern industrial base, 
still remain unattained. z/ The awareness that an expansion and modernization, 
of its military sector may be competing for the inputs required for agricultural 
and industrial modernization is reflected in the recent Chinese pronouncements 
including those on budgetary cuts. 1L2/ 

Inflation 

198. The industrial market economies after having experienced high rates of 
economic growth in the 1950s and 1960s are currently facing the somewhat paradoxical 
phenomenon of stagflation, that is, simultaneous unemployment and inflation. 
Between the early 1960s and late 197Os, the inflation rate among these countries - 
as measured .by the GNP deflator - increased from 2.5 per cent to 7.5 Per cent. a/ 
During the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s, most of them also faced relatively 
high and growing rates of unemployment by historical standards. Between 1975 and 
1979, for example, the total number of unemployed among the OECD countries rose 
from 15 million to 1.6 3/b million, which was more than double the average of the 
Period 1962-1972 which was about 7 l/2 million. 

x/ See Klaus Engelhardt et al., Effects of the Arms Race and Disarmament on 
Zhe Labour Situation in Countries of Different Social Systems (report prepared for 
the Group). 

u/ Michael D. Eiland, 
&Sian Surve , 

ItMilitary Modernization and China's Economy", 
y vol. XVIII (1977), p. 1147. _ 

112/ Gerald Segal, "China's Nuclear Posture for the 198Os", Survival, IISS,, 
bndocJan./Feb. 1981, p. 11. 

ll3/ Report of the Group of High-Level Governmental Exp 
.?he Wxd Inflationary 

erts on the Effects Of 
Phenomenon on the Development Process (TD/B/704), Pa 58. 

114/ Geoffrey Renshaw, "Employment, Trade and North-South Cooperation: An 
@ervm' (report prepared for the IL0 symposium on'employment, international trade 
md yorth-South co-operation, Geneva, May 1980), p. 30. 

I /. . . 
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199. The inflationary pressures on the developing countries are more severe: the 
average rise in the non-oil-producing developing countries in both 1979 and 1980 
was reported to be 20 to 30 per cent as against 9 to 12 per cent for the 
industrialized countries. This can be attributed partly to the various well-known 
supply rigidities typical of the developing economies, including a lower degree of 
diversification corresponding to the limited flexibility of their production 
structures and the fact that the bulk of their exports tend to concentrate on a 
limited number of products, usually primary commodities subject to wide and abrupt 
price fluctuations, 115/ 3ut a significant aspect of the inflationary pressures 
on these countries isso related to the worsening balance-of-payments problems 
stemming from their economic interaction with industrial countries suffering from 
high rates of inflation, The short-term debts of developing countries have piled 
up to $50 billion and it is estimated that, by 1980, anything between &to $2 out 
of every $4 borrowed abroad by them was going in servicing their debts, 

200. The inflationary bias of economies supporting large military sectors can be 
explained both at a theoretical and empirical level, Theoretically, all causes of 
inflation such as demand-pull, cost-push and money-creation can be used to make 
clear that military expenditures can have an inflationary impact on every economy. 
On the demand side, periods of international tension accompanied by declared and 
undeclared military conflicts involving higher military expenditure generate 
inflationary pressures. Even where demand as a whole does not outstrip the level 
of output, proponents of the demand-pull theory of inflation claim that the 
concentration of non-personnel military expenditures in selected areas of 
manufacturing can, in combination with civil demand, result in severe bottle-necks 
and sharp price rises which subsequently affect costs and prices further up the 
manufacturing chain. Expanded military production leading to increased demand for 
various inputs tends to create shortages, particularly in situations of inelastic 
supply, and exerts an upward pressure on general price level by pushing up the 
costs of production, 

201. The idea of a cost-push inflation in the military sector is somewhat more 
difficult to understand and to explain than the demand-pull theory, In inflation 
theories, the cost-push has to be of an autonomous character, that means that it 
is independent of other factors, Cost-push inflation has different characteristics: 
such as wage-costs inflation, mark-up inflation (profit inflation) and imported 
inflation. With regard to the wage-costs inflation, it is of importance that the 
production of military goods takes place in highly advanced industries, like 
electronics and metallurgy, with the highest productivity trends relative to other 
sectors of the economy, In general, wage rates are correlated with labour 
productivity, The military related industries belong to the so-called wage 
leaders, industries which take the first steps in wage-bargaining processes. In 
modern market economies, a wage-push in this industry will lead to an upwar'd 
pressure on wages in other sectors with lower productivity trends, for example, 
the service sector, and, as a consequence, stimulated inflation. It is not 
impossible when military industries have a monopoly position that they succeed in 

1151 TD/B/704, ~9 58, 
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improving their profitability. If one of the major arms producing countries expands 
its military production this will lead to an upward shift of prices of commodities 
used as an input in this production process. This will mean that cost-push 
pressures would be aggravated for other uses of these commodities. 

202. Cn the monetary side, historical experience shows that increases in military 
expenditures were frequently accompanied by inflationary pressures, because those 
increases led to growth of money supply.without a corresponding growth in output. 
!Phis explanation of inflation suggests that a budget deficit will tend to be 
inflationary if it adds to the growth of the money stock, which it will probably 
do unless it is financed by borrowing from the non-bank public, 116/ 

203, The foregoing analysis suggests that military expenditure can contribute to the 
general rate of inflation if it is not offset by reductions in spending elsewhere 
in the economy, which could mean a reduction in employment or civilian consumption. 
Different explanations of inflation suggest different mechanisms by which this 
excess of expenditure feeds through into prices. Switching expenditure from 
military to developmental purposes will not of itself necessarily reduce 
inflationary pressures of this kind unless it expands the supply of goods and 
services. 

204. In many Western European economies, the pace of inflation in the military 
sector has often outrun the inflationary rate in the economy as a whole. 117/ Many 
lJestern European economies have tried to mitigate the rising cost of soph‘l;-sicated 
weaponry by reducing their inventories. As a follow-up on the 600 F-104 
Starfighters, the Air Force of the Federal Republic of Germanywill receive only 
320 MRCA fighters; the inventories of other Western European air forces are being 
similarly trimmed, The numbers of modern ships and tanks in their inventories are 
also smaller than in those of their predecessors. But inflation in the military 

116/ United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, World Military 116/ United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, World Military 
EscpenEures and Arms Transfers, Washington, D.C., 1980, p. 33. See also bpen=ures and Arms Transfers, Washington, D.C., 1980, p. 33. See also 
The Defense Monitor, Center for Defense Information, Washington, D.C., Jan. 1974, The Defense Monitor, Center for Defense Information, Washington, D.C., Jan. 1974, 
vol. III, No. 3, and Lutz Kijllner, Financial Disarmament, Developing Aid and the vol. III, No. 3, and Lutz Kijllner, Financial Disarmament, Developing Aid and the 
Stability of the World Monetary System (report prepared for the Group). Stability of the World Monetary System (report prepared for the Group). 

117/ In Britain, the price index for the aircraft industry rose by 
38.9 per cent over the period 1963-1969, almost double the increase recorded for 
all capital goods (20.1 per cent). Between 1966 and 1972, the military price index 
in the Federal Republic of Germany rose from 100 to 135, while a corresponding 
increase in the consumer price during the same period was from 100 to 122.3. In 
Sweden, the price index in the military sector increased from 100 to 134.9 between 
1963 and 1969, while consumer prices rose from 100 to 126. In 1971, the military 
outlays in the French five-year plan were reported to have been revised because 
inflation in military procurement raced faster than the 5 per cent for the general 
Price index. In Denmark, military outlays were trimmed because of an erosion in 
the purchasing power of the budget for the armed forces, since their cost grew more 
rapidly than the general cost index (Ulrich Albrecht, "Armaments and Inflation", 
Instant Research on peace and Violence (Tampere peace Research Institute), Noa 3, 
1974, PP. 1574.67). 
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sector has continued partly because reductions in quantity can result in the loss 
of economies of scale and a rise in unit cost, A lowering of the average unit cost 
by 20 per cent in the aircraft manufacturing sector, for example, may involve a 
doubling of the production line in the manufacturing country which may or may not 
have an adequate domestic market to absorb it. a/ 

205. A growing tendency to seek export outlets to avail themselves of economies of 
scale to meet the rising costs of producing sophisticated weaponry is partially 
reflected in the increasing share of arms exports in the total exports of the major 
weapon producers. To the extent that the drive for seeking export outlets is 
pushed by the attempts to meet the rising costs of weapons production, the impact 
of inflation in the military sector of major military spenders extends far beyond 
its origins. Since most weapon importers belong to conflict-ridden regions, any 
additions to the nature and volume of weapons imported by one of the parties 
involved in an adversary relationship almost inevitably pushes up the imports by 
the other. A reciprocal compulsion to stay ahead in the arms race at regional 
level creates an adverse strategic environment affecting the resource allocation 
Priorities of the developing countries whose share in the world-wide armstrade has 
seen constantly on the rise. 

206. Some commentators believe that the possibilities of controlling inflationary 
pressures emanating from the military sector run up against the substantia:L 
influence and established habits of what some reports subitted to this Group 
describe as, a relatively small number of "managersof defence industry" in major 
arms production centres of the world. llg/ The national base of this complex is 
generally confined to four major industries, namely, aircraft, electronics and 
communication, shipbuilding and repairing, and ammunition. But their activities 
involve numerous intermediate suppliers of raw materials besides a large number Of 
trained people employed in the military sector. 
include an increasing number of licensees, 

Their international operations 
subsidiaries and co-producers all over 

the world. The functioning of this military-industrial complex has not been 
SignifiCantly challenged by considerations like cost minimization. 

207. Since both complex technology and security concerns bar outsiders from 
conducting an expert scrutiny, the manufacturers and designers of exotic WeaPoN 
have a vast opportunity to push up the costs creating inflationary pressures 
because, generally, they see no adverse effects like closure of business if the 
actual costs of production outrun the original estimates. The crucial factor of 
financial solvency, critical,for the survival of civilian undertakings, does not 
seem to threaten the military industry which, as Kenneth Boulding described it, 
operates in conditions of a grant economy in which allocations of resources and 

l-18/ Two Way Street: U.S.A. - Europe Arms Procurement: 
(London, Brassey's, lp7p), p. 59. 

The Klepsch BePort 

&l.J/ Seymore Melman, op. cit.; Mary Kaldor, op. cit.; Marek Thee, 
The Establishment of an International Disarmament Fund for Development (rq?orts 
Prepared for the Group), 
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income are determined by one-way transfer as against exchange or two-way transfer 
characteristics of a market economy. The large government subsidies given to 
private contractors like Lockheed, Rolls Royce and Chrysler to maintain their 
industrial base and restore their financial solvency show that, even in market 
economies, the defence industry is spared the self-correcting mechanisms of 
financial solvency and an important military industrial firm rarely goes bankrupt 
nor does it always suffer a loss of business when its products do not conform to 
the specifications envisaged. 120/ 

208, The previous paragraphs contain an explanation of the possibilities of the 
inflationary impacts of military expenditures in the market economies. This 
explanation does not fit the centrally planned economies because they have a 
completely different socio-economic system , in which planning takes over the role 
of the market mechanism. Moreover, the general rise in prices is much lower than 
in the market economies and the developing countries. Also international 
comparisons in general price levels are of doubtful validity because of the 
different function of prices in different economic systems. Another important 
difference is that, if there are tendencies of a rising general level of prices in 
Borne centrally planned economies and, in fact, there were in the 1970s and the 
early 198Os, these will have less impact on other countries, because the 
participation in world trade is much lower than is the case with the market 
economies. 

209, If in the centrally planned economies the military expenditures expand, this 
will mean that the capacity to produce other products will diminish. So the 
consequence is that, with a given demand for that product, the military expansion 
will create deficits of civilian products. In market economies this leads to price 
rises but in the centrally planned economies a rationing of the demand will be an 
inevitable result. Rising production costs of sophisticated weapon systems will 
have essentially the same effects as in other countries. 

210, Although the CMEA countries are not very dependent on the import of 
commodities that&are used as inputs for military production, there is, nevertheless, 
some imported inflation that may be a consequence of military expenditures in other 
countries . 

bployment 

211, Employment effects of the world-wide military sector provide a telling 
illustration of the opportunity costs of the arms race. Maintaining a level of 

120/ Reports of the performance of 13 major aircraft and missile programmes 
since-55 - with a total cost of $40 billion - showed that only 4 of these, 
costing $5 billion, performed at as much as 75 per cent of design specifications. 
tie production of the XMI tank with an estimated unit cost 30 times higher than 
that of the average Second World War tank is proceeding despite its below- 
Ncification performance: an average of 145 miles between failures of its major 
components and two hours of maintenance for every hour of operation (see 
Ruth Leger Sivard, op. cit.). 

I . . . 
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demand which supports an appropriate number of employment opportunities is 
generally accepted as an important goal of economic policy because, in the long 
run, the growth rate per head is determined primarily by the trend rate of increase 
in productivity, which undergoes substantial short-term fluctuations with increases 
and decreases in the levels of unemployment, Apprehensions about reductions in 
military spending resulting in a loss of employment opportunities figure often in 
assessing the effects of disarmsment measures because, in addition to the direct 
employment of soldiers and civilians, the military sector is associated with a 
job-multiplier effect throughout the economy by a diffusion of its demand on 
defence-related industries. To meet these apprehensions, it is worthwhile to 
consider that the nearly 50 million people currently employed in defence-related 
jobs all over the world involve a global military spending that will soon exceed 
the staggering sum of $500 billion a year, and there is no historical evidence to 
suggest that non-military spending of similar magnitude would not have created 
employment opportunities on a similar or larger scale, 

212. Demonstrating the job-differentials created by comparative outlays on military 
and non-military sectors, a report prepared for the Group suggests that an average 
of two working places could be created in the civil branches of national economY 
at the expense of one in the military sector. The actual number of jobs created 
in the short time will, of course, depend on the specific branch of the military 
sector affected. 121/ The wages in the military R and D branch, for example, often 
tend to be six toeight times more than those'generally paid in many research 
undertakings for civilian purposes. Decreasing the number of armed personneIL or 
dismantling a major weapon system, on the other hand, may appear to create more job 
displacement owing to its chain effect on the teeth-to-tail ratio in military 
manpower including those absorbed in the designing, manufacturing and actual 
operation of the weapon system. But in the long run, the job opportunities lOSt 

by gradual disarmament measures are likely to be more than compensated by those 
created through non-military activities, and the employment effects of curtailing 
military expenditures will be equally beneficial to economies currently confronting 
either labour shortages or unemployment. 

213. Several studies about the post-war economic reconstruction expirience in the 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe have confirmed that the reconversion of war-related 
military efforts into civilian sectors have in most cases surpassed the employment 
levels in the pre-war period. 122/ In the Soviet Union, for example, the industrial 

z/ See Klaus Engelhardt, op. cit. 

122/ See Institute for United States and Canadian Affairs, USSR Academy of 
SCienE, Urgent Political, Social and Economic Problems of the Present Stage Of 
the Development of Mankind and Practical Ways of Diverting to Development Needs 
the Resources Now Absorbed by the Arms Race; Institute of World Economics and- 

' International,Relations of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Economic and Social 
Effects of a Continuing Arms Race and of the Implementation of Disarmament Measures 
Polish Institute of International Affairs, Arms Race and Global Problems of 
International Economic ,Relations (reports prepared for the Group). 
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w@r in 1950 had increased by 3 million as compared to 1940: 
$2 

over the same 
mploF@nt in engineering increased by 250,000, in construction by 

~000, transport by 657,000, communication by 64, OOO. The total number of 
e =ployed in Soviet offices and factories in 1950 was 7.7 million more than 
40- a/ Retrospective analyses of the post-war Soviet economy generally look 
wi-th approval on the period 1946-1950 when a decrease in defence expenditure 
06 l?@p cent released 42.7 per cent additional funds for economic 
ilitati.on and development and another 27.6 per cent for social rehabilitation 
L-es m 
~bxfXs 

During 1946, the output of consumer goods increased by 8 per cent, 
by 12 per cent> and domestic goods 3.3 times. 124/ 

FOP the economies confronting unemployment, some pioneer investigations 
ed out mostly in the United States suggest that as a creator of jobs, 
El;rY apenditure may be among the least efficient type of spending. A study 
c Forgone employment opportunities accompanying accelerated military spending 
otad that as many as 26 manufacturing industries in the United States 
red a job loss of 5,000 or more each owing to their growing non-competitiveness 
Q *he period 1964-1972, which coincided with increasing United States 
vunent in the Viet Nsm War. l25/ Another analysis of the years 1968-1972 
ates that the net annual job-?&s nation-wide, when the United States military 
8% averaged about $80 billion, was about 840,000 jobs: the net job gain in a 
talcs being accompanied by net job losses in many others, including some of 
los-t populous states. 126/ Contrasting the job opportunities associated with 
crogramme to develop the B-l strategic bomber and a programme of tax reduction 
,blic housing of equivalent magnitude, a study by the Chase Econometrics 
:ia-t;es has concluded that, over a lo-year period, the B-l Progr~e would 
bate lesser employment primarily because of its heavy reliance on the 
'ac-turing sector, whose employment requirements are relatively low.. m/ 
.ar results are yielded by another study which contrasts the net output and 

123/ Alexander Krusky and Mikhail Khlusov, "Post-War Economic Reconstruction 
iG--TiSSR" in Socio-Economic Problems of Disarmament by the Soviet Peace 
it-t;ce, International Institute for Peace, Vienna, pp. 21-29, 

124/ "Domestic goods include watches, bicycles, household goods, sewing 
iZZ, cameras, record players, radio sets, etc. ' (ibid,, p. 31). 

125/ Seymore Melman, op. cit., pp. 362-362. 

126/ See Marion Anderson:, The Empty Pork Barrel: Unemployment and the 
%G Budget (Lansing, PIRGRIM, April 1975). 

127/ Chase Econometrics Associates, Economic Impact of the B-l Program On . 

J.S. Economy and Comparative Case Studies (Cynnyd, Pennsylvania, 1975). 
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employment effects of comparable increases in the military budget on one hand and 
on the other, public expenditure on programmes like health, education, public 
assistance and environmental protection. B/ 

215. The job-creating differential between spending $1 billion on the military 
sector and the same amount on public service employment has been estimated to be 
roughly about 51,000 jobs in a major industrialized country like the United States, 
This can be attributed partly to the fact that, in the societies with a 
sophisticated military sector, non-personnel military.expenditure is generally 
concentrated in the capital and technologY-intensive fields of industry which tend 
to become Labour-intensive only at the final assembly stage. For the less 
developed economies facing severe unemployment problems, the job-loss effects of 
hiyP)ler military spending may be more far-reaching in the long run because the 
sustained emphasis on technological sophistication in the military sector usually 
raises the qualifications required of its personnel, with the result that its 
demand for labour becomes increasingly selective and may largely bypass the 
general worker on the so-called hardcore unemployed. 

The arms race and the developing countries 

216. The arms race puts unequal relative burdens on countries at different levels 
of per capita national income, to the detriment of the developing countries. 
Certain common characteristics make a large number of developing countries 
particularly vulnerable to the neptative impact of military spending of external 
origin although their developmental prospects are also affected by their own 
military outlays. There are great differences among the situations of different 
developing countries, and, on the whole, all of them suffer highly negative direct 
and indirect economic effects from the arms race in general. Most of them gain, 
on balance, little or no net positive spin-offs. !l?he developing countries' 
urgent need for stead;y inflows of external inputs, whether these be of aid, trade 
and capital or of technological know-how, ties their economic prospects closely 
to the global performance on achieving higher growth rates, controlling inflation 
and reducing employment, all these problems - as we have described earlier - 
being generally aggravated by higher military outlays among the industrialized 
countries, 

128/ Employing a large input-output model of the United States econonUr in I-975 
and a=ing full employment to be the goal of fiscal policy, this study concludes 
that over a five-year period relative to the baseline budget of 1975, a 30 per cent 
decrease in the military budget would yield higher net output and employment if 
compensated by a comparable increase in outlays on the other sectors while an 
increase in the military budget 
effect, (Roger H. Bezdek, 

of similar magnitude would produce the opposite 
"The 1980 Economic Impact 

of Compensated Shifts in Defense Spending", 
- Regional and Occupational - 

Vol. 15, No. 2, 1975, pp. 183-198). 
Journal of Regional Science, 
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,217. The World Bank Report of 1978, for exsmple, had put forward some projections 
about the economic growth of the developing countries through 1985 on the basis 
of what w&s then viewed as a likely evolution of the international environment 
together with the assumptions about the performance of these countries themselves, 
Within a year, these projections were revised downwards to reflect the slower 
growth in the industrialized countries and the accompanying decline in world 
trade and external concessional assistance besides the restrictive patterns of 
commercial lending for the developing countries. The projected annual growth of 
the GDP of the developing countries for 1975-1985 was consequently reduced from 
5,7 per cent to 5.2 per cent, primarily because the global economic recovery 
from the recession of 1974-1975 had been slower than anticipated. Slow and erratic 
growth in the industrialized countries, combined with other disruptive influences 
like inflation and exchange rate instability, also reduced the volume of growth 
of world trade from about 9 per cent a year between 1965 and 1973 to just over 
4 per cent a year between 1973 and 1977; the growth of developing countries' 
exports also declined from 6.4 per cent to 3.6 per cent a year during thetsame 
period. The fuller implications of a decline in the industrialized world's 

'capacity to absorb the imports from the developing countries.can be grasped when 
it is recounted that, by 1976, they were purchasing two thirds of all-the 
merchandise exports from the developing countries. l29/ 

218. For many developing countries in the early stages of their national 
independence, the concern for survival as independent nation-States within the 
territorial. boundaries inherited at the time of emergence from a colonial status 
constitutes a major consideration in their national military outlays. The 
challenge of nation-building, which involves the function of providing 
socio-economic content to political freedom, has been accentuated for most of the 
newly-independent countries by an adverse strategic environment. The problems of 
nation-building are exacerbated by perceived threats emanating from the external 
environment, creating an overriding preoccupation with national security which, 
for all societies, irrespective of their level of development, constitutes the 
strongest single stimulus for military spending. 

219, General calculations about opportunity costs and burden measurement of 
military spending by the developing: countries run the risk of using p:cnerally 
inadequate and, sometimes, non-comparable data. Strong assumptions on their 

: military outlays are generally based upon weak data. An important respect in 
: which the reports commissioned by the Group go farther than many already available 

on the subject is the emphasis placed on the individual character of the experience 
of different developing countries in calculating the opportunity costs of 
military spending and identifying any causal linkages or definitive relationships 
between their military expenditures on the one hand and socio-economic problems on 
the other. The major problem areas identified in these reports as being in direct 
or indirect relationship with the military sector in the poorer countries are 
described below: 

129/ See World Bank, World Development Report 1980 (Washington, D.C., 1?80j. 

/ . . . 
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(a) Increases in military spending as a share of the GDP are associated with 
reductions in the rate of economic growth. A sample of 69 countries, in the 
period 1950-1970, shotis that increased military spending tends to be related with 
lower investment and a greater tax burden. 
another study of 70 developing countries, 

s/ Similar results are yielded by 
which concludes that any positive 

result in spin-off or modernization is either marginal or its narrow economic 
utility is tempered by its social and politial implications. 131/' 

(b) The negative effect of military spending on the formation of fixed 
capital, consumption in real terms and inflationary trends may not be material:Ly 
different for the developed and the less developed countries. A comparative 
study of one developed and one developing country concludes that any short-term 
increases in total consumption resulting from increases in the total wages paid 
after additions in military spending are followed by noticeable decreases in 
the long term because the growth rate has been appreciably reduced. E/ 

(c) For an arms-importing developing country, the price-paid for the 
equipment represents only an initial cost entailing substantial eccncmic and 
political liabilities which go far beyond its subsequent operation and maintenance, 
A sample of 10 arms-importing developing countries portrays arms trade as of 
little or no productive economic value to the recipient country. 133/ 
Similar results are yielded by another sample survey of 37 develozg countries, 
which concludes that the supplier-consumer relationship between an arms-exporting 
industrialized country and an arms-importing developing country works to the 
benefit of the, former. 134/ The purely economic costs of weapons imports are made 
heavier by the politica=urden of absorbing a large number of technical 
personnel from the supplier country to handle the imported equipment, with the 
explicit political inhibition that the recipient country could not use it unless 
its military and political objectives were at least endorsed, if not shared, by 
the supplier country. s/ 

a/ Lance Taylor et al., OP. cit. 
131/ Bruce M. Russett and David J. Sylvan, The Effects of Arms Transfers on 

Developing Countries (report prepared for the Group). 

132/ Jacques Fontanel, op. cit. 

a/ Jose A. Encinas de1 Pando, op. tit; 

134/ Graciela Chichilniskv et al., The Role of Armament Flows in the 
Interzional Market and in Development Strategies in a North-South Context 
(report prepared for the Group). 

135/ Ali E. Hillal ?Dessouki, The Effects of Arms Race and Defense 
Expenmures on Development (report prepared for the Group). 
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(d) A high d egree of vulnerability to political and cultural penetration 
accompanying arms purchases is discerned in a study of data covering 70 
developing countries during the period 1960-1975. 136/ Such penetration is 
characterized by the emergence of export enclaves,%terns of uneven development, 
divergent returns to labour in different se@ors of the econow and 
marginalization of substantial segments of the labour force creating social 
tension and political unrest. The study hypothesizes that an increase in 
marginalization of the labour force manifests itself both in a decline or 
stagnation of living standards and an increase in the number of the unemployed. 

(e) Attributing a culture to the military sector which diffuses values of 
niilitarization, a case study of three developing countries concludes that not 
many newly independent countries have succeeded in evolving an indigenous 
military sector. 137/ The traditions, training, linkages and equipment supply- 
lines of developi~countries' military establishments can frequently lead to 
their alienation from their own societies, to political interventionism and to 
excessive, non-productive demands being placed on national economies. 
Significantly, even among developing countries which have set up their own 
arms-producing sectors, dependence on expensive arms import has remained, 
inter alia, because of the military's constant pressure to keep abreast of the 
most sophisticated innovations possible. This conclusion is borne out by the 
fact that the setting-up of an indigenous arms-producing sector has not 
necessarily reduced the need for importing arms by some of the weapon-manufacturing 
developing countries. The list of the 15 arms producers, among the developing 
countries also contains nine of the 20 arms importers. 138/ 

(f) For a majority of developing countries, ambitious arms-production 
programmes are likely to overburden their industrial and manpower base because, 
by its very nature, manufacture of weapons is not possible in an enclave-type 
approach. Identifying six key industries as of vital relevance for arms 
production, namely, iron and steel, electronics, foundry, r,etallurgy, 
transportation equipment, and machine tools, a study of the arms production 
potential of 32 developing countries concludes that only 15 of them have the 
requisite base to move beyond the stage of assembling parts and simple manufacture; 
as many as five have not under?,eken to produce at the level sustained by their 
industria,l base whereas at least four are likely to experience' technical and 
economic difficulties because their production programmes go far beyond their 
industrial base. a/ 

(g) The almost inevitable dependence on imported technology may largely 
negate the effects of self-reliance advocated by many developing countries as the 
critical determinant for domestic manufacture of arms. If the policy of 

136/ Russet-t; and. Sylvan, op. cit. 

137/ Marga Institute, Armament Culture and the Diffusion of the Values of 
!!ilitazation (report prepared for the Group). 

138/ Herbert Gulf et al:, Transnational Transfer of Arms Production 
Technzgy, op. cit. 

139/ Ibid., pp. 42-45. -- / l .  .  
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self-reliance forms a part of a strategy to challenge centre-periphery relations 
than.one of its main objects has to be a breaking of the existing patterns of 
technological dependence. l&O/ But military technology, directly or indirectly 
obtained, ,has rather limited potentials for innovation. It tends to adopt, 
rather than adapt itself to, its climate of operation. Innovative capacity is 
the hardest thing in the world to transfer. 141/ Technology can be transferred 
because the very definition of technology im$$es transferability in some degree 
depending on the receptivity of a different culture; but innovative capacity is 
more culture dependent. Even in the developed societies, many innovations fail 
because in the.end they do not quite "fit". This problem is compounded when 
innovations in a society at one cultural and material level are attempted for 
duplication for the benefit of another society at quite a different level. Even 
from a purely national security approach, dependence on foreign technoloa 
components and critical spares may cause new problems: in the case of an actual 
conflict their continued supply may not be guaranteed; the co-operation of 
supportive foreign personnel may not be ensured; the technolom may not be up-to- 
date. 

(h) Almost all th e studies identifying major problem areas mentioned above 
provide strong evidence of a triangular relationship between disarmament, 
security and development in the military spending of the developing countries. 
With few exceptions, all of them seem to incur military spending because they 
feel economically and politically insecure, a hardly surprising phenomenon 
considering that most of the major conflicts since the Second World War have been 
fought either in the territories of the developing countries or in their vicinity, 
A study about 36 developing countries with a growth rate ranging between 
0.1 per cent and 9.9 per cent and military spending as a part of their national 
budget varying between 5 to 20 per cent, concludes that all of them have been 
actively involved in one or more of at least three types of security crises: 
(i) adversary relationship with neighbors; (ii) hostile groups threatening 
organised insurgency and secession; (iii) adverse strategic environment 
reflecting the conflicting major power interests extraneous to the immediate 
national security concerns of the developing countries themselves. 142/ At least 
20 out of the 36 countries in the sample made hostile pairs; as manyas 30 had 
faced secessionist .and insurgency situations; almost two thirds of those 
experiencing one or more of the above-mentioned situations showed ascertainable 
evidence of the original conflict being intensified or extended owing to external 
involvement, 

140/ Raimo Vgyrynen, Industrialization, Economic Development and the World 
Militz Order (report submitted to the Group), pp. 

- 
4 n-479 0 

l&l/ Harvey Brooks, 
Winte?b80, pp. 79-80. 

"Technology, Evolution and Purpose", Daedalus, 

142/ Swadesh Rana et. al., op. cit. 
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220. An awareness of the tension-generating potential of their socio-economic 
inadeqqcies, however, is unlikely to produce a willingness for national resource 
reallocations from the military sector into the developmental field because most 
developing countries tend to be resentful of all attempts at singling them out 
in the disarmament-development relationship. Attributinp: their under-development 
't;o their military spending seems to ignore the fact that quite a few among them 
continue to experience low or negligible rates of economic growth simultaneous 
with extremely low or negligible allocations to their military sector, Quite a 
few of the better economic performers among them also make sizeable allocations 
t;o the military sector although in these cases their social development 
performance may be affected. What is even more important, to over-emphasize the 
developing countries' responsibility in this sphere would be to lose all sense 
of proportion. While resources redirected from their own military spending might 
be expected to be more directly available for development purposes, it must be 
recalled that they account for a total of 16 per cent of world military spending, 
a major portion of which is concentrated in only one region. Thus the developed 
countries are responsible for the lion's share of the more than $500 billion 
annually now poured into military expenditures, precisely the kinds of sum 
required to make a substantial impact on the global problems of 
under-development. 

22X, m experience of the past two decades has already shown that of all the 
fa&xws likely to produce restraint in military spending by the major spen2'ers 
tlxe 3,eest persuasive, so far, has been the need for greater developmental aid. 143, 
SW& a situation will persist as long as the developing countries are projected- 
a.~ -the primary beneficiaries of the disarmament-development relationship. If, 
on the other hand, development - including the need for sustained snd accelerated 
economic growth of the developed world - is viewed as a global requirement, its 
linkage with disarmament becomes a matter of universal economic concern, 
pnrt$cularly when it is realized that military activities impede not only economic 
grotrth but also may help to deny the major military spenders the capability to 
respond adequately to the emerging non-military threats to the national well-being 
as in the field of ecology andenergyos to adjust to a world Of dynamic economic 
comF&ition and interdependence in ways'??hich vill'maintain.~d,@~ance the 
welfare of their own peoples. 

: 

Global developmental priorities .and the reallocation of resources 
released through disarmament‘meatiures 

222. The estimated resource requirements of emerging developmental priorities 
necessitate a close scrutiny of future military outlays in all societies 
irrespective of their current levels of development and particularly those 
envisaging steadily high or increasing levels of military spending. Those 
concerned about the current national priorities of resource allocations in the 
(market economies, for exsm-cle, believe that during the @r%rly 198Os, the 
United States alone wou1.d need to increase allocations on public health by' 

143/ Issues at the Summit, Hearings before the Joint Economic Committee of 
the Uxed States Congress, Washington, D.C., 1970, ppa I-35-153 and pp. 185-189. 

/  .  .  a 
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32.5 per cent, housing construction by 41 per cent, social security by 58.5 per cent 
and environmental protection by 154 per cent. 144/ The OECD estimates show that if 
measures to protect the environment remain at -the level of the previous decade, the 
air pollution in Western Europe will go up by 70 to 80 per cent by the early 1980s. 
The United States National Planning Association has calculated that up to 45.7 
billion dollars may be needed for a programme of environmental protection against 
nuclear and industrial pollution in the United States alone. The world has yet to 
find a satisfactorily reliable method of disposing of nuclear wast?e. And the energ] 
crunch in itself will almost inevitably involve a serious reassessment of the 
continuing plans for devoting seven to eight times more money on military R and D as 
compared to the outlays on research for conservation and new sources of energy, 

223. The need for greater investment in the fields of housing, construction, 
environmental protection and energy is shared by the centrally planned 
economies. 145/ Estimates released by the ECOSOC suggest that these economies will 
have to invz a relatively greater portion of their national incomes in the energy 
field in the coming decade than they have in the past. Between 1975, and 1990 these 
investments will need to rise from 3.2 per cent of net material product (NMP) 
(about 4.0 per cent of NMP including pipeline transport and distribution) to 3.7 to 
3.8 per cent (about 4.4 to 4.5 per cent including transport and distribution). 146/ 
Enera is not the only field requiring greater investment in the centrally plan= 
economies. Several studies about the economic prospects of these countries, 
including those submitted to the Group, repeatedly emphasize that one of the most 
profound obstacles to their full mobilization of all internal factors for developmer 
is the enormous diversion of resources currently claimed by the military outlays. 
The release of human resources from the military sector can relieve their labour 
shortages and the reallocation of material resources can speed up their process of 
industrialixation with greater prospects for maximization of consumer satisfaction 
in their own societies besides enabling them to compete more effectively in 
international trade wherein their current share is not commensurate with their 
share in the global industrial output. 147/ 

144/ L. Lecht, Dollars for National Goals: 
(New Sk 19@), pp. 25-30. 

Looking Ahead to the 1980s 

145;/ See, for example, Nyitrai Fereneng in The Hungarian Economy and Society 
in the Seventies (Budapest, 1981). 

1461 "Enera Investment Prospects to 1990 in the ECE region", 
(EC.A??xVIII)/R. 5), p. 6. 

a/ Based upon the experience of the CMEA countries, namely Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania and the 
USSR, a study published by the UNITAR says: "If we compare their share in world 
exports to their share in the world gross product (WGP), we find that it is in the 
proportion of 1:2. This means that, taken collectively (substantial divergences 
amQng CMEA countries do,exist), their share in world exports is twice as low as 
their share in world production. In regard to industrial output, the proportion of 
exports is 1:3. m  ̂ In 1976 the share of seven CMEA countries in world exports was 
6.8 per cent whereas their share in the WGP was 17-18 per cent, and their share in 6.8 per cent whereas their share in the WGP was 17-18 per cent, and their share in 
industrial production nearly 26-27 per cent" industrial production nearly 26-27 per cent" (Ervin Laszlo and Joel Kurtzman, (Ervin Laszlo and Joel Kurtzman, 
Eastern Europe and the New International Economic Order, UNITAR, 1980). Eastern Europe and the New International Economic Order, UNITAR, 1980). 

/  

.  . 
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229. For the developing countries, on the whole, the short-term consequences of 
reductions in their military outlays may be less clear-cut. For some of them, 
especially those with unutilized or under-utilized resources, there msy be other 
structural constraints on their developmental performance, which means that 
military spending may not always be in competition with other kinds of spending. 
Also in some cases, the apparent spin-off effects of military efforts may 
sometimes appear con'siderable, as in the provision of trained manpower, for example. 
But even if this were the case, and there were no extra total output involved in 
a reallocation from the military sector, most of them could utilize the released 
resources for a more broad-based satisfaction of basic human needs. For those 
with substantial arms imports and inadequate inputs of capital and technology in 
the'vital sectors of their economies, a relaxation of the balance-of-payment 
constraint will contribute significantly towards their economic growth prospects. 

225, Even substantial reductions in the military outlays of the developing 
countries, however, will be only one factor in lifting the resource constraint on 
their developmental performance especially for those with negligible military 
spending anyway, The preponderant share of total investment will continue to have 
to come from domestic sources, but the need for catalytic resource transfers from 
the developed world would remain and the rechannelling of disarmament-released 
resources in industrialized countries could facilitate this transfer in a Variety 

of ways, including trade stimulation, increasing investment, technology transfers, 
lending flows, and official development assistance. 

226. The inadequacy of the resources internally available to the developing 
Countries has been emphasized repeatedly in all the major international fOrmE 
concerned with the new international economic order. Ttiile recognizing that the 
development of poorer countries is inconceivable without the mobilization Of 
internal resources, the OECD studies, for example, reiterate that an increasing 
flow of external assistance will nonetheless be necessary throughout the next half 
century. The OECD estimates of the magnitude of external aid needed coincide -- 1 
with those of the World Bank, which calculates that an annual 5 per cent rate of 
increase in this flow in real terms is an indispensable minimum for acceptable 
growth of the developing countries. 

227. As an illustration of the contribution which can be made by disarmament 
measures, one of the studies submitted to the Group pro3ects the global economic 
prospects under three types of hypothetical scenarios, namely, a continued arms 
race, an accelerated arms race, and modest disarmament measures involving the 
release of some resources for reallocation to the developing countries. Utilizing 
the United Nations input-output model of world economy developed earlier and 
treating the year 1370 as the baseline, the study divides the world'into 15 regions 
to assess the impact of the alternative scenarios of the global economy through 
the year 2000. 148/ 

148/ See Wassily Leontief, FJorldwide Economic Implications of a Limitation On 
!m- (renort prepared for the Group). See also Wassily Leontief and 
Faye Duchin, 
(PKrIared f 

1Jorldwide Implications of Hypothetical Changes in Military Spending 
or the United States Arms Control and Armament Agency, Washington, D.C., 

Au&t 1980 ) . 
- 

I 
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(a) The baseline scenario assumes that the share of military outlays in 
GNPs’ and the geographical distribution of military indUstrY would be roughly the 
ssme throughout the period 1970-2000. 

(b) The accelerated arms race scenario envisages a hypothetical doubling of 
the share of GNPs for military outlays by the Year 2000 in ComParison with the 
baseline. 

(c) In the disarmament scenario, the computed Parity levels Of the military 
spending of the United States and the Soviet Union as projected under the balseline 
scenario are assumed to fall by one third by 1990 and the new figure by a further 
one third by 2000. For all other regions, the projections assume that, as a share 
of GNP, the share of military spending declines to 75 per cent of the baseline 
figure for the year 1970 by 1990, and to 60 per cent of the baseline figure by the 
year 2000. The model also assumes that the relatively wealthy regions of ths 
world - 8 out of 15 in the model - would transfer a fraction of their hypothetical 
savings under the disarmament scenario to the four poorest regions, namely, aria 
Africa, low-income Asia, medium-income Latin America and tropical Africa. 
Table IV.1 projects the gross dimensions of the global military efforts under 
the three alternative scenarios. 

Table IV.l. Projected dimensions of the global military effort in 
2030 assuming a continuing arms race (A); an accelerated 
arms race (B); and disarmament (C) 

(Billions of 1970 US dollars) 

1970 2000 

Military expenditure 

Military procurement 

Arms trade 

A B C 

214.6 646.0 1286.7 420.9 

86.0 265.5 526.6 173.6 
5.8 36.8 90.3 24.8 

228. The model calculates that, relative to the baseline scenario an acceleratim 
in the arms race would adversely affect the global economic well-{eing in all but 
one of the regions described in the model; Besides having the negative imPact On 
per capita consumption in md.OUS regions as'shown in the table at the end of 
the chapter (table IV.3 (a)), it would 1 a so result in a decline of the world's 
stock of capital by nearly 12 per cent, a 4 per cent reduction in the value of 
non-military exports, 
some 11 million jobs - 

and a decline of 4.5 per cent in industrial employment *- 
in the Poorest regions of the world namely, 

low-income Asia, medium-income Latin America and tropical &rica, 
arid Africa, 

229. In contrast with the accelerated arms race 
to the baseline - 

, the disarmament scenario - relat 
Yields higher Per capita consumption for different regions, as 

,/; . , 
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described in#the table at the end of the chapter (table IV.3 (b)), and in addition 
brings about a higher world GNP (+ 3.7 per cent), a larger capital stock 
(+ 5.3 per dent) and a general increase in the agricultural output, including a 
4.6 per cent increase in a given production, to mention only a few of the 
obvious economic gains. 

230. Besides the global economic gains mentioned above the disarmament scenario 
also yields significant benefits for the poorest regions as described in 
table IV.2.. 

Table IV.2. Projected economic gains in the poorer developing 
countries under a disarmament scenario by 2000 

Arid Africa 

Low-income Asia 

Latin America: resource- 
poor 

Tropical Africa 

Arid Africa 

Low-income Asia 

Latin America: resource- 
poor 

Tropical Africa 

Arid Africa 

Low-income Asia 

Latin America: recource- 
poor 

Tropical Africa 

A. Per capita GDP (US dollars) 
I 

143.4 353.1 146.2. 

136.1 190.4 39.8 

418.2 488.1 '. 16.7 

244.9 381..5 55.8 

B. Industrial employment (millions of man 
yeeirs ) 

20.6 48.4 134.9 

134.1 17’7.6 32.4 1.' 

52.8 58.3 10.4 

41.6 67.9 63.2 

c. Capital stock (billions of US dollars) 

57.3 135.0 136.9 

364.4 501.3 37.5 

327.5 378.3 .’ 15.5 

110.6 185.4 67.6 

is highly aggregative, somewhat static and its 
upon a number of explicit and implicit assumptions.:' 

231. The model described above 
detailed results are dependent 
Some of these can be easily questioned as, for example, the maintenance or 

Scenario 

Base Disarmament Percentage 
change 
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,parity levels between the military spending of the United States and the Soviet 
Union or, for that matter, the assumption that the developed countries will 
maintain full employment. Its main thrust lies in the basic projection that 
even modest disarmament released resources could make a significant contribution 
to the global economic prospects, including the developmental needs of the 
poorest regions in the world. Under a disarmament scenario, these needs can be net 
more easily than in the conditions of accelerated or continued arms race;tihich 
may restrict the margin of manoeuvrability available to the major military 
spenders in planning any major changes in the volume of aid transfers to thle 
poorer regions. This conclusion by itself is of considerable significance when 
it is remembered that, in many cases, increases in military outlays by the 
industrialized countries have been accompanied by a decline in their aid transfers 
despite the repeated emphasis by most developmental experts that existing volumes 
of official developmental assistance are not adequate to meet the basic aid 
requirements for the poorer countries. As an illustration of the disarmament- 
released additional transfers which can considerably improve the present levels 
of official developmental assistance, chart IV.1 gives some alternative 
projections under the present levels and those that may be possible under 
disarmament conditions. 

Catalytic effects of reallocation on the new international economic order an& 
d6tente 

232. No analysis of the totality of the socio-economic gains of disarmament 
measures can be completed without referring to its indirect catalytic effects, 
which may eventually produce a global politico-strategic climate more conducive 
to military restraint than the present situation where higher outlays on the 
military sector are often attributed to the continuing threats emanating from 
an adverse'strategic environment. An outstanding feature of the prevailing 
international climate is the uncertainties characterizing the global exercise in 
rearranging the North-South relationship within the framework of a new 
international economic order and stabilizing the East-West relationship within 
the framework of d&e&e. In both these respects, the catalytic effects of 
military restraint can considerably improve the results obtained so far because 
the politico-strategic considerations governing the arms race tend to interfere 
with the economic considerations demanding a co-operative management of global 
interdependence. 

233. Reform of the international monetary system, rectification of trade 
imbalances, resolution of the existing balance-of-payment difficulties and an 
uninterrupted flow of capital, finance, and technology among the more developed 
and the less developed economies , constitute some of the basic prerequisites of 
anew international economic order, Disarmament measures can improve the 
Prospects of international exchange in all these spheres because there are 
sufficient indications to suggest that the ongoing arms race has exacerbated 
the disruptive'influences on the international monetary system, aggravated the 
balance-of-payment problems of the less developed economies and interrupted a 

/ . . . 



Chart 1'1.1. Alternative oro,lections of official 

development assistance 1980-2000 

(Billions of US dollars, 1970 prices) 

A. ODA assuming 0.35% of donor GNP 1980-2000. 

B. A plus 15% and 25% of disarmament savings in 1990and 2000 
respectively. 

C. CTDA assuming 0.7% and 1.0% of donor GNP by 1990 and 2000 
respectively. 

D. C plus disarmament savings as in B. 
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continuous flow of capital and technology transfers among the more developed. 
and the less developed economies. 149/ This can be attributed in part to the 
depressing effect of large militarfiutlays on the economic performance of 
major military spenders, but there have also been occasions when some of the 
most developed economies have deliberately withheld economic co-operation with 
their perceived adversaries or rivals in the arms race. 

234. Successive crises on the international exchange markets and the international 
monetary system as a whole, imputable in part to the massive creation of 
international liquidity through the deficits of some reserve currency countries, 
have been significantly associated with galloping inflation and rapid increa’ses 
in military expenditures. The growing international traffic in arms has also .* 
contributed t(J the balance-agpayment problems of the importing countries. 
This trend became more pronounced as considerations of meeting the increasing 
costs of production made many of the major weapon-producing countries re-examine 
earlier policies of using arms transfers primarily as instruments of promoting 
broader foreign policy goals of ,which economic profit motive was only one and 
not necessarily the major ,or *he most important constituent, During the period 
1967-1976, characterized by some major military crises in the Middle East and 
South Asia in addition to the world-wide economic repercussions of the energy 
crisis of the early 197Os, only 23 out of a total of 71 weapon-importing 
countries had a pos.itive trade balance, with nine of them belonging to the oil- 
exporting region. ?Ch~ 48 countries showing negative trade balances included 
both the developed”md developing countries and as many as 23 of them were both 
exporters and &porters pf weapons. 150/ 

235. The disruptive influence of the arms race has become a matter of particular 
concern in the field of international trade. The increasing preoccupation of 
the market economies with their immediate problems of stagflation is likely to 
affect their role as the largest participants in the aid and trade relations of 
the developing countries. In terms of their purchasing power, the market 
economies constitute the largest outlet for the manufacturing capacity of less 
developed countries, whose developncntal prospects are materially affected by 
their expert earnings which can facilitate the imports of capital goods for the 
modernization of their economies * Expanded economic interaction with the 
developing countries can also provide the market economies with a possible 

149/ See Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and Militar?/ 
Expenmures . . , . 

150/ See Polish Institute of International Affa.irs, Arms Race and 
International Economic Relations. 
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instrument for meeting the challenges of their own sluggish growth rates. 15X/ 
But the full potentials of a mutually beneficial partnership of interests be-t;ween 
the market economies and developing economies have not been fully explored 50 
far partly because some market economies are resorting to protectionist measures 
in some sectors to tackle the problems of stagflation. 

236. The raising of protectionist barriers will certainly aggravate the economic 
difficulties of the developing countries and may also prove counter-productive 
for the market economies. In the field of employment alone, a hypothetical 
$1 million increase in both exports and imports from the developing countries 
can create more jobs than those that would be lost among the OECD countries. 
As illustrative investigation of this field suggests that 2,400,000 jobs in the 
OECD countries, in 1976, were atributable directly to exports to the developing 
countries, while 850,000 jobs in the OECD countries could be considered as “lost” 
or non-existent as a result of OECD imports from the developing countries. The 
balance-of-employment effects, therefore, from the levels of OECD exports and 
imports to and from the South was favourable to the extent of 1,550,OOO jobs. 152/ 
Similar results are yielded by two of the studies commissioned by the Group. One 
of these concludes that an increase in the volume of trade between the 
Federal Republic of Germany and the developing countries, during the period 
WE-1976, had directly and indirectly raised the gross output of the Federal 
Republic of Germany from over DM 53 billion to nearly DM 120 billion; during the 
same period the number of people directly or indirectly employed for exports to 
the developing countries reached over 1 million, representing 4.4 percent of' the 
total labour force as compared to the 2.4 per cent similarly absorbed in 19'72, 153/ 

151/ Hoping that the developing South could become an engine of growth for 
the daoped but somewhat stagnant North, a participant in the Society of 
International Development meeting in Rome in 1978 said: "Keep lending them money 
so that they can spend on us, invest in food at their end so that the world food 
prices are kept reasonable stable; reduce trade barriers so that we can all buy 
the best at the cheapest; and develop their own national energy resources so that; 
the demand for oil is not magnified even more. Add the impact of all this 
together and the third world will not only avoid major calamities that will 
reverberate into our system but will make a major contribution to the Vest's 
engine of growth without the concomitant of fast inflation". See also Arthur Lewis, 
"me Slowing Down of the Engine of Growth", American Economic Review, vol..TTO, 
1980, PP. 555-564. 

E/ See Geoffrey Renshaw, op. cit. 

153/ Rolf Krengel, Macro-Economic Effects of Disarmament Policies on 
Sectoral production and Employment in the Federal Republic of Germany, with 
Special Emphasis on Development Policy Issues (report prepared for the Group), 

/ l .  .  
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me other study draws a more strictly relevant conclusion about the comparable 
employment effects accompanying relative increases in military outlays and trade 
in non-military goods and services to suggest that in the event of a 10 per cent 
cut in world-wide military spending the job-loss effect for the Federal Republic 
of Germany would be only about 0.4 per cent of the labour force, a rather modest 
figure Tfhen compared to the potentials for employment represented by trade in 
non-military goods and services referred to earlier. 154/ 

237. In recent years, the developing countries have repeatedly stressed the need 
for expanded aid and trade with the centrally planned economies end for their 
greater involvement in international economic discussions. While admitting both 
the need and the desirability of larger aid for and trade with the developing 
countries, the centrally planned economies point out the limitations on their 
response in view of the global arms race. The CMEA countries also take part in 
economic co-operation with developing countries, although the possibility for its 
further rapid expansion depends on various factors, some of which are historical 
and outside their control. The CMEA countries, for example, envisage a doubling 
of the present share of the developing countries in their imports in the 1980s 
and a 15 per cent share of their exports during the same period. But they allso 
emphasize that "it would hardly be possible to implement the plans for the 1980s 
in a world embarked upon en extremely costly and escalating arms race", 155/ 

238. In planning their economic relations with the developing countries, the 
centrally planned economies are affected by the economic situation and polio$.~%~~ 
of the market economies because the two groups of developed countries $end to 
meet as competitors in the markets of the developing countries and. 
also because the developing countries and some of the centrally planned 
economies have similar export patterns. a/ Their need to co-ordinate 
their economic policies with both the market economies and the 
developing economies lies at the basis of their increasgng interest in getting 
more actively involved in the new international economio, order. 

239. An intensification of economic interaction between $he centrally planned and. 
the market economies can be mutually beneficial for both, In the area of trade 
turnover alone, the centrally planned economies can achieve faster progress in 
real-izing their aims of better consumer satisfaction and speedier economic growth 
through uninterrupted imports of crude oil, minerals, metals and grain in addition tc 
chemical and food supplements, and the market economies can benefit directly through 
the increased employment opportunities created by expanded export outlets besides 
the indirect advantages to their taxpayers through increases in national revenues. 

154/ See David Greenwood, \Jest European Defense Efforts in the 19qOs and 
Beyonnreport prepared for the Group). , 

155/ See CMEA and the Development Process. 
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240. The rate of East-West trade turnover, however, is closely related to the 
state of East-West de'tente. Politico-strategic considerations governing dgtente 
have historically affected East-West economic relations. During the peak of 
its progress, d&ente was accompanied by a sixfold increase in East-West trade 
turnover which surpassed the dynamics of the total world trade: periods of 
strain in detente have produced a list of some 2000 groups of items excluljed 
from the East-West trade list on politico-strategic grounds. 157/ Since the 
second half of the 197Os, the dynamics of East-West trade hav=lowed down. 
This period has also witnessed a series of strenuous. developments in East-West 
dgtente including an increased emphasis on higher military outiays during the 
last few years. 

. 
241. The emergence of dgtente had accompanied a considerable narrowing of the 
technological and military gap between the East and West but the political gap 
continues, The development of a more stable South capable of sustaining its 
independence through better economic performance is likely to reduce the areas 
of political conflicts among the East and West. Also of significance is the 
expansion of all forms of international economic co-operation, including trade 
relations , All this will put d&ente on a more stable basis than it has been 
during the last few years of its constant re-exsmination. Viewed in this context, 
an;r .additional investment in the development of the developing countries may 
become an indirect contribution to ddtente. Greater flows of external assistance 
to the developing countries will further the prospects for development but 
relating this process to military restraint among the major military spenders is 
likely to create a new political climate which by itself may become a catalyst 
for military restraint. The amount of financial resources released for 
development through military restraint will be a major benefit for development, 
but the awareness that it is a conscious attempt at viewing development as an 
integral part of dgtente will be a major bonus for East-West relations. 

See Polish Institute of International Affairs, Arms Race an& Global 
of International Economic Relations. 

/ . . . 
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Table TV.3 (a). Effect on per capita consumption in 2000 of an 
accelerated arms race scenario relative to thct 
baseline scenario of a continuing arms race 

Region Percentage change 

Arid Africa 

Asia, centrally planned economies 

Asia, low-income 

Asia, high-income 

Latin America, resource-rich 

Latin America, medium-income 

North America 

Oceania 

Oil-producing developing countries 

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe 

Southern Africa 

Tropical Africa 

Western Europe, high-income 

I&stern Europe, medium-income 

- 42.3 
- 8.0 

- 13.4 
- 4.1 

- 6.3 
- 5.1 
- 12.6 
- 2.8 
- 0.0 

- 19.3 
- 4.4 

- 10.0 
- 6.0 

- 11.7 

.  .  



Arid Africa 
Asia, centrally planned w.xJxI~~~~% 

Asia, low-income 
Asia, high-income 
Latin America, resourC%xich 
Latin America, medium-income 
North America 
Oceania 

Developing oil producers 
Soviet Union and Eastern Ekropc 
Southern Africa 

Tropical Africa 
Western Europe, high-income 

hitern Europe, medium-income3 

1970-2000 
baseline scenario 

33.3 

+ 116.0 

+ 2.1 
+ 266.9 

+ 244,O 

- 4517 

+ 67.3 

+ 111”O 

+l 444,8 

f 200.9 

+ 58.8 

+ 52.1 

+ 114*3 

+ x5.6 

Further gain in 2000 
under disaxmament 

+ 166.7 

+ 2.9 

-t- 47.6 

-I- 1.1 

+ 7.5 

+ 21.3 

+ 3.7 

I- 0.7 
+ 0.0 

+ 6.3 

+ L*4 

+ 6~8 

-+- l"2 

+ 7J 
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CHAPTEHV 

CONVERSION AND REDEPLOYMENT OF RESOURCES RELEASED FROM 
MILITARY PURPOSES THROUGH DISARMAMENT MEASUHFS TO 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES 

242. The terms conversion and redeployment describe the process of change whereby 
real human and material resources shift from the production of one set of goods and 
services to the production of another. The specific concern here is the shift of 
resources from the production of commodities and services for military purposes to 
goods and services that can contribute to economic and social development. More 
particularly, we are concerned with conversion and redeployment of the resources 
involved in the production of commodities used or consumed by the military and 
which have little or no civilian utility. A significant part of military demand is 
directed at goods and services that are essentially identical to those consumed in 
the civilian sector, In this case, the problem is the relatively minor one of 
ensuring that civilian demand fills the gap left by cutbacks in military spending, 
This is not the case with nuclear and chemical weapons, combat aircraft, missile!s, , 
warships, tanks and so on. The resources involved in producing these items are 
likely, in vary.ing degrees, to be unsuited for the production of civilian goods, so 
that explicit consideration must be given to how their capabilities can be altered 
to permit the smoothest possible transition to the production of socially useful 
goods and serviaes. 

243. The groups involved in the development and production of modern weaponry and 
military equipment are conscious of their specialization and of'the uncertainties 
they might encounter in the civilian arena. Disarmament measures are therefore 
viewed as a threat to both their means of livelihood and to established structures 
of power and influence. In the present economic and social settings, the existence 
of large groups dedicated to and uniquely specialized in meeting military 
requirements will inevitably translate into strong political and bureaucratic 
pressures to preserve the status quo. The political obstacles to disarmament are 
formidable enough without the added difficulty of opposition to it, direct or 
indirect, from groups acting in their perceived economic or bureaucratic 
interests. Simply stated, one major purpose of planning and preparing for 
conversion is to minimize opposition to disarmament measures emanating from these 
economic and bureaucratic considerations. 

244. At one time it was thought that the issue of doing away with the military 
sector in modern industrial market economies would threaten the viability of the 
entire system. This hypothesis was usually based on the tendency in market 
economies towards under-consumption or for productive capacity to outrun effective 
demand, resulting in unemployment and excess capacity. This systemic tendency 
necessitated the injection of additional demand from outside the market system and, 
it was alleged, the capitalist system displayed a propensity to use arms production 
in this role. This view has been repudiated and it is now believed that whatever 
reputation arms expenditures had as a stimulant for market economies was quite 
undeserved. Moreover, in the industrialized countries, the focus of concern in 
WOnOIIliC PCdiCieS MS switched from a lack of demand to supply capacity limitatilcnr 
whereas in the developing countries the concern continues to be inadequate SUPPLY 
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with which to Satisfy major unmet l"i@ede* As the discussion in chapter IV has 
Shown, the opportunity cost of the CQnt@mPOrarY &Cm8 race is extremely high for all 
participantS, irrespective of the type Qf economic and social system and of the 
level of development. The percexved requirementa of naciansrl defence under 
contemporary conditions necessitates the inveetment of time, funds and manpower 
that, at best, will be of only modest benefit to other induatriel sectors and that, 
Over the long term, contribute Bi~nfficant~y bUt indirectly to a Variety of 
economic malad ies l Thus, while this chapter i8 concatrncd apeeifically with the 
conversion of real JZ~BOUJX~EJ from military ~CJ non-military US~~J, in a wider 
context, this issue can be seen 88 one sE the; mcxe concrete dimensions of the 
conversion to a more balanced and reald~tic approach to national and international. 
security, an approach that recognises that military security ha8 been overstressed 
to the detriment, in particular, Qf ecOnomiC ETecucit~. 

245, Conversion and redeployment is not a ~h~~~rn~~~~ aesoclated uniquely with 
disarmament. Any form of economic and social development represents 19. continuous 
process of conversion, ~articu1ar.I.y in modern industrial economies, the factor8 of 
production must respond continuously to the development of new product8 and the 
phasing-out of old onee and to khe introductian of new production techniques, 9 
Indeed, the pace of technolcqieal change wnd the extraordinary mobility of capital 
in recent decades has lad most countries tc:, tlndcctak@ m@Wure$ to facilitate 
necessary changes in the structures af industry and to adopt legislation to provide 
some protection for workers affected by such ~t~~~~~~ TM point here ia to atreas 
that modern industrial ecanomiae~ incauding, in pasticular, the economies with the 
largest military establiehments, have a ~~~~~d~~~~~~y inbuilt cap&city to Convert 
resources from one activity to another* me conversion from ume to production for 
civilian purposes will be, at the lapel, of exeeutian, merely ona aepect of this 

proces s, Furthermore1 BB we oh&Xl argue t3e10wt any pracese of ccmweion and 
redeployment associated with d~~~~rn~~~~n~ m~~~ur~~ if developed in the context of 
even more far-reaching strueturaJ, ~d~u~~rn~n~~ and modifications of national 
ecOnOmies and of the internati~~l. ecunamlc sy8temr could be productively 
integrated with these wider ~h~~~~~* 

14& From the standpoint of pJ.sci% the problems csE conversion in perspective, a 
second important point to Isa&r in mind wvawld he that the process of disarmament is 
a1most certain to be quite grwdual. In other wards, it: is quite unrealistic to 
PortraY the conversion problem 8s involvi~~~ in ~“f single step, the need to r@Placa 
s5oo billion of demand QC abeorb tens of mj.j.liQna ali” persons into the Civilian 
work-force, In practical terma, the ~FJCX& of thet conversion problem st@mmiW from 
disarmament m@aSures will be op$iera cjf magnitude wmalJ.sr than this ett any given 
P’ht in the process. Indeed, it is far mare likely that the rate of disarmament 
agreed upOn will lag behind conversion capabi$ities or, to state the matter less 

- 

_158/ It is worth observing that thfr; prooees ia probably particularly rapid 
within the military industrial sector itself rn a similar vein, important 
insights into the conversion process’might bl gained fom inveotigatione into the 
experience of firms or piants that ‘have switched from civil to military production. 
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pessimistically, there should be no difficulty in gearing the rate of disarmament 
to the rate at which the resources involved can move smoothly to alternative 
activities. 

The historical experience 

247. Most general investigations of the conversion issue take as their 
starting-Point the extraordinary success of demobilisation following the Second 
World War. In the United States between 1945 and 1948, some 10 million persons 
were released from the armed forces and the defence budget declined by nearly 
$4 0 billion, Similarly, defence-related employment in industry fell from in excess 
of 12 million persons in 1945 to less than 1 million in 1946. 159/ In the United 
Kingdom, 7 million persons were demobilized within 16 months of the end of the 
war. In neither country, however, did unemployment in the immediate Post-war years 
exceed 4 per cent. The experience in the Soviet Union was similarly positive!. 160/ 

248. It is true, of course, that the particular circumstances prevailing at the 
end of the war contributed enormously to the success of the conversion effort. In 
the Soviet Union and, to a lesser extent, the United Kingdom, the rebuilding Of 
war-damaged towns and industries provided a major outlet for the production 
capacities released by demobilization. In the United States and also in the united 
Kingdom, a surge in consumer demand - produced by years of relative deprivati.on and 
accumulated savings - played a major role in sustaining aggregate demand. prom the 

industrial standpoint, another important consideration is that for most plants and 
factories the problem was one of reconverting to the civilian products produced 
before the war. While these conditions undoubtedly facilitated post-war 
conversion, the fact remains that an enormous economic adjustment was accomplished 
far more smoothly than most experts had considered possible. Of par’, i ular 
importance in this regard is that the anticipation of major problems led to 
detailed Planning of the measures needed to accomplish the transition from war to 
peace. This process began well before the end of the war and is considered by SOme 
to have contributed in a major way to the success of the conversion process. 161/ 
In the Soviet Union, the first post-war economic plan appeared within six months of 
the termination of hostilities. And in the United States, the Government was ready 
with an array of remedies including graduated demobilisation, specific incentives 
for the mass production of consumer durables, low interest rates to encourage 
spending and generous adult education programmes. 

159 ’ - United States Congress, House of Representatives, committee on Armed 
Services, Overall National Security Programs and Related Budget Requirements, 
Washington, D.C., December 1975, p, 108, 

160/ Alexander Kursky and Mikhail Khlusov, “Post-war Economic Reconstruction 
in the USSR” in Socio-Economic Problems of Disarmament, International Institute for 
Peace, Vienna, 1979. 

w/ See Ulrich Albrecht “Researching Conversion: A Review of the State of 
the Art” in Experiences in Disarmament; On Conversion of Military Industry alla 
C1osing of Military Bases, Peter Wallensteen, ed., Uppsala University, Report 
No. 19, June 1978, p. 34. 

/ l .* 
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249. As regards the over-all feasibility of converting resources from the 
production of military goods to civilian goods, the experience immediately 
following the Second World War is clearly very encouraging. Moreover, the manner 
in which it was accomplished merits a more detailed reassessment than has been made 
to date. It does not follow, however, that States with large armed forces and 
significant military industries can afford to adopt a sanguine attitude toward the 
conversion problems that arms control and disarmament measures will raise. The 
characteristics of the military sector have changed profoundly since 1945. 
Military technology, and therefore military industry, has diverged quite sharply 
from civilian technology and industry. The major military powers have significant 
human and material resources more or less uniquely specialized in fulfilling 
military requirements and which have no prior experience in the civilian field. 
The remaining discussion in this section draws largely on the experience in the, 
United States but, given the conformity imposed by the technological arms race, it 
can probably be viewed as having some relevance for all the major participants in 
this race. 

250. Even in the period 1946-1948, at least in the United States, the more 
specialised defence contractors - notably those in the aircraft industry - were an 
exception to the rule of successful conversion, The market for civilian aircraft 
did not, of course, fill the gap left by the termination of military contracts, and 
the experience with alternative product lines was quite disappointing. These 
experiments were for the part abandoned when rearmament and the Korean war restored 
the military market to significant levels. Subsequently, interest in 
diversification and conversion in the United States defence industry has been 
sporadic and temporary, coinciding with the periodic slumps in the military budget, 
for example, after the Korean war, in 1963-1964 with the end of strategic bomber 
product ion, the subsequent slowing-down in the ballistic missile programmes, and 
with the withdrawal from Viet Nam. The general picture has been one of 
considerable success in diversifying within the military and related high 
technology areas of the government sector and of diversification through merger and 
acquisition into a wide variety of civilian areas. On the other hand, the 
development and production of civilian products by the military divisions of these 
increasingly diversified corporations - that is, genuine conversion - has been 
almost negligible. 162/ The history of failure of such attempts has been 
reinforced by the belief - usually confirmed - that reductions in military demand 
will only be temporary. Of special importance is the fact that this combination of 
circumstances and experience has produced a "military industry" that is acutely 
aware that its high degree of specialization constitutes a serious handicap to 
competitive operations in the commercial field. Disarmament is therefore seen as a 
threat. 

162/ Murray L. Weidenbaum, "Industrial Adjustments to Military Expenditure 
Shifts and Cutbacks" in Adjustments of the U. S. Economy to Reductions in Military 
Spending, Bernard Udis, ed., United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 
December 1970, pp. 451-452. 

/ . . . 
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251. The most recent disturbance in the United States defence indlistry was, of 
course, the withdrawal from Viet Nam and the anti-military sentiments that lingered 
for several years afterwards. In constant price terms, total spending by the 
Department of Defense declined by some 35 per Cent between fiscal year 1968 and 
fiscal year 1976. Procurement expenditures declined even more sharply with the 
result that defence-related employment in industry fell by more than 55 Per cent 
over the same period, from nearly 3.2 million to about 1.4 million. 163/ It is 
likely that unemployment in the defence industry would have increased had there not 
been quite significant increases in the expert demand for armaments, particularly 
from the Middle East. 

252. In 1967, President Johnson instructed the various Federal Agencies to 
accelerate and co-ordinate their planning for the adjustment to a peace-time 
economy. Although a number of official reports ensued, there has been no 
systematic investigation into how far this process of formal planning and 
preparation for adjustments to a significant reduction in military spending 
proceeded. Similarly, no major studies have appeared on the response Of the 
defence industry to these cutbacks. It is reasonable to suppose that the 
adjustment process was seriously complicated by the crisis phenomena of the 
early 1970s and the prolonged global economic recession that followed. Such 
indirect evidence as is available is somewhat contradictory. We shall cite some 
evidence below to the effect that the large drop in military activity did nolt 
seriously exacerbate unemployment, that is, conversion was accomplished quite 
successfully . At the same time, however, most sectors of the United States defence 
industry have experienced high levels of excess capacity during the 19708, 

253. Because the experience is so recent , it is unfortunate that there are not 
more detailed studies available on the post-viet Nam experience of the United 
States defence industry, although this may be due to the fact that no significant 
problems arose. None the less, there still exists a wealth of material generated 
in response to earlier military cutbacks. This material is now seriously dated but 
in terms of identifying the nature of the problem that will have to be addressed ia 
any conversion Process and in terms of proposals concerning the preparatory 
measures needed to facilitate this process it remains an invaluable starting-point, 

2.54. The available information on conversion efforts in the Soviet Union since the 
Second World War is also somewhat dated but, on the whole, the experience appears 
to have been quite positive. In the late 195Os, the Soviet Union announced 
significant cutbacks in military personnel strengths and apparently had little 
difficulty in retraining and relocating the personnel involved, 164/ SimilaKlYr 

L63/ United States Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on A.Kmed 
Services, Overall National Security Programs and Related Budget Requirements. l *s** 

164/ “Economic and social consequences of disarmament” (E/35g3/Addal) I 
P* 203, rePlY of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics- 
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some time in the late 1950s or early 196Os, the Krasny Proletary munitions factory 
was converted to the production of machine tools. The conversion was completed in 
less than two years without the factory having to shut down and without the 
large-scale dislocation of workers. 165/ 

Defence industry characteristics 

255, The conversion problems associated with disarmament are rightly considered to 
beconcentrated in the industries that develop and manufacture weapons and military 
equipment. This is the component of the military sector as a whole where one is 
most likely to find the resources - personnel, plant and equipment - unsuited to 
satisfying civilian demands because of a high degree of specialization for military 
work. In order to anticipate the nature of the problems that a conversion process 
will have to address, it is instructive to look in as much detail as possible at 
the characteristics of defence industries,. While one can expect to find 
significant differences depending on the economic and social environment in which 
these indutries are located, there will also be important uniformities'imposed by 
the very nature of military production. For this reason we have elected to arrange 
the following discussion by characteristic rather than by country. 

256, In chapter 111, the point was made that globally, this is an "industry" that 
directly employs perhaps 4 million persons in the production of goods and services 
apecialized for military purposes. A very approximate estimate of the value of the 
output of this industry in 1980 was $127 billion. This industry is, of course( 
highly concentrated geographically. 

257. The distribution of workers directly engaged in military production must, of 
course, closely parallel the distribution of output. As explained earlier, it is 
very important in gauging the probable magnitude of the conversion problem in 
particular countries to distinguish between direct and indirect employment and 
between specialized and non-specialized military demand. Such problems as will 
arise will be heavily concentrated in the labour force directly engaged in meeting 
the military demand for specialized goods and services. unfortunately, the 
available data is neither comprehensive nor sufficiently disaggregated to permit 
making these distinctions. 

258, A second important characteristic of the global defence industry is its high 
degree of concentration in specific sectors. Modern armed forces are structured' 
around costly major weapon systems - aircraft, missiles, warships and tanks - and 
the bulk of procurement expenditures are directed at the industries that supply 
these items. In addition, modern weapons and supporting equipment make extensive 
use of electronics. In that group of the important arms-producing countries where 
data is available, military demand accounts for shares of between 40 and 80 per cent 

165/ "Economic and social consequences of disarmament: Conversion to 
Peaceful uses of the resources released by disarmament' (E/4169/Corr.i), p. 5, 
reply of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

/ . . . 
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of total production and employment in the aerospace sector, which is thus probably 
the sector most heavily engaged in military business. w In the electronics 
sector of these countries, the shares of production and employment accounted for 
by military work currently appear to range between 20 and 30 per cent. 267/ These 
are wide ranges within which substantial national variations can be traced in the 
sources identified. Regrettably, because only a limited group of countries publish 
such data, it is impossible for the Group to generalize confidently on the degree 
of concentration in other important arms-producing countries, as should be done to 
judge the full extent of potential redeployment problems and opportunities. 

259. The converse of the concentration of military demand in specific industries 
is the dependence of these industries on military contracts. In this regard,, it ie 
often observed that, particularly in the aerospace and electronics industries, the 
statistics cited above, in so far as they do not already include the R and D 
element, probably understate the degree of dependence as military orders may 
actually account for a disproportionately large share of the industry's research 
and development expenditure,. To some extent new technologies developed for 
military purposes can be transferred to civilian products, usually with a 
considerable tine-lag. The more important factor, however, is that military demand 

; enable these industries to assemble and maintain the scientific and engineering 
teams that perform research and development, 

260. Another dimension of concentration is that, within the industrial sectors 
most heavily'involved in military work, a relatively small number of firms win a j 
major portion of defence contracts. This concentration is not, in itself, UnusUa~~ 
but the unique characteristics of the military market and the eriormous size of 
.individual contracts have made it particularly conspicuous in the military seCtOrr 

261. The degree to which individual firms depend on military contracts is Often 
illustrated by comparing the value of contracts received in'a given year with total 
sales for that year, at least in the United States where the appropriate 
information is available. 'This is a misleading procedure because military 
contracts awarded normally cover work to be performed over a period of years* 
To illustrate, in 1978,General Dynamics was awarded military contracts valued at 
129 per cent of the company's total. sales for that year. In fact, if this 
procedure is properly applied, the degree of dependence of the major united States 
defence contractors on military business has declined quite sharply. The top 25 
defence contractors went from nearly 40 per cent of their business in the defence 

166/ R. Vdyrynen and H. Tuomi, Transnational Corporations, Armaments a@ 
DevelOPment, PP. 40-41 (report prepared for the Group)! and "Economic and social 
consequences of the armament race and its extremely harmful effects on world peace 
and security" &/32/88/Add.l) , replies from Aovernments. 

167/ R. Wyrynen and I-I. Tuomi, op. cit., 
on the Defence Estimates 1981, Part 1, p. 46. 

p. 56t A/32/88/Add.l; and SItemerit; 

T 
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area in 1958 to under 10 per cent by 1975. 168/ On the other hand, a distinction 
must be drawn between diversification and conversion, and the facz. is that this 
decline in dependence on military bueinese hae been accomplished through expansion 
and merger 8. The defence divisions of these large corporations remain almoet 
exclusively dependent on military contracts but the fact of diversifioation will 
make it easier for these major contractors to cope with a decline in their military 
contracts. 

262. Very little information is available on the defence industry in the Soviet 
Union but, ae one would expect , s1r?h indications as are available euggest a high 
degree of concentration of militar: production in specific industrial sectors. 
Most military production would takb place in the machine-building and metal-working 
sector of industry. Of the 20 ministries that comprise this seotor, it is evident 
from the titles that military production is comentrated in nine of them, 169/ 
suggesting, at least in selected ministries, levels of dependence on military 
contracts comparable to those found in the major Western arms-producing countries. 
Similarly, the technological pressures promoting epecialieation and the get%raphic 
concentration of the defence industry are also evident in the Soviet Union. 

263. A third distinguishing feature of defence industries is the composition of 
the work-force. The post-war period has witnessed an extraordinary focus on the 
accomplishment of scientific and technological advances deemed to be relevant to 
weapons and warfare and on translating such advances as quickly as poeeible into 
operational hardware. The defence industry is constantly working with concepts, 
processus, techniques, materials and so on that, by civilian standards, are 
esoteric, and attempting to incorporate these things in products that will function 
in the harsh environment of the modern battlefield. hxordingly, one would expect 
that defence industries spend disproportionately large sums on R and D and employ 
disproportionately large numbers of scientists, engineers , technicians and skilled 
workers. Moreover, while the most specific data is available for the United States 
and France, it is reasonable to assume that defence industries everywhere exhibit 
similar characteristics. For the united States in 1978, R and D expenditure as a 
percentage of sales was 3 per cent on the average for all industries, 6.6 per cent 
for electronic components and 12.4 per cent for aircraft and missiles. similarly, 
the all-industry average of scientists and engineers per 1,000 employees was 27, 
compared to 54 in electronic components and 60 in aircraft and missiles. 170/ 

168/ Jacques S. Gansler, op. tit, p. 39. 

169/ The titles of these nine ministries are aviation, ship-building, 
electronics, radio, defence industry, general machinery, medium machinery, 
communications equipment and machine-building. 

Technoy National Science Foundation , National Patterns of Science and 
ogy Resourcee 1960, MSF-80-308. 
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For France in 1973, 7.9 Per cent of the work-force in the defence industries wfere 
engineers compared to the all-industry average of 1.4 per cent. The same 
relationships for technicians and skilled workers were 19.8 per cent against 
4.2 per cent and 42.1 per cent against 25.6 per cent respectively. 171/ 

264. A fourth characteristic with potential ramifications for the conversion 
process is the degree of dependence of the defence industries of some countries on 
exports. As we saw in chapter III, despite the limited utility of the available 
data, the international trade in arms now takes place on a scale that is undeniably 
of economic significance. The estimates generated in that chapter suggest that 
exports account for at least 20 per cent of the global production of goods and 
services specialized for militar purposes, At the global level, armaments 
constitute less than 2 per cent of the goods and services traded internationally, 
but the picture changes quite drastically if the level of analysis is reduced to 
the four major arms suppliers and to particular sectors of the defence industr,y 
within these countries. It should be recalled that the estimated value of arms 
transfers is computed indirectly on the basis of observed deliveries of weapons and 
equipment and that these estimates have been roughly expanded to include such 
things as cons ruction and technical assistance contracted for by a foreign 
military establishment. Similarly, the estimates do not necessarily reflect the 
value of the financial or commodity payments made for arms. Nevertheless, there iS 
ample supplementary evidence for individual countries and firms that fully bears 
out the critical importance of arms exports for the defence industries of the major 
arms producers. 

265. For a variety of reasons - including the technological imperative, the 
periodic nature of major orders for the national forces arid a desire for a surge 
capacity in the event of war - the defence industry ip prone to chronic excess 
capacity and most arms producers have so.ught exports to ameliorate this condition 
as well as for other reasons. Once again data are available only on a limited 
number of major arms-producing countries and the extrapolation to this oategory in 
general would be extremely hazardous. This reservation is doubly important in the 
case of arms exports because volumes tend to fluctuate widely in response to 
particular situations as well as the availability of military goods for export. 
The discernible range of export-shares in military goods production for selected 

171/ Ignacy Sachs, Reflections on Conversion Strategies for Armament-Relatec 
Arms Industries, p. 42 (report'prepared for the Group). 
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industries has been between 40 and 10 per cent for particular years. 172/ If  much 
patterns have any wider applicability to acme-exporting countriee in general they 
clearly have major implications for conversion possibilities. 

266. The degree to which the State is in direct control of military induetry ie a 
fifth characteristic of direct relevance to the problem of conversion. In the 
Soviet Union and other centrally-planned arms-producing countriee, etate control of 
the defence industries ie, of course, complete. But even in market-economy 
countries, the defence rlector is , of course, dominated by the purchasing power and 
influence of the State and is frequently State-owned. In France, in 1980, more 
than one half of the workers directly engaged in military production were employed 
in etate establishments or nationaliaed enterprises and much the same ha8 probably 
been true in the United Kingdom, given the heavy government &take in the two 
dominant concerns, British Aerospace and IIolls Royce. The degree and type of elate 
involvement in such countries varies with the policies of the Government of the 
day. On balance,. direct ownership or heavy financial involvement by the State ie 
characteristic of defence industries in nearly all countries, including developing 
countries. Only in the united States is private enterpriee seemingly dominant but 
even here, in the aircraft industry, for example, approximately one third of plant 
space, a significant share of manufacturing equipment and all military maintename 
and repair depots are Government-owned. Government-owned facilitiee and equipment 
are aleo of critical importance in other eectors of the defence industry. 

267. Increasing gover’nment involvement in the defence industry, even in market 
economies, haa been essentially unavoidable. For all practical purpoeee the 
Government ie the major market for the product8 of the industrial eectore 
supplying military goods, and doing business in this market ie very different from 
the commerc i al wor Id. The first concern in developing and producing military 
products is not cost or price but that their performance be better or at least aa 
good a8 thoee of potential adversaries. As is well known, thie imperative, coupled 
with the commitnent of enormous resources to military R and D, has resulted in an 
extraordinarily rapid rate of growth in the cost of developing and producing weapon 
eyetems. The development of a major weapone system now typically involves hundreds 
of millions or even billions of dollars, with billion8 more for production. No 
private concern can marehall reeourcee on this scale and even if it could it would 
not commit them to a single product whose marketability was subject to 80 many 
factors outside the firm’s control. The Government, therefore, assume6 all the 
financial risks. Development and production take place only after a sale has been 
made and contracts signed. Buyer and seller collaborate in specifying the prduct 
and, to a reasonable approximation, price ie established subsequently on the baeie 
of the cost of meeting the specifications. 

172/ Jacques S. Gansler, op. cit., p. ZOB-2091 The Effect of Foreign 
Military Sales on the United States Bconomy, Congreeeional Budget Office, 
Washington, D.C., July 19761 Cl-tris Pite, “Rnployment and Defence”, 
Statistical News, No. 51, Wovember 1980, p. 19) and R. VKyrynen and 8. Tuaoi, 
op. cit., pp. 37-38. 
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266. Bearing these Various comidecatione in mind, one can attempt to liet thu 
aharacterietice of defence in&retries from the etandpoint of the problems that 
theme induatriea would encounter if conversion to non-military production became 
neoeeeary . Aa regards labour, the emphaeie on quality and performance in 
epecialised branches of the military sector has led to the ecquieition of ekille 
and, more particularly, to the adoption of attitude8 toward deeign and production 
that would be out of place in most commercial fields where high production rates 
and increaeed efficiency compete with quality as goale. This applies especially to 
the acientif ic and engineering labour that conetitutee, a8 pointed out, a large 
fraation of the military induetrial work-force. The ekilla required of the 
management pereonnel of military industrial enterprises are also quite unique to 
this field. Un the one hand, few if any prcduation activities in the commercial 
field rival the military sector in terme of the technical complexity of the product 
and the number of suppliers of part8 and ccmponente involved. Tb, experience that 
the military prime contractoro have eccumulated in syeteme management ie one of the 
main reason8 why Governments in the major Western arme-producing countries are RO 
reluctant to see any of these concerns go under. On the other hand, deallng with 
the Government ae a buyer ie a unique challenge in marketing, requires the adaption 
of special accounting procedures and conforming in general with government 
regulationa. Familiarity with government red tape ie no emall matter and requires 
extensive background and experience. Indeed, eurveye in the United Statea have 
revealed thin to be one of the main reasons why come private comerne are reluctant 
to become involved in defence-related production. 173/ 

269. Secondly, much of the capital equipment used in acme branches of defence 
production ie highly specialieed and lacks the flexibility for application to 
civilian output. In sharp contrast to the Second World War, when civilian industry 
undertook to produce war material and then reconverted to production for the 
commercial market, the present situation is the product of a 30year period during 
uhich military and civil technologiee evolved partly on separate and divergent 
path& A proportion of military industrial production take8 place in facilities 
that are used exclueively ‘for this purpose. Apart from the fact that a massive and 
euetained military R and D effort has yielded military induetrial capacities that 
operate on a technological plateau considerably higher than the bulk of civilian 
industry, extremely demanding (or just different) military standard8 and 
epecificatione and the desire to have capacity available for mobilieation also 
contribute to the eeparation of military from civilian industry. Cne of the more 
conspicuous results of this ie that the defence industry tends to have a lot of 

173/ See Michael D. Willer, Vleaeuring Induetrial Adequacy for a Surge in 

Military Demands An IrgutQtput &pproach., Rnnd Corporation, Santa Wonica, 
California, September 1978, p. ix. 

/ . . . 
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excea8 capacity ranging, in the United States, from over 90 per aent in the 
munition8 industry to between 30 per cent and 50 per cent in moat other eegmente of 
the industry. L74/ 

270. There are several other features of the defence industry that tend to make 
the companies or enterprises involved apprehensive about disarmament measures and 
the prospect of having to convert to civilian production. For example, most 
defence-work is paid for on a continuous basis providing a very favourable 

leh-flow situation, particularly for financially weak companies. Similarly, 
companies accustomed to performing low-risk military R and D will be understandably 
nervous at the prospect of coxuuittinq their own reeouraee to the development and 
production of commoditiae for the uncertain and competitive civilian market. These 
concerns will be amplified by the fact that companies epecialisiry in military work 
will have legitimate feats regarding their competitiveness in the oivilian ephere 
owing to large overhead costs - because the work-force is dominated by managerial, 
ecientific and engineering personnel - and because they lack 8kLll or experierxae in 
the marketing of civil products. Furthermore, given the financial magnitude of 
military contracts end the long periods involved in develqment and production, the 
major contractors will, at any given point, have a eubetantinl backlog of military 
work for both national and Foreign military forces to complicate the prweee of 
conversion to non-military work. 

23. Finally, there is the question of profit. The evidence here is 
inconclueivet depending on how the rate of profit is computed, whether this is 
done for large or small defence contractors and for prime contractore or 
subcontractors, it is possible to show that the rate of profit in military industry 
is both high and low compared to civilian industry. On the other hand, once a 
military contract has been secured the rate of profit is at least fairly certain 
owing to cost-plus pricing. moreover, the magnitude of the profit that can be 
earned on a single military contract is often very large indeed and this can serve 
important corporate objectives even if the rate of profit is relatively low. It. 
can also be mentioned that, at least in the United States, foreign military sales 
are significantly more profitable than domestic sales. 175/ 

272. It is clear that these various characteristics will be present to varying 
degrees depending on where military industry is located. Profits, for example, are 
not a significant force in the Soviet Union, motivating industrial concerns to 
enter or to remain in the military sector. Similarly, the managers of Soviet 
military industrial entetprieee will not be concerned at their lack of experience 
in marketing civil productions , since this function would be performed by the 
central planning authorities. On the other hand, the evidence euggeete that, owing 
to the high priority accorded to defence, managerial personnel in the Soviet 
military industrial sector are relatively insulated from the foremost managerial 
problem in the rest of the economy , namely, securing the supply of needed personnel 
and materials. 

174/ Jacques S. Ganeler, OP. cit., PO 57. 

175/ Jacques s. Ganelec, op. cit., p. 205. 
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273. AS regards the retraining of labour, it is often assumed that the workers 
engaged in the development and production Of modern sophisticated weapon systems 
possess uniquely specialized qualifications and skills. In fact, the professional 
skills needed in this field are linked in most cases with production techniqlles 
that are identical or comparable with these for civil products. Some reorierhation 
and retraining may be required for certain specialised occupations and skills, 
particularly in respect of R and D personnel. 176/ Informed judgement in the 
Soviet Union suggests that retraining for a period Of UP to one year for acientistf 
and up to two years for certain engineers is needed for a SUcCeseEUl transition to 
civilian work. 177/ An additional problem is that a significant part of the stock 
of knowledge possessed by sc$entists and engineers in certain specialized bra&es 
of the military sector is classified and would be wasted unless restrictions on itr 
use were lifted. 

274. Specialized capital equipment presents less of a problem. Where such 
equipment is owned by private concerns a variety of indirect measures can be 
adopted to make it attractive for them to divest themselves of this equipment and 
reinvest for civilian production. And where this equipment is owned or controlled 
by the State quite direct measures can be used, Since it is quite unrealistic, at 
least for an extended interim period, to expect Statea to totally demolish their 
military industrial capabilities, it would be highly desirable to reduce the gap 
between military and civilian industrial requirements, If military and civil 
production took place side by side at the plant level, all dimensions of the 
conversion problem would be minimized. To accomplish this, it would be necessary 
to curb the military appetite for performance and technological excellence wlhichr 
in itself, would make an enormous contribution to slowing down the arms race and 
facilitate the achievement of arms control and disarmament measures, Since .it has 

176/ The following information supports this judgements 

“One study considered 127 production occupations in military aerospace) 
of these, 28 were described as basic crafts (e.g., plumber, electrician) 1 
while 93 could be immediately matched to one or more occupations in Civil 
industry; the remaining 6 were estimated to require retraining for about ha1 
a year to be compatible with civilian occupations , , , For R and D perrmnel 
an American study estimated that in the event of general and complete 
disarmament only 13 per cent would find jobs in their converted former 
employment (e.g., transferring from military to civil aerospace) ; howeverr 
positing no significant government planning, it was still possible to 
identify compatible employment for all the rest except 4 per cent. Periods 
Of retraining ranged from nil to 17 months,” 

(Dan Smith and Ron Smith, Military Expenditure, Resources and Development, report 
prepared for the Group) . 

177/ Seymour Melman, Barriers to Conversion from Military to Civilian 
Industry, p. 45 (report prepared for the Group) ” 
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p,roved impossible, to date, to control the pace and direction of military 
technology, it iS important to note that, in the United States, even those who are 
concerned about the adequacy of the military industrial base consider that more 
integration of civil and military production is feasible and advantageous. 178/ 
I&UW unions constitute another powerful constituency supporting greater 
integration of civil and military production, since, under present circumstances, 
employment stability in the United States defence industry is low and, to avoid 
unemployment, workers must be prepared to move from one concern tc another 
depending on who wins the major contracts. 

Military research and development 

215, Notwithstanding that defence industry almost everywhere draws on results of 
Rand D for non-military purposes, the human and material resources devoted to 
A and D for military purposes are to a significant extent located in the defence 
industry. At the same timei however, an amount of work on R and D for military 
purposes is performed in specialized laboratories, both public and privately owned, 
and in universities. In the Soviet Union, it appears that military R and D is 
quite rigorously separated from the production of weapons and 'equipment. In other 
words it is worth while to examine briefly the potential difficulties that the 
scientific community would face in the event of a significant reduction in 
military R and D. 

216. It was pointed out in chapter III that an estimated 500,000 scientists and 
engineers are engaged in military R and D world wide , approximately 20 per cent of 
all the manpower devoted to research and development. In so far as there is a 
consensus of opinion on the capacity of these men and women to redirect their 
efforts to non-military ends it is that the problems encountered will be relatively 
minor. The military R and D effort is very broadly based! few areas of scientific 
enquiry are considered to have no potential military applications. Furthermore, 
scientific and technological advances, at least up to the point of their 
accomplishment, are neutral in the sense that they can be used for military or -, 
civilian purposes. In other words, it is widely felt that the problem of 
Converting to peaceful purposes the human resources now devoted to military R and D 
is, in essence, one of the governmental decisions concerning the financing and 
Orientation of scientific research. 

217, This issue cannot, however, be so lightly dismissed. Reference was made in 
the previous section to the evidence that some of the personnel engaged in military 
hand D acquire attitudes toward scientific and technical problems that would have 
tobe changed in essential ways to be useful in the civilian sphere. Moreover, 
Some parts of the military R and D community will be engaged in areas and/or at 
levels that have little immediate civilian utility. In a similar vein, it is quite 

178/ Jacques S. Gansler, op. cit., pp. 266-268. 

/ . . . 
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possible that the composition of the military R and D community in terms of 
scientific discipline is such that the adoption of a science policy that places 
greater stress on economic and social needs will render significant numbers of 
scientists and engineers in particular disciplines redundant. The military R arnd t 
community itself will certainly be conscious of these possibilities, and their 
support for disarmament and conversion will clearly depend on evidence that the 
nature and magnitude of potential dislocations have been realistically assessed ani 
that credible arrangements have been made to smooth the transition, 

Uniformed military personnel 

278. The conversion of uniformed military personnel is a separate.problem, ,both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. Since the global figure for personnel in the 
armed forces is at least 25 million, even agreement on modest force-level 
reductions could involve the demobilization of,millions of persons. Furthermore, 
since the civilian economyr to a reasonable approximation, ,already provides for tht 
consumption needs of military personnel, their demobilization will constitute an 
addition to the labour market. 

279. Reference was made in chapter III above to the wide variety and growing l&e: 
of skills required of military personnel. In broad terms, this will clearly ease 
the transition to civilian work, but the available evidence suggests that 
significant problems can still be anticipated. In the late 19608, it was estim'atec 
that 80 per cent of the military jobs held by enlisted men in the United States 
armed forces corresponded'to only about 10 per cent of those held by male civilian 
workers. 179/ This fact, of course, suggests that vocational and educational 
training prior to demobilization will play a major role in easing the transition+ 
Similarly, it will obviously be advantageous to ensure at least an approximate 
correspondence between the skills acquired before demobilization and employment 
opportunities in the civilian economy. And since the latter will be influenced by 
the conversion strategies implemented in the military industrial sector, it will h 
necessary t0 co-ordina,te and integrate the conve,rsion measures adopted in the 

'various parts of the military sector. 

280. It is worth while pointing out that the majority of countries will have some 
experience in transferring manpower from the military to the civilian sector. 
Conscription remains the most widespread arrangement for securing military manpowe 
and this involves,the continuous acquisition and release of labour resources. Of 
evengreater relevance would be the experience with the flow-through of regular Or 
career military personnel. In the Federal Republic of Germany, for instance, 
nearly 10 Per cent of,all uniformed military personnel are demobilized annually, 
mostly draftees but also regulars completing longer tolirs of duty. In addition, 
several of the major military powers have had more or less recent experience with 
significant reductions in military manpower, for example, the Soviet Union in the 

179/ Harold Wool, The Military Specialistr Skilled Manpower for the Armed - 
Forces (Baltimore, the Johns Hopkins Press, 1968), p. 55. 
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direct and indirect effects. 181/ The same will be true in other industrialized 
and developing countries with significant defence industries, although in the 
latter case many of the industrial linkages will extend overseas, particularly to 
the main industrialized arms suppliers. 

283. Fortunately, all Governments have the capacity to assemble the relevant data 
and analytical tools are available to process this information in the manner 
necessary to provide a solid basis for planning for conversion. Information on th 
primary regional distribution of military spending , coupled with inter-industry 
input-output models and data on industry and plant location can provide highly 
accurate estimates of the regional employment effects of general or specific 
disarmament measures. A considerable amount of illuminating work has already been 
done, particularly in the United States but also in the United Kingdom, the Federa 
Republic of Germany, Canada, Norway, Sweden and other countries. Most of the 
analysts involved reported being constrained by data limitations - the data was 
either not available, inappropriate or insufficiently detailed - so that this 
experience can serve as a guide to gaps in the existing data base. 

284. As regards the particular issue of military base closures, there is aILso 
considerable experience on which to draw. For reasons of economy and because of 
shifting tactical and strategic requirements , many countries have closed down OK 
relocated military bases. In the united States, between 1961 and 1973, there 
were 1,387 such closures and the Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) in the 
Department of Defense has acquired considerable experience and expertise in help10 
the affected communities to organize and plan the adjustment, particularly in term 
of acquainting community officials with the various Federal and state programmes 
available for manpower retraining, loans and grants for redevelopment and so on, 
While the OEA contribution has been significant, it has had no authority and nc 
resOurCeS Of its own to streamline and accelerate the adjustment process. Many of 
the affected communities ultimately benefited from the shift to a more stable and 
diversified economic base, but the transition period was long and painful. For 
this reason, proposed based closures, both in the United States and elsewhere - in 
Sweden, for example - continue to be vigorously opposed. On the whole, the 
experience with base closures , while providing invaluable material on which to 
draw, illustrates once again the need for elaborate and thoughtful preparation for 
conversion t0 non-military activities rather than ad hoc assistance after the fact 

s/ To illustrate, it has been estimated that, if the B-l strategic bomber 
had gone into production, over 5,000 companies throughout the United States would 
have received new business. Nor is this diversity of involvement a new 
phenomenon. A soviet statement some 20 years ago pointed out that, on the average 
it took about 500 enterprises to produce a combat aircraft, about 300 to produce a 
tank and over 500 to produce a warship. See “Economic and Social consequences of 
Disarmament It (E/3593/Add.l), p. 197, reply of the Government of the Union Of SoViE 
Socialist Republics. 
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Measures to minimize the problems of transition 

285. The foregoing discussion has, in"passing, identified many of the policies and 
measures that could be adopted to facilitate the conversion process. 
conclusion that emerges is the need for planning. An important 

At all levels, from the central Government to the individual munitions factory and the military-dependent 
community, the question of doing without all or some military activity must be 
thought through to determine the character and magnitude of the difficulties that 
will arise and to evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of possible 
solutions. In this fashion, it would be possible to develop a comprehensive 
strategy for conversion that addressed the specific concerns of the various groups 
that would be affected and allocated responsibility for the various aspects and 
phases of the process in the most efficient manner. 

286, Primary responsibility for conversion, in an overall sense, will inevitably 
fall on the central government. This follows from the nature of the relationship 
between the Government and the military sector and is particularly true in reqard 
to initiating preparations for a conversion process. The Government should take 
the lead, but the process of acquiring detailed knowledge on the nature and probable 
cGagnitude of the adjustment problems and devising measures and arrangements to 
overcome them would be a joint endeavour with industry, trade unions and officials 
inthe most military-dependent regions and communities. 182/ 

287. Th& nature and extent of government involvement, following disarmament 
measures, in the process of conversion itself will vary from country to country, 
depending in large part on the type of economic system but also on many other 
factor s. Each State, within its particular context, could take maximum advantage 
DE the variety of resource allocation mechanisms available, ranging from central or 
indicative planning and budget allocations at the federal, state and local 
government level through the open market to direct negotiations between the 
nanagement and workers of military industrial concerns and consumer groups, such as 

the innovative efforts undertaken in the Unite4 i~ Kingdom by the shop-stewards of the.-, 
Lucas Aerospace ompany. 

288. It should also be emphasized, however, that the achievement of disarmament 
neasures woul.d represent a strategic opportunity to use he flepibility thus gained 
to address major economic and social problems, both at home and abroad. Governments 
inall States should be prepared to take maximum advantage of this opportunity 
through establishing broad priorities - both domestically and internationally - and 
:aking appropriate steps at the macro and micro levels to ensure that the 
zonversion process contributes, as far as is possible, to a pattern of resource use 
that reflects these priorities. 

laz/ In a study of the Norwegian economyl it was concluded that measures to 
ninimize the problems of transition should have at least some of the following 
:haracteristics: be highly labour-intensive, give a good geographical spread of 
Woyment , tap a labour reserve, fill an unmet demand, be popular and visible, be 
Vblicly financed already, be relatively independent of other scarce or slowly 
leveloping resources (Olav Bjerkholt, Aadne appelen, Nils Petter Gleditsch and 
[nut Mourn, Disarmament and Development: A Study of Conversion in Norway (report 
Wared for the Group), P. 78). 

/ . . . 
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289. Governments in all countries can be broadly confident - at least over the 
medium and long terms - in their capacity to play a major role in maintaining the 
general level of economic activity in the event of significant reductions in 
military expenditure. On the key issue of employment, there is, as we have seen@ 
persuasive evidence that virtually all possible alternatives to military 
expenditure and production will result in at least as many and, in most cases, more 
jobs being created. In planned economies, of course, the government has direct and 
comprehensive authority to accomplish this and in market economies, there exists a 
diversified arsenal of fiscal and monetary measures to complement the market 
system. 183/ In all cases, however, the Government must carefully dovetail 
disarmam= with the time required to accomplish the conversion of the resources 
thus released so as not to overtax adjustment capabilities. The basic 
considerations determining the transition P eriod are identifying new markets, 
developing new products, retooling to produce them and retraining managementand 
production workers. In market economy countries , an additional important 
consideration will be the timing or compensatory fiscal and monetary policies to 
ensure that the stimulating effects coincide with military cutbacks, While the mix 
of compensatory programmes is of little consequence in the long run, it is very 
important in the short run owing to the varying time lags associated with different 
measures. For example, increases in non-military government spending will have 
direct and immediate effects while the full effects of a tax cut will not be felt 
for several years. 

290. It is a widely held belief that the opportunity to apply science and 
technology more directly and systematically to economic and social problems is &he 
most significant dividend that disarmament would bring. A nation's military, 
scientific and technical resources comprise manpower (scientists, engineer's, 
technicians and technical management), facilities and equipment, and sc'lientM.c and 
technical information. Each of these components requires sepxate attention.for 
conversion purposes. The formulation ?f p national science :plicy that reflects 
economic and social priorities both domesttically and internationally would be 
extremely useful in order to give direction and focus to the conversioneffort, 
The specific requirements foradapting personnel in military R and D will vary 
considerably among and within,@he different categories of personn&involved. 
Determining the probable requirements for retraining , re-education and,redeployment 
Will require detailed kno'wledge of 'the composition of the military R and D 
community. Thought must be given to how and where retraining and re-education is 
to be done and who would pay for it. 

291. As regards facilities and equipment, it would be necessary to compile a 
detailed national inventory as a basis on which to assess its adaptability to 
civilian R and D. Similarly, the stock of military, scientific and technical 

183/ In centrally planned economies, the State is required by virtue of 
constTtutiona1 provisions to provide workers with new jobs compatible with their 
qualifications wtien conversion measures are implemented in any sector of the 
national economy,L.including the]&fence sector (Klaus Knglehardt, Effects of the - 2 - ~... 
Arms Race and Di+@a.mYent on the Lab&r Situation in Countries of Different Social 

&Systems (report -pr-epareb f-or. the Group)). -'. I 
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293. The general. appraaeh to converallnn ju&t outlined with regard to military 
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294. At the other extreme - represented by the munition plans and the prime 
military contractors in aerospace, electronics and shipbuilding - the problems are 
rather formidable. The Government , in conjunction with management and unions; in 
the industry, must determine what alternative uses for these resources are feasible 
and desirable, with the feasible alternatives clearly more important in the short 
run. once these strategic judgements have been made, the requirements for 
retraining, re-education and redeployment can be gauged and programmes developed to 
satisfy them. Similarly, the data base and a broad strategy for the alternative 
use of military industrial resources are essential elements for determining the 
nature, extent and duration of specific measures - tax concessions, investment 
incentives and the like - needed to accomplish the transition. At least in market 
economic 6, the State would not have to concern itself with specifying alternative 
products in any detail or determining how they will be manufactured. Nor should it 
attempt to do so. Its rol.e should be to guide and facilitate conversion and to 
alleviate the hardships imposed on the manpower resources displaced in the 
process. Nevertheless, to perform this role effectively the State must be well1 
informed of the difficulties associated with developing and producing a new product 
and the time required to accomplish it. Similarly, it must be prepared to eliminate 
any unreasonable barriers to entry to the civilian markets that the former suPpliers 
of military equipment hope to penetrate. It should be stressed again, however, 
that this central dimension of the conversion issue - the resources directly 
employed in meeting the military demand for specialized goods and services - is not 
overwhelmingly large even in the most heavily armed States. Moreover, a process of 
disarmament will be gradual rather than abrupt and this will further diminish the ’ 
magnitud of the problem at any particular time. 

295. One question that will have to be considered with particular care is whether 
the prime military contractors can convert to civilian production and still retain 
broadly the same structure. Zt was pointed out above that these concerns have 
developed unique capabilities in scientific and systems management, that their 
work-force is markedly top heavy with scientists, engineers and technical 
management Personnel and that their marketing skills are oriented exclusively 
toward government procurement. Some analysts feel that conversion to civilian 
production will probably require that these large-scale units be broken up. 185/ 
Others, however, while granting the need to change habits and attitudes acquired in 
the military environment , argue that many important requirements in the civilian 
arena closely resemble large military projects in terms of scientific and techn,ical 
input and requirements for strong capabilities in systems management. Examples here 

185/ Amitai Etzioni, “Societal Turnabilityr A Theoretical Treatment”, in 
Adjustments of the united States Economy to Reductions in Military Spending, 
Berna,rd Wis, ed., ACDA/E-156, December 1970, pp. 547-598. 

/‘.. . 
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would include new sources of energy , exploiting the resources of the ocean, 
environmental protection and new systems for major cities in such areas as 
eransportation and sanitation., w  

296. In addition to requiring that military industry prepare and periodically review 
plans for conversion, a number of other preparatory steps can be taken to minimise 
the scale Of the problems that will arise when disarmament measures are actually 
implemented. As mentioned above, it is considered possible and desirable, at least 
in the United States, to reverse the trend of increasing separation of military. and 
civilian business. Measures to encourage this integration could include. &opting 
commercial standards and business practices for military procurement and permitting 
defence contractors to charge research and development in preparation for 
conversion against military work. The objective would be to reduce the extent to 
which individual companies and plants were dependent on military work. Similarly, . 
steps can be taken to gradually diversify the economic base of those regions and 
communities now heavily dependent on military contracts. 

297. It is worth reiterating at this point that this discussion is directed 
8pecifically at the resources - human and material - specialized in and wholly. 
concerned with meeting the military demand for goods and services. These are the 
resources that accomplish the final manufacture and assembly of specialised military 
products. The industries in which these resources are located - primarily 
aerospace, electronics and shipbuilding - serve both the military and civilian 
markets, and as one moves down the manufacturing chain from the level of the prime 
military contractor there is increasing scope for meeting both demands from the 
same production facilities. In the Soviet Union, for example, .it was stated in 
1971 that 41 per cent of the output of military industry consisted of civilian 
products. and the current five-year plan (1981-1985) provides for a considerable 
expansion of such production. Similarly, it is estimate,d that about 60 per cent of’ 
the output of military industry in the United States in 1978 was for the civilian 
market; 187/ 

-, 

298. An excellent example of the scope and content of a strategy for conversion is 
provided by a bill (S. 1031) introduced in the United States Senate in 1979. Ise/ 

Sciemc Institute for United States and Canadian Affairs, USSR Academy of 
, Urgent Political, Social and Economic Problems of the Present Stage of the 

Development of Mankind, and Practical Ways of Diverting to Development Needs the 
@sources Now Absorbed by the Arms Race, p. 14. 

For some examples of the application of the systems management capabilities in 
the United States defence industry to civilian problems in the late 1960s see 
Marvin Berkowitz, The Oonversion of Military-Oriented Research and Development to 
Civilian Uses (New York, Praeger Publishers, 1970), appendix 7H, pp. 597-604. 

187/ Seymour Melman, op. cit., p. 14. 

188/ Bills with a similar intent have been introduced in the Senate and the 
House of Representatives for many years. None of them, including S .1031, reached 
Ihe point of a vote in either chamber. New bills were introduced in 1980. 

/ . . . 
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The purpose of S.1031 is to facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, 
industries and workers to civilian-oriented activities in the event of reductions 
in military business. It provided for the establishment of a Defense Economic 
Adjustment Council composed of representatives of the major Federal Government 
departments, private industry and the labour unions. The Council would be 
supported by a professional staff of specialists in such fields as marketing and 
production engineering and would be authorized to secure whatever data and 
information it needed from any government or government-affiliated body. The 
duties of the Council would include the preparation and distribution of a 
Conversion Guidelines Handbook on such issues as the retraining and reorientation 
of managerial, professional and technical personnel and the redirection of physic: 
plants to civilian production. 

299. The bill further provided for the establishment of separate management and 
labour Alternative Use committees at every defence facility employing more than 1( 

, persons. These committees would be required - subject to penalties - to develqp 
I 1 and keep up to date plans to permit complete conversion to civilian work within a 

period of two years1 to identify the civilian personnel that would have to be 
I I released in the process and to make provision for their occupational retraining a8 

necessary. Thirdly, the Bill provided for the establishment of a special Workers 
Economic Adjustment Reserve Trust Fund to be financed from budgetary savings 
resulting from military cutbacks (10 per cent of the computer savings) and from 
earnings in industry associated with military contracts (1.25 per cent of a 
contractor's annual gross revenue from sales to the Department of Defense). Other 
provisions in the bill offer income maintenance guidelines for theworkers involve 
in retraining and redeployment. Finally, the Bill gave the Defense Economic 
Adjustment council authority to earmark for communities seriously affected by 
military cutbacks an adequate portion of the economic development funds 
administered by various Federal agencies. 

Alternative work 

300. It was pointed out in chapter II above that experiences during the 1970s 
reaffirmed in a quite spectacular fashion that resources are indeed limited, even 
from a global perspective. The massive requirements for development so forcibly 
articulated in the context of a new international economic order; the oil crisis? 
mounting concern over accessto other non-renewable raw materials; and the complex 
synergistic relationships between pollution of the air , water and land environmenl 
have produced an impressively long list of national and.international economic aM 
social problems that require solution on a m,ore or less urgent basis. In other 
words, identifying economic and social requirements that could use the resources 
now devoted to the arms race does not present the slightest problem. Indeed, the 
problem would once again be one of choice , of establishing priorities, since even 
disarmament would not eliminate the over-all scarcity of resources relative to 
demand. Significant disarmament could, however, provide a flying start, 
particularly as such a development would almost certainly provoke a more 
generalized rationalization in the allocation of resources. 

301. In the long run all resources are perfectly malleable. The conversion to 
socially useful purposes of the resources now employed in the military sector is 4 
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304. Another area urgently in need of attention is the environment. An essential 
prerequisite to arresting environmental degradation and repairing the damages 
already done is a more comprehensive understanding of the complex, synergistic 
'relationships between the air , water and land environments. A wide variety of 
'disciplines from both the natural and social sciences would be relevant here, 
including all or most of those found in the military R and II community. Housing 
and urban renewal offer another outlet for a range of R and D capabilities and, 
subsequently, for massive reconstruction programmes. Such programmes call for the 
$evelopment 

/ 

of new materials, construction techniques and tools, coupled witb 
Tmaginative planning to make cities and urban concentrations more liveable. 
! ',L, ', 

%OS. New transportation systems are sorely needed, particularly in urban areas, and 

%$ve long been regarded as a major civilian alternative for the high technology 
%idustries in the military sector. This remains the case, but experience has 
?!&$irmed the importance of ensuring that criteria other than performance and 
fWchnica1 competence are factored in during the conversion process. In the IJnited 
States in particular, upgrading the system of railroads is potentially an enormous 
market for military R and D and Production capabilities. Rail remains the most 

?fudl-efficient means of transporting people and goods, The newest rail syste!ms 
'iruzorporate very advanced technology, require major investments in rolling-stock 
and in new construction, particularly the separation of passenger and freight lines 
,oWhigh density routes. As regards health care, the enormous advances in methods 01 
trW&ment have not been matched by the organization and delivery of services at 

~afz&ordable cost. The military sector's skills in organization and systems 
inwagement could find applications in this area. Similarly, it is widely believed 
that the revolution in communication technologies has major applications in the 

,Bield of education. Employment opportunities could be created here for engineers 
cfrom the military sector. It-will,be recalled that engineers are expected to pose 
.',the most difficult problem as regards re-employment because the requirements for 
engineers in most civilian industries, as a percentage of the total work-force, is 
markedly lower than in military industry. 

306, More detailed information is available in the literature on alternative 
civilian work for the resources now producing specialised goods and services for 
the military. The Previous United Nations report on disarmament and development 
identified more than 70 possible alternative uses for military R and D capabilities 

' Alternative work for military industry has been the subject of active investigation8 
in the United Kingdom in recent years. An important feature of this work has been 
the direct involvement of the workers concerned, particularly those at Lucas 
Aerospace and Vickers. This work has also yielded long lists of civilian products 
relatively suited to the capabilities of the plan, 
manufacturing military electronic systems 

equipment and labour force now 

like. 190/ Unfortunately, 
, naval vessels, armoured vehicles ana the 

implementation stage. 
this initiative has been stopped well short of the 

190/ Disarmament and Development 
Sales No, E.73.IX.11, pp. 33-37. 

, ST/E@,/174 (United Nations publication, 
A more contemporary but still incompPete list, 

taken in large Part from these recent investigations, appears in Dan Smith and 
Ron Smith, Military Expenditure, Resources and Development . . . and is reproduced in 
Appendix II. See also Dan Smith, ed., 
(London, 1977). 

or Military Industries. 

/ . . . 
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30,, A specific dimension Of Conv@Ksfon of PaKtfcular interest at the present time 
ia the resources now devoted to the development Bnd production of chemical warfare 
agents, Efforts are now being made to permit negatiatfons to begin on a convention 
that would prohibit the development I production, deployment and stockpiling Of 
q&Cal weapons and the secure destruction of such stockpiles. A recent study by 
the Stockholm Xnternational pesCe &?searCh Institute concluded that conversion WaLp 
technically feasible and would inVQlV@ little OK no disturbance for the work-force 
involved. L91/ On the one hand, it is considered t&chnically feasible to break 
dowa stockpiled chemical WarfaKe agents into their base materialt3 and intermediate 
products and apply these to Products Useable for civilian purposes, Moreover, this 
process requires the 8ame 8~ecia.l.L~ skilled =ientific and technical personnel as 
are’needed for the production OE chemical. warfare agents, On the other hand, it is 
quite feasible to Produce CommeKoial product8 such as pesticides, plaaticizeKs and 
fire retardahts in plants Producing chemical warfare aganta. Ironically, the very 
ease of conversion is a serious dtawback in this case because it would be relatively 
easy to rededicate the facility to agent production, Unless there were to be a 
breakthrough on the question of on-site in@Psction, verification of compliance with 
a chemical warfare conventian would probably require that the facilities be shut 
down and broken up. 

308, Given the almost universal judgemsnt that, with appropriate preparation and 
planning, the transitional problems associated with conversion can be readily 
accommodated and bearing in mind that disarmament will trJ.most certainly be a 
selective and gradual Process, it should be apparent that the induatrLalized 
countries, including, in pa~t&xil.ar, the major military powersl do not lack 

important civilian uses for tha resources now dedicated to the military, 

The national perspectivet alternative work in the developing coune 

309. It will be recalled that the developing countries still account for only about 
16 Per cent of global military expenditure nd that this sum is heavily 
conmtrated in a relativaly small number of countries, Particularly those in the 
Middle East region, 
is negligible. 

With a few important exceptions, R and D for military purposes 
The production and as&iembly of major weapons is considerably more 

widespread but, again, 
Countries. 

the scale of the effort le significant in only a few 
BY and large, the labour amplayed in the milit;ary sector will not be 

unigualY specialized for military workr Bnd technology in military industry will 
not be so far removed from ~i~ili~~ industrial technology. It is true that industry 
in the developing countries is generally narrowly based and less dynamic than in 
develoPed countries so that ths inherent capacity for adjustment and Conversion is 
lower, On the whole, however, the problems associated with convemion would atom 

w SIPRI, Chemical WeapOnst 
bylor Ltd., 1980) . 

mstruction and Conversion (London, Francis and 
see, in particular, pp. 74-75 and PP= 130-133. 

/ . . . 
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to be relatively small in all but a few developing countries and the benefits from 
disarmament easier to realize. 192/ 

310. At some $73 billion in 1980, military expenditures by the developing countries 
are by no means inconsequential. Moreover, the alternative uses to which these 
resources might be applied are particularly compelling so that, as in the 
industrialised countriesI the State will have to consider very carefully how the 
opportunities opened up by disarmament measures can be exploited to alleviate the 
most urgent economic and social problems and to contribute toward placing the 
economy on a more sound and independent long-term path. In many developing 
countries, substantial disarmament would significantly ease prevailing financial 
constraints on the implementation of development plans. The reduction in the 
import of arms and spare parts and of capital goods and intermediate products fo.r 
such local military production as is undertaken would release foreign exchange to 
alleviate bottle-necks in the programmes for industrialization and the expansion of 
agricultural production. The armed forces, the military bureaucracy and personnel 
in defence industries would provide a pool from which to reduce shortages of various 
types of skilled labour and of managerial personnel. Moreover, the diversion to 
the military of able-bodied , educated and skilled manpower from schools, 
universities and technical institutions could be minimized, 

311. Reducing the incidence of hunger and malnutrition will clearly be a priority 
claimant on the resources released by disarmament measures both in the short term 
and the longer term. Wucation and health are two more areas which require vast 
resources even to make basic services and amenities available to all. In short, 
the developing. countries will have even less difficulty than the industrialized 
countries in identifyiw beneficial alternative uses for the resources now consumed 
for military purposes and, on the whole , should find it easier to accomplish the 
transition. 

The international perspectivet alternative work in the context of a 
new international economic.order 

312. A structural transformation such as the conversion to civilian activities of 
the resources now employed for military purposes will be much easier to accomplish 
in a dynamic economic environment, Present economic difficulties may to some 
extent be symptoms not merely of a temporary cyclical downturn but of deeper 
structural problems. The saturation of major consumer markets and the emergence of 
serious supply-side constraints on economic growth - energy, raw materials and so 
on - all suggest the need in many countries for significant changes in the structlure 
of industry, in the direction of future investment and in the pattern of consumer . 
demand. 

this zdIt can also be, mentioned that some developing countries have experience in 
India, for example, managed large-scale demobilization following the 

Second Worid War. Similarly, Singapore , with co-operation from the 
British Government, successfully overcame the loss of substantial economic activity 
when the latter country withdrew its forces. 

/ ..* 
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313, There is a body of winfan that t the industrializsd nations cannot 
by themselves bring about world eConomiC. erY* 193/ Spscifically, it is widely 
and openly stated that Al!? ef%8@ntiall rBqlUifX3QW3tl~ i# tO t~e\ke effetXi~@ the enormous 
potential demands in the developing oountrieB+ The OJXD countries are fully aware 
that their present economic IitU?EEtiOR W~Ukfd bf3 aignif~cantly WOCEIQ had not the 
demand for their exports from the d@Ve~aping oollntries remained relatively bouyant 
through the 197Ose There is growing uppart f3.x the view thet EI more balanced 
pattern of world growth and d~v~~~m~ is strongly in the mutuerl interest of 
i,&strialj,zed and developiw CQUntrietS fQr bQth WOClCVtlfCZ and pc>litioal K@aSOnSs 

Moreover, the expansion of international eoonomio co-operation and the 
collaborative management of ~~t~rd~~~~~~~ for KiUkUak b@n@fkk Eilldl PtlrtiCUhrky 

towards the goal of diminishing ~r~v~~~~~ ~aaym~tr~~~ in the interdependence 
between industrialised and devel~$ing countrfa&, o&h and should be fostard to 
encompass East-West, East-8uuthr !%auth-South a~ well as West-South relations, 

314. Needless to sayI broad agreemcant on where th salutlon lies is a far ory from 
the elaboration and implementation of a strategy to reach thant solution. !Pha 
Declaration and the Programme of &Zion EQK a New Xntarnational Bconamlc Order 
adopted in 1974 (GaneraL A~s~rnb~~ raaolutlion 3205, (s-+x) and 3202 (8-N)) and 
their subsequent elaboration at tha eevent,h etcial oeseion of fhs Assembly 
(resolution 3362 (84xX) ) and in the Xntarna onlal Davelopmant Strertegy for the 
Third United Nations Dwelogxaent e (reeolutian 35J56) farm the most 
comprehensive plan of action that ta at present, the broad outlines of this 
strategy were sketched in chapter nd will not be repeated here. Suffice it to 

say that the implementation of thi strategy with ~~~~~~~t~ spaed is ip vast 
Undertaking, with commensurately missive r~qll~r~rn~nts for re~ouroes and 
far-reaching implications for the structure and pattern of global economic 
activity, When one ia speaking of new economic and soolal. programmes requiring 
resources valued at several hundreds of blLlA&n& of dollarls the tesQUrGe 
constraints imposed by the arms race b~eol;mte apparent. whert ia still more 
fundamental, one can lagitimertd,y wonder whether the adoption of such a bold and 
enlightened perspective is at a.11 ~~~~b~~ if ~~t~rnat~~~al relations continue to 
be dominated by an arms C\WC~ menta&i.ty, 

I150 The more specific questions to be o~n~~d~rad here are first, in what ways 
coUld the resources now employed for military purp~~sen contribute to accelerated 
economio development in the developing countries wnd necondly, are the transitional 
difficulthS associated with conversion increased or lessened if the problem ie 
cast in a framework of internat$,onal oo-weration? The latter questionl to take it 
firstt is an area that needs mure inveatigatdan, but such indications as are 
available suggest that the conversion of resources from military to civilian uses 
would’be facilitated if the procef~ls is integrated with programmes aimed at the 
achievement Of a new international economic order. BUM even in the present context, 
at ia diffioult to conceive how the alternative work envisaged could be undertaken 
Pxclusivel~ within national boundaries and even more so among developed or 
deve1*ing oountriee taken as separate groups when muoh work will have to be dqne 
‘n the global commons shared by a11 mankind, 

193/ See, for example the GEM report, amazing the FutureHI ?,nterfuturesf 
Parist l979, and World &n& World MBmerit Report 1979, washingtont D*c*t 1g7g* I 
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316. As mentioned above , economic adjustments of any kind are more easily 
accomplished in a dynamic economic environment and it seems to be agreed that an 
essential requirement here is strong growth and expansion of the world economy and, 
in particular, of the developing countries. In addition, however, there is evidence 
that imports of capital goods by developing countries would coincide to a 
significant extent with the productive capacities released by disarmament measures 
in the industrialized countries. I’n a case study of disarmament and conversion in 
Norway, for example, when increased resource transfers to developing countries were 
factored in as one of the options for conversion, it was found that the transfer 
policy least disruptive for the Norwegian economy involved goods and services that 
closely matched the new emphasis in developing countries on providing basic needs 
and promoting self-reliance1 that is, agricultural machinery, fishing technology, 
machinery for mining, manufacturing , construction and hydropower plants and 
equipment and personnel for education and health programmes. 194/ Similarly, a 
case study of the Federal Republic of Germany found that existing development 
assistance programmes, even though predominantly untied, resulted in substantial 
business for the German economy with the benefits concentrated in the engineering, 
vehicle-building and metal-production sectors of industry. 195/ It will be recalled 
that military demand is also concentrated in these sectors so that a general 
expansion in the import capacity of developing countries would facilitate 
conversion. 

317. As regards the first question , it would seem that the opportunities for the 
direct conversion of resources from military purposes to economic and social 
development purposes in the developing countries are most prolific in the field of 
R and D. The importance of science and technology for developmeht can scarcely be 
overestimated. Indeed if it were not possible to be confident of the contribution 
that scientific and technological developments can make in solving the problems of 
underdevelopment these problems would seem quite hopelessly large. At present I 
however, the developing countries account for just 12 per cent of the scientists 
and engineers involved in R and D world-wide and for less than 3 per cent of global 
expenditures. Directing part of the military R and D resources in the 
industrialized countries to the economic and social problems of developing countries 
would go a long way toward correcting this imbalance. Over the short and medium 
terms, this might be characterized as temporary access to additional R and D 
capacity, but it is particularly important that the effort be made in such a Way a6 
to Permanently strengthen the indigenous capabilities of the developing countries. 
Among other things, there is need for a great deal more research into how technology 
is transferred and the prerequisites for technology to be adapted and to take root, 

194/ Glav Rjerkholt, Aadne Cappelen, Nils Fetter Gleditsch and Knut Mourn, 
op. cit., pp. 51-53. 

195/ Rolf Krengel, Macro-Economic Effects of Disarmament Policies on Sector& 
Production and Employment in the Federal Republic of G?rmanY, with Special Emphasis 
On Development BliCY Issues (report prepared for the Group) I P* 67. 

/ . . . 
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318, The Prevailing imbalance in R and D capabilities has placed the developing 
CotnatrieS in a POSitiOn of virtually complete technological dependence on the 
industrialized countries. This technology is costly to acquire and, as experience 
has shown, more often than not unsuited to the circumstances prevailing in most 
developing countries. Technology transferred under these conditions has tended to 
result in large-scale, capital-intensive enterprises appended to the predominantly 
agricultural indigenous economy, facilitating the concentration of power by minority 
elites and reinforcing social and economic inequalities within the developing 
countries. It has also tended to result 'in the shift of environmentally destructive 
industrial activities to the developing countries. In other words, if military 
Rand D capabilities in the industrialized countries are to be converted t0 
addressing the economic and social problems of the developing countries, it iS 
essential that it be done as if these countries themselves possessed Such 
capabilities. Only in this way can there be reasonable assurance that the results 
will be of maximum benefit and consistent with the development objectives and 
requirements of individual countries. 

319, As with the industrialized countries, one of the foremost requirements in the 
developing world is for new and renewable sources of energy to supplement 
petroleum. While there need be no particular inhibitions about seeking g 
high-technology solutions, the more important requirements would be that the 
devices be producible on a small scale and relatively easy to operate and maintain 
sd as to permit their proliferation throughout the rural sector. Many developing 
countries lack even the technical and managerial resources needed to provide a base 
for developing an energy strategy, that is, to conduct geological and geophysical 
surveys of fuel minerals and other energy sources , examine conventional and new 
technologies and assess trends in the demand for commercial and non-commercial 
energy. Satellite technologies would be of great utility here. 

320. IFbod production is another critical area. Under present conditions, many 
developing countries are projected to become more dependent on imported food over 
the next two.decades. This is a serious hazard, bcth'becausfe the global balance 
between supply and demand could easily become quite delicate end because the real 
Cost of food will almost certainly increase substantially so thhV major food import 
requirements will constitute an even heavier drain on foreign exclwange reserves 
and, indirectly, on the capacity to sustain growth. There are a variety of research 
and development challenges in this fieldr the development of high-yielding 
varieties of staple food for the diverse soil and climatic conditions found in 
developing countries1 pest control! methods of food storage and processing suited 
to local conditions; water management and irrigation technologies! and tools and 
equipment that use local raw materials, can be produced domestically and with LOW 

acquisition, operating and maintenance costs. 

321. Recent advances in 'molecular biology hold particular promise for food-deficit 
developing countries. It is now considered possible to produce 'protein from 
bacteria and algae far more quickly and at considerably less cost than from aniqal 
and agricultural sources. It remains to translate this knowledge into facilities 
and processes suitable for application in developing countries. A recent 
investigation concluded that "... advances in enzyme engineering, microbial 

/ .*. 
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genetics and fermentation technology l . l 
point at new approaches to the development 

of small-scale processes that could form a logical take-off Point for 
industrialization. ” 196/ 

322. Industrialization has been afforded central importance by the developin 
countries in ac&lerating their development in the COnteXt Of a new international 
economic order. It has been estimated that attainment Of the Lima target of 
increasing the share of developing countries in global manufacturing output to 25 
per cent by the year 2000 requires a ninefold increase in the industrial output of 
the developing countries, necessitating investments of the order 0E $400 bill.ion to 
$500 billion. 197/ Several possible foundation8 for an industrializat ion programme 
have already been mentioned and there can be no doubt that the military scientific 
and engineering capabilities in the developed countries cauld be applied in many 
other areas to provide an appropriate technological foundation for industry. 
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323. Two other areas in which the needs of the developing countries are very great 
and which offer considerable potential for the conversion of military R and D 
resources are health. and education. For a variety of reasonsr including, Until 
recently, preparing for the possible use of biological weapons in warfare,. the 
military in the industrialized countries has paid a great deal of attention tQ 
infectious diseases, food hygiene and the management of water and waste? under field 
conditions. The knowledge acquired and the preventive capabilities developed have 
potentially great applications in improving health conditions in developing 
countries. It has also been suggested that military capabilities in the bioLogica 
sciences could be readily applied to the fight against infectious diseases, 
Particularly those in childhood, with military skills in organisation and logistic 
Planning providing essential backup to ensure the systematic and effective 
implementation of, remedies. As mentioned previously, modern communication 
technologies and new media techniques offer great potential to make educational 
facilities more generally available in developing countries, . . - . . Translating these . 
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capabilities into Practical applications appear8 to be a fruitful alternative for, 
the engineering and systems management capabilities of the military sector in the 
industrialized countries. 

324. The reallocation of research, development and technological capacity to the 
information and communication networks of ‘developing countries would be a mdC1r 
contribution to furthering their economic and social development. The World 
Administrative Radio Conference of 1979, the first of its kind in 20 years, 
undertook a comprehensive review of the world radio regulations dealing with the 
procedures gOVernin the use of the radio frequency spectrum and the GeO-Stationary 

196/ SIFRII The Fight Against Infectious Uiseasegt A Role for ~p&ied 
Microbiology In Military Redeployment (London, Francis and Taylor Ltd., 1979) I 
p. 139. 

197/ UNIUC, The Technological Self-Reliance of Developing countriesr To@,!! 

*eratlOnal Strategies (~IWICIS, 133, November 19791, p* 7r and Report of the 
Third General anference of the United Nations Industrial Development Organiza~ion 
(ID/CONF.4/22), p.32. 

I T1 
for 



Satellite Orbit (the single equatorial orbit in which a satellite has to be plaCed 
fn order to remain stationary with respect to the earth's surface). Developing 
countries find themselves at a disadvantage in many respects, not the least being 
the use of frequencies by the hajor weapon States for military purposes in ways 
inconsistent with accepted procedures. This has adverse effects on the 
capabilities of the developing countries to make use of radio frequencies for 
rranarauRia*ieua __-..~~~-.s..-D~~=-+ h sss%h ~~~~~ g: EzwsW% a33fbsi~ 2% %ztzs&%E SE%% ~Fi &a&G 
Wikh the alI8@atiOlI af &#WXii&e% developing countries could benefit. 

325. This section is not exhaustive on the scope of alternative work. Mention needs 
to be made of the more or less predictable cycle of natural disasters and the need 
for vast quantities of resources to alleviate suffering and to help in 
reconstruction. Another area is the world-wide refugee problem which, again, needs 
vast quantities of resources to meet basic requirements for survival. These are two 
areas in which the international community has shown itself in recent times to be 
willing to assume a collective responsibility. 

326. Similarly, no discussion of the potential alternative uses for military 
resources in an international framework would be ccmplete without consideration of 
capital flaws to developing countries. However much success the developing 
countries have in generating more resources internally and whatever is done in the 
fields of collaborative R and D, technology transfer, terms of trade and 
preferential access to markets in the industrialixed countries, the achievement of 
high and sustained growth rates will require growing capital flows to fill the gap 
between dcanestic savings and investment requirements. A recent World Rank report 
estimated these requirements for what it called the "high case", an optimistic 
projection given a generally austere economic outlook for the global econany. 198/ 
The projection was labelled optimistic because it presumed strong policies in all 
countries to adjust to high and growing energy costs; that the industrialized 
countries would run large deficits in the balance of payments in order to maintain 
their demand for imports and avoid an excessive slowdown in world trade in the early 
1980s; that the industrialized countries would ptovide sufficient aid, particularly 
to low-income countries to minimize debt-servicing difficulties; and that the 
developing countries would continue to make determined efforts to raise investment 
ratios and productivity. 

327. The growth rates considered feasible under these conditions are shown in table 
V.1 for oil-importing developing countries. 199/ These comparatively modest 

Table V-1. Projected average annual rates of growth of 
GNP in developing counfries 

1980-85 1985-90 

Low-income 4.1 4.6 
Middle-income 4.9 5.7 

198/ World Bank, world Development Report 1980 Washington, D.C., August 1980. 

199/ Ibid., p. 6. 
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projections for growth - they imply a growth in GNP per capita of just 2 to 3 per 
cent annually over the next decade 200/ - lead nevertheless to an excess of 
investment over domestic savings amounting to 3.8 per cent of GDP in 1980 in the 
low-income developing countries and to 1.2 per cent of GDP in 1990 in the 
middle-income developing countries. 201/ The projected net inflow of foreign 
capital required to fill this resource gap in 1990 - including the more modest 
requirements of the oil-exporting developing countries - was $177.9 billion. 
Projecting existing conditions, the World Dank estimates that $62.1 billion, or 
35 per cent of this sum, would be provided as grants or under concessionary terms 
and the remainder on commercial terms. In this case, however, the developing 
countries would, by 1990, be devoting nearly 85 per cent of new medium-term and 
long-term capital inflows to the payment of interest and principal on accumulated 
debt, leaving just 15 per cent for buying imports and adding to reserves. 202/ 

328. Clearly, the “existing conditions” governing international capital transfers 
are not satisfactory in the light of the requirements for investment and growth in 
the developing countries. The magnitude and perceived urgency of military 
requirements is a strong and direct contributor to this state of affairs. Military 
requirements siphon off signif icant investible resources in the developing countries 
on the one hand and, on the other, seriously restrict the volume of developmental 
capital that the industrialized nations can provide on concessional terms. 
Accordingly, disarmament measures would ease the constraints at both ends. In 
particular, significant disarmament would permit a major increase in the share of 
the total foreign capital requirements of the developing countries provided in the 
form of grants and’ soft loans. 

200/ It should be noted that the growth targets set in the International 
Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade are 
significantly higher, See chap. II above. 

201/ World Bank, World Development Report 1980 . . . . p. 9. 

202/ Ibid., p. 25. 
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f CHAPTER VI 
/ 

POSSIBLE INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES FOR THE INTERNATIONAL REALLOCATION 
OF RESOURCES FROM ARMAMENTS TO DEVELOPMENT 

329. Disarmament and development have been central concerns of the United Nations 
throughout its entire history and a long series of General Assembly 
resolutions 203/ and special reports 204i/ have highlighted the relationship between 
disarmament and development. A recurring theme within the United Nations treatment 
of disarmament issues is the prospect of additional resources for the developing 
countries becoming available through disarmament measures. Thus the Final Document 
of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly speaks of * . . . the necessity 
to release real resources now being used for military purpose to economic and 
social development, particularly for the benefit of the developing countries" 
(reeolution S-10/2, para. 94 (emphasis added)). 

330. While this certainly includes increased development assistance, it.also means 
we than that. The relationship between disarmament and development is a new 
perspective which aspires to transform the terms of discussion of these issues in a 
conetructive way. Recent General Assembly statements on this relationship, 
including paragraph 16 of the Final Document , also assert that the arms race is 
incompatible with the new international economic order. Thus the requirements of 
development and the potential contributions of disarmament to development have now 
also come to be regarded in terms of broader structural changes in the 
international economy and in international institutions. 

331. As we have seen in the foregoing chapters, the principal benefits of 
disarmament for development will be of a directly economic character, through 
reinvestment in the civilian sectors of economies now maintaining large military 
sector 8, and as a,possible catalyst for the attainment of goals of the new 
international economic order. The major share of investment requirements in 
developing countries will continue to be generated from their own internal 

203/ ResOlUtiOns 380 (V)) 914 (X) 1 1837 (XVII); 2387 (XXIII)) 2526 (XXIV)) 
2602 (XXIV)} 2667 (XXV), 2685 (XXv)r 3470 (XXX), 31/68) 34/88. 

204/ Economic 3nd Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of Military 
@nditures, A/32/88/Rev. 1 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.IX.l)) 
&duction of the Military Budgets of States Permanent Members of the Security 
$uncil by 10 per cent and Utilization of Part of the Funds Thus Saved to Provide 
_RsEistance to Peveloping Countries, A/977O/Rev.l (United Nations publication, Sales 
N3 , %75,1.10)$ Disarmament and Development, ST/ECA/l74 (United Nations 
Publication, Sales No, E.73.IX.l), Economic and Social Consequences of 'Disarmament, 
E/3593/Rev.l (United Nations publication, Sales No. 62.1X.1). 

/ . . . 
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resources. Any increased official development assistance which might result, 
either through existing bilateral and multilateral mechanism or through a new fund 
for the international reallocation of disarmament savings to development, must be 
seen in this proper, supplementary perspective. While savings through reduoed 
military expenditures would have substantial direct benefits for a number of them, 
possibilities for transfers additional to the existing ODA flows, will be 
particularly significant for the developing countries. 

332. In considering the possible institutional arrangements for the transfer of 
disarmament related resources for the benefit of developing countries, this chapter 
examines the technical modalities, problems and perspectives of. proposals for the 
establishment of a fund-type institution,, In doing so, and in accordance with the 
mandate of the General Assembly (resolution 33/71 I), the Group gave particu:lar 
consideration to the French proposal made at the tenth special session of the 
Assembly,(see paragraph 344). 

333. The current’state of affairs in disarmament negotiations and development 
issues, viewed separately, does not give grounds for optimism. The more optimistic 
disarmament climate of the early 1970s has faded. The introduction of a new 
generation of weapons and the new mood of confrontation in East-west relations give 
rise to fears of yet another , more perilous and more costly round of the arms 
race. Negotiations on a new international economic orderl after initial high 
hopes, have not yet made significant progress and the financial situation and 
development prospects of many developing countries have! in fact, deteriorated, 
Global negotiations within the framework of the United Nations have not yet 
started. Thus, at a time when progress on disarmament and development issueS is 
minimal and seemingly beset by major differences in viewpoint, conflicting 
interests and lack of political impetus, proposals for a new disarmament fund for 
development, which would link the two issues, seem audacious. On the other hand, 
the current impasse in East-West relations and in the Mrth-South development 
dialogue would seem to demonstrate the need for new perspectives and new impulses. 

A. Proposals for fund-type institutions on the relationship between 
disarmament and development 

Levels of political action 

334. Whether and to what extent the favourable constellation of disarmament 
succesSes could be utilized for the benefit of development would depend, in Part, 
of course, on the formation of opinion and political action, in the first instance 
in the development countries and in the international community, including the 
United Nations system. In addition to action in a national framework to rech’annel 
some Of the resources released through disarmament measures into development, Such 
as through increased official development assistance international activities at 
either a regional or a global level might be undertaken. 
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33,j, tie Declaration of ~yacucho provides an example of a regional arms limitation 
initiative, the prOViSiOn of which caI.1 for the reallocation of disarmament 
Bavings to develo~ental needs within 13 region, 205/ However, since the parties to 
the agreement are all a0vi3iophg CQUIitri@Bt ft would not entail any reallocation of 
remurceS by the developed great Pwers from armaments to development, Arms 
limitations treaties between the Uhited States and the Soviet l~nion or their 
respective alliances! might also provide for the allocation of a portion of the 
savings to development asrEsistanCe, either bilaterally or through some existing or 
new international institutim. &hilar agreements might be concluded among NATQ OK 
~us~~,~ntries for the allacation of a percentage of disarmament savings to 
&v&qnnent assistance e 

336. Given the-particular CXHWern of th tmited Nations with bath disarmament and 
development, its involvement in some fo in efforts ta channel disarmament savings 
into development assistance seems natural and inevitable. Its aotivity might be 
limited to its rol.e as a forurn and a moral authority in which norms and 
expectations of the international community, in this case for the allocation of a 
portion of disarmament savings to come form of deveJ.opment assistance, are 
articulated and established* Beyond norm-setting, it may be desirable to establish 
8ome formal mechanisms within the united N.ations system itself which wou,l.d have the 
specific function of channeU.ing, according to an agreed formula, resources from 
disarmament to development in addition to the 0,7 per cent target stipulated for 
ODA, and which could both symbolire remgnition of the relationship between them 
and act as a catalyst for the adoption of substantive measures to give it practical 
effect. Hbwsver , ths QDA targats were fixad without reference to the possibility 
of disarmament, the resulta which may be obtained through ODA procedures and/or 
dhnrwnent measures will be seen indePendently of each other. 

Past proposals 

337. Throughout the history of the united Nations there hae been not only WI 
emphasis on benefiting devralopmant through disarmament but also recurrent proposals 
for a sP@cific institutional link; to foeter this reallocntion of resources from 
armaments to development. AB early as 1955, tha establishment of an International 
lQnd for DeveloPmerIt and Mutual uaistance was% propxxed by French Prime Minister 
Edgar Faure. 206/ The proposed fund W&ES part af a comprehensive and detailed 
“draft agreement on the 
Peaceful PurP-es of 

financial supervision of disarmament and allocation for 
th funds made avaiJ,ablen, submitted to the United Nations 

Disarmament Colld.asion if3 cgbneva, 

-- 

%/ Jose Antonio Encinas de1 pando, %)eclaration of Ayachucho (report Pre@W@ 
EoT, the Group) . 

#f . . . 
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338. According to this plan, 338. According to this plan, States would agree to reduce their military States would agree to reduce their military 
expenditures by a percentage that would increase from year to year; the resources expenditures by a percentage that would increase from year to year; the resources 
thus released would be transferred to the Fund. thus released would be transferred to the Fund. The Fund authority would be The Fund authority would be 
charged with setting UP and Policing a uniform definition of military expenditures charged with setting UP and Policing a uniform definition of military expenditures - - 
with-a stanlardized nomenclature for military budget items. States party to the 
agreement would have the obligation of communicating all documents relating to 
their military expenditures to the Fund. This plan represents an early proposal 
for disarmament through reduction in military budgets. 

339. The draft agreement also envisaged arms limitation agreements which would then 
be converted into corresponding reductions in the military budget under the 
supervision of the Fund. In this later case, the monitoring of military budgets bj 
the Fund would serve, as a means of verification of the agreed disarmament 
measures. Part of the resources released to the Fund through the agreed reductionr 
in military budgets would be left at the disposal of the Government .concernesd, and 
another part would be made available to the Fund to be allocated for development, 
With a view tc problems of conversion, it mandated that 75 per cent of the flunds 
thus allocated would be spent in the donor county, In this scheme, budgetary 
control was seen as an attractive alternative to “material control” of a 
disarmament agreement by technical or other means. Another particular virtue of 
the plan in the view of Mr. Faure, was that it would be relatively self-enforcing, 
Each State would be required to turn over its stipulated contribution to the Fund 
and, if it actually concealed military expenditures in excess of the agreed 
reduction, it would in effect be penalized by this amount. 

340. In March 1956, the Soviet Union proposed that a special fund for assistance tC 
developing countries be established within the United Nations to be financed 
through military budget reductions (Dc/Sc.1/41). Two years later the Soviet Union 
renewed and elaborated this proposal. In a memorandum annexed to a request for the 
inclusion of an item concerning the reduction of military budgets, Mr. Gromyko, 
Chairman of the USSR Belegdtion , emphasized that the proposed budgetary appralach 
was part Of a “practical method of solving the disarmament problem” by “gradual, 
partial measures” (A/3925). The draft resolution, submitted to the First 
Committee, called for a reduction in the military budgets of the USSR, the United 
States, the United Kingdom and France of 10 to 15 per cent and the use of part of 
the savings for development assistance. 207/ 

341. In 1964, Brazil submitted a working paper to the Eighteen-Nation Disarma;ment 
Committee in Geneva entitled “Application of savings on military expenditures”, 
which called for the establishment of an “Industrial Conversion and Economic 
Development Fund”. The fund would be allotted not less than 20 per cent of ,the 
global value of reductions in military budgets which would then be utilized for 
financing development assistance. 208/ The Brazilian working paper emphasized thai 

x/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirteenth Session, hneXC?& 
agenda items 64, 70 and 72, document A/C.l/L.204. 

208/ Official Records of the nisarmament Commission, Supplement for June 2 
Decem~ 1964, document UC/209, annex I, sect. F. 
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Ihe economic and social imbalance then prevailing in the woxld wasI because of the 
pial tensions it entailed, a @erioUS threat to international peace and security 

tnd that the struggle against: misery in the world would encourage the QCO~YX& 

]evelopent of the world as a whole, 

142, In 1973, the Genera1 Assembly adopted I at the initiative of the soviet 

pion, 2oq/ a resolution calling for a 10 per cent reduction of the military 
,udgets of states permanent members of the SeCUKity Council and the allocation of 
10 per cent of the funds thus ffaV@d fcx social and Wo~mic development in the 
let&ping countries (resolution 3093 A (XXWXJI) ) . 7%e KeHdUtiOn ahi0 called on 
jeer States with major military and economic patentia3, to participate, This was 
g,nceived, initially at least, as a One-time lceduction in military budgets. A 
;pecfal Cbnunittee would be set Up t0 distribute the fundlr which were to be 
ldditional to existing channels Of developnent assistance and would be distributed 
lithout discrimination of any kind l A companion resolution introduced by 
rxico 2lOJ called for an expert study of the technical and other problems 
lssociated with agxeements for the reUuction of military budgets 
:resolution 3093 B (XXVIiTI) ) . tie rslljulting report led to a sarisa aE expert 
studies on problems of measuring f comparing and verifying the military expenditures 
If States. _211/ A standardised reGorting instrument defining and detailing military 
lxpenditures has been devslopcsd and tested, 730 General Mrrmbly, at its 
birty-fifth sessionl adopted resolution 35/142 B calling upon a13. States to make 
iseof that instrument in reporting their military xpslndituraa TV the 
lecretary-General. Thus, progress in resolving technical problems associated with 
greed expenditure reductions has been made, Eaa Ear, however, a world-wide 
e*PnSe has not been forthcoming and it remains to be been when this will be the 
#aset 

43, A nUIIIbeK of new proposals for a fund-type institutional link between 
liEarmament and development WBCL made at the Tenth Q%$cia.i Session of the G~~ral 
fisembly, on disarmament, in 1978, President Genghor of nagal proposed that a 
axon armaments should be instituted baaed on the mixita 
his tax would amount ~.CI 5 per cent of miXiCary budg 

budgets of States, 
tisl and be paid to the United 

Miens to be used solely for development assistance, President .f@nghor suggested 
hat such a trx would ra,l.se $20 billion p@%K annum in revenue (A/+XO/PV~17r Pe13) l 

209/ See the letter from the Minister for Ebraign Affair& of iA@ NW? 
Official Records of the &neral Assembly, Twenty-er;/qhth, S@sPliWr Annexes: agenda 
Cem 102, document A/9191) and the draft resolution 
0cum-k A/L.~oI./R~v.~) . 

uhit;tad by tica USSR (ibid*, 

u/ Official Records of the tinecal ksaembly*l msnty-ahth MsSfoa Annexesf 
genda item l-02, document A/L.715, 

%/ These reports on the reduction of military budgeta WeKQt 
1974: A/9770/~,ev.i (Wited Nations publication, Bales ND* E*75.1-1Q)f 
19761 A/31/222/Rev,l (united Nations publication, Wes rJo* E*77*1-6) 1 
l977t 
1980: 

A/32/194/arid Add l J.1 
A/35,/479 (united Nations publication, Sale8 No. %a-9) @ 

/ . . . 
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344. In his address to the tenth special session, President Giscard D’Estaing of 
France proposed the establishment of an International Disarmament Fund for 
Development which *would channel funds released by disarmament into development 
needs (see A/S-lOiYPV.3, PP.2-30). This proposal, which was subsequently elaborated 
in a memorandum of the French Government (A/S-lO/AC.l/28) envisioned the fund as a 
new United Nations specialized agency which would constitute a Practical 
manifestation of the relationship acknowledged by the world community to exist 
between disarmament and development. Contributors to the fund would be those 
States which were both most heavily armed and most developed) beneficiaries of the 
fund would be those States which were least heavily armed and least developed. In 
principle, the fund would be based on the disarmament dividend approach, that is, 
on resources released by disarmament measures. However, the French proposal also 
provided for a transitional phase of the fund with an initial one-time endowment of 
$1 billion, until resources derived from disarmament savings could become its 
long-term basis. In its transitional phase, contributions to the fund would be 
assessed on the basis of a State’s, level of armament, measured by the possession of 
certain types of weapon systems the existence of which, according to the proposal, 
could be objectively determined. both contributor States and potential beneficiar:y 
States subscribing to the agreement establishing the fund would be fund members anld 
the principle of balance between the two would be the basis of its 
decision-making. The fund would make grants or loans to developing countries or to 
intergovernmental organizations , utilizing as much as possible existing 
international agencies for the administration of its loan and grants, It was 
further proposed that Payments made by contributor States through the fund should 
be counted toward the United Nations target of 0.7 per cent of GNP for official 
development assistance. 

345. Mexico, while endorsing the French initiative, proposed the immediate opening 
of a special ad hoc account in the United Nations Development programme (UNDP) on ii 
provisional basis. Mexico stressed the need to establish practical procedures to 
channel and distribute to the developing countries a considerable 
resources that might be released by effective disarmament measures 

part of the 

(A/S-lO/PV.3, p. 47) . 

346. Romania proposed the freezing and gradual reduction of military budgets on th@ 
basis of a concrete programme. In a first stage, the military budgets were to be 
reduced by at least 10 Per cent and one half of the amounts released in this WaY 
would be transferred unconditionally to a United Nations fund for development, 
especially for the benefit of countries with a per capita income of less than Woo 
(A/s-lO/AC.l/23 of 12 June 1978.). 

347. There have also been a number or recent proposals made by non-governmental 
organizations and individual experts for the creation of some such fund-type 
institutional link between disarmament and development. mr instance, the report 
of the Independent Commission on International bevelopment Issues (the Brandt 
Commission) proposed that consideration should be given to the establishment of a 
new world development fund to better meet the financial needs of developing 
countries and, in particular, to provide new sources of additional and long-term 

programme funding. The Commission suggested a number of potential new revenue 
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!es which would have the requisite character of automaticity, inter aliar the 
ibility of a tax on military expenditures or a tax on arms trade. Other 
istions included taxation 'of international trade in general, international 
! in crude oil, energy consumption and durable luxury goods. 

features of the.alternative approaches to a fund-type institutional link 
!en disarmament and development 

Tfie Perspective which underlies all of these proposalsj is that of a vast 
Ige of resources for armaments , which could be better utilized to meet real 
I needs and, in particular, 
'aping countries. 

the urgent requirements of cevelopment in the 
Three basic contributory principles are found in the various 

Gal8 for promoting the relocation of resources from armaments to development: 

(a)' The diqarmament dividend approach in which the savings resulting from 
mment measures, or a portion thereof , are allocated to development needs) 

(b) The armaments levy approach in which national assessments for development 
ibutions are based on some agreed measure of States' allocation of resources 
ilitary purposes; 

(c) Voluntary contributions on the model of numerous other United Nations 
and specialized agencies in which each State determines its own' individual 

ibution. 

isarmament dividend approach 

First of all, it should be noted that most agreements on disarmament and arms 
~1 which have so far been reached in the lifetime of the United Nations have 
sed few, if any? actual resources. Thus, for example, the multilateral 
nents restricting the military use of Antarctica, outer space and the sea-bed 
designed to prevent the introduction of armaments in certain areas not yet 
ted by the arms race. However important, they can hardly be said to have 
sed any resources. Other international agreements such as the Partial Test 
reaty and Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons also released no 
3sor3rces. In any case, this was not ,the primary significance of these 
ies . Only the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production 
tockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxic Weapons and on Their 
xztion can clearly be said to have released any real resources. Even major 
era1 agreements such as the SALT agreements were arms limitation agreements 
set quantitative limits on the future deployment of certain types of 

IS. The limits, however, were almost entirely set above existing force 
3, In SALT I, for example, the United States, and the Soviet Union agreed to 
their deployment of anti-ballistic missiles to 100 each, a number which had 

112/ NpFth-Southt A Program for Survival (Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press, 1980.),. 
~2-123~- $44, 252-253: 

/ . . . 
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not yet been reached by either side. Any significant disarmament dividend 
resulting from these agreements is of a prospective nature rather than leading to 
the release of resources actually utilized for military purposes, that is, less 
resources were subsequently utilized for military purpcses, than would probably 
have been the case in the absence of such an agreement. Even when resources are 
released there will be problems in connexion with verification. 

350. Budgetary limits or reduction of military expenditures has been, parall’el to 
arms limitation efforts, another disarmament strategy which has received 
considerable attention in the United Nations. Reference was made above to the 1973 
General Assembly resolution (3093 A (XXVIII)) calling for a 10 per cent reduction 
of military budgets and the allocation of 10 per cent of the funds thus saved for 
development. This and similar proposals have been repeatedly made but with even 
less, success than in the area of physical arms limitation measures. If the NATO 
and WTO countries were to agree on such a reduction, the current yield in 
additional development assistance woul’d be of the order of $4,000 million, which 
would represent an increase of about 14 per cent in global QDA. Larger reductions 
or a larger percentage allocation of the savings to development would yield 
correspondingly more. 

351. Any disarmament dividend would have to result from reductions on a mutuallly 
agreed basis of military expenditures and from arms limitations strategies. The 
attention given to reduction of military expenditures as a disarmament strategy has 
generated considerable experience and expertise within the international community 
on the measurement and reporting of military expenditures. The familiar 
difficulties are technical, but primarily political , even assuming a willingness in 
principle of relevant parties to undertake such reductions in military 
expenditures: how to standardize the meaning of military expenditures, to compare 
prices cross-nationally and to monitor the agreed reductions. There are also 
potentially difficult problems of measurement in the case of arms limitations and 
disarmament agreements. If a portion of the resulting savings are to be allocated 
to a fund, the savings realised in the form of actually released resources or Of 
prospective savings must be determined. In this case, the problem is to give a 
monetary value to agreed reductions in or limitations on force levels, much 0.f 

which may consist of merely prospective and hence necessarily somewhat speculative 
savings. 

352. As an example, reference could be made to one assessment of the impact ojE the 
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty of 1972 on United States military expenditures. 213/ 
According to the assessment, the agreement resulted in the termination of United 
States anti-ballistic missile deployments and advanced the cause of those favcuring 
a slowdown in air defence modernization and a reduction in air defence force Xevels 

g/ Barry M. Blechman and Edward R. 
Analytical Survey and Pointers for Action” 

Pried, “Disarmament and Development:’ An 

Development Planning 
(paper prepared for the committee for 

I January 1977)) pp.8-9. See also the three illustrative cases 
of possible savings from arms control agreements (ibid., pp. 14-16). 
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(estimated annual savings of $5 billion in 1976 prices). On the other hand, both 
kinds of reductions might have.occurred anyway, although perhaps at a slower pace, 
even in the absence of the Treaty. ,Expenditures on other components of the united 
States strategic arsenal increased after the conclusion of the Treaty, in 
par titular , programmes to modernize offensive weapon systems, and over-all 
expenditures, after remaining relatively constant for several years, again began to 
rise, The assessment concludes that the Treaty probably brought about some net 
savings compared to the expenditure levels that would have been attained if the 
negotiations had not taken place or had failed. 

353. As this example suggests, the problems of measurement are certainly not less 
complicated in the case of disarmament savings resulting from arms limitation 
measures and,’ because of the speculative element inherent in such prospective 
savings, are perhaps even more difficult to determine objectively. 

The armaments levy approach 

354, According to the armaments levy approach, the financial link between 
disarmament and development constitutued by a fund would consist of pro-rating 
States* contributions to the fund for development in some relationship to their 
level of military effort. States with a higher level of military efforts would 
contribute correspondingly more to the development fund. The armaments levy might 
be based on absolute levels of military expenditures , On military expenditures as a 
percentage of government expenditures or as a percentage of GNP. The latter two 
pssibilities raise additional problems of the reliability and comparability Of 
national income accounts and of governmental budgeting data. Furthermore, the 
relatively high percentage of their GNP or government budgets that some developing 
countries spend on military efforts would obscure the dominant percentage Of world 
military expenditures attributable to the developed countries and would run ax.Mer 
to the development assistance rationale of the fund. 

355.. As has already been stated (paras. 342 and 351), a series of studies on the 
problems Of ineasuring, comparing and verifying absolute levels of military 
expenditures has been undertaken by the united Nations without leading t0 
world-wide agreement. Other sources on military expenditures which are widely 
used, such as the publications of the United States Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency and the Stockholm International peace Research Institute are still subjeat 
to methodological and data limitations which limit their usefulness as a Source of 
objective data on military expenditures 214/ and these sources would not be 
Universally acceptable as a basis for a zted Nations fund. 

214/ See, in Particular, Michael Brzoska , et al., An Assessment of Sources and 
&3tiStiCS of Military Expenditure and Arms Transfer Data (reljort prepared for the 
Group). 

/ . . . 
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356. A tax on portions of military expenditures, for instance, the arms trade, has 
also been proposed - most recently by the Brandt Commission, although with some 
doubts as to its feasibility. In this case too, the problems of measurement of th 
arms trade, which are both technical and political, are similar to those 
encountered in measuring military expenditures as a whole. An additional objectio 
to a tax on arms sales would be that the tax would at least in part be passed on8 
either directly or indirectly, to the importer of arms, which is, typically, a 
developing country. If so, the impact of the tax would not be progressive but 
regressive, falling most heavily on developing countries, and it would promote a 
redistribution from armaments to development assistance , at best, not between Wt 
and South but between different developing countries. Even registration df the 
international arms trade has been opposed by many developing nations on the-ground 
that such a measure would unfairly single out arms-importing nations. 

357. A third approach to an armaments levy would be an assessment based on t:he 
possession of certain types of w.eapons that are indioative of national military 
effort and whose existence is generally known or can be ascertained by natianal 
technical means of verification. This approach would have the advantage of 
avoiding some of the technical problems of an armaments levy based on either total 
military budgets or arms trade. 

Voluntary contributions 

358. Voluntary contributions could also be employed as, the’basis for a special fun 
to promote the reallocation of resources from armaments to development. Such 
arrangements are already an important mode of raising funds for. United NBtions 
activities. 
activities. 

UNDP, for example,’ r,elies on voluntary pledges to support its 
In 1980 alone, States pledged $724 million in voluntary, contributions 

to UNDP, and over $3,400 million in the years 1975-1980. 215/ However, if the 
disarmament fund were financed out of general voluntary contributions, the specifi 
linkage between disarmament and development would have to be constituted by the 
purposes for which the special fund. is used. The research reports for this study 
of the relationship between disarmament and development were, for.. example, finance 
by voluntary contributions to a special Disarmament Project Fund or by national 
undertakings in response to an appeal for support from the Secretary-General (see 
A/34/534). Similarly, a donation from the French Government has provided the 
initial funding for the new United,, Nations Institute for Disarmament Research 
(UNIDIR) at Geneva. 

359. Another approach would be to link the source of funds to military efforts. 
Ebr instance , the Secretary--G&era1 suggested, in his address at the special 
session devoted to disarmament in 1978, that States “devote to national and 
international disarmament efforts $1 million for every $1,000 million CurrentlY 
spent on arms” specifically earmarked for international study in the field of arm! 

w 1980 United Nations Pledging conference for Devlopment Achjvitie.s,,, 
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control and disarmament and to intensify and broaden the Scope of national 
programmep If information and study concerning diaarmament (A/S-lO/PV.l, 
pp. 23-25). In terms of current levele of military expenditures, thia euggeation 
would, if followed, yield a cum of $500 million for such activitiee. Such a 
linkage of disarmament efforts to levele of military spending would serve aa an 
important “moral and political objective* (w.). Among other activitiee, the 
propoeed World Diearmament Campaign may be financed through Such voluntary 
contr ibutione. Although an approach relying on voluntary contributions has proven 
aucueaaful aa a baaia for funding research and information-type activities, it 
remains to be seen whether it can be a basis for raising significant additional 
resources for S disarmament fund for development. 

Beneficiaries of a fund 

360. The diaburaamant of the resources of a fund, if established, would have to 
reflect the purpoeea of the funds disarmament and development and manifeatation of 
the relationship between them. lhere have been a number of suggestions for 
alloaating the resourcea of such a fund in addition to criteria USUally employed in 
mulilateral development aaaiatance programmes. It has bean suggested, for example, 
that it might be appropriate to give preference to Statea with a low profile in 
armaments and military expenditure. Alternatively, it is argued that any such 
discrimination would be inappropriate for a United Nations devlopment fund and 
alight the legitimate security requirements of developing countries. 

361. In addition to a preference in its disbursement for projectk in States with a 
low military profile, it has been suggested that a fund might - depending on the 
availability of resources - offer a positive incentive in the form of matching 
funds for developing countries which are able through diaarmdment agreements to 
reduce their levels of military effort. 216/ This, it was auqgeatad, would be 
feasible even at a minimum funding level of 61 billion, because moat developing 
countries have, in absolute terms, relatively low levels of military expenduture, 
This incentive could then be expected to be an effective one, given the high 
marginal benefits that such a matching formula would give to reductions in military 
budgets. 

362. According to another suggestion, disbursement of the fund resources could be 
more project-oriented, embracing particular types of projects. A project-type 
orientation could either concentrate the diburaementa on some specific 
internstional need to give it maximum visibility and/or select projects with a 
Particular symbolic relationship to the disarmament/development focus of such a 
fund. It might, for example, focus its attention on conversion of military plarlta 
into civilian investments conducive to developmentr water quality projecttst the 

216/ This is suggested by Blechman and Fried, op. cit., p. 18, and 
Pierre Dabeziea, Establishment of an International Disarmament Fund for Development 
(report prepared for the Group), p. 50. 
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development of renewable, environmentally compatible sources of energy; combating 
desertificationt or the financing of commodity price stabilization proposals,, It 
might also take as its special focus reconstruction needs and other projects in 
devloping countries in the aftermath of wars or civil disturbances, and provide not 
only special funding but also build up a special expertise in this area. Ths 
practicality of special disbursement criteria would depend on a significant l.evel 
of funding. 

363. In the event of substantial disermament successes which released significant 
funds through a disarmament dividend, it would probably be necessary to relate the 
disbursements and projects of the fund to the economic conversion needs of the 
developed countries concerned , at both a macroeconomic and microeconomic level. 
This would entail, in the case of very substantial disarmament divident sums witha 
significant macroeconomic impact on the economy of the donor country, tying a 
portion of the disbursed funds to purchases in the economy undergoing conversion) 
where feasible, specific production facilities and manpower formerly employed in 
military production might be reoriented towards production for markets in 
developing countries. The idea of easing the problems of conversion for the 
developed countries with the aid of demand stipulated by development assistance to 
devloping countries was an original element of the French proposal made by 
Edgar Faure in 1955. 21L/ 

The French proposal for an international disarmament fund for development 

364. The French proposal (A/S-lO/AC.1/28) contains a number of distinctive elements 
which merit particular attention. First it is conceived as a means of manifesting 
and promoting the relationship between disarmament and development through its very 
existence. The means at its disposal will depend on the resources released as a 
result of any arms limitation treaties that may be reached. The first stage is 
only a prelude to the definitive staget the initial funding can be considered to be 
at a modest level, and, likewise, the proposal to count the resources that may be 
transferred by the fund in'assessing States' contributions toward the ODA target of 
0.7 per cent can be considered too limited, However, 
from being attained. 

the ODA target is still far 
It was, moreover, stressed at the Sandefjord symposium 218/ 

that an initial amount of $1,000 million could have a considerable impact if it 
were distributed to some of the poorest countries. These two elements of the 
proposal could be negotiated at the time of the setting-up of the international 
disarmament fund. This Proposed initial level of funding represents a modest 
0.2 Per cent of current world military expenditure. This impression of relative 
modesty Of the initial level of funding is reinforced by the provision in the 
French Government memorandum on the proposed disarmament fund which states tha,t 

z/ official Records of the Disarmament Commission, Supplement for April& 
December 1955, document W/71, annex 16. 

218/ The Sandefjord Report on Disarmament and Development (0~10, 1980) p* 99. 

/‘.. 1 
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fund are to be taken into account in evaluating contributions cantributionS to the 
toofficial develOpIW2n~ a~.3i~taWX@ Given the existing poor record of meeting the 
united Nations development aBe ie tance targstx devalaping countrieis would certainly 
feel that Fund contributions should be not additions to existfng leVt?lB of 
assistance and not be deducted from the Unitad Nations target% ‘Ihi. is alss the 
opinion expressed in the relsearch rcpcxts submitted to tha Group. 219/ 

365, According to the French &3V~x:nll’N3l+i~ memorandum, the creation 02 the fund would 
take pl.ace in tW0 stagear the fir&t or tran~.itisnal stage baaed on a levy an the 
armaments of the most heavily armed States would take place before any releaee of 
legources as a result of dlenrmament agreements. Dur Fng thi$ stage, $1,000 million 
&d be contributed by the richsat and mc?Bt heavily armed countries~ during the 
second and final stage the fund WC2U&d be supplied frsm ~~!~~OUKCCB freed through the 
implementation of disarmament ~g~~~rn~nt~, concluded at the bilateral, regional cr 
international level. 

166. Also according to the French Government memorandum and additional information 
subsequently presented by the French Gwernmsnt: faxl conekkratian by the Graup, 
rarious criteria could be uacd in the transitional atagc to identify “the richeat 
Ind most heavily armed” countr ie$ b 1: the live permanent 
nembers of the Security Council waul uded, the following 
criteria could be utilizedt. 22QI 

As a criterion of wealth I a pju capita GNP af more than $L,lOO, 

As criteria of armamentnt a level of militawy expenditure in BXCB88 of 
2 per cent of GNP) 

a volume of miLitary expenditure in Excel of 
$11S 1,s billion. 

‘yassociatin9 the first criterion with the twc ctherl, a list of contributory 
ltatea Would be obtained which w~)uld, according to the French proposaZr probably ‘*, ‘.,,: !@j 

iair1Y faithfully reflect the current aftuatlan. Of the sum foreseen as the 
rontribUtiOn during the transitory atage, 
ihould be based on States’ 

ermaunting kc) $1,000 mil.Lianr 50 per cent 
nuclear armamenta and 50 per cent on conventional 

Irmaments. The criterion used to determine the relatlvc contributions far the 
luclear sector of the United St&tee af ~mericpl dnd the Union of Soviet Socialist 

w ThiS discussion of the French fund propcaal draws heavily on the 
‘ollowing rePWts prepared for the Groupt 
‘@ Estab1ishm@nt of an Internntfsnal Disarmament Fund for Developm,ent~ A 

pit?Krf? Dabezics, op. cit.) Mezrek Thee, 

$ibility Stud ,nd Finn solli YI Bulletin of PF?EIC~FI F~CQCMMX~, VQL. L2, No. 1, 1981) Ove Nslrv@sen 

~kh?lopmentq 
@, Analyaie of a prop 

‘1’1 dollars, w This PrWOSal i.B based on 1977 statj,stics and the figures refer t0 1977 

/ . . . 
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KepubIica could be their numbers of vehicles, baaed on the BALT Agreement. The 
joint participation of these two countries would amount to SO pet cent of the whole 
mUID. China, the United Kingdom and France would jointly contribute 20 per cent, 
that ia to eay 6.66 per cent each For conventional armaments the following 
diatr ibution ia propoeedr 

20 pet cent from thu Navy 

40 pet cent from the Army 

- using lsrge unite ae e ctitetionr 

- ueing the number of heavy atmouced 
vehicle8 a8 a crlter ion) 

40 pet cent from the Air Force - ueing the number of combat Planes 
a8 a ctltetlon. 

Data relating to this material would be eupplied by etatistlcs most frequently used 
lntetnationslly. 

367. In the eecond and final Btage, contribution&i would be determined by arms 
reduction agreements. In the view of the French mvernment, the world ie a8 a 
whole ovetatmed and, while each State le the beet judge of the teeouroeB it devotee 
to aeoutlty, it le neceeesty to lower the eecutlty threshold at present universally 
deemed dangetoue~ the only way to teach this goal is for eoveteign States to 
conclude bilateral, teglonal or world-vide acme limitation agreements. In thie 
viev, the Btatee pattioe to these agreementa would, through negotiationa, determine 
what ie for them the optlmum security threehold, the level of which could be 
gradually lowered by eubeeguent negotiations. The teal and financial teeourcee 
released by theee agreements, it ie held, should become known at the same time that 
Btatee eucceed in concluding aTme limitation aqteements. 

other fund vropoeals and funding aoutcee 

368. We have referred to a variety of ptopoeale for the reallocation of teBoutces 
from military to civilian putposee in addition to eatLiar fund ptoposale and the 
recent Ranch proposal. The common feature in these different proposals is that 
the source of funding LB related to levels of, or reduction in, military efforts. 
The amount of funds they would generate depends on their respective atmamente levy 
or disarmament dividend allocation ratios. 

369. French-type ptopoaals for a special ditaatmament fund ate diffeterlt from other 

development reaietance programmes because of their distinctive funding, which 
constitute8 an explicit link, teal or symbolic, between diearmament and 
development. Other proposals for new special development assistance funds, such as 
the proposed deeettification fur& and commodities fund, ate distinctive in terms of 
the type of assistance they provide, for example, capital development vet8us 
technical aseiatancc, or have a specific regional focus. In 80 fat a8 new funds 
for multilateral aid are generated, the other option8 would be to snake such a fund 
merely a special account within sowe existing ptogtame, each as UNDP, or to marry 
it as a new funding source with some special purpose fund. The decielon whether an 
international disarmament fund for development is to be dUtOnomUa or incorporated 
into another United Nations organ will depend on a collective agreement@ in any 

/ . . . 
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case this has less importance than the fact that the fund should constitute a 
concrete link between disarmament and development. It is also important to make it 
known to the public where the resources for such a fund come from as well as the 
fact that these resources will be devoted to development purposes. 

370. There has been in recent years increasing emphasis within the United Nations 
system on the need 'for both additionality and automaticity in funding for 
development assistance. 
the Brandt Commission. 

This was also most recently underlined in the report by 
This emphasis is, in part, the context for discussion of 

the possibility of' taxation of military expenditures or arms transfers. Other 
possibilities suggested have included a general tax on international trade or on 
soine particular commodity, for example, oil, 221/ a tax on the reverse transfer of 
technology (that is, immigration of labour, p&?icul.arly skilled workers and 
professionals from developing countries), - 222/ a tax on trade surpluses of 
developed countries with developing countries, 223/ a consumption tax on certain 
luxury goods, s/ a tax on the exploitation of the global commons 225/ and even a 
United Nations lottery. 226/ 

B. Assessment of various proposals for measures to reallocate 

371. Bearing in mind the mandate of the Group, the point of departure for any 
consideration of the various proposals made would have to be their political 
acceptability and, thus, their feasibility. An assessment of this decisive factor 
can of course be made either in an immediate or in a somewhat more long-term 
Perspective. As matters now stand in the disarmament negotiations, it would seem 

221/ The proposal is made, for example, by the Brandt Commission (North-Southr --2 
A Proqram for Survival . . . 1. 

222/ General Assembly resolution 34/200 of 19 December 1979 requested the 
Secretary-General to carry out a study on the feasibility of an international 
labour compensatory facility. 

223/ Proposed by the Group of 77 at the United Nations Conference on Science 
and Technology for Development. 

224/ Most recently proposed by the Brandt Commission. 

225/ Most recently such issues have been raised in the Third United Nations 
Conference on the Law of the Sea (see the informal text of the Draft Convention on 
the Law of the Sea (A/CONF.62/WP.lO/Rev.3)). 

226/ See Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth Session, Fifth 
committee, 1430th meeting; and document A/8985/Add.l. 

/ . . . 
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that the latter alternative should be considered the more realistic one. The 
critkrion of political feasibility would have to be applied to the various 
alternative approaches described in pa'ragraphs 348-359, as well as to the proposal 
for a fund-type institution now under consideration. 

Alternative approaches 

372. The disarmament dividend approach is in principle certainly the most 
attractive contributory basis for a 'fund and it best reflects the United Nations 
strategy for disarmament. At the same time, however , many years of experience have 
shown the complexity of the problems of measurement of military expenditures and, 
Consequently, of an assessment of savings caused by disarmament measures. It would 
seem desirable that future United Nations expert studies on standardization and 
reporting of military expenditure take more explicitly into account the unique 
problems involved in measuring disarmament savings resulting from arms limitation 
agreements, which is a somewhat different problem than the measurement of military 
budgets. 

373. Until the technical and political difficulties of disarmament accounting have 
been overcome, a parallel approach might be to require the parties to arms 
limitation agreements to stipulate by mutual agreement the direct and indirect 
savings which would accrue to them over a period of years as a result of the 
agreement concluded, under the assumption that a fixed percentage of the 
disarmament dividend would go to a fund. The sums stipulated would have to be, in 
general terms, credible to the international community and to domestic public 
opinion in the States party to the agreement. This political solution would 
by-pass a great many problems of detail in the objective,determination of 
disarmament savings in which military budget reduction proposals have been mired. 
The verification of the arms limitation measures involved would have to be resolved 
to the mutual satisfaction of the.parties in the treaty agreement itself. 

374. In the armaments levy approach, the resource linkage between disarmament and 
development seems to be to a large extent blurred, since it could imply that 
additional funds for development would be contingent on a continuing arms race. 
However, should a levy lead to a reduction in military expenditures and thus to the 
allocation of resources to the civilian sector, this would more than offset the 
funds that would have been raised by the levy, and provide additional resources .for 
the developing countries. 

375. Considering the amount of public debate on this, or on an armaments tax 
approach, it might, however, be necessary to assess it in somewhat greater detail. 
In paragraph 354 reference has been made to various ways of estimating the base iof 
any armaments levy. It would appear that both for technical reasons and in terms 
of the goals of a disarmament/development fund, absolute military expenditures 
would be a preferable criterion for an armaments levy approach to financing such a 
fund. 

/ . . . 
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376, Besides objections of principle as referred to above , paragraphs 355 and 356 
deal with a series of difficulties which seem to emcompass the armaments levy 
approach. It has been suggested in reports submitted to the Group that certain of 
the technical difficulties encompassing this approach would be eased if it were 
possible to develop a rather simple contributory scheme related to the levels of 
military efforts of States. One possible approach suggested is to set by 
negotiations a contributory share of the armaments levy to be made by the great 
Powers permanent members of the Security Council , reflecting their predominance in 
world military expenditures. The next step would be to reach agreement on 
contributory ratios reflecting their different levels of military effort. Here, as 
in this entire approach, ,it is held that general orders of magnitude upon which 
there is widespread agreement rather than exact figures would suffice. Thus, for 
example, if it is agreed the great Powers will contribute 60 per cent of the funds 
tobe raised in a given year, the fund agreement might stipulate parity 
contributory shares of 24 per cent each for the United States and the Soviet Union 
and 4 per cent each for the United Kingdom, France and China - the lower share for 
China (relative to its military effort) being a recognition of its status as a 
developing country. The remaining 40 per cent contributory share could then be 
allocated among other States in proportion to their officially reported levels of 
ailitary expenditures. 227/ 

377. A political solution by means of contributory shares of the great Powers might 
be feasible because, in contrast to the problems'of measurement o'f military 
expenditures, agreement on general orders of magnitude would suffice where there is 
no issue of military security involved. The absolute sums in question would also 
bemodest (initially to equal, for example, 0.5 to 1 per cent of annual military 
expenditures), giving little incentive for focusing on marginal differences in the 
estimates of relative military strength. It is also held that use of the official 
military expenditure data reported to the United Nations would be adequate for the 
purposes of the armaments levy in determining the contributions of the other 
Powers, In this case, the relative orders of magnitude , which such figures would 
reliably indicate, would suffice to give contributions an equitable relationship, 
IF only approximate, to levels of military spending. 

378, Another approach advanced in the technical papers commissioned by the Group 
muld envisage the establishment of a contributory scale for an armaments levy 
based on groups of States defined both in terms of their level of armaments and 
their level of devlopment. 228/ According to this approach, States subscribing to 
the Fund would voluntarily affiliate themselves to the appropriate group 
classification in consultation within the Fund agency. 

227,' This general type of approach is suggested by Marek Thee, op. cit., 
PPI 56-58. 

228,' This approach is exemplified by Pierre Dabezies, op.cit., pp. 40-49. 

/ . . . 
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379. A tax on military expenditures, such as that suggested by the armaments ILevy 
approach could, like any tax, have two Purpos@s* Its aim could be merely to raise 
revenues, or it could also be to deter some type of behaviour and encourage another 
type of behaviour. It has been suggested that an armaments levy could have the 
additional advantage of effectively deterring military expenditures which would he 
the object of such “taxation”. H;owever, small marginal “tax rates” (0.20 to 
1 per cent) could not be assumed to have an appreciable impact on military spending 
because of the’overriding non-economic considerations which determine such 
decisions. 229/ 

380. In paragraph 374, the view was expressed that the resource linkage between 
disarmament and development through an armament levy approach is blurred. Schemes 
with a much stronger, more practical and direct resource linkage between 
disarmament and development would serve better the goals of disarmament and the 
establishment of a new international economic order. 

Voluntary contributions 

381. Arrangements for voluntary contributions to international co-operation 
activities within and through the United Nations function in a number of case!5 - in 
some they do not. It is felt that while this method can be a basis for raising 
additional resources for a D&armament Fund for Development, it would not raise 
significant amounts unless there were effective disarmament measures. There would, 
however, be no’reason to exclude for the future any further examination of such 
possibilities particularly, perhaps, for some specific and well-defined purpose in 
the field of disarmament. 

The French proposal for an international disarmament fund for development 

382. The French Proposal (A/S-lO/AC.1/28), described in paragraphs 364-367, is a 
positive initiative aiming at establishing an institutional relationship between 
disarmament and development, As such, it merits careful consideration as to :its 
technical feasibility and political acceptability. AS was stated in ParagraPll 364r 
it also contains a number of distinctive elements which require particular 
attention. The Croupl therefore, first made some general observations in order 
then to devote its attention to these elements of the pro,posal. 

383. As a framework for assessing the fund proposal, it is essential to regard it 
as an important but limited institutional initiative, the significance of which 
would lie in its role as a seminal political act of the world community. 230/ 

a/ See, for example, the discussion of effectiveness of taxation in 
Dabezies, op.cit., pp* 37-38. 

g/ This discussion Of the French fund proposal draws heavily on the repOrts 
prepared for the GrowI Pierre Dabezies, op.cit. 1 Marek Theel op. cit.% 
Cve Narvesen and Finn Sollie, op. cit. 
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though the relationship between eecurity, diearmement and development ie suoh (See 
chap. II above) that the security interests of Statee as they themselves define 
them are primary, diearmament will ultimately be based on politiaal settlements at 
the world or regional level between groups of Btetee. On the other hand, 
propagation of the diearmament-developaent perepeotive might faoilitate the 
development of constituencies for arms limitations and disarmament, which is a 
preaondition for the aohievement of the requieite politioo-militaty settlement. 

304. In realietia terme, any such fund ie bound to have only a limited impaat on 
the over-all flow of reeouroee for develogn\ent, at leaet in the ehort term, Suoh a 
fund oan only aomplement and faoilitate the efforts to establish a new 
international eoonomia order and promote eaoh nation’s own development efforts. 

38§. If  euffioiently broad political oonaent could be brought forward, a 
disarmament fund for development might be able to aontribute to the achievement of 
eome immrtant goals. First, euoh a fund would establish, in politioal- 
institutional terms within the United Netione system, the relationship between 
disarmament and development perceived by a growing csoneeneue of the world 
community. Secondly, the eetabliehment and preeenoe of suoh a fund would be 
expeoted to oontribute the growing awareness by Governments and by publio opinion 
of the disarmament-development perepeotive. It would aleo faoilitate the 
development of new international norms of solidarity by requiring principled 
commitment to reallocate a portion of any disarmament savings to development as 
well as practical raffirmatione of this commitment, even if initially at modest 
funding levele. Thirdly, the fund would dernone$ratively reallooate reemroee from 
the arms race to development. 

366. Ihe idea and ideal of the French fund propoeal have a long history in the 
United Nations and have been endorsed in principle in many reeolutione. Rather, 
the question is whether the establishment of euoh an institutional link would be 
more opportune now than in the past. lhe Qroup, therefore, devoted attention to 
the following distinctive elements of the proposal. 

307. In paragraph 364, reference was nude to the idea that aontributione to the 
fund should be taken into acwunt in evaluating contributions to ODA. ‘Ihe Qroup 
would like to recall, and endorse, earlier statements in reports by tMted Nntione 
expert groupe that the absence of disarmament measures and, consequently, the 
absence of savings, resulting from such measures could not be used ae a pretext for 
not trying to achieve the targets stipulated by the United Netions for OM. It 
would seem to be difficult to support that perticular eleaent of the propoeal. 

366. The proposal envieagee the creation of the fund in tuo stages as outlined in 
peragraph 366, the first and transitory stage aonrieting of come kind of an 
armaments levy. Ihie aspect has already been dealt with in paragraphs 374-300. 
The views expressed there are also relevant to this element of the French proposal. 

/ . . . 
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389. In the second and final stage , contributions t0 the fund would be deternlined 
by arms reduction agreementsa the disarmament dividend approach. In Paragraph 
372, the Group has defined its positive attitude towards this approach as in t 
conformity with the united Nations strategy for disarmament, It is thus easy to 
endorse this approach as a basis for a disarmament fund for development, alth,ough 
the many technical and political difficulties for putting it into Practice, 
discussed earlier in some detail, will have to be kept in mind. An additional1 
difficulty is constituted by another element of the French proposal, namely the 
establishing of what is called “optimum security thresholds” to be ensured at a 
gradually diminishing level of armaments. 
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390. If the French proposal appearsI for the moment, to be too ambitious in its 
entirety, it might be desirable and feasible to undertake s0me more modest initial 
8 teps . !t%e form that these take would, of course , require mOre detailed technical 
and political discussions. one option might entail an effort to give such a fund a 
separate identity and visibility within the organizational structure of an 
appropriate existing institution. In this way institutional proliferation and 
administrative duplication could be avoided while at the same time a potentia.1 new 
source of funds could be tapped and the relationship between disarmament and 
development receive an important symbolical and institutional embodiment with.in the 
United Nations system. It might take, for example, the form of the 1978 Mexican 
proposal for a special disarmament fund account within the United Nations 
Development Programme (A/S-lO/PV.3, p. 47). The fund so established could be ba8ed 
on the disarmament dividend principle of financing for increased development 
assistance, representing a clear commitment of the international community to this 
long-term goal. Initial funding in a transition period could be based on voluntary 
contributions, with some symbolic target figure expressed in terms of a percentage 
of military expenditures% perhaps that suggested by the Secretary-General in 1978 
of $1 million for every $1,000 million spent on the arms race. Assuming a low 
level of funding in the initial phase.of the fund, it might concentrate its 
resources 0n disarmament information activities and research, with special emphasis 
on the relationship between disarmament and develoment. 
administrative forms are agreed upon, 

Whatever future 
it is clear to the Group that there is a need 

for arrangements for the financial transfers of those parts of resources released 
through disarmament measures that should be devoted to the economic and social 
development in developing countries. The French proposal has its particuiar value 
in drawing the attention of the world community t0 this fact. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSfONS AND REC~NDATIONS 

391, This investigation suggests very strongly that the world can either continue : 
to pursue the arms race with characteristic vigor or move consciously and with 
deliberate speed toward a more stable and balanced social and economic development 
within a more sustainable international economic and political order. It cannot do 
both. It must be acknowledged that the arms race and development are in a 
competitive relationship, particularly in terms of resources but also in the vital 
dimension of attitudes and perceptions. The main conclusion of this report is that 
dn effective relationship between disarmament and development can and must be 
established. 

392, Economic growth and development would, of course, take place even with a 
continuing arms race but it would be relatively slow and highly uneven 
geographically. The co-operative management of interdependence, on the other hand, 
dn be demonstrated to be in the economic and security interests of all States. 
But the adoption or rather the evolution of such an outlook is quite improbable if 
the arms race and failures to observe the principles of the United Rations Charter 
continue. 

393, It would be virtually impossible to dispute the desirability of reversing the 
8rrns race in order to speed up the process of socio-economic development. But the 
very disappointing history of disarmament efforts on the one hand, and the less 
than satisfactory results- so far in establishing a new international economic order 
on the other, have underlain the regrettable reluctance among some States tc 
Perceiving a disarmament-development relationship. Against this background, 
concrete measures within, the, framework of disarmament for development might have a 
psychological and p6lftical )impact affecting positively the relations between 
developed and developing countries and thus international peace and security. 

394, Several past studies on the relationship between disarmament and development, 
including a United Nations report on’the subject in 1972, 231/ reflect a note of 
Caution in projecting too close an association between them. In most cases8 this 
cautious attitude reflects the concern that making two intensely desirable but, 
regrettably, unattained goals contingent upon each other could somehow be seen to 
detract from the .urgency of achieving fast progress in each separately. tist of 
these studies, therefore, were content with projecting the enomous contrasts 
between the’magnitude of ‘resources claimed by the world-wide military activities 
and the relatively modest outlays required to provide for the basic unmet needs of 
the poorer sections of society, partis,ularly in the developing countries. The 
relationship between disarmament and developent thus acquired a strong normative 
cantent on the basis of its desirabil&. 

saleay DiS&!fmament and Development, ST/EGA/l74 (IRnited Nations publication, 
I E.73:rX.l). 

,  >, 
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395. The developing countries are still in urgent need of greater allocations to 
meet the expanding demands of their growing populations. But the developed world 
is also beginning to confront the cumulative results of its past patterns of 
resource-utilization. The market economies are facing serious socio-economi’c 
problems like unemployment and %nf lation. The centrally planned economies are also 
under considerable strain to make faster progress in achieving better consumler 
satisfaction and greater modernisation in view of a slow-down in growth rates. Dr 
the world as a whole, the allocation of 5 to 6 per cent of global output for 
military purposes is becoming a questionable proposition in a climate of slulggish 
economic growth projections for the 1980s , as compared to the more favourable 
economic performance in earlier decades. 

396. Another worrisome development in the changed socio-economic context for this 
study, however, is the growing uncertainty in East-West relations spilling into the 
entire field of international economic relations. The danger of Politico-strategic 
considerations influencing these relations is more real than ever before. It seems 
likely that progress in establishing a new international economic order will be 
adversely affected by the arms race , which not only claims resources but also 
influences the scope and content of international economic co-operation. BD the 
extent that achievements in the international economic order are affected by the 
dynamics of the arms race, the relationship between disarmament and development 
involves more than a contrast between the resources claimed by mtlitary activities 
and the basic unmet needs of the Poorer sections of society. Also, the normative 
appeal to direct some of the armament-related resources into the developmental1 
field acquires an element of self-interest if it can be demonstrated that the need 
for such a reallocation is shared by all social systems irrespective of their 
current levels of development. 

397. A major objective of the present study, therefore, was to look beyond the 
strong normative and logical arguments to examine how the disarmament-development 
relationship might influence viable policy-options of States, firmly rooted in 
their own enlightened national interest. The moral and rational appeal of the 
relationship is not questioned, but is reiterated, Moreover, the Group has been 
able to assemble substantial historical and empirical evidence for viewing it as an 
economic imperative. This is in accordance with fhe directives given to, the (Group 
by the General Assembly, which specifically required that this study “should be 
forward-looking and Policy-oriented and place special emphasis on both the 
desirability of a reallocation, following disarm&ent measures, of reso’urces nOW 
being used for military purposes to economic anq’social development, pa&icularlY 
for the benefit of. the developing countries, ani the substantive feasidility (f 
such a reallocationN (A/S-10/9, annex, para. 5 (emphasis added.) ). The terms of 
reference for the research undertaken for this study placed special emphasis on 
strengthening the socio-economic case for gn empirically quanti,fiable and 
rationally imperative relationship between! disarmament and development ‘based lIpon 

the emerging mutuality of interests in a world increasingly pushed towards growing 
economic interdependence. This perspective also remained at the forefront of the 
Group’s concern.in oonceptualizing the relationship between disarmament:and 
developmentr in calculating the magnitude of real resources claimed by.the 
world-wide military outlays) in assessing the opportunity costs of the prms ram 
for societies at different levels of development and with different economic and 
social systems8 in examining the technical feasibility of converting ’ 
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armament-related efforte into developaentel channela) in projecting the direot and 
indireot benefit8 of disarmament, and finally, in examining the poeeibiltier for 
eome inetitutional arrangement8 to faoilitate the tranefer of diearmament-related 
finanoial reeouroee for the benefit of the developing wuntriee. 

399. The conceptual baeie for this etudy ie deecribed in ohapter II, which defines 
the framework and ewpe of the relatlonehip between diearmalnent and development. 
Mter examining the wnventional exposition of the eubjeot, in the light of reoent 
development, the Group has placed the diearmament-develo~ent realationehip in the 
context of a triangular interaction between disarmament, development and eeourity. 
Ib demonstrate that the threat to eeourity may be aggravated in many ways, 
inoluding thoee that go beyond purely militaty threats, it has approached the 
problem of security from a broader perepeotive, After taking wgnieanoe of the 
dynamio spectrum of the emerging threate and challenges to eecurity, the Qroup has 
argued that the arms taoe itself has developed into a threat to the security of 
nation6 and that general md wmplete disarmament under effective international 
wntrol, partioularly nuclear disarmament, would directly enhance security. 
kweover, the Gtoup has argued that there exists an stray of intensifying 
non-military faotore aggtavating the security problems of States in the form of 
(a) a widespread reduotion in prospects for ewnomic growth, (b) impending phyeioal 
oonettainte - notably in the field of energy and selected non-renewable raw 
material8 but aleo severe stress on the environment and a growing world population 
- and (c) the morally unaooeptable and politically haeardoue polarisation of wealth 
and poverty and ibeufficient development in the developing wuntrise. 

399. As with the wncept of eecurity, the Group has aleo adopted a broad definition 
of development which, besides the need foor sustained economic gtowth, would involve 
the opportunity and responsibility for full participetion in the economic and 
xooial prooeeeee and a universal ehare in its benefits as a teeult of ptofound 
ewnomio and eooial changes in eociety. In projecting development as a global 
tequitement, the Qroup has outlined the dimensions of economic interdependence and 
contrasted the benefits of co-operative management with the potential threats 
inherent in wntinuing an attitude of preserving the statue QUO. Relying upon 
recent experiences to demonstrate that the economic fortunes - and thus the 
eecur ity - of all nations are interdependent and destined to become more 80, the 
OrOUP has argued that failure to bring the arms race under wntrol is likely to be 
associated with a vicioue circle of confrontation and mute1 denial, with declining 
prospects for mutually advantageous economic weperation and shrinking options for 
all nations. Developments in Eeet-Weet ddtente and in the @@rth-South dialogue in 
recent years illustrate this possibility. 

100. The inoompetibility between the objectives of a new international ewnomic 
order and the recent trends in the arms race, already rewgnieed by the General 
Meembly at its tenth special session of the United Netione (reeolution S-10/2;, 
has been @onfirmed by the Group’s findings on the spillover effects of the arms 
race into &he area of international economic relations. Drawing upon empirical 
evidence to substantiate this point, the Group@e perception of the 
dieararrwntdevelopnt relationehip suggests that its political recognition would, 
i?1 the lotier term, eignificatitly expand the economic and eocial horiwne of 
menkind. ‘Moptiom of policies tcflecting thie relationship should be viewed 
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positively rather than negatively, not as an unfortunate and hazardous necessity 
but as one of those all too rare opportunities in which the reallocation of 
resources results in a substantial increase in “output” both in the sector 
relinquishing the resources and in the sector that gains these resources. The 
appalling dimensions of poverty, the threatening scarcities, the destruction of the 
environment and the resultant global economic malaise are problems largely of‘our 
own making. It is, in principle, well within our collective technological and 
intellectual capabilities and within the earth’s carrying capacity to provide for 
the basic needs of the world’s entire population and to make progress toward a more 
equitable economic order at a pace politically acceptable to all. 

401. In sum, the Group’s study has confirmed that the sustained arms race 
represents a critical, and still intensifying, challenge for mankind. The danger 
of war is currently growing, owing to the new dimensions assumed by armaments 
competition - quantitative and qualitative , conventional and nuclear - and to the 
use or threat of use of force by States in non-conformity with the principles of 
the’ united Nations Charter. The greatest danger to all mankind, and one that. would 
put its very existence in jeopardy, is the risk of any conflict leading to the use 
of nhclear weapons. The need to prevent this risk is becoming all the more 
urgent. At the same time - and this is an aspect that the Group’s investigations 
have led it to emphasize very strongly - the protracted arms race has entailed 
serious economic and social consequences for the peoples of all nations. Ta ken 
together, these considerations underline the extreme urgency of abandoning the use 
of force in international relations and taking concrete measures toward 
disarmament, under effective international control. 

. 
402. The magnitude of resources claimed by world-wide military activities are 
described in chapter III. In it, the prevailing use for military purposes of 
labour, industrial capacity, raw materials and land is documented as 
comprehensively as possible. Wherever possible, global estimates have been 
developed, .although the margins of error are probably considerable. Two ,other 
dimensions of the contemporary military scene are also treated separately, namely, 
military research and development , and the international trade in arms. This 
chapter also recounts some of the more familiar measures of the economic burden of 
military activities utilizing financial data. 

403. According to the Group’s estimates , some 50 million people are, directly or 
indirectly, engaged in military activities world wide. This figure includes% 
(a) some 25 million persons in the world’s regular armed forces) (b) roughly 10 

million world wide in paramilitary forces) (c) approximately 4 million civilians 
currently employed in defence departments world wide) (d) an estimated 500,000 
scientists and engineers engaged in research and development for military purposes) 
and (e) at least 5 million workers directly engaged in the production ofweapons 
and other specialized military equipment, 

404. Bearing in mind that military industrial. production is a much broader actiVatY 
than procurement per se, the Group’s estimates provide a plausible range, pf 28 tq 
32 per cent of world military expenditure as the approximate value of industrial 
production given over to military use. Conservative calculations suggest’that 
global military industrial production in 198Q’amounted to $127,500 million. 

: ,’ 
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406. q-he GKOUQ@EI calculatione and projeatione about the use of raw matQtiale for 
military putpoeee ate made again& the background of serious conaetn over the 
availability of adequate auppliea of oil and minerals , that is, non-tenewable taw 
material@. While vieualiaing no imediate exhauetion of euppliee till the end of 
the aentury, the Qtoup Poteeeee come dlfficultiee in term of dependable aooe88 to 
e~pliee of raw matetiale. Realising that outtent ptojeatione of demand vie-&-vie 
known teeetvea ate baeed latgeip on the hietotioal pattern and growth of 
ooneumption, the Droup feele that aoceletated growth and indu&tialisation in the 
developing aounttiee oould have a eignificant impaot on theit general validity. 
Very tough extrapolation8 baaed upon published estimates of the United Btatee ehate 
in the aoneumption of a eeleoted group of non-enelgy minerals for military 
putpoeee, euggeet that anything between 3 to 11 pet cent of 14 much minotale are 
utilised world wide for military putpoees. The use cf petroleum for q ilitaty 
putpoeee, including indirect ooneumption in military induetry, has been eetislsted 
at 5 to 6 pet cent of total global consumption. 

406. The available data on the land area used for military purpoeoe ie far too 
eketohy to permit reliable global eetimate, While it ie negligible 08 an abeolute 
ehare of wotld-wide land utiliaation and vaet areas of land in the world are of no 
mote intareet to the military than to othet land u8ete, the military UBO of land 18 
not without consequenue. Moteover, aa an indioation of trende, military 
requirements for land have rieen ateadily over the aoutee of this centuty owing to 
increases in the aise of standing armed fotoes and, mote particularly, the rapid 
~aoe of technologioal advanoee in weaponry. Despite ite emall telative ehate in 
:>e uee of land, the military oon and often doee compete directly with civilian 
dmande, be they urban, industrial, agricultural, recreational or baaed on 
environmental concerne. 

407. The abeolute magnitude of expenditurea for military roeearch and develop~nt 
ia etxttemly large and it remains by fat the largest ein9le objective of aaientifio 
inquiry and teohnologioal development. global expenditutee on military R and D in 
1960 wete ptobably of the order of 83S,OOO million or approximately one quartet of 
all exQetnditurer on R and D. AQptoximately 20 pet cent of the world’8 qualified 
ecientirte and engineeta were engaged in military work duting the 1970s. It hae 
born eetimated that the average military product ia some 20 times as 
tewarch-intensive aa the average civil ptoduct. The wotld military R and D effort 
also has aoike charcterirtior which cannot be reflected in a etatiatioal portrayal. 

In the firrt place, the technological arm6 race hae complicated the procema of 
political aIWaImant and offorte to control the race through negotiation. 
zo;y, military I? and D exQanditute ia even more highly concentrated than total 

. While 81x counttiw account for about 85 pet cent of total R and D, just 

tuo countrirr account fot a 8imilat ahare of military R and D. 

406. Since intetnational trade in arm is not officially recorded in world trade 
rtatiatica, no comptehenrive and official body of data is available. 
l atimatse, bowevet, 

bueh 
indicate that almoat 826 billion ie annually ttaded in tts 

international traffic in l tm8. Deridea the ttanefet of military hardware, arma 
ttansactionr also involve large-scale training ptogtaames and, for an extended 
interim period, technical personnel am part of a weapons deal. Crudely estimated, 
these nrervicer” conrtituta approximately 15 per cent of the current global value 
of the arm ttade. 
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409. In purely financial terms I world military expenditures, by 1980, had reached 
an astounding $500,000 million dollars , or approximately 6 per cent of world 
output. This is an amount roughly equivalent to the value of gross fixed capital 
formation in all developing countries combined and some 19 times as large as all 
the official development assistance provided by the OECD countries in 1980. 
Although military expenditure has declined as a percentage of world output since 
the 195Os, it has continued to grow in absolute terms, even after adjusting for 
inflation. Current international tensions and the introduction of a new generation 
of more deadly and expensive weapons may well add to military expenditure in the 
absence of disarmament measures. If a 2 per cent annual rate of increase is 
assumed, which is modest by historical standards, this will mean total expenditures 
of $742,973 million (at today’s prices) in the year 2000, or in just 20 years; 
assuming a 3 per cent rate of increase, the corresponding figure would be 
$903,055 million by the turn of the next century. At these rates of growth, the 
value just of the additional resources that will be denied the civilian sector lover 
the next 20 years - that is, resources over and above the annual expenditure of 
$500,000 million - will be equivalent to one quarter and nearly one half 
respectively of current world output. 

410. In chapter IV, the Group examined a series of questions: Can a world faced 
with a universal slow-down of economic performance afford to continue the use Of 
real resources for military purposes on the scale just summarized? Is it possible 
to demostrate that the present socio-economic problems arer to some extent, a 
cumulative result of the past patterns of military consumption? Will the 
multiplicity of costs conventionally associated with military outlays be less 
tolerable in the future than those perceived in the past? What are the direct and 
indirect benefits likely to follow a reversal of the present trends in the arms 
race? These and other related issues are addressed in that chapter, which analyses 
the socio-economic consequences of the arms race and the implementation of 
disarmament measures. This subject, already dealt with extensively in two previous 

.United Nations studies and several other documents, has been given a more 
empirically quantifiable treatment in that chapter , which relies heavily on the 
findings of the world-wide research , specifically commissioned by the Group, t0 
assess the burden of military spending on economies at different levels of 
development. 

411. The historicai and empirical evidence analysed by the Group has made it take a 
position that military outlays, by definition, fall into the category of 
consumption and not investment. Consequently, steadily high or increasing military 
outlays are likely to have a depressing effect on economic growth, directly through 
displacement of investment and indirectly through constraints on productivity which 
itself depends to a considerable degree on the R and D effort currently biased in 
faVOUr of military ‘technology. The coexistence of high levels of military Spending 
and high rates of economic growth in the past cannot be taken as evidence of a 
Causal relationship between the two. The availability of unutilized and 
under-utilized.resources’among the less developed economies may produce short-term 
results suggesting a parallelism between high rates of growth and significant 
military spending. But in the long term, the totality of adverse socio-economic 
consequences Of sizeable military outlays outweigh any immediate spin-offs, 
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412, In calculating the opportunity caste of military OUtlaY& the group found it 
relatively eimpler to aBaess the eaarifiaee entailed, by national military 
expenditures than to Qrojeot the direct and catalytio effect0 of revereing the 
global arm8 raoe. hecognieing (a) that all military expenditure8 are eeeentially 
government expenditures an3 , hewe, a part of the budget or planning meohaniem of 
Governments/ and (b) that socio-economic functions baeically refleot a welfare 
oommitment on behalf of the State, the Qroup hae argued that any additional 
reeouroee released through military spending reduatione oan enable the State to 
expand its social welfare commitment both directly and indirectly. Direot 
reallocations oan aontribute towards improvements in eocial goale euoh aa 
education, nutrition, medical care, housing and transport and polioiee uf tax 
reduotion can contribute indirectly to civilian consumption and investment. 

413. The Qroup’e projection8 about the direct and’catalytio effect8 of reversing 
the present unwholesome trends in the world-wide arms race are built on the premise 
that the dynamice of the arme raoe involve more than a number of it.8 partioipante 
and a Bum total of the reeourcee nationally consumed by military expenditurea. The 
spill-over effect of politico-etrategic considerations into the areas of 
international economic relations, referred to in ohapter II, ha8 been elaborated to 
eupplement the arguments in favour of reversing the arm@ raoe. Ae stated in 
earlier United Nation6 reports , the arms race has oomplioated the prooeee of 
etabllieing the international monetary eyetem, aggravated the balarree-of-payment 
problems and distorted the desired evolution of international exohanqe in a period 
of growing economic interdependence. The Group’B understanding of the degree of 
economic dependence among different eocio-economic syeteme aleo emboldens it to 
euggest that the catalytic effaote of disarmament will broaden the baee of 
East-West d&ente, and the diversion of some of the disarmament-related resourcea 
for the benefit of the developing countries will strengthen thie process. 

414. In aocordanee with the explicit directLvee from the General Aseembly, the 
Group hae given epecial attention to the burden-measurement and opportunity ooete 

of the arma race for the developing countriee. Military outlays put unequal 
burden8 on economies at different levels of national income, working thereby to the 
detriment of lees developed economiee. Aleo, their urgent need for an 
uninterrupted flow of external inputs like capital, fi.nance, trade and technology 
make8 the leee developed economies euaceptible to the effects of military outlays 
in the developed world, in addition to the burden of their own military ependinq. 
The developiw countries are, thus, the worst affected victims of an adverse 
strategic environment dominated by the seemingly endlees arms race among ita major 
part icipante. 

415. But policies pursued in implementing the disamaU@nt-development relationship 
to the benefit of the developing countries will aleo improve the universal economic 
proepecte. The catalytic effect of strengthening the economic content of detente 
will by itself be a major dividend for East-Weet relatione. Besides, an improved 
economic performance by the South will stimulate demand in the North and 
significantly .tmprove its employment opportunitiee. Rough estimate8 about the 
global coneeguencee of gradual reductions in military epefding, proportionate to 
the magnitude of current military outlays among different countries, suggest that 
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the diversion of a part of released resources to developing countries Will 
(a) substantially improve the per capita GDP, industrial employment and capital 
stock for the developing countries; and (b) provide significant economic gain!: for 
all the regions in the world including the most developed. Projections based upon 
the United Nations input-output model of the world economy indicate that, by the 

year 2000, even a modest degree of military restraint - the scenario modelled only 
assumed a progressive decline from current levels in the share of military 
expenditure in GNP, not a decline in the level of world military expenditure in 
absolute terms - could result in a 3.7 per cent increase in world GNP, a larger 
capital stock and an increase in world agricultural output, to mention QnJ.Y a few 
of the more obvious economic gains. 

416. The need to view disarmament-development relationship in a dynamic economic 
environment has been further elaborated in chapter V which examines the 
technological feasibility and economic potentials of the process of conversion from 
military to.civilian purposes. While recognizing the importance of the post-war 
conversion or reconversion experienck, the Group has argued that the problem is now 
so influential and ingrained that preparing for its solution cannot be deferred 
until disarmament measures are agreed upon. The character of the military sector 
has changed dramatically over the post-war period and conversion of resources now 

used for military purposes will be qualitatively different from the demobilizat:ion 
exercises following past world conflagrations and military conflicts. 

417. The world-wide defence industry is characterised by a high degree of 
geographical and sectoral concentration. It also involves a considerable degree of 
specialization in its work-force and a very pronounced emphasis on research and 
development, particularly in economies with sophisticated military sectors. This 
apparent exclusiveness of the defence industry should not, howver, prove to be an 
insurmountable problem because: 

(a) Conversion and redeployment is not a phenomenon uniquely associated with 
disarmament. Any form of economic and social change represents a continuous 
process of conversion. Particularly in modern industrial economies, the factors of 
production must respond continuously to the deveJ.opment of new products and the 
phasing-out of 0ld ones and to the introduction of new production techniques; 

(b) A significant Part Of military demand is directed at goods and services 
that are essentially identical to those consumed in the Civilian sector. In this 
case, the problem is a relatively minor one of ensuring that Civilian demand fills 
the gap left by cutbacks in military spending. 
conversion, 

Primary responsibility for 

particularly 
in an over-all sense, Will inevitably fall on the central Government, 

in regard to initiating preparations for such a proceasm The nature 
and extent Of wvernment: involvement, following disarmament measures, in the 
process of Conversion itself will vary from country to Country, depending in large 
Part on the tYPe of economic system but also on many other factors. 

41.8. A relatively major problem in preparing for conversion, however, pertains tlo 
resources unsuited for the production of Civilian goods such as those $nvolved in 
combat airCraft, mi.SSileS, warships, tanks and so on The primary need here would 
be for advance consideration of how their capabilitils can be altered to permit ithe 
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emootheot peeible traneition to the production of eoaially ueeful goode and 
serviaes. A aommitment to preparing for oonvereion will be an inVet3tlnent in 
minimising the problema of transition. Buoh a oonnnitment would entail thinking 
through the probleme likely to be enoountered by worker& induetriee and 
oommunitiee in the event of reductiona in military bueineee and devieing measuree 
and arrangements to overcome or minimiee them. 

419. The oggottunity to apply acaienoe and teohnology mote directly and 
eyetematiaally to eoonomio and eoaial problem8 ie probably one of the moat 
important dividends that disarmament would bting. Ae a potential aeeet for 
clooially produative UBBB, the R and D oomponent of the military outlaye ha8 the 
utmost eignifioanoe. The ptevioucl United Natione report on disarmament and 
development identified more than 70 possible alternative urea for military teeearah 
and development capabilitiee. m The Qroup’e investigation8 euggeat that 
produotion workers in tho military eeatore aould quite readily tranefer their 
ekille to the development, produotion and inetallation of eolar energy devioea. 
Environment ie another area likely to gain from a poeeible reohannelling of 
military R and D. An essential pterequieite to arreeting environmental degradation 
and repairing the damage already done ie a more oomprehenaive understanding of the 
complex, synergietia telationehipe between the air, water and land environment& A 
wide variety of diaaiplines from both the natural and social eoienoee would be 
relevant here, inoluding all or moat of thoee found in the military R and D 
oommunity. Houeing and urban renewal offer etill another outlet for a raqe of R 
end D oapabilities a&, subeequently, for ri?aeaiVe reoonatruotion grogrammee. New 
tranagortation eyeteme, partiaularly in urban aruaa , are eorely needed and have 
long been regarded aa a major aivilian alternative for the high teahnology 
induetriee in the military eector. 

429. While advance preparations for oonversion will go a long way in mitigating the 
displacement effect8 on personnel and induetriee , a diverebon o the aonverted 
human and material reeouraee into the lees developed eaonomiee could provide en 
additional auehioning effect againet any major eoonomia dferuption in the eeonomiea 
with high military spending. In this respect, prevailing and proqmative l oonamia 
conditions throughout the induetrialieed world are dearly not favourable. ‘Iheir 
economic diff icultiee are to eome extent eymptome, not merely of a temporary 
cyclical downturn, but of a more profound economic malaise. The eaturation of 
major consumer markets and the emergence of eerioue supply-eide oonetreinte on 
economic growth - energy, raw material& pollution and 80 on - all ruggeet the need 
for eignificant changee in the structure of industry, in the direction of future 
investment and in the pattern of coneumer deamd. The Group’e argument about the 
t.raneitional difficultiee aeeociated with conversion being leavened, if cast in a 
framework of international co-operation, ie baaed upon growing evidence ruggerting 
that the pattern of imports of capital goods by develaping countries would aoinoide 
significantly with the productive capacities released by disarmament meaeuree in 
the induetrialized countries. More than one of the Group's care etudiee of 
diearmament and conversion have indicated that, when increased resource ttanefetr 

232/ See Disarmament and Development . . . . pp. 33-37. 
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to developing countries were factored in as one of the options for conversion, it 
was found that the transfer policy least disruptive for the converting economies 
involved goods and services closely matching the new emphasis in developing 
countries on providing basic needs and promoting self-reliance, that is, 

.agricultural machinery, fishing technology, machinery,for mining, manufacturing, 
construction and hydropower plants and equipment and personnel for education and 
health programmes. 

421. Possible institutional arrangements for the transfer of additional resources 
released through disarmament measures to the developing countries are considered in 
chapter VI which examines the various proposals made in the United Nations to that 
effect. In doing so, and in accordance with the mandate of the General Assembly, 
the Group gave particular consideration to the French proposal, made at the tenth 
special session for the establishment of an international disarmament fund for 
development. It i's realized that the Second Disarmament Decade and the Third 
United Nations Development Decade are passing by without concrete achievements on 
either front, thus giving little scope for optimism. But in its examinatioln of the 
technical feasibility and political realism of a fund-type institutional link 
between disarmament and development, the Group's view was influenced by its general 
position that resources involve more than finances. 

422. Three basic contributory principles are found in the various proposals for 
promoting the reallocation of financial resources from armaments to development8 

(a) The armaments levy approach, in which national assessments for 
development contributions are based on some measure of States' allocation of 
resources for military purposes{ 

(b) Voluntary contributions on the model of numerous other United Nations 
organizatioqs and specialized agencies; 

(c) The disarmament dividend approach, in which the savings resulting from 
disarmament measures, or a portion thereof, are allocated to development needs. 

423. In the armaments levy approach , the financial link between disarmament and 
development is established through a fund which prorates States' contributions to 
development in some proportion to their levels of military effort. Under such a 
scheme, the States with a higher level of military effort would contribute 
correspondingly more to a development fund. It was agreed that, in the long run, 
an armaments levy could not serve as a desirable and practical basis for railsing 
additional resources for development. In this context, to accept this approach 
would be to accept a continuing arms race. The Group's reaction to a voluntary 
fund was more favourable, primarily because this approach has often worked well in 
implementing some of the United Nations programmes through its various organs and 
specialized agencies. It was felt, however, that while this method could be a 
basis for raising additional resources for a disarmament fund for development, it 
would not raise significant amounts unless there were significant disarmament 
measures. 

424. In the context of a disarmament-development relationship, the Group considered 
a disarmament dividend approach as the most attractive among the three examined. 
This approach was also found implicit in the second phase of the French proposal, 

/ . . . 
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although the initial stage of its implementation relies mostly on an armament-levy 
bYI?@ of approach. This attempt to combine a levy with a dividend certainly 
Constitutes an important political initiative, but its full technical implications 
remain to be examined both on grounds of feasibility and acceptance by the major 
military spenders. 

425. The Group's analysis of military spending as an impediment to economic growth, 
and of the arms race as an obstacle to the establishment of a new international 
economic order, has strengthened the economic case for a disarmament-development 
relationship. By projecting the arms race as a threat to international security, 
and by outlining the dimensions of non-military threats to national security, the 
Group has attempted to point out the strategic considerations pertinent to a 
realistic assessment of the potentials of reversing the arms race and reducing 
national military outlays. In suggesting that policies aimed at implementing the 
disarmament-development relationship are likely to broaden the base of East-West 
detente and put the North-South dialogue in a mutually advantageous frame of 
reference, the Group has indicated the political potentials of a rationally 
imperative range of alternatives. 

426. On the basis of its findings and conclusions, implicit in this entire report 
and more explicitly summarized above, the Group makes the following recommendations: 

1. Most Governments have, in the past, shied away from any thorough public 
cost-accounting of military activities. The presumption has been that, 
to a first approximation, the requirements of military security must be 
met regardless of cost.' The evidence assembled in this report suggests 
strongly that this attitude cannot be sustained. It is widely 
acknowledged that the true foundation of national security is a strong 
and healthy economy but the evidence is well nigh overwhelming that the 
contemporary military establishment significantly distorts and undermines 
the basis for sustained economic and social development. Furthermore, 
the arms race is in fact accompanied by a growing sense of national 
insecurity. Thus, to the extent that military expenditures do not 
purchase security they represent a pure waste of resources. Accordingly, 
the Group recommends that all Governments, but particularly those Of the 
major military Powers, should prepare assessments of the nature and 
magnitude of the short and lonq-term economic and social costs 
attributable to their military preparations so that their general public 
be informed of them. 

2. The Structural changes associated with the conversion of military 
resources to civilian purposes and, even more so, those implied by the 
movement toward a new international economic order require a strong and 
sustained political commitment. Moral considerations will undoubtedly be 
influential in producing this commitment but of decisive importance is 
that all parties also perceive such changes to be in their own 
interests. In particular, the costs and benefits of moving toward a new 
international economic order are difficult to compare in conventional 
ways. The costs tend to be felt sooner than benefits are received. 
There can be little doubt that, especially in the long term, all 
societies would reap major benefits from a reduction in the economic 
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weight of military activities and that there is a strong mutuality of 
interests between industrialized and developing countries in utilising a 
significant fraction of the resources thus released to accelerate the 
economic and social development of the developing.countries. Group The 
recommends that Governments urgently undertake studies to identify and to 
publicize the benefits that would be derived from the reallocation of 
military resources in a balanced and verifiable manner, to address 
economic and social problems at the national level and to contribute 

- towards reducing the gap in income that currently divides the 
industrialized nations from the developing world and establishing a new 
international economic order. 

3: ' ‘The Group’s mandate noted that construction of a comprehensive and1 
reliable data base was highly desirable. This did not prove possible. 
Most countries in the world, including some which have very high military 
expenditures, provide very little information or analysis on resources 
devoted to their military effort. This hampers analysis of that effort’s 
social and economic effects and conversion possibilites. An essential 
step in promoting awareness of the disarmament-development perspective, 
and fostering the desirable reallocation of resources, is to move ,towards 
remedying these information and analysis gaps. The steady reduction of 
secrecy about military efforts and their economic and social effects and 
the gradual elimination of the arms race are both necessary to break the 
present vicious circle in which the arms race and unreasonable and 
excessive secrecy tend to reinforce each other. As well as helping build 
confidence in the objectives of disarmament and detente, the public: 
release of data and information on the military effort, their collection 
and analysis and their dissemination will make.the negative costs side of 
the balance sheet of the arms race much more evident to decision-malkers 
and the general public. Improved reporting will also be an importalnt 
element in enhancing prospects for proposed agreements on reducing 
military expenditures or other financial transfer schemes discussed 
above. The United Nations has done valuable work on standardizatio’n Of 
military expenditure and in resolution 3.5/142 B called for all States to 
report them to the United Nations. Elxpanded disarmament accounting I 
while including this, would call for broader reporting of resources, 
social and economic effects and preparations for conversion. Such 
efforts must, however, be based on the willingness of national 
governments to provide such reporting to their own people and to the 
world community. In order to fill the above-mentioned-major gaps in the 
existing data, the Group therefore recommends a fuller and more 
systematic compilation and dissemination by Governments of data on the 
military use of human and material resources and military transfers,: 
taking intO account the needs of the United Nations in terms of the above 
resolution. 

4. The issues addressed by this report regarding resource utilization, 
impact of the arms race, conversion problems and possible measures for 
reallocating resources could be appropriate points of reference for 
United Nations research, planning and educational programmes. The GrOuP 
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recommends that the disarmament-development perspective elaborated in 
this report be incorporated in a concrete and practical way in the 
ongoing activities of the United Nations system. The Group notes, for 
example, that the comprehensive programme for disarmament, now under 
negotiation in the Committee on Disarmament , may take account of the 
relationship between disarmament and development. The United Nations 
organs and agencies concerned with international development issues and 
the implementation of the International Development Strategy for the 
Third United Nations Development Decade could give greater attention to 
the parameter of the allocation of resources for the military sector 
world wide and its implications for development prospects. In this 
context, UNCTAD has a major role to play. Research on the new 
international economic order and on future social and economic 
projections within the United Nations might incorporate more explicitly 
the relationship between the arms race, the achievement of the goals of 
the new international economic order and future development in the 
different regions of the world. United Nations research institutes 
relevant in this context would be UNITAR and united Nations Institute for 
Disarmament Research. The entre for Science and Technology for 
Development might give more attention to the benefits, or the distorting 
effects, of the importation of military technology and to the allocation 
of skilled manpower to the military sector in developing countries. The 
United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations might give greater 
attention to the central role of transnational corporations in the 
production of and trade in arms. Problems of manpower conversion in 
different regions of the world and in various industries might receive 
greater attention in organizations and agencies, such as IL0 and UNIDO, 
which deal with these issues. The United Nations Environment Programme 
(UNEP) might undertake to seriously examine the adverse environmental 
impact of military activities pointed at in various chapters of this 
report. The disarmament information and education activities of UNESCO 
might give greater emphasis to the relationship between disarmament and 
development, since this relationship is not only a subject for research 
and analysis but also for education. Each agency must judge for itself 
how the goal of integration of the disarmament-development perspective is 
best achieved in its programme and activities, but in view of the large 
number of organizations and agencies involved, some co-ordination may be 

desirable to avoid undue duplication Qf efforts. 

5. The actual conversion of resources now employed for military purposes 

presents no insurmountable problem, particularly as the disarmament 
process will almost certainly be a gradual one. Some of the resources 
released from the military sector will be unsuited for direct 
redeployment to address economic and social problems, so that there will 
be a transition period during which manpower is retrained and physical 
assets adapted, to the extent feasible, for civilian operations. For 
this transition to be as smooth as possible and to involve the minimum of 
waste through unemployment of resourcesI it is vital that every effort be 
made to anticipate the extent and character of the conversion problems 
that will arise. Furthermore, since the resources released through 
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disarmament measures will be finite, it will be necessary to consider 
very carefully the alternative uses for these resources in order ta 
maximize their contribution to the solution of economic and social 
problems both in the national and international contexts. Preparing for 
conversion is not only of significance in the event of disarmament, but 
also important for improving the domestic disarmament climate in that it 
assures those who are dependent for their livelihood on military 
production of alternative employment and engages diverse groups and 
institutions in society in an ongoing disarmament process, The pmcess 
of conversion will be the final step in the execution of any negotiated 
disarmament measure. It seems clear, however, that preparation for 
conversion should be among the first steps on the road to disarmament. 
The Group recommends that Governments create the necessary prerequisitesL 
including preparations and, where appropriate, planning, to facilitate 
the conversion of resources freed by disarmament measures to civilian 
purposes, especially to meet urgent economic and social needs, in 
particular, in the developing countries. One might enviSage, inter alia, -- 
the creation of a core of people within each country with a significant 
military establishment with knowledge and expertise on conversion issues; 
the development of contingency conversion plans by plants engaged in 
specialised military production; the broad involvement of all affected 
parties in conversion planning, including management, trade unions and 
national defence research institutes. 

6. Preparations for conversion, particularly if carried out in relation to 
disarmament measures under negotiation or agreed upon, could foster 
international confidence: a society that is prepared for conversicn is a 
more credible proponent of disarmament measures. Moreover, the 
undertaking of such preparations is not costly, nor these reasonsl the 
Group feels that it would be beneficial if Governments were to report on 
their experiences in and preparations for solving the peoblems of 
conversion in their respective countries. Such reports would become a 
generally available body of knowledge on conversion issues and could lead 
to a fruitful cross-fertilization of ideas on how particular problems can 
be solved. The Group therefore recommends that Governments consider 
making the results of experiences and preparations in their respective 
countries available by submitting reports from time to time to the 
General Assembly on possible solutions to conversion problems. 

7. The achievement of disarmament measures which release real resources 
will, inthe first instance, benefit most directly those States that are 
able to reduce the amount of their resources allocated to the arms race. 
The conversion Process itself and any agreed verification and enforcement 
measures will entail some initial costs; nevertheless, the benefits of 
disarmament in terms of resources released for social and economic 
development will be substantial. Practical measures by which disarmament 
may redound to the benefit of development in the developing countries can 
take many forms. Besides bringing about changes in economic relations to 
the benefit of developing countries, it is widely recognized that 
increasing the magnitude and predictability of flows of capital to 
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8. 

developing countries as grants or on concessional terms is of vital 
importance. One proposed way of fostering these flows would be to 
establish a specia fund for development to be financed from budgetary 
savings related to the implementation of disarmament measures as well as 
from a levy on armaments OK voluntary contributions. An international 
disarmament fund for development, as thus proposed by the French 
Government in 1978, would represent a direct institutional relationship 
between disarmament and development and would also be seen as a concrete 
symbol of the wider relationship between these two phenomena. The Group 

.iS Of the opinion that the disarmament dividend approach to financing 
such a fund is most in accord with the United Nations conception of 
disarmament and development and the most feasible. The Group recommends 
that further consideration be given to establishing an international 
disarmament fund for development and that the administrative and 
technical modalities of such a fund be further investigated by the United 
Nations with due reqard to the capabilities of the agencies and 
institutions currently responsible for the international transfer of 
resources. 

An increased volume of research and information activities related to 
disarmament and development both at the national level and within the 
United Nations requires increased co-ordination. The disarmament and 
development perspective is both interdisciplinary and interdepartmental, 
there being no special centre of expertise in the international 
dimensions of the relationship between disarmament and development nor 
any part of the United Nations system with this particular focus. The 
two bodies having lead functions in the fields of disarmament and 
development are the Centre for Disarmament and the Office of the , 
Director-General for Development and International Economic Co-operation, 
respectively. Bearing this in mind, the Group recommends that the 
Secretary-General take appropriate action, through the existing 
interaqenoy consultative mechanism of the Administrative Committee on 
Co-ordination, to foster and co-ordinate the incorporation of the 
disarmament and development perspective in the programmes and activities 
of the United Nations system. 

9. The General Assembly has called for the mobilization of world public 
opinion on behalf of disarmament. Improved reporting of the data, 
research, official reports and scientific publications on the 
relationship between disarmament and development will have little impact 
unless they contribute to the formation of well-informed public opinion 
on the dangers of the arms race and on the difficulties as well as the 
benefits of disarmament and thus to promoting the achievement of the 
latter. The communication of an awareness of the relationship between 
disarmament, development and security to as broad a public as possible is 
therefore most desirable. The Group has recommended that Governments 
undertake to inform their own people of the social and economic 
consequences of the arms race and the potential benefits of disarmament 
measures. The Group further recommends that the Department of Public 
Information and other relevant United Nations organs and agencies, while 
continuing to emphasize the danger of war - particuldrly nuclear war - 
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should give increased emphasis in their disarmament-related public 
information and education activities to the social and economic - 
consequences of the arms race and to the corresponding benefits of 

disarmament. In this respect, as in the case of education for - 
disarmament and peace studies in general , non-governmental Organizaticns 
have a particularly important role to play as they have shown a strong 

interest in and awareness of these questions in numerous countries. The 
expanded and intensified liaison between the United Nations and 
non-governmental organizations, initiated by the special session devoted 
to disarmament, in 1978, should be further encouraged and developed in 
order to make increased United Nations reseach and information activities 
in the area of disarmament and development available ta the widest : 
possible public. 
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APPENDIX I 

Commissioned research reports received by the Group of 
Governmental Experts 

Projects financed from the United Nations Disarmament Fund 

Author Title 

A. Bolaji Akinyemi et al. 
Nigerian Institute of 

International Affairs 
Lagos, Nigeria 

Disarmament and Development: Utilization of 
Resources for Military Purposes in Black 
Africa 

Graciela Chichilnisky and 
Michael de Mello 

Department of Economics 
Columbia University 
New York, United States 

of America 

The Role of Armaments Floys in the 
International Market and in Development 
Strategies in a North-South Context 

Pierre Dabezies 
Centre for Defence Policy 

Research (CEPODE) 
Paris, France 

Ali E, Hillal Dessouki 
Faculty of Economics and 

Political Science 
Cairo University 
Cairo, Egypt 

Jose Antonio Encinas 
de1 Pando 

University of Lima 
Peru 

Jacques Ebntanel 
UER, Faculty of Economic 

Sciences 
University of Grenoble 
France 

David Greenwood 
Centre for Defence Studies 
University of Aberdeen 
Aberdeen, Scotland 

Establishment of an International 
Disarmament Fund for Development 

The Effects of Arms Race and Defence 
Expenditures on Development: A Case 
Study of Egypt . ' 

Declaration of.Ayacucho 

Formalized Studies and Econometric Analyses 
of the Relationship between Military 
Expenditure and Economic Development. 
Examples: France and Morocco 

West European Defence Efforts in the 
Later 1970s and Beyond 

/ ..* 
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8. Godfrey Gunatilleke 
Director 
Marga Institute 
Colombo, Sri Lanka 

9. Helge Hveem and 
Raino Malnes 

International Peace Research 
Institute 

Oslo, Norway 

10. Mary Kaldor 
Science Policy Research Unit 
University of Sussex 
Brighton, United Kingdom 

11. Wassily Leontief and 
Faye Duchin 

Institute for Economic 
Analysis 

New York University 
New York, United States 

of America 

12. Seymour Melman 
Department of Industrial 

Engineering 
Columbia University 
New York, United States 

of America 

13. Ikenna Nzimiro 
Department of Sociology and 

Anthropology 
University of Nigeria 
Nsukka, Nigeria 

14. Swadesh Rana, P. K. Namboodiri 
and R. R. Subramanfan 

The Institute for Defence 
Studies and Analyses 

New Delhi, India 

15. K. Nagaraja Rao and 
Jack Ruina 

Centre for Policy 
Alternatives 

Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 

Cambridge, United States 
of America 

Armament Culture and the Diffusion of the 
Values of Militarisation 

Military Use of Natural Resources. (The 
Case for Conversion and Control) 

The Role of Military Technology in 
Industrial Development 

Worldwide Economic Implications of a 
Limitation on Military Spending 

Barriers to Conversion from Military to 
Civilian Industry - in Market, Planned and 
Developing Economies 

Economics and Social Effects of (Military) 
Arms Build-Up in Nigeria: Implications 
for National Development 

Reallocation of Military Resources from 
OECD to Primary Sectors of LDCs: 
Mutuafity of Interests: A Third world 
Perspective 

Disarmament and Development: The Case 
of Relatively Advanced Developing 
Countries 



16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21 

8. 

1. 

Bruce M. Russett and 
David J. Sylvan 

Department of Political 
Science 

Yale University 
New Haven, United States 

of America 

Ign acy Sachs 
International Research Center 

on Environment and 
Development 

Paris, France 

Dan Smith and Ron Smith 
Department of Economics 
Birkbeck College 
London, United Xingdom 

Ove Narvesen 
Norwegian Institute of 

International Affairs 
Oslo, Norway 

and 
Finn Sollie 
Fridtjof Nansen Foundation 

at Polhogda 
Lysaker, Norway 

Marek Thee 
Research Director 
International Peace Research 

Institute 
Oslo, Norway 

Peter Wallensteen 
Department of Peace and 

Conflict Research 
Uppsala University 
Sweden 

Nationally Financed Projects 

Jean Thomas Bernard 
Department of Economics 
University of Lavel 
Que bet, Canada 

The Effects of ARMS Transfers on Developing 
.' 

Countries 

Reflections on Conversion Strategies for 
Armament-Related Arms Industries 

Military Expenditure, Resources and 
Development 

Analysis of‘a Proposal to Establish an 
International Disarmament Fund for 
Development 

The Establishment of an International, 
Disarmament Fund for Development - d 
Feasibility Study 

New Wine and Old Bottles 

The Impact of Disarmament on the Canadian 
Economy 

/  . “ .  
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Olav Ejerkhold, 
Aadne Cappelen, 
Nils Petter Gleditsch and 
Knut Mourn 

International Peace Research 
Institute 

Oslo, Norway 

Michael Brzoska, Peter Lock 
and Herbert Wulf 

IFSH Research Unit 
Universittit Hamburg 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Eckehart Ehrenberg 
Universitat Bonn 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Klaus Engelhardt 
Institute for International 

Politics and Economics 
Berlin, German Democratic 

Republic 

Institute for African Affairs 
USSR Academy of Sciences 
Moscow, USSR 

Institute of Oriental Studies 
USSR Academy of Sciences 
Moscow, USSR 

Institute for United States 
and Canadian Affairs 

USSR Academy of Sciences 
Moscow, USSR 

Institute of World Economics 
and International Relations 

USSR Acedemy of Sciences 
Moscow, USSR 

John Hhsteland 
Resource Policy Group 
Oslo, Norway 

Disarmament and Development: 
Conversion in Norway 

A Study of 

An Assessment of Sources and Statistics 
of Military Expenditure and Arms Transfar 
Data 

Political and Economic Obstacles to 
Disarmament Efforts in Developing Countries: 
Egypt, Iran, India 

Effects of the Arms Race and Disarmament 
on the Labour Situation in Countries of 
Different Social Systems 

Comparative Analysis of the Economic 
Situation of African Countries, the 
Resource Requirements for Development, 
Military Expenditure and Factors Affecting 
the Arms Race on the Continent 

The Arms Race and the Economic and Social 
Problems of the Developing Countries 

Urgent Political, Social and Economic 
Problems of the Present Stage of the 
Development of Mankind and practical WaYa 
Of Diverting to Development Needs the 
Resources Now Absorbed by the Arms Race 

Economic and Social Effects of a Continuin9 
Arms Race and of the Implementation cf 
Disarmament Measures 

Stabilising Raw Materials Prices Through 
Redeployment of Armament Spending 



11. Lutz Kdllner 
Sozialwissenschaftliches 

Institut der Dunderswahr 
Munich, Federal Republic 

0f Germany 

12, Rolf Krengel 
DeutscheS Institut fur 

Wirtschaf tsforschung 
Berlin, Federal Republ ic 

of Germany 

13, Wassily Leontief and 
Faye Duch in 

Institute for Economic 
Analysis 

New York University 
New York, United States 

of America 

14. Polish Institute of 
International Affairs 

Warsaw, Poland 

15, Ernie Regehr 
Research Director 
Project Ploughshares 
Institute for Peace and 

Conflict Studies 
University of Water loo 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 

16. Lance Taylor 
International Nutr ition 

Planning Program 
Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology 
CaTbridge, United States 

of America 

17* Raimo Vsyrynen and 
Helena Tuomi 

International Relations 
University of Helsinki 
Helsinki, Finland 
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Financial Disarmement, Reveloping Aid and 
the Stability of the World Monetary 
System 

Macro-Economic Effects of Disarmament 
Policies on Sectoral Production and 
Employment in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, with Special Emphasis on 
Development Policy Issues 

Worldwide Implications of Hypothetical 
Changes in Military Spending. (An Input- 
output Approach) 

Arms Race and Global Problems of 
International Economic Relations 

The Dtilfzation of Resources for Military 
Purposes in Canada and the Impact on 
Canadian Industrialisation and Defence 
Procurement 

Defense Spending, Economics Structure arnd 
Growthi Evidence Among Countries and Over 
Time 

Trananational Corporations, Armaments and 
Development, a Study of Transnational 
Military Production, International Transfer 
of Military Technology and their Impact 
on Development 
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18. Constantin Vlad 
Director 
Institute of Political 

Sciences and Study of' 
the National Question 

Stefan Gheorghiu Academy 
' Bucharest, Romania 

19. Herbert Wulf, Michael Brzoska 
and Peter Dock 

IFSH Research Unit 
Universitiit Hamburg 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Disarmament and the New International 
order 

Transnational Transfer of Arms Production 
Technology 
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APPENDIX II 

IList of p>seible Educta for convsrted military 
industrial capacity aJ 

The following list if presented in order to indicate: the range of cxxlversion 
options available. Tb identify ths industries which, after conversion, might take 
up the options listed, the following abbraviations EN-C? usada 

Aer Aeroengines t 
~,i: Airframes (including missilas) 1 
E t Electronics) 
s t Shipbuilding! and 
T t Tanks and other vehiclss. 

Agriculture 

Machinery and equipment 
Pumping Plant ana pipeline for irrigation 
Sugar beet crushers 

Construction 

Industrial soundproofing 
Machinery and equipment 
Pre-fabricated bridges for disaster relief 
Pre-fabricated parts for all kinds of buildings 

and structures 

Ecological 

Anti-pollution aevices 
Processing plants 
Recycling machinery and plant 

Energy 

Adaptable power unite for community energy systems 
Boilers for power stations) 
Condensers and evaporators for oceanic thermal en@WY 
Fuel-cell power plant 

I Heat exchangers 
Heat pumps 

AI/S 
S/T 
S 

Al. 
S 
S 

Ai 

S 
Ai/E 
Ai/S 

E 
S 
S 
E 
E/S 
E/T 

?!/ Dan Smith and Ron Smith, Military Expenditure, Resources and Development 
(remrt Prepared for the QOU~) l 

/ . . . 
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Integrated energy systems 
Nuclear material disposals 
Oilfield machinery and equipment 
Oil spillage pumps 
Power packs for oil pumping 
Standby power units for computer industry 
Submerged oil production systems 
Tidal barrage systems 
Wave power systems 

; Windmills 

Industr ia’l machinery and equipment 

Advanced machine tools 
Ball screws and other precision components 
Blowers and fans 
Fluidized bed boilers 
Industrial process furnaces and ovens 
Machinery for 8 food products, textiles, woodworking 

paper industries, printing industries, marine 
agriculture and other specialized uses 

Mechanical power transmission equipment 
Pumps and compressors 
Quality control test facilities for industry 

Marine technologies 
(in addition to those listed elsewhere) 

Submersibles and other equipment for marine mineral 
exploitation and agriculture 

Tanks for fish farming 

Medical 

Decompression chambers 
Electronics for intensive care and medical analysis 
Equipment for the blind 
Medical mass screening systems 
Pacemakers 
Per sonal ized equipment for the disabled 
Renal dialysis machinery 
Surgical heat exchangers 

Metalworking 

Castings and engravings 
Containers 
Fabricated metal products 
Iron and steel forgings 

Q’ 

AI/E 
Ai 
S 
T 
E 
E 
S 
S/T 
S/T 
Ai/E/T 

Ai/E 
E 
E/S 
S/T 
S 

S, 
S 
S 
Ai 

AI/E/S/T 
S 

S 

E/T 
E 
T 
E 
E 
E 
E 

S 
Ai/S 
S 
S 
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Machine tool accessories 
Machinery for metal cutting and forming 
Sheet metal work 
Special dies, tools and jigs 

Offices and service industries 

Automated stockholding and issuing systems 
Automated merchandising machinery 
Commercial laundry mad- ines 
Electronic office equipment 
Office and other metal and wood furniture 
Refrigerators and air-conditioners 

Transport 

Air safety and air traffic control systems 
Automatic speed/distance warning and braking systems 
Canal gates and heavy duty pumps for canals 
Caravans and trailers 
Civil helicopters 
Diesel engines for locomotives 
Gas turbine engines for ships 
Helium airships for airfreight 
Hydrofoils 
Industrial trucks 
Integrated engine battery cars 
Locomotives 
M;,norail development 
Mopeds and motorcycles 
Pipe-laying and freight barges 
Remotely piloted vehicles for (e.g.) crop-spraying 
Retarder braking systems for trains and coaches 
Road-rail vehicles 
mlling stock 
Short-to-medium range civil freight and passenger 

aircraft 
Other braking systems for all kinds of vehicles 

Others 

Brewing equipment 
Cable-laying equipment 
Conveyors 
Electronic libraries and teaching aids 
ELevators 
Firefighting equipment 
Heavy earth-moving equipment 

S 

L,S 
S 

E/S 
S 
AI/S 
E 
S 
AI/E/S 

E 
E 
T 
S/T 
Ai/Ae/E 
S 
Ae 
Ai/Ae/E 
AI/S/T 
S/T 
E 
S 
AI/E 
T 
S/T 
Ai/Ae/E 
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Highyspeed motors 
Linear motors operating pumps and compressors 
Micro-processors 
Mining machinery and equipment 
Reconstruction of piers 
Telecheiric devices for application in dangerous 

environments 
Wider application of gas turbine engines 

Sources: Kaldor (1977) 1 Labour Party Defence Study Group (1977); Lucas 
Aerospace Qmbine Shop Stewards Committee (1976); Smith, D. (1977a, 1977b)r Vickers 
National Combine Committee of Shop Stewards (1978). 
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APPENDIX III 

Reservations expressed by some experts on the study 

r. - Horst Becker (Federal Republic of Germany) 

[Original% English] 

lapter II 

Paragraphs 51-56 

The discussion of nuclear arsenals and strategies in paragraphs 51 
through 56 of chapter II contains controversial and unbalanced elements. The 
issues dealt with here are exceedingly complex and cannot be adequately 
analysed in such a brief manner. Moreover, they fall outside both the mandate 
given to the Group and the scope of the studies commissioned by the Group. 
Competence in these matters resides in other forar in fact, the 1981 Committee 
on Disarmament report contained an extensive pas.sage on the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence. 

Paragraph 80 

Reservations made by a number of countries regarding the adoption of 
United Nations resolutions and documents on a new international economic Order 
are inadequately reflected in this paragraph and in other passages in this 
section of chapter II. 

Par aqr aph 83 

In this case, the useful and relevant inclusion of an estimate by OECD of 
the aid coming from the centrally planned economies - 0.1 per cent of their 
combined GNP in recent years - was voted down. Another negative aspect of 
this paragraph is the uncritical use of statistics. Data on flows of official 
development assistance - a net concept - are compared with interest and profit 
flows - a gross concept. 

Par aqr aph 93 

In this paragraph, statements are made which do not appear to be borne 
out by the facts. The Group was united in its view that protectionism is not 
the answer to the economic problems of the developed countries: but this is 
also the declared attitude of most of these countries and there are very few 
of them where protectionist measures could be said to be accelerating. Thus 

/  1 . .  
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the assertion that “many developed eCOnOmiaS are . . . accelerating 
protectionist measures against the newly industrialized developing coulltries* 
is wrong. 

Paragraph 95 

The last sentence of this paragraph is unacceptable. 

Mr. Hendrick de Haan (Netherlands) 

Ior iginalr Elnglish 

Chapter II, paragraphs 51-56 

The discussion of nuclear arsenals and strategies in paragraphs 51 
through 56 of chapter II contains controversial and unbalanced elements. The 
issues dealt with here are exceedingly complex and cannot be adequately 
analysed in such a brief manner. Moreover ( they fall outside both the mandab 
given to the Group and the scope of the studies commissioned by the Group, 
Competence in these matters resides in other forat in fact, the 1981 Co:mmittel 
on Disarmament report contains an extensive passage on the doctrine of nuclear 
deterrence. 

Mr. Daniel Gallik (United States of America 

[Cr iginal: EngJish: 

Chapter II* 

Paragraphs 51-56 

The discussion of nuclear arsenals and strategies in paragraphs 51 
through 56 of chapter II contains controversial and unbalanced elements- The 
issues dealt with here are exceedingly complex and cannot be adequately 
analysed in such a brief manner, Moreover, they fall outside both the sanddt’ 
given to the Group and the scope of the studies commissioned by the GrouPa 
Competence in these matters resides in other foral in fact, the 1981 Cosmitt@ 
on Disarmament report contains an extensive passage on the doctrine of auclea 
deterrence. 

Paragraph 80 

Reservations taken by a number of countries on the adoption of United 
Nations resolutions and documents on a new international economic order isre 
inadequately reflected in this Paragraph and in other passages in 
of chapter II. 

this Sdo 

. 
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Paragraph 83 

In this case, the useful and relevant inclusion of an estimate by OECD of 
the aid coming from the centrally planned economies, 0.1 per cent of their 
combined GNP in recent years, was voted down, 
paragraph is the uncritical use of statistics. 

Another negative aspect of this 
Data on flows of official 

development assistance, a net concept, 
flows, 

are compared with interest and profit 
a gross concept. 

Paragraph 93 

In this paragraph, statements were made which do not appear to be borne 
out by the facts. The Group was united in its view that protectionism is not 
the answer to the economic problems of the developed countries1 but this is 
also the declared attitude of most of these countries and there are very few 
of them where protectionist measures could be said to be accelerating. Thus, 
the assertion that "many developed economies are . . . accelerating 
protectionist measures against the newly industrialized developing countries" 
is wrong. 

Paragraph 95 

The last sentence in this paragraph is unacceptable. 

hapter IV 

Substantial portions of this chapter were initially drafted under the 
hectic conditions of the last session in a very commendable effort to achieve 
a complete report, but without time for adequate review and discussion. The 
treatment of several aspects of this chapter, such as inflation, was not 
concurred in by myself and other experts, but was adopted under the majority 
rule procedure prevailing during consideration of this and a number of other 
chapters. There was an uneven application, in this and other chapters, of the 
majority rule procedure, which was adopted after the growing number Of 
reservations by experts from East, West and South and the slow rate of 
progress made it apparent a complete consensus report was impossible. For 
example, although a majority favoured inclusion of a table showing SIPRI data 
on the military share of GDP by country, including an estimate for the USSR, 
this was not done and the issue was brought to compromise by constructive 
efforts on all sides. On other decisions carried by one or two votes in which 
I was in the large minority, no effort was made by the Group to reach 
compromise. 

The selection and interpretation of source material in this chapter and 
elsewhere reflects an unresolved conflict between the aims of urging a 
particular viewpoint and giving an objective analysis. This is regrettable; a 
more objective case for the urgent need to take positive cognizance of the 
disarmament-development relationship would have been more persuasive. .,+ ,' ;z' _ 

/ . . . 
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Chapter VI, parasraph 390 

The statement in the penultimate sentence that there is, implicitly right 
now, “a need for arrangements for the financial transfers of those parts of 
resources released through disarmament measures that should be diverted to the 
economic and social development in developing countries” is inconsistent with 
the previous discussion and with reality. 

Mr. R. F. Haselden (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) 

[Or iginalr Engllish] 

Chapter II 

Paragraphs 51-56 

The discussion of nuclear aresenals and strategies in paragraphs 51 
through 56 of chapter II contain controversial and unbalanced elements. The 
issues dealt with here are exceedingly complex and cannot be adequately 
analysed in such a brief manner. Moreover, they fall outside both the mandat 
given to the Group and the scope of the studies commissioned by the Group. 
Competence in those matters resides in other fora, in fact, the 1981 Committe 
on Disarmament report contains an extensive passage on the doctrine of nuclea 
deterrence. 

Patagr aph 80 

Reservations taken by a number of countries A/W.2229 of 1 May 1974) on 
resolution 3201 (S-VI) of 1 May 1974 concerning the establishment of a new 
international economic order are inadequately reflected in this paragraph and 
in other passages in this section of chapter II, 

Paragraph 83 

In this case, the useful and relevant inclusion of an estimate by QECD 0 
the aid coming from the centrally planned economies (0.1 per cent of their 
combined GNP in recent years) was voted down. Another negative aspect of thi 
paragraph is the uncritical use of statistics: data on flows of official 
development assistance - a net concept 
flows - 

- are compared with interest and Pr’ofi 
a gross concept. 

Paragraph 93 
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the assertion 
protectionist 
is wrong. 

Paragraph 95 

The last 

lhapter IV 

that "many developed economies are . . . accelerating 
measures against the newly industrializing developing 

sentence of this paragraph is unacceptable. 

countries" 

Despite the efforts of members of the Group it remained the case that on 
some issues in this chapter a substantial minority of experts did not agree 
with the majority view. The analysis of inflation provided an example of 
thist the space accorded to this subject in the report was out of proportion 
to the contribution which military expenditure as distinct from other 
expenditure has made to inflationary pressures. 

c. A. Hill (Jamaica) 

[Original: English] 

lapter VI 

The Group's report as a whole, dealing as it does with the most crucial 
problems and opportunities facing humanity , must necessarily be somewhat 
visionary. This chapter, however, both exceeds and falls short of the 
required vision. By giving such distinct, prominent and detailed coverage to 
the possibilities and mechanisms for direct development assistance transfers 
as a result of disarmament, hotiever desirable they may be, it implicitly 
exaggerates the imminence of such prospects. On the other hand, and more 
importantly, it raises the risk that international development co-operation .:. 
will again be viewed much too.'narrowly, namely as a matter of development 
assistance transfers. In fact, any such transfers are far less important to 
the development outlook than are the efforts of developing countries 
themselves and changes in the areas of trade, technology and resource use, and 
an effective and dynamic international division of labour. All of the latter 
changes, as other parts of the report help to demonstrate, would ultimately be 
much advanced by disarmament measures and are also central to the medium- and 
long-term interest of the developed countries. 

/ . . . 
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Mr . Masayoshi Kakitsubo (Japan) 

[Original: English] 

Chapter II, paragraph 83 

The economic aid coming from the centrally planned economies which was 
estimated as 0.1 per cent of their combined GNP in the second draft report is 
expressed simply “not published” in the third draft report. To keep balance 
with the ODA from OECD countries, the ODA from the centrally planned economies 
should also be expressed in a percentage figure. 

Mr . Sten Lundbo (Norway) 

[Original: English] 

Chapter II, paragraphs 51-56 

These paragraphs go very skechily into a complex ano sensitive area and 
further than the Group’s special competence and its commissioned studies would 
justify. These issues cannot be analysed adequately in this forum. 

Mr. Pr adelle de Latour De jean (France) 

[Original: English/French] 

Chapter II 

Paragraphs 51-56 

The discussion of nuclear arsenals and strategies in paragraphs 51 
through 56 of chapter II contains controversial and unbalanced elements. The 
iSSues dealt with here are exceedingly complex and cannot be adequately 
analysed in such a brief manner. Moreover , they fall outside both the maindate 
given to the Group and the scope of the studies commissioned by the Group. 
COmpetenCe in these matters resides in other fora. In fact the 1981 COmm.ittee 
on Disarmament report contained an extensive passage on the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence. 

Paragraph 80 

Reservations taken by a number of countries on the adoption of United 
Nations resolutions and documents on a new international economic Order aIS@ 
inadequately reflected in this paragraph and in other passages of chapter II* 
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Paragraph 83 

Since a figure provided by OECD was used to indicate the participation of 
the industrialized countries in official development aid, the French expert 
cannot subscribe to the decision to delete the line indicating that the share 
of the USSR and its European allies in that aid was limited to 0.1 per cent of 
the GNP for the last few years. 

Paragraph 93 

The French expert.could not agree to the insertion of a sentence implying 
that, generally speaking, the developed countries "were accelerating" the 
adoption of protectionist measures prejudicial to the newly industrialized :t 
countries. 

Paragraph 95 

The French expert cannot agree to the final sentence in this paragraph on 
East-West trade. The word "negative" cannot be applied to East-West trade, 
which shows a higher growth rate than that of world trade generally. 
Moreover, the imports of the socialist countries of Eastern Europe are often 
affected by the lack of foreign exchange reserves. 

Chapter IV 

The French expert wishes to enter a reservation on the chapter as a whole 
because it does not generally reflect the view of a large number of experts. 
Inter alia, attention should be drawn to the refusal to include in the report 
statistics from SIPRI comparing the military expenditure of the largest 
industrialized countries as a percentage of GNP. That statistical table was 
considered by a very large number in the Group as indicative and useful, all 
the more as, according to the general view, it was accompanied by an 
explanation giving the sources and estimates used. 

Zhapter VI, paragraphs 387-390 

By resolution 33/71 I, the General Assembly had asked the 
Secretary-General to transmit to this group of experts, for their 
consideration, the proposal to establish an international disarmament fund for 
development put forward by the President of the French Republic at the tenth 
special session of the General Assembly on disarmament. The proposal was duly 
considered. However, the French expert did not join in supporting the 
above-mentioned paragraphs because they do not entirely reflect the views 
expressed by the experts. 

/ . . . 
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i Mr. I. Sy (Senegal) 

i [Or iginal: Fr en&] 

Chapter VI 

The evaluation given in chapter VI of the proposal to establish a tax on 
military expenditure is based on the argument that a tax on military 
expenditure would have the effect of making development aid dependent at least 
on a continuation of the arms race if not on increases in military 
expenditure. But that is not necessarily so. Assusming that the tax is 
5 per cent, it would yield an amount of over $20 billion just by taxing the 
military expenditure of the United States and the Soviet Union. That sum 
represents about two thirds of all international government development 
assistance. It is hard to conceive that the two Powers, confronted with such 
a heavy tax, would go right ahead and increase their military expenditure 
without a second thought. If they did, the only effect would be to increase 
the amount of the tax since it is a percentage of over-all military 
expenditure. On the contrary, and most probably, if that happened, the two 
Powers would try to reduce the amount of the tax. The result would be a 
reduction in military budgets and, consequently, a slowdown in the arms race, 
Thus, the tax on military expenditure would encourage progress on disarma.ment 
and, most important, would help to create additional resources for developing 
countries. For, needless to say, the problems facing those countries are 
urgent and require speedy action. The approach which holds that those 
additional resources can be obtained for the developing countries solely fron 
the funds released by the disarmament agreements is over-optimistic. For the 
rate at which arms control, and a fortiori, disarmament agreements are 
concluded is desperately slow and subject to all kinds of political ups and 
downs. Moreover , it is a passive approach (it quietly awaits the adoption Of 
disarmament measures), whereas a tax on military expenditure has the effect of 
stimulating a reduction in armaments and the transfer of resources to the 
developing countries, What is more, it is technically feasible, as shown in 
paragraphs 375 to 378 of chapter VI of the report. While it is true that lack 
of Political Will appears to be the main obstacle today to establishing a tax 
on military expenditure, that lack of political will should not be confused 
with feasibility, as is the case in several paragraphs of the report. 

Mr. Bernard Wood (Canada) 

[Original: English] 

Chapter II, paragraphs 51-56 

Paragraphs 51 to 56 on nuclear strategy issues go very sketchily into a 
complex and sensitive area, further than the Group’s special competence, and 
its commissioned studies would justify. 
adequately in this forum. 

These issues cannot be analysed 
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lapter VI 

The Group's report as a whole, dealing as it does with the most crucial 
problems and opportunities facing humanity 
visionary. 

I must necessarily be somewhat 
This chapter, however, both exceeds and falls short of the 

required vision. By giving such distinct, prominent and detailed coverage to 
the possibilities and mechanisms for direct development assistance transfers 
as a result of disarmament, however desirable they may be, it implicitly 
exaggerates the imminence of such prospects. On the other hand, and more 
importantly, it raises the risk that international development co-operation 
will again be viewed much too narrowly, as a matter of development assistance 
transfers. In fact, any such transfers are far less important to the 
development outlook than are the efforts of developing countries themselves 
and changes in the areas of trade, technology and resource use, and an 
effective and dynamic international division of labour. All of the latter 
changes, as other parts of the report help to demonstrate, would ultimately be 
much advanced by disarmament measures and are also central to the medium- and 
long-term interest of the developed countries. 


